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Welcome Message
Welcome to MNE2017, to INL, to the beautiful city of Braga, and to Portugal. The
last editions of MNE have been extremely successful, what demonstrates that the
MNE community is alive and in very good health. For the 2017 edition, number
43 of the series, we have set-up an outstanding program, with very high-level keynote speakers on topics spanning from plasmonics to life-sciences and information
technologies. MNE2017 will cover all the main current activities in micro/ nano
engineering and for this goal, we have re-structured the conference in four
areas: Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes;
Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures Devices and Systems;
Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications; and Engineering for the Life
Sciences.
The conference structure will follow the usual scheme of three and a half days, with
key-note, invited and oral presentations, posters and commercial exhibition. The
poster session will include invited posters with shotgun presentations. This year, we
have introduced some new features such as invited speakers from MNE conferences
from 10 and 20 years ago (MNE2007 and MNE1997). These key-notes will present
current hot-topics with a retrospect angle, which will interest newcomers in the field
as well as ”oldies” . In total, the scientific program will include 516 presentations.
We will also have tutorial lectures/short courses, not only of technical contents,
but also covering other aspects, as for example information and guidelines about
communicating science, filing patents, ISO-certification, preventive maintenance
and virtual machines shortening downtimes in the lab in case of accidents. A special
session on European Technology Platforms and Projects is also included.
All the changes are articulated to increase participation, to foster interaction and networking, and to propitiate
new dialogues. Nowadays, Science, Technology and Research is, to a great measure, a work in partnership,
motivated towards the search for solutions to societal great challenges of present times. The MNE community
has a large tradition and a large potential of collaborative work, which is inherent to the fact that enabling
technologies are in the core of our activity. We are convinced that the 2017 edition will consolidate MNE as
the major conference in the world to discuss about present and future micro/nano technologies and attract the
main leading players in the area.
Lastly, we wish that you will enjoy not only science and technology discussions and presentations, but also the
beautiful North of Portugal. We encourage you to taste the multiple possibilities to explore Portugal, through
culture, food and wine. The social program will include the welcome reception and, of course, the traditional
gala dinner, that will be held in Porto, the hometown of Port wine.
MNE2017 is jointly organized by INL and IMB-CNM. In the name of all the local organizing committee, we give
you all a very warm welcome to MNE2017.
Lars & Francesc

www.mne2017.org
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Organisation & Committees
LOCAL ORGANISING COMMITTEE
Lars Montelius (INL) – Conference Co-Chair
Francesc Pérez-Murano (IMB-CNM, CSIC) –
Conference Co-Chair
João Gaspar (INL) – Program Co-Chair
Andreu Llobera (IMB-CNM, CSIC) – Program CoChair
Joan Bausells (IMB-CNM, CSIC) – Technical CoChair
Cristina Padilha (INL) – Technical Co-Chair
Elvira Fortunato (CENIMAT) – Program chair topic:
Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication
Methods and processes
Luis Rocha (I3N/IPC) – Program chair topic:
Fabrication of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and
Systems
Santos Merino (Tekniker) – Program chair topic:
Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical
Applications
Xavier Muñoz-Berbel (IMB-CNM, CSIC): – Program
chair topic: Micro/Nano Engineering for life sciences
Gemma Rius (IMB-CNM, CSIC) – Short courses
coordination
Isabel Machado (INL) – Communication Assistance
Gina Palha (INL) – Communication Assistance
Adrian Watson (INL) – Procurement Assistance
Jose Lobo (INL) – Legal Assistance
Claudia Sousa (INL) – Site Assistance
Valérie Moreiras (INL) – Site Assistance
Hugo Cortez (INL) – Site Assistance
Rui Fonseca (INL) – Financial Assistance
José Coutinho (InvestBraga) – Site Assistance

INTERNATIONAL STEERING
COMMITTEE
Anja Boisen, Technical University of Denmark,
Denmark
Hubert Brückl, Danube University Krems, Austria
Massimo De Vittorio, Instituto Italiano di Tecnologia,
Italy
Michel Despont, CSEM, Switzerland
Zahid Durrani, Imperial College London, United Kingdom
Massimo Gentili (Chair), Innovation & Technology
Management, Italy
Evangelos Gogolides, NCSR Demokritos Athens, Greece
Gabi Grützner, Micro Resist technology GmbH, Germany
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Yoshihiko Hirai, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan
J. Alexander Liddle, NIST Gaithersburg, USA
Jean-Francois de Marneffe, IMEC Leuven, Belgium
Francesc Pérez-Murano, IMB-CNM, CSIC, Barcelona,
Spain
Urs Staufer, Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands
Christophe Vieu, LAAS-CNRS Toulouse, France

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM
COMMITTEE
Maan Alkaisi, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Paul Alkemade, Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands
Pedro Alpuim, INL – International Iberian
Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal
Sternberg Andris, Institute of Solid State Physics,
University of Latvia, Latvia
Pedro Aramendía, CIBION-CONICET, Argentina
Panagiotis Argitis, NCSR Demokritos, Greece
Naoufal Bahlawane, Luxembourg Institute of Science
and Technology (LIST), Luxembourg
Nuria Barniol, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona,
Spain
Joan Bausells, IMB-CNM (CSIC), Spain
Uwe Behringer, Managing Director UBC
Microelectronics, Germany
Gérard Benassayag, CEMES/CNRS, France
Xavier Berbel, IMB-CNM (CSIC), Spain
Rüdiger Berger, Max Planck Institute for Polymer
Research, Germany
Karl Berggren, MIT, United States
Kirstine Berg-Sørensen, DTU Nanotech, Denmark
Ora Bitton, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel
Stefan Blunier, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
Anja Boisen, DTU Nanotech, Denmark
Martin Brandl, Danube University Krems, Austria
Javier Bravo, Fundación CETENA, Spain
Hubert Brueckl, Danube University Krems, Austria
Claus Burkhardt, NMI Natural und Medical Sciences
Institute, Germany
Stefano Cabrini, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, United States
Victor Cadarso, Monash University, Switzerland
Giancarlo Canavese, Politecnico di Torino, Italy
Christophe Cardinaud, CNRS – University of Nantes –
Institut des matériaux Jean Rouxel (IMN), France
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Felix Casanova, CIC nanoGUNE, Spain
Andrea Cattoni, Centre de Nanosciences et de
Nanotechnologies (C2N), CNRS, France
Aline Cerf, LAAS-CNRS, France
Wen-Huei Chang, Department of Applied Chemistry,
National Pingtung University, Taiwan
Margarita Chatzichristidi, National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens, Greece
Hsuen-Li Chen, Department of Materials Science and
Engineering National Taiwan University Taipei, Taiwan
Yong Chen, Ecole Normale Supérieure/CNRS, France
Lei Chen, National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), United States
Rebecca Cheung, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Virginia Chu, INESC MN, Portugal
Jin-Woo Choi, Louisiana State University, United States
Vieu Christophe, Université de Toulouse, LAAS-CNRS,
France
João Conde, INESC MN and Técnico Lisboa, Portugal
Vassilios Constantoudis, Institute of Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology, NCSR Demokritos, Greece
José Correia, University of Minho, Portugal
Bo Cui, University of Waterloo, Canada
Neil Curson, London Centre for Nanotechnology, UCL,
United Kingdom
Linhong Deng, Institute of Biomedical Engineering and
Health Sciences, Changzhou University, China
Emiliano Descrovi, Politecnico di Torino, Italy
Panagiotis Dimitrakis, Institute of Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology , NCSR ‘Demokritos’, Greece
Zoran Djuric, Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts –
Institute of Technical Sciences, Serbia
Filippos Farmakis, Electrical and Computer
Engineering Dept., Democritus University of Thrace,
Greece
Theodore Fedynyshyn, MIT Lincoln Laboratory,
United States
Isabel Fernandez, IMDEA Nanoscience, Spain
César Fernández-Sánchez, IMB-CNM (CSIC), Spain
José Figueiredo, Universidade do Algarve, Portugal
Monika Fleischer, University of Tuebingen, Germany
Kristel Fobelets, Imperial College London, United Kingdom
Susana Freitas, INESC-MN and Instituto Superior
Técnico, Portugal
Hiroshi Fukuda, Hitachi High-Technologies
Corporation, Japan
João Gaspar, INL – International Iberian
Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal
Stefan Gendt, Imec / KULeuven, Belgium
Annamari Gerardino, CNR-Institute for Photonics and
Nanotechnologies, Italy
Gerald Gerlach, Technische Universität Dresden,
Germany

Ioanna Giouroudi, Technical University of Vienna
(TUW), Austria
Jens Gobrecht, Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland
Evangelos Gogolides, Institute of Nanoscience and
Nanotechnologyh, NCSR Demokritos, Greece
Miguel Gonzalez-Zalba, Hitachi Cambridge
Laboratory, United Kingdom
Markus Graf, Sensirion AG, Switzerland
Vitaliy Guzenko, Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland
Cornelis Wouter Hagen, Delft University of Technology,
The Netherlands
Anpan Han, DTU Danchip / CEN Technical Unversity
of Denmark, DTU, Denmark
Harry Heinzelmann, CSEM, Switzerland
Cristina Hoppe, Institute of Materials Science and
Technology (INTEMA), University of Mar del Plata
(UNMdP) and National Research Council (CONICET),
Argentina
Jörg Hübner, DTU Danchip / CEN Technical Unversity
of Denmark, DTU, Denmark
Toshiro Itani, EIDEC, Inc., Japan
Grigoris Kaltsas, Technological Educational Institute
(T.E.I) of Athens, Greece
Jeroen Kan, Physics department National University
Singapore, Singapore
Songphol Kanjanachuchai, Chulalongkorn University,
Thailand
Nikolaos Kehagias, Catalan Institute of Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology, Spain
Stephan Keller, DTU Nanotech, Denmark
Andrei Kholkin, University of Aveiro, Portugal
Beomjoon Kim, The University of Tokyo, Japan
Robert Kirchner, Technische Universität Dresden,
Germany
Fu-Hsiang Ko, Institute of Nanotechnology, National
Chiao Tung University, Taiwan
Manfred Kohl, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
Germany
Anders Kristensen, DTU Nanotech, Denmark
Josiane Lafleur, TU Wien, Austria
Jaejong Lee, Korea Institute of Machinery and
Materials, Korea
Thierry Leichle, LAAS-CNRS, France
Pablo Levy, CNEA + CONICET + UNSAM, Argentina
James Liddle, Center for Nanoscale Science and
Technology, NIST, United States of America
Chun-Hung Lin, National Cheng Kung University,
Taiwan
Ran Liu, Fudan University, China
Wen Liu, University of Science and Technology of
China, China
Andreu Llobera, Carl Zeiss Vision, Spain
Hans Loeschner, IMS Nanofabrication AG, Austria
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Leandro Lorenzelli, Fondazione Bruno Kessler/Center
for Materials and Microsystems (FBK-CMM), Italy
Regina Luttge, Eindhoven University of Technology,
The Netherlands
Eleni Makarona, Institute of Nanoscience nad
Nanotechnology, NCSR Demokritos, The Greece
Laurent Malaquin, LAAS CNRS, France
Rodolphe Marie, DTU, Denmark
Jean-Francois Marneffe, IMEC VZW, Belgium
Jose Martín, Universidad de Oviedo, Spain
Adrian Martinez-Rivas, CIC-Instituto Politécnico
Nacional (IPN), Mexico
Shinji Matsui, University of Hyogo, Japan
Santos Merino, IK4-TEKNIKER, Spain
Despont Michel, CSEM, Switzerland
Faisal Mohd-Yasin, Queensland Micro- and
Nanotechnology Center, Griffith University, Australia
Isabella Moser, Jobst Technologies, Germany
Miha Mraz, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Doron Naveh, Bar-Ilan University, Israel
Pascal Normand, Institute of Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology , NCSR ‘Demokritos’, Greece
Leonidas Ocola, Argonne National Laboratory, United
States of America
Shunri Oda, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
Je Oh, Hanyang University, Korea
Cristina Martin-Olmos, CSEM, SA 2002 Neuchatel,
Switzerland
Heidi Ottevaere, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
James Owen, Zyvex Labs, United States of America
Tung-Ming Pan, Chang Gung University, Taiwan
Inkyu Park, KAIST, Korea
Francesc Perez-Murano, IMB-CNM (CSIC), Spain
David Peyrade, LTM – CNRS UGA c/o CEA – LETI –
MINATEC, France
Francesco Pieri, Dip. di Ingegneria dell’Informazione –
Università di Pisa, Italy
Pasqualantonio Pingue, Laboratorio NEST – Scuola
Normale Superiore, Italy
Ferruccio Pisanello, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Italy
Duarte Prazeres, iBB-Institute for Bioengineering and
Biosciences, Department of Bioengineering, Instituto
Superior Técnico, Portugal
Philip Prewett, Oxford Scientific Consultants Ltd, The
Netherlands
Christelle Prinz, Lund University, Sweden
Muhammad Rafiq, Pakistan Institute of Engineering
and Applied Sciences Islamabad Pakistan, Pakistan
John Randall, Zyvex Labs, United States of America
Ioannis Raptis, NCSR Demokritos, Greece
Moh’d Rezeq, Khalifa University of Science and
Technology, Abu Dhabi
Heike Riel, IBM Research, Switzerland
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Gemma Rius, IMB-CNM (CSIC), Spain
Alex Robinson, University of Birmingham, United
Kingdom
Luis Rocha, University of Minho, Portugal
Albert Romano-Rodriguez, Institute of Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology (IN2UB), Spain
Mathias Rommel, Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated
Systems and Device Technology (IISB), Germany
Kurt Ronse, Imec, Belgium
Francois Rossi, European Commission, Italy
Ricardo Ruiz, Western Digital Corporation, United
States of America
Beate Santos, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco,
Brazil
Luigi Sasso, Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands
Steven Schofield, University College London, United
Kingdom
Sergey Shapoval, Institute of Microelectronics
Technology Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
Jian Shi, Ecole Normale Supérieure de Paris, France
Sergey Shleev, Malmö University, Russia
Alejandro Silhanek, Université de Liège, Belgium
Rubem Sommer, LABNANO – Centro Brasileiro de
Pesquisas Fisicas, Brazil
Urs Staufer, Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands
Ralf Steingrueber, Fraunhofer Institute for
Telecommunication, Germany
Rafael Taboryski, DTU Nanotech, Denmark
Jun Taniguchi, Tokyo University of Science, Japan
Jose Maria de Teresa, CSIC-University of Zaragoza,
Spain
Ronald Thoelen, Hasselt University – IMO-IMOMEC,
Belgium
Christos Tsamis, NCSR Demokritos, Greece
Angeliki Tserepi, NCSR Demokritos, Greece
Dimitris Tsoukalas, National Technical University of
Athens, Greece
Yoshi Tsuchiya, University of Southampton, United
Kingdom
Guillermo Villanueva, EPFL, Switzerland
Massimo Vittorio, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Italy
Katia Vutova, Professor, Dr.Sc., PhD, Institute of
Electronics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria
George Watson, University of Pennsylvania, United
States of America
Remco Wiegerink, MESA+ Institute for
Nanotechnology, University of Twente, The Netherlands
Sandra Wolff, TU Kaiserslautern, Nano Structuring
Center, Germany
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General Conference Information
HOW TO ARRIVE TO INL

> Bus transfer from Porto Airport to Braga (free of charge)
Free transfer from Porto Airport to Braga city center is offered to the participants. To benefit from this offer,
participants need to select the time for the bus transfer in their registration area. At the Airport, participants
should go to the reception desk dedicated to MNE to pick-up their transfer ticket to Braga.

> To and from the Conference venue
Free morning shuttles will drive participants from pickup-points near to the suggested hotels to the Conference
Venue (INL). A map of the pickup-points is available on the MNE website.
Bus transfers will also be organized for the situations below:
• From the Theatro Circo where the Opening Session will be held to the Conference Venue (INL);
• From the Conference Venue to the Conference Dinner (Porto);
• From the Conference Venue to the pickup-points at the end of the last conference.

> Free pass for travelling in Braga
Thanks to the local partner TUB, all participants will benefit from a free pass for all the conference time in
Braga – including the weekends. This free pass allows participants to travel by bus throughout the city of
Braga without restrictions. During the conference days, the participant conference badge will be the free
pass. For the weekends, participants need to print the free pass received by email.

> Public Transportation
•

Bus: You have several options on a daily basis, leaving directly from the airport.
Cost: € 8 (one-way), € 14 (round trip).
Duration: approx. 45/50 min.

•

Transfer: You can take the shuttle GetBus (around € 8)

•

Train: To take a train to Braga you need to go to the city centre, Estação da Campanhã. The urban railway
leaves every 40/45 min. Arriving in Braga Main Railway Station you will reach the city center in 3 minutes
and you may take a taxi to INL (around € 6) or the bus nr. 2 destination “Bom Jesus” and nr. 43 destination
“Minho University” (price around € 1,55).
Cost: around € 4 (one-way). Duration: approx. 50min to 1h15min.

•

Taxi: a taxi from Porto to INL costs around € 60.

•

By car: A3 and A11 > Follow the direction of “Braga Sul”, “University of Minho” or Melia Hotel.
There is free car parking in front of INL for attendees and exhibitors.

www.mne2017.org
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CONFERENCE LANGUAGE
The official language of the Conference is English.
No simultaneous translation will be provided.

REGISTRATION DESK

•
•
•

Wednesday, 20 September | 08:00 – 19:00
Thursday, 21 September | 08:00 – 20:00
Friday, 22 September | 08:00 – 14:00

LIVE STREAMING
All Plenary Lectures and Invited Poster Pitch
Sessions on room A will have live stream to room C.

OPENING HOURS
•
•
•
•
•

Monday, 18 September | 08:00 – 20:00
Tuesday, 19 September | 08:00 – 20:00
Wednesday, 20 September | 08:00 – 19:00
Thursday, 21 September | 08:00 – 20:00
Friday, 22 September | 08:00 – 14:00

NAME BADGE
Please always wear your name badge visible, during
all Conference activities and social events. Only
participants wearing the badge will be admitted to
the scientific and social programs.

COFFEE BREAKS & LUNCHES
Coffee breaks and lunches are included in the
registration fee and will be served in the Exhibition
Area, located in the outdoor tent.

CLIMATE
The average maximum and minimum temperatures in
Braga in September are 25°C/ 77 F (high) and 14°C/
57 F (low).

SMOKING
CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDANCE
Your Certificate of Attendance will be available at
the registration desk.

WIFI
WIFI is available in the whole conference premisses.
Please use the following log-in:
> Network: MNE2017
> Password: welcometoinl

Thank you for not smoking inside the conference
venue. Smoking areas are available outside the main
building.

CAMERA AND FILMING POLICY
Please refrain from taking any photos or videos
during any of the conference sessions and poster
presentations.

CELL PHONES AND ALARMS
CLOAKROOM
A cloakroom and luggage storage facilities are
available in the ground floor next to the registration
desk.
OPENING HOURS
•
•

Monday, 18 September | 08:00 – 20:00
Tuesday, 19 September | 08:00 – 20:00

www.mne2017.org

As a courtesy to all participants, please ensure that
all cell phones and other alarms (watches, pagers) are
turned off during all presentations.

INL EMERGENCY NUMBER
+351 915 194 801
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Information for Speakers and Chairpersons
SPEAKERS’ PREVIEW CENTER

> The Preview Center is located opposite to the
registration desk at the entrance level. Staff and
equipment will be available for you to arrange and
preview your PowerPoint.
OPENING HOURS
•
•
•
•
•

Monday, 18 September | 08:00 – 19:00
Tuesday, 19 September | 08:00 – 20:00
Wednesday, 20 September | 08:00 – 19:00
Thursday, 21 September | 08:00 – 20:00
Friday, 22 September | 08:00– 11:45

IF YOU ARE A CHAIRPERSON

> Please locate your session room in advance.
> Please be at your session room at least 15
minutes prior to the start of the session. We may
remind you that speakers need to strictly observe
the time schedule.
Panelists should not speak before they are
recognized by the chair and must first clearly state
their name, institution and country of origin.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORAL PRESENTERS

> Oral presentation slots have 45 minutes for
plenary talks (40 + 5 min for discussion), 30 minutes
for invited talks (25 + 5 min) and 15 minutes for
contributed papers (12 + 3 min).
> Session Chairs will strictly demand these times in
order to allow time for members of the audience to
switch sessions between presentations.
> An LCD projector & computer (Windows 7,
MS Powerpoint 2010 & Adobe Acrobat X) will
be available in every session room for regular
presentations. Neither overhead projectors, 35mm
slides projectors, VHS videotape player nor a DVD
player will be available.
> Please locate your session room in advance.
Please be at your session room at least 15 minutes
prior to the start of the session.

www.mne2017.org

> Speakers should deliver and view/check their
PowerPoint presentations at the Speakers’ Preview
Center at least 3 hours prior to the start of the
respective session. For sessions starting at 09:00,
the PowerPoint presentations should be delivered
the previous day.
> In order to avoid any delays, speakers are kindly
requested to hand in their PowerPoint presentations
on USB at the Speakers' Preview Center.
> If you bring your own laptop, the presentation will
be transferred onsite in the Preview Center.
> If you wish to bring your own laptop, it is crucial to
make this known in the Preview Center three hours
in advance for logistic reasons.
> Speakers are not allowed to take PowerPoint
presentations to the technical assistant directly in
the session rooms.
Please be informed that your files will be deleted
from the congress server after your presentation.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR POSTER PRESENTERS
There are 2 poster sessions scheduled on Tuesday
and Wednesday. At the indicated day, the author
should be present during the poster session for
discussions.

> Poster mounting hours
Posters from Poster Session 1 have to be mounted
latest on Tuesday, 19 September, by 12:30.
Posters from Poster Session 2 have to be mounted
latest on Wednesday, 20 September, by 12:30.
Material for mounting the posters will be supplied
by the staff.
> Poster dismounting hours
Poster Session 1 - these posters must be removed at
18:30 of Tuesday.
Poster Session 2 - these posters must be removed at
18:30 of Wednesday.
> Posters that are not removed at the end of that
day will be disposed as waste.
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Additional Scientific Program Information
MANUSCRIPTS
As in previous years, all presenters will be kindly asked to publish their contribution in the four special issues
to appear in early 2018 after peer-reviewing in Microelectronic Engineering (Elsevier).
More information about submitting a paper, submitting instructions, deadlines and editors can be found per
here: mne2017.org/call-for-papers
Submission deadline is 13 October, 2017.

NOTES:
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SHORT COURSES
Short courses will be offered on Monday, 18 September with the following topics:

> 9:15 – 10:35
Lithography tools for patterning at the nanoscale
José Ignacio Martín, Univ. Oviedo, Spain
> 10:35 – 11:55
Electron beam & NanoImprint Lithography: from concepts to industrial solutions
Stefan Landis, CEA-LETI, Grenoble, France
> 11:55 – 13:05
Plasma processing: Basics, methods and applications
David Lishan, Plasma-Therm LLC, St. Petersburg, Florida, USA
> 14:00 – 15:20
Fabrication at sub-10 nm scale: Lithography, pattern transfer, and inspection challenges
Alexei L. Bogdanov, Non-volatile Memory Research, Western Digital Corporation, San Jose, CA, USA
> 15:20 – 16:40
Ink jet printing: Basics, technique, inks and electronic devices
Eloi Ramon & Senentxu Lanceros, ICAS CNM, Barcelona, Spain & Univ. Minho, Braga, Portugal
> 16:40 – 17:30
How to save time and money by half-blind calibration of sensor systems
Oliver Paul, Dept. Microsystems Engineering (IMTEK), Univ. Freiburg, Germany

NOTES:

www.mne2017.org
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Plenary Speakers
Tuesday, 19 September 2017
10:00 - 10:45
THEATRO CIRCO

The story of ASML - from spin off to a leading semiconductor
lithography company
Frank Schuurmans
Vice President ASML Research, The Netherlands
In this presentation, a historical account of ASML’s growth from small
spin off to a leading lithography semiconductor company is given. This
includes an overview of current technology challenges and an outlook
to the future.

Tuesday, 19 September 2017
11:15 - 12:00
THEATRO CIRCO

New trends in Plasma Technologies
Olivier Joubert
LTM, Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CNRS, France
Plasma technologies have been seriously improved during last twenty
years. The evolution of plasma reactors has been driven by the
evolution of transistor architectures and dimensions (sub 10 nm FIN
FETs transistors), the emergence of 3D NAND memories, the need
of process reproducibility and uniformity at the 300 mm wafer level.
Latest hardware improvement allowing critical dimension control at
the ½ nm scale will be discussed during this talk.
The new applications which need to be addressed impose two major
challenges in the field of plasma processes: achieving an atomic
level control when etching complex stacks of ultra-thin layers of
different materials and etching very high aspect ratio dielectric layers
for memory applications. Some of the solutions envisioned in the
microelectronics industry will be discussed.

NOTES:
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Wednesday, 20 September 2017
09:00 - 09:45
ROOM A

Plasmonics: from noble metals to sustainability
Naomi J. Halas
Rice University, U.S.A.
Metallic nanoparticles, used since antiquity to impart intense,
vibrant color into materials, have more recently become a central
tool in the nanoscale manipulation of light. This interest has led to
a virtual explosion of new types of metal-based nanoparticles and
nanostructures of various shapes and compositions, and has given
rise to new strategies to harvest, control, and manipulate light based
on metallic nanostructures and their properties. While our scientific
foundation for the field of Plasmonics has been built on nanoparticles
consisting of noble and coinage metals, more recently we have begun
to question whether the same, or similar, plasmonic properties can
also be realized in more sustainable materials such as Aluminum, the
most abundant metal on the earth’s surface or carbon-based materials
for large-area applications.

Wednesday, 20 September 2017
09:45 - 10:30
ROOM A

The Importance of Knowing You are Sick: Nanoscale
Biophotonics For The ‘Other’ Brain
Mark R. Hutchinson
Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Nanoscale BioPhotonics;
Adelaide Medical School, University of Adelaide, Australia
The next frontier in neuroscience is the exploration of the “other brain”
or the other 90% of cells of the central nervous system, termed glia.
These immune-like cells are pivotal to the health and disease of the
brain. It is the neuromodulatory capacity of these cells that allow us to
change behaviour during times of illness. As such, their function and
activity linked to brain functions like decision making and mood are
key. However, there are no tools to explore the real-time function of
these underappreciated cells in either preclinical and clinical models.
This presentation will explore new opportunities for biophotonics
to address this area of need and the activities of the ARC Centre of
Excellence for Nanoscale BioPhotonics.

NOTES:
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Thursday, 21 September 2017
09:00 - 09:45
ROOM A

“Lab on chip” – biomimetic channel networks and nano wells
Andreas Manz
Saarland University; KIST Europe, Germany
Microfluidic chips are usually defined by photolithography masks
which are generated from straight lines and CAD programs. The
manufacturing process needs clean room technology and usually
gets more complex if multiple depths, i.e. multiple masks have to be
used, and variations in depth profile are difficult to achieve. I will
present a simple way of obtaining channel structures which feature
gradually increasing or decreasing channel depths, and which also
can feature irregularities in its surface. At first sight, this may seem
inappropriate, may look “ugly” and not engineering-like. However, in
biological surroundings, we can see such structures, and they are fully
functional.

Friday, 22 September 2017
09:00 - 09:45
ROOM A

MEMS technology for medical applications
Göran Stemme
Micro and Nanosystems, KTH – Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
The rapid advance of Microelectromechanical Systems or MEMS
technologies has led to numerous new applications in many fields. The
possibility to make small and complex systems is particularly beneficial
for making medical technology devices for health care. In particular, the
opportunities are formidable for making minimal invasive components
and microfluidic handling systems for diagnostics applications. In the
talk the last decade of development of medical technology based on
MEMS will be discussed. Several examples of the latest research on
minimal invasive devices will be presented including; transdermal
drug delivery, breath gas sensing, sensors for continuous glucose
measurement and on-chip volume metering based on dissolvable
valves for dried blood spot (DBS) blood analysis.

NOTES:
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Friday, 22 September 2017
12:00 - 12:45
ROOM A

Tactile mechanics — a new avenue for nano-engineering?
Vincent Hayward
Institute of Philosophy, School of Advanced Study, University of London &
Actronika SAS, Paris, France
The mechanics of contact and friction is to touch what sound waves
are to audition, and what light waves are to vision. The complex
physics of contact, however, differ in fundamental ways from the
physics of acoustics and optics. The astonishing variety of phenomena
resulting from the contact between fingers and objects is likely to have
fashioned our somatosensory system at all its levels of it organisation,
from early processing to cognition. The talk will illustrate this idea
through a variety of specific examples that show how surface physics
shape the messages that are sent to the brain, providing completely
new opportunities for the application of nano-engineering techniques.

NOTES:
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Invited Speakers
Victor Blanco, IMEC, Belgium
EUV insertion at the N5 node
Tuesday, 19 September 2017
13:30 – 14:00 		

Lars-Erik Wernersson, Lund University, Sweden
Engineering and Processing of 10 nm 3D structures
for FET applications
ROOM A

Toshiyuki Tsuchiya, Kyoto University, Japan
Conformal nanogaps fabricated by cleavage of
single-crystal silicon on MEMS
Tuesday, 19 September 2017
14:00 – 14:30 			

ROOM B

Ora Bitton, Weizmann Institute, Israel
Vacuum Rabi splitting in a plasmonic cavity at the
single quantum emitter limit
Tuesday, 19 September 2017
14:30 – 15:00 			

ROOM C

David Elata, Israel Institute of Technology, Israel
Fabrication of piezoelectric actuators with a pure
twisting response
Tuesday, 19 September 2017
17:00 – 17:30 			

Wednesday, 20 September 2017
14:30 – 15:00 			

ROOM A

Cristina Hoppe, INTEMA, Argentina
Amphiphilic polymeric networks as a tool for the
design of new functional materials
Wednesday, 20 September 2017
18:00 – 18:30 			

ROOM A

Dan Nicolau, McGill University, Canada
Biosimulation and biocomputation with motile
biological agents exploring microfabricated
structures
Thursday, 21 September 2017
09:45 – 10:15 			

ROOM C

Patrick Ruther, University of Freiburg, Germany
How to interface the brain with MEMS-based
implants
Thursday, 21 September 2017
11:00 – 11:30 			

ROOM C

Jenny Emnéus, Technical University of Denmark
Multi-functional 3D scaffolds for organ-on-a-chip
developments

ROOM C

Wouter van der Wijngaart, KTH Royal Institute of
Technology, Sweden
OSTEMERs – New opportunities for micro- and
nanostructuring
Wednesday, 20 September 2017
12:00 – 12:30 			

Xiaohong Wang, Tsinghua University, China
Micro energy conversion and storage based on
nanomaterials

ROOM B

Reza Ghodssi, University of Maryland, USA
Micro/nano devices and systems for biofilm
exploration and eradication
Wednesday, 20 September 2017
11:00 – 11:30 			

ROOM A

ROOM B

Shay Kaplan, Audiopixels Ltd, Rehovot, Israel
Development of a mems loudspeaker or ‘The role of
luck in mems development’
Tuesday, 19 September 2017
18:00 – 18:30 			

Wednesday, 20 September 2017
13:30 – 14:00 			

Thursday, 21 September 2017
13:30 – 14:00

ROOM C

Sander Otte, Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands
Probing emergent phenomena through large-scale
atom manipulation

ROOM A
Thursday, 21 September 2017
14:30 – 15:00 			

ROOM A

www.mne2017.org
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Silvia Armini, IMEC, Belgium
Applications of smart monomolecular films in IC
microelectronics for organic-inorganic interface
engineering
Thursday, 21 September 2017
17:00 – 17:30 			

Friday, 22 September 2017
11:00 – 11:30 		
ROOM A

Beate Santos, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco,
UPFE, Brazil
Quantum dots for nanobioimaging and diagnostics
Thursday, 21 September 2017
17:00 – 17:30 			

ROOM C

André Cardoso, Nanium, Portugal
Stretching fan-out wafer level packaging to new
limits and markets
Thursday, 21 September 2017
17:30 – 18:00 			

ROOM B

Montserrat Calleja, IMM-Instituto de
Microelectrónica de Madrid (CNM-CSIC), Spain
Nanomechanics for the Life Sciences
Thursday, 21 September 2017
18:00 – 18:30

ROOM C

Ahmed Busnaina, Nano OPS, Inc. and Northeastern
University, Boston, USA
Scalable Printing of Nano and Microscale
Electronics and Wearable Sensors
Friday, 22 September 2017
09:45 – 10:15 			

NOTES:
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Benedikt Stender, Multiphoton Optics GmbH,
Germany
Industrial Scale High Precison 3D Printing

ROOM A

ROOM A
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Awards
MEE YOUNG INVESTIGATOR 2017

>THE 2017 MICROELECTRONIC ENGINEERING JOURNAL YOUNG INVESTIGATOR AWARD AND
LECTURESHIP
Sponsored by

> HONORING AND PROMOTING A YOUNG RESEARCHER ACTIVE IN THE FIELDS OF
NANOFABRICATION AND NANOTECHNOLOGY FOR ELECTRONICS, MEMS AND LIFE SCIENCES
Micro Electronic Engineering (MEE) is proud to continue its long contribution (1983-2017) in the field of
processing for Micro- and Nano-scale Device and System fabrication. In the past 34 years MEE has expanded
from the field of microelectronics to the fields of Nanotechnology and Microsystems following the rapid
proliferation of microelectronics into many new areas and applications. Beyond electronics, MEE is now
also focusing on fabrication of photonic, plasmonic, bioelectronic, electromechanical and fluidic devices and
systems and their applications in the broad areas of electronics, energy, life sciences, and environment.
MEE is also proud to continue the series of Young Investigator Awards and MEE Lectureships for a fourth year.
The award winner will give an invited talk on Friday, September 22nd.
The Lectureship award includes $1000, plus travel costs to present the award lecture at the MNE2017
Conference, while MNE2017 Organization will cover registration and contribute towards accommodation
costs.

> WINNER ANNOUNCEMENT
The award winner is Dr. Mario Lanza, professor at the Institute of Functional Nano & Soft Materials of
Soochow University, People's Republic of China.

> BIOGRAPHY
Mario Lanza is a Young 1000 Talent professor at the Institute of Functional Nano & Soft Materials of Soochow
University, the fastest growing university in the world in 2015-2016 according to Nature Index. Dr. Lanza
got his PhD in Electronics in 2010 at Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona. During the PhD he was a visiting
scholar at The University of Manchester (UK) and Infineon Technologies (Germany). In 2010-2011 he did a
postdoc at Peking University, and in 2012-2013 he was a Marie Curie fellow at Stanford University. Dr. Lanza
has published over 60 papers, including Science and Advanced Materials, edited an entire book for Wiley-VCH
and registered four patents (one of them received 1M$ investment). He is member of the advisory board of
Scientific Reports (Nature) and Crystal Research and Technology (Wiley-VCH), as well member of the technical
committee of several international conferences. His research interests focus on the improvement of electronic
devices using 2D materials, with special emphasis on 2D (layered) dielectrics and logic memory devices.
Elsevier and the members of the committee warmly congratulate the award winner for his outstanding
contribution.
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MICRO-NANO GRAPH CONTEST
Sponsored by
Since 2005 a tradition at the MNE is the Micro-Nano Graph contest. The submission deadline for the 2017
contest was 15 September.
The winners of the jury prize and the winner of the MNEer’s choice award (elected by MNE attendants) will be
announced by John Randall from Zyvex Labs during the conference dinner, on 20 September.
The graphs will be shown during the conference so that attendees can choose their favorite image.
The voting will be made through the Conference APP.

MNE 2017 FELLOW AWARD
Sponsored by
To promote micro- and nano-engineering in Europe, the MNE Steering Committee recognizes a researcher
or engineer every year who has made outstanding contributions to fields addressed by the MNE Conference.
The aim is to honor a researcher or engineer who has strong research roots in Europe by having worked
in Europe for an important part of his/her career. The successful candidate must have inspired the MNE
community by his/her leadership or outstanding work. This could, for example, be through leadership in the
successful development and commercialization of a technology, the pioneering of a method or development
of a tool with significant impact on current research or manufacturing methods, or an outstanding invention.

> WINNER ANNOUNCEMENT
THE MNE 2017 Fellow award will be given to Prof. Andreas Manz.
A pioneer in lab-on-a-chip and micro total analysis systems, professor at Saarland University and scientist at
KIST Europe.
The MNE Fellow Award ceremony will take place during the MNE Conference Plenary Session on Thursday
morning at 9:00.
In previous years, the MNE Fellow Award was given to:
• Dr. Haroon Ahmed from University of Cambridge at MNE 2003, Cambridge
• Dr. Peter Vettiger from IBM Research – Zurich at MNE 2005, Vienna
• Dr. Mike Hatzakis from NCSR Demokritos Athens at MNE 2006, Barcelona
• Dr. Bruno Murari from ST Microelectronics at MNE 2010, Genoa
• Dr. Luc Van den Hove from IMEC at MNE 2011, Berlin
• Dr. Hans Löschner from IMS Nanofabrication AG in Austria at MNE 2012, Toulouse
• Prof. Dieter Kern from University of Tübingen at MNE 2014, Lausanne
• Dr. Emile van der Drift from TU Delft at MNE 2015, The Hague
• Prof. Nico de Rooij from EPFL Lausanne and CSEM SA at MNE 2016, Vienna

www.mne2017.org
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MNE 2017 BEST POSTER AWARD
Sponsored by
MNE conference gives much relevance to the poster session. Contributions selected for poster presentation
do not have less scientific quality than contributions selected for oral presentation, but their contents are
expected to be more suitable to be communicated in poster form. In order to highlight the importance of the
poster session, awards are given to the best posters.
The MNE 2017 Best Poster Awards jury is chaired by Prof. Urs Staufer, from Delft University and some
members of the MNE Steering Committee. The posters will be evaluated per topic and there will be 4 Best
Poster Awards:
• Topic 1: Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
• Topic 2: Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
• Topic 3: Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
• Topic 4: Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
The evaluation will be based on the assessment of the reviewers from the International Program Committee
and by the poster examination from the jury during the Conference. The Jury will take into consideration the
quality of the poster in terms of communication and graphical design, scientific content and impact.

> WINNER ANNOUNCEMENT
The Best Poster Award winners will be announced during the Conference dinner, on September 20th.

www.mne2017.org
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Social Program
> WELCOME RECEPTION | Monday, September 18th, 2017
On Monday, September 18th from 19:00 to 20:00, we cordially invite you to the welcome reception at the
conference venue. You can register at the conference and then enjoy welcome drink and snacks together
with your colleagues. There will be a welcome message to the participants from the Organising Committiee.

> CONFERENCE DINNER | Wednesday, September 20th, 2017
The conference dinner will take place at Real Companhia Velha (Vila Nova de Gaia). Spend an enjoyable
evening with your colleagues at a traditional Porto Wine Cellar, tasting wine produced from the surrounding
vineyards. One ticket is included in the registration fee.
A shuttle service from the INL Conference venue to the dinner location will be provided.
Location: Rua do Choupelo, 250 | 4400-088 Vila Nova de Gaia | www.tresseculos.pt

> EXHIBITOR / SPONSOR BARBECUE | Thursday, September 21st, 2017
For the first time, MNE will dedicate a social event exclusively for sponsors and exhibitors.
This event will take place at the Congress Venue, in the INL garden.

> YOUNG PEOPLE MEETING | Thursday, September 21st, 2017
All participants are invited to the MNE party which will take place at the Lustre, Braga, from 22:00 onwards.
Lustre is a multifaceted space in a charismatic building. It is situated in the historic center.
It is an emblematic disco bar located in the heart of the city of Braga, with music that includes Pop Rock, Funk,
Disco, House…
Location: Praça Conde Agrolongo 115 - Braga | https://pt-pt.facebook.com/lustrediscoteca/
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Program at a glance
MONDAY, 18 SEPTEMBER 2017
ROOM C
09h00
09h30
10h00
10h30
11h00
11h30
12h00
12h30
13h00
13h30

Short Courses

14h00
14h30
15h00
15h30
16h00
16h30

Registration

17h00
17h30
Reception
18h00
18h30
19h00
Welcome words from the Organisation
19h30

www.mne2017.org
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TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017
ROOM A
09h30
09h45
10h00
10h15
10h30
10h45
11h00
11h15
11h30
11h45
12h00

ROOM B

ROOM C

Opening (Theatro Circo)
Plenary Lecture (Theatro Circo)
Frank Schuurmans (ASML, The Netherlands)
The story of ASML – from spin off to a leading semiconductor lithography company
Sounds and Movements inspired by Nano Engineering (Theatro Circo)
Plenary Lecture (Theatro Circo)
Olivier Joubert (LTM, Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CNRS, CEA-Leti Minatec, France)
20 years celebration talk – New trends in plasma etching for ultra large scale integration technology
Transfer to INL

12h15
12h30
12h45
13h00

Lunch

13h15
13h30
13h45
14h00
14h15
14h30

Session 1A

Session 2A

Session 3A

(1.1, 1.2)
with invited lecture

(2.2)
with invited lecture

(3.4)
with invited lecture

14h45
15h00

Invited Poster Pitch 1

15h15
15h30
15h45
16h00

Coffee Break / Exhibition

16h15
16h30

Poster Session 1

16h45
17h00
17h15
17h30
17h45
18h00

Session 1B

Session 2B

Session 4A

(1.3)

(2.2)
with invited lecture

(4.1, 4.2)

18h15
18h30
18h45
19h00
19h15
19h30
19h45
20h15

www.mne2017.org

European Projects & Platforms

Lab tours to INL flagship facilities

(including special session from
NFFA-JRA2 joint research action)
on High Precision Manufacturing)
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WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017
ROOM A
09h00

Naomi Halas (Rice University, USA)
Plasmonics for Sustainability

09h30
09h45

10h15

ROOM C

Plenary Lecture

09h15

10h00

ROOM B

Plenary Lecture
Mark Hutchinson (CNBP, Australia)
The importance of knowing you are sick: Nanoscale Biophotonics for the ‘other’ brain

10h30

Coffee Break / Exhibition

10h45
11h00
11h15
11h30
11h45

Session 1C

Session 3B

Session 4B

(1.5)
with invited lecture

(3.4)

(4.3, 4.4)
with invited lecture

12h00
12h15
12h30
12h45

Lunch

13h00
13h15
13h30
13h45
14h00

Session 2C

Session 3C

Session 4C

14h15

(2.1)
with invited lecture

(3.2)
with invited lecture

(4.3, 4.4)

14h30
14h45
15h00

Invited Poster Pitch 2

15h15
15h30
15h45

Coffee Break / Exhibition

16h00
16h15

Poster Session 2

16h30
16h45

www.mne2017.org
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ROOM A

ROOM D

ROOM C

17h30

Session 1D

Session 4D

17h45

(1.6)
with invited lecture

Communicating Science
in Society
Elisabeth Nilsson

17h00
17h15

(4.5)

(Lund University)

18h00
18h15
18h30

Break

18h45
19h00
19h15

Transfer to Conference Dinner

19h30
19h45
20h00
20h15
20h30
20h45
21h00

Conference Dinner
(including announcement of Best Poster and Micro-Nano Graph contest awards)

21h15
21h30
21h45
22h00
22h15
22h30
22h45
23h00
23h15
23h30
23h45

www.mne2017.org
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THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017
ROOM A
09h00

Andreas Manz (KIST Europe, Germany)
MNE fellow recipient – “Lab on chip” – biomimetic channel networks

09h30

10h00

ROOM C

Plenary Lecture

09h15

09h45

ROOM B

Session 1E

Session 2D

Session 4E

(1.6)

(2.1)

(4.6)
with invited lecture

10h15
10h30

Coffee Break / Exhibition

10h45
11h00
11h15
11h30
11h45

Session 2E

Session 3D

Session 4F

(2.3)

(3.3)

(4.5, 4.6)
with invited lecture

12h00
12h15
12h30
12h45

Lunch

13h00
13h15
13h30
13h45
14h00

Session 1F

Session 3E

Session 4G

14h15

(1.4)
with invited lecture

(3.4)

(4.5)
with invited lecture

14h30
14h45
15h00

Coffee Break / Exhibition

15h15
15h30
15h45
16h00

Session 1G

Session 2F

(1.5.)

(2.4.)

Industrial Session 1

16h15
16h30
16h45

Coffee Break / Exhibition
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ROOM A

ROOM B

ROOM C

17h00
17h15
17h30

Session 1H

Session 2G

Session 4H

17h45

(1.7)
with invited lecture

(2.5)
with invited lecture

(4.5)
with invited lecture

Lab tours to INL
flagship facilities

Industrial Session 2

Quality, Innovation, Legal
and IP Session

18h00
18h15
18h30
18h45
19h00
19h15
19h30
19h45
20h00
20h15
20h30
20h45
21h00

Exhibitors / Sponsors Barbecue
(Only for exhibitors and sponsors)

21h15
21h30
21h45
22h00
22h15
22h30
22h45
23h00
23h15
23h30
23h45

www.mne2017.org
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FRIDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2017
ROOM A
09h00
09h15
09h30
09h45
10h00
10h15

Plenary Lecture

Session 1I

Session 2H

Session 3F

(1.8)
with invited lecture

(2.1)

(3.5)

Coffee Break / Exhibition

10h45

11h15
11h30
11h45
12h00
12h15
12h30
12h45
13h00

ROOM C

Goran Stemme (KTH, Sweden)
10 years celebration talk – MEMS technology for medical applications

10h30

11h00

ROOM B

Session 1J
(1.8)
with invited lecture

Session 2I

Session 3G

(2.1)

(3.5)

MEE Young Investigator Award
Plenary Lecture
Vincent Hayward (Institute of Philosophy, School of Advanced Study, University of London & Actronika SAS, France)
Tactile mechanics - a new avenue for nano-engineering?

Closing Remarks

www.mne2017.org

Institute of Microelectronics of Barcelona (IMB-CNM)
IMB-CNM is a public research institute of the Spanish Research Council (CSIC)
IMB-CNM activity is basic and applied research and development, education and training in
micro and nanotechnologies, components and systems.
The Integrated Clean Room for Micro and
Nano fabrication is an open accees large scale
facility (1,500 m2), devoted to R&D&i and
driven by an expert team. Service is provided
for Micro and Nano fabrication, but also for
physical
and
electrical
characterization,
packaging and systems integration.
The clean room is part of the
Spanish Network of Micro and
Nano Fabrication Facilities:
www.micronanofabs.org

The research activities of IMB-CNM
are
dedicated
to
Micro/Nano
Integrated Systems: miniaturized
electronic systems which include
sensing and/or actuating capabilities
in addition to electronic information
processing, power management and
external interfaces.

Campus Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona; 08193 Cerdanyola del Vallès. Spain. Phone.: +34 93 594 7700
info@imb-cnm.csic.es www.imb-cnm.csic.es www.facebook.com/csic.es/ www.instagram.com/imb_cnm/
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Scientific Program
MONDAY, 18 SEPTEMBER 2017
09:00 – 18:30
09:00

Short Courses

ROOM C

Opening and introduction to the short courses
Session chairs: Gemma Rius (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona, Spain)
& João Gaspar (INL, Braga, Portugal)

09:15

SHC01
Lithography tools for patterning at the nanoscale
José Ignacio Martín¹
¹ - Univ. Oviedo, Spain

In this talk, we will review the variety of lithography techniques that allow the patterning of
ordered structures at the nanoscale. First, the main characteristics of optical lithography
will be described, indicating its different configurations, photoresist types, illuminating
sources, the tailoring in the masks, or several etching processes. The focus on techniques
using photons will be put on x-ray lithography and laser interference lithography. Then, some
of the methods based in mechanical processes will be presented, including focus ion beam
lithography and soft lithography. Finally, different possibilities of using the tip of a scanning
probe microscope for patterning will be discussed and relevant examples of bottom-up
methods will be presented.

MONDAY, 18 SEPTEMBER 2017

Outline
1. Optical lithography
1.1 Fundaments
1.2 Contact, proximity and projection configurations
1.3 Irradiation sources
1.4 Photoresists and developers
1.5 Masks
1.6 Etching processes
2. Other lithography techniques with photons
2.1 X-ray lithography
2.2 Laser Interference Lithography
3. Nanolithography by mechanical methods
3.1 Focus Ion Beam Lithography
3.3 Using stamps. Example: Soft Lithography
4. Nanolithography using the tip of a scanning probe microscope
4.1 Chemical Vapor Deposition combined with STM
4.2 Dip-Pen and Local oxidation
4.3 Direct writing
5. Bottom – up methods
5.1 Block copolymers
5.2 Polymer nanospheres
5.3 Porous alumina

www.mne2017.org
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10:35

SHC02
Electron beam & NanoImprint Lithography: from concepts to industrial solutions
Stefan Landis, ¹
¹- CEA-LETI, Grenoble, France

This lecture will be dedicated to Electron and Nanoimprint Lithography, both patterning
solutions that have been identified as means to achieve higher pattern feature resolution,
needed for the advancing miniaturization or versatile micro and nano patterns for new
optical, bio or mechanical applications. We will discuss the main concepts of these two “low
cost” patterning approaches compared to optical or EUV solutions. Opportunities as well as
associated challenges will be reviewed.
Outline
1. Electron Beam Lithography
1.1 Principle of Electron Beam Lithography
1.2 Challenges Resolution Limits
1.3 Ebeam techniques: Gaussian Beam, Shaped Beam, Character, Cell, Block Exposure,
Multi-Beams, Multi-Columns, and Multi-Emitters, Electron-beam Projection
Lithography (EPL).
1.4 Process considerations
2. Other lithography techniques with photons
2.1 Principles of Imprint Lithography: Hot embossing and UV imprint technologies
2.2 Fabrication of Imprint Stamps (hard and soft)
2.3 Adhesive Properties of material: Issues and solutions
2.4 Process Issues: Large area, high resolution, defects
2.5 Associated metrology
11:55

SHC03
Plasma processing: basics, methods and applications
David Lishan, ¹
- Plasma-Therm LLC, USA

This lecture will focus on the fundamentals of plasma etching. It will include an introduction
to plasma and an overview of the plasma reactors used for dry etching and their application
to semiconductor and materials processing. The talk will review four basic mechanisms for
dry etching with examples using metals, dielectrics, compound semiconductors and silicon.
The level of the material is aimed at graduate students beginning processing projects in the
cleanroom with the goal of removing some of the mystery of dry etching.
Outline
1. Electron Beam Lithography
2. Other lithography techniques with photons
3. Electron Beam Lithography

NOTES:
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4. Other lithography techniques with photons
4.1 Principles of Imprint Lithography: Hot embossing and UV imprint technologies
4.2 Fabrication of Imprint Stamps (hard and soft)
4.3 Adhesive Properties of material: Issues and solutions
4.4 Process Issues: Large area, high resolution, defects
14:00

SHC04
Fabrication at sub-10 nm scale: lithography, pattern transfer, and inspection challenges
Alexei L. Bogdanov, ¹
1

- Non-volatile Memory Research, Western Digital Corporation, USA

In this lecture, we discuss modern lithographic techniques used for generation of dense
patterns with critical dimensions in sub-10 nm range. Photolithography, EUV, electron beam
lithography, and nanoimprint are ranked with respect to the resolution, cost, throughput,
and technology affordability. Multi-patterning and self-aligned pitch splitting methods of
further resolution enhancement are explained. Methods of pattern transfer such as reactive
ion etching and ion beam etching are covered in a more concise manner. Similarly, brief
consideration is given to the methods of pattern inspection - SEM, AFM, and TEM. Finally, as
an example, a complete process of sub-10 nm patterning for bit patterned media fabrication
is presented.
Outline
1. Modern lithographic methods in IC manufacturing
2. Resolution enhancement methods: MP, SADP, BCP-DSA
3. Pattern transfer: RIE, IBE, Lift-off
4. Inspection and CD measurement: SEM, AFM, TEM
5. Real life example: Bit Patterned Media Fabrication

MONDAY, 18 SEPTEMBER 2017

15:20

SHC05
Ink jet printing: basics, technique, inks and electronic devices
Eloi Ramon1 & Senentxu Lanceros ²
1

- ICAS CNM, Barcelona, Spain; ² - Univ. Minho, Braga, Portugal

While silicon based technologies are evolving towards advanced nanometric nodes, the
emerging Thin Organic and Large Area Electronics (a.k.a. printed electronics, PE) based on
flexible substrates and functional inks are starting again the history of microelectronics at
technology and device levels trying to grow up to applications looking at the silicon path
but far away from its costs and performances. In the last years, printing technologies have
emerged as one of the most promising alternative manufacturing technologies for electronic
devices due to their lithography- and vacuum-free processing.
Related to this, organic and inorganic solution-processed materials have been advancing
rapidly improving the performance, reproducibility and stability of printed devices. The latest
technological developments mean electronics are set to revolutionize applications across a
number of different industries. The advantages of printing are countless. The reduction of
costs and application to new substrates are just two benefits that have powered a whole
new platform for electronic applications.
Despite these advantages, performance and size of PE devices are far away from Si devices.
Nevertheless, many new applications have been enabled by those new technologies where
the rigid silicon/PCB electronics does not have sense. From wearables to packaging and
cosmetics to cars, printed electronics have a potential application in a huge array of different
products.
Among the printing technologies, inkjet printing turned out to be an attractive approach due
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to its additive, multi length-scale, mask-less and contact-less processing. This creates a new
paradigm in digital fabrication through the construction of electronic devices and circuits in
an additive drop-by-drop manner.
Outline
1. Materials for Ink Jet Printing
1.1 Soluble Functional Materials
2. Printed Devices and their Electrical PerformanceSoluble Functional Materials
2.1 Passive layers, transistors, biosensors, photovoltaics, OLEDs and batteries
3. Ink Jet based Technologies and Challenges
3.1 Circuits
4. Ink Jet Industry: circuits markets and growth opportunities.
16:40

SHC06
How to save time and money by half-blind calibration of sensor systems
Oliver Paul ¹
¹ - Dept. Microsystems Engineering (IMTEK), Univ. Freiburg, Germany

A very common observation is that sensor systems designed to determine a set of given
measurands often show parasitic sensitivities to other influences, so-called disturbances.
Temperature or ambient humidity are well-known examples of disturbances. Of course,
calibration of such systems aims for the extraction of disturbance-compensated measurand
values from them, which is often achieved by exposing the systems to a sufficient number
of load conditions involving well-controlled values not only of the measurands, but also
of the disturbances. I will show how, more efficiently, this goal is reached by performing
a minimalistic approach where only the measurands of interest need to be applied in a
controlled, monitored manner, while disturbances can be applied without being monitored.
The method, termed half-blind calibration, works well with linear and moderately nonlinear
multisensor systems. It will be illustrated by multisensors composed of magnetic, thermal,
and mechanical microtransducers. I will finish the tutorial by considering the extension of
the method to the broader class of systems including optical and chemical sensing devices
as well.
Closing remarks / Overview of INL and CNM CSIC activities related to MNE
Session chairs: Gemma Rius (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona, Spain)
& João Gaspar (INL, Braga, Portugal)
15:00 – 19:00

Registration

17:00 – 19:00

Reception

EXHIBITION AREA

19:00 – 20:00

Welcome words from the Organisation

EXHIBITION AREA

Sponsored by

NOTES:
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17:30
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09:30 – 10:00

Opening Ceremony

THEATRO CIRCO

Session chairs: Lars Montelius (INL, Braga)
& Francesc Pérez-Murano (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)

10:00 – 10:45

Plenary Lecture

THEATRO CIRCO

Session chairs: Lars Montelius (INL, Braga)
& Francesc Pérez-Murano (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
PL01
The story of ASML - from spin off to a leading semiconductor lithography company
Frank Schuurmans ¹
¹ - Vice President ASML Research
In this presentation, a historical account of ASML’s growth from small spin off to a leading
lithography semiconductor company is given. This includes an overview of current
technology challenges and an outlook to the future.
10:45 – 11:15

Sounds and Movements inspired by Nano Engineering

THEATRO CIRCO

11:15 – 12:00

Plenary Lecture

THEATRO CIRCO

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

Session chairs: Lars Montelius (INL, Braga)
& Francesc Pérez-Murano (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
PL02
New trends in Plasma Technologies
O. Joubert ¹, G. Cunge ¹, E. Pargon ¹, L. Vallier ¹, E. Despiau-Pujot ¹, C. Petit-Etienne ¹,
O. Luere ², Y. Zhang ²
¹ - LTM, Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CNRS, CEA-Leti Minatec, France
² - Applied Materials, USA

Plasma technologies have been seriously improved during last twenty years. The evolution
of plasma reactors has been driven by the evolution of transistor architectures and
dimensions (sub 10 nm FIN FETs transistors), the emergence of 3D NAND memories, the
need of process reproducibility and uniformity at the 300 mm wafer level. Latest hardware
improvement allowing critical dimension control at the ½ nm scale will be discussed during
this talk. The new applications which need to be addressed impose two major challenges in
the field of plasma processes: achieving an atomic level control when etching complex stacks
of ultra-thin layers of different materials and etching very high aspect ratio dielectric layers
for memory applications. Some of the solutions envisioned in the microelectronics industry
will be discussed.
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12:30 – 13:30

Lunch

13:30 – 15:00

Session 1A

EXHIBITION AREA
ROOM A

Session Chair: John N. Randall (Zyvex Labs, Richardson)
Session Co-Chair: Ralf Steingrueber (Fraunhofer HHI, Berlin)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.1 – Photon Lithography; 1.2 – Electron and Ion Beam Lithography
13:30

Invited Lecture
INV01
EUV insertion at the N5 node
V.M. Blanco Carballo ¹, J. Bekaerta ¹, M. Mao ¹, B. Kutrzeba Kotowska ¹, S. Larivière ¹, R.H.
Kim¹, E. Gallagher ¹, E. Hendrickx ¹, L.E. Tana ¹, W. Gillijns ¹, D. Trivkovic ¹, P. Leray ¹, S. Halder¹,
A. Mallik ¹, Y. Sherazi ¹, D. De Simone ¹, S. Sayan ¹, G. Vandenberghe ¹, P. Vanelderen ¹, P. De
Bisschop ¹, G. McIntyre ¹
¹ - IMEC, Belgium

The foundry N5 node is considered to be the first scaling node at which industry will likely
insert EUV into production, being the most critical BEOL layers the ones that are expected
to early-adopt EUV to replace the more expensive multi-patterning schemes needed if
immersion lithography would still be used. In this talk we will review current status of EUV
maturity for insertion into production, including cost, source power, materials, defectivity…
and finally we will show the imec patterning results on the N5 equivalent platform for
different layers and patterning strategies, including single exposure of metals, SAQP plus
block solution or single exposure of vias.
14:00

Li Wang ¹; Christian Dais ¹; Francis Clube ¹; Andreas Amrein ¹; Harun Solak ¹
¹ - Eulitha AG, Switzerland

High-resolution periodic structures such as linear gratings with periods in the deep subwavelength range of 100-150nm are required in emerging photonic applications, such
as wire-grid polarizers for visible light. However current photolithographic tools are
not suitable for low-cost production of such patterns over large areas. We report the
development of a Displacement Talbot Lithography system using a 193nm ArF excimer
laser source to print 62nm half-pitch linear gratings uniformly over 100mm-diameter
wafers. Many other applications stand to benefit from this practical way to print extremely
high resolution structures, which include DFB lasers, anti-reflection structures, nanowire
growth templates, zeroth order gratings, DSA templates, and structured colors.

NOTES:
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OC001
Wafer-scale printing of 62 nm line/space patterns using a 193 nm ArF laser
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14:15

OC002
A novel method to find the best (ISO-focal) process point in electron beam lithography
Ulrich Hofmann ¹; Nezih Ünal ¹; Safak Sayan ³; Gerald Lopez ²
¹ - GenISys GmbH;
² - University of Pennsylvania;
³ - IMEC

A novel method to find the optimum process point for electron beam lithography (EBL)
will be presented along with experimental data. Surprisingly, this optimum process point
depends on the proximity effect correction (PEC) method used. To determine the optimum
EBL process point the user will only need to perform a simple experiment.
14:30

OC003
Free-standing metasheets with opposite side metasurfaces by transmitted electron
beam lithography
Bing-Rui Lu ¹; Jianan Deng ¹; Yifang Chen ¹
¹- Nanolithography and Application Research Group, State key lab of Asic and System, School of Information
Science and Engineering, Fudan University, Shanghai

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

Meta-sheet is consist of two metasurfaces on the opposite side with the overall thickness
well below the wavelength. It exhibits extraordinary physics in manipulating the optic field
in new fashion, leading to much higher efficiency and novel functionality than single-layered
metasurface on bulky substrates.
In this paper, we report our recent progress in constructing the world’s first free-standing
meta-sheet with double-sided plasmonic metasurfaces, sandwiched by a 100 nm thick SiNx
membrane. This was achieved by a novel transmitted electron beam lithography (T-EBL),
proposed in this work, to achieve self-aligned e-beam exposure on both side in one shot.
This work opens up a new area of plasmonic physics and new era of nanolithography as a
milestone, symbolized by the T-EBL innovated by us.
will show the fabrication and properties of field effect transistors (FETs), single electron/
hole transistors (SETs/SHoTs) and nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS).
14:45

OC004
Review of functional silicon nanostructers defined by focused ion beam implantation
Jordi Llobet ¹; Christian Pinto-Gómez ²; Xavier Borrisé ³; Francesc Pérez-Murano ²
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory;
² - Institute of Microelectronics of Barcelona;
³ - Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology & The Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology

In this communication, we will review the prospects of using focused ion beam implantation
as a lithography method for the prototyping of functional nanostructures. Specifically, we
will show the fabrication and properties of field effect transistors (FETs), single electron/
hole transistors (SETs/SHoTs) and nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS).
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13:30 – 15:00

Session 2A

ROOM B

Session Chair: Philip Prewett (Oxford Scientific Consultants Ltd, Dorchester-on-Thames)
Session Co-Chair: Anpan Han (DTU Danchip, Lyngby)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
Sub-topic 2.2 – Fabrication & Integration of MEMS/NEMS
13:30

OC005
Nanocrystalline graphite coatings for lateral silicon MEMS transistors
Jamie Dean Reynolds ¹; Sunil Rana ²; Ting Ying Ling ³; Liam Anand Boodhoo ¹; Suan Hui Puan
³; Dinesh Pamunuwa ²; Harold Chong ¹
¹ - University of Southampton;
² - University of Bristol;
³ - University of Southampton Malaysia Campus

Lateral silicon MEMS transistors require coatings on the contact area of devices to improve
the lifetime performance. Metals are typically used for this process, but carbon based
coatings would provide a more preferable material. This is due to the lower surface energy
and friction provided by carbon, as proven by the use of amorphous carbon to yield similar
device lifetimes. A draw back to these devices though is the requirement for a vacuum or
nitrogen atmosphere. This work demonstrates the use of a 10 nm nanocrystalline graphite
coating to measure 400k hot-cycles in air at room temperature.
13:45

OC006
Fabrication and characterization of a hammer-shaped BEOL-embedded
CMOS-nanoelectromechanical relay
Martin Riverola ¹; Arantxa Uranga ¹; Francesc Torres ¹; Nuria Barniol ¹
¹ - Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain

NOTES:
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Mass sensing is not always related to detect a change in the resonance frequency of a
micro/nanocantilever due to an extra mass. There are scenarios in which stiffness changes
can also produce frequency shift several times greater in magnitude than those induced by
mass loading. A versatile and robust demonstrated way to decouple both mass and stiffness
effects is by taking advantage of the electrostatic pull-in instability. This paper presents the
fabrication and characterization of a novel hammer-shaped NEMS structure monolithically
integrated in the BEOL layers of a 0.35µm CMOS technology that could potentially be
utilized for decoupled mass-stiffness sensing, since it offers simplicity against the complexity
of the previous optical setups and provides on-chip testing capabilities, which will be an
advantage for fully-integrated systems.
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14:00

Invited Lecture
INV02
Conformal nanogaps fabricated by cleavage of single-crystal silicon on MEMS
Toshiyuki Tsuchiya ¹
¹-Department of Micro Engineering, Kyoto University, Japan

Nanogaps, in which the gap distance is smaller than 100 nm, are attracted great attentions
not only for characterization of physics in nanoscale, such as electron tunneling effect,
Casimir effect and thermal proximity effect, but also for development of high performance
small energy devices. Researchers need to have large-area nanogaps, but it is difficult even
though the gap area is few micrometers square. We have proposed a method to fabricate
a conformal nanogap by “fracture fabrication” using cleavage of single crystal materials.
Though its fabrication process is simple, conformal gap with atomically smooth surfaces is
inherently obtained. The fracture fabrication of the nanogap and its characterization using
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) device and its future applications of it will be
presented.
14:30

OC007
RF characterisation of CMOS-compatible Silicon-On-Insulator nanoelectromechanical
resonators
Yoshishige Tsuchiya ¹; Naoaki Harada ¹,²; Christos Giotis ¹; Joshua Lamb ¹; Faezeh Arab
Hassani ¹; Mitsuhiro Shikida ²; Cecilia Dupre ³; Eric Ollier ³; Sebastian Bartsch 4; Adrian
Mihai Ionescu 4; Hiroshi Mizuta 1,5

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹- Naonelectronics and Nanotechnology Research Group, Department of Electronics and Computer Science,
University of Southampton;
²- Hiroshima City University;
³- CEA-Leti;
4
- EPFL;
5
- JAIST

Understanding of operational behavior of CMOS-compatible SOI NEM resonators would
be very important to improve their performance for sensor and Radio-Frequency (RF)
applications towards future smart sensor systems. In this paper, we have measured the
resonance of the NEM resonators in a systematic manner to discuss the mechanism behind
their resonance behavior. In measuring the resonance of the beam, we have used frequency
modulation (FM) in the lock-in current detection method. We have found out (1) out-ofplain oscillation is able to be excited in this lay out, (2) effects of undercutting of the anchor
on the resonance frequency are more serious to the shorter beam, and (3) effects of the
side-gate bias on the out-of-plain oscillation are complicated and non-monotonous.
14:45

OC008
Novel magnetic sensing principle for MEMS displacement readout
Rosana Dias ¹; Eurico E. Moreira ²; Paulo P Freitas ¹; Luis A. Rocha ²; Joao Gaspar ¹
¹ - INL-International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory
² - CMEMS, Universidade do Minho

We report here on the concept, fabrication and characterization of a spintronics magnetic
readout for hybrid MEMS. The method uses magnetic sensors (spin valves) and permanent
magnets (on both the movable and the fixed parts of the MEMS structure) to detect
displacement. This transduction method has several potential advantages: it allows a small
form factor, straightforward readout electronics, xyz integrability, and does not require
high aspect ratio silicon gaps, allowing to replace conventional capacitive transductors for
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a mechanism occupying much less chip area. The proof-of-concept is presented for an inplane movable structure: the full-gap linear displacement is monitored and displayed.
13:30 – 15:00

Session 3A

ROOM C

Session Chair: Beate Santos (UFP, Pernambuco)
Session Co-Chair: Andrea Cattoni (C2N-CNRS, Marcoussis)
Topic 3 - Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.4 – Optics and Photonics
13:30

OC009
3D Metamaterials at optical frequencies
Inki Kim ¹; Gwanho Yoon ¹; Minkyung Kim ¹; Sunae So ¹; Jungho Mun ¹; Junsuk Rho ¹
¹ - Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH)

Metamaterials, artificially structured nanomaterials, have enabled unprecedented phenomena
such as negative refraction. In this abstract, I will discuss recent development of hierarchical
fabrication techniques for three-dimensional metamaterial and plasmonic structures
based on ultra-accurate and precise electron-beam lithography overlay. The examples
include 3D bulk negative index metamaterials, chiral metamaterials in optical frequencies
and so on. Also, the recent effort of bottom-up approach using nanoparticles and selfassembled materials for isotropic 3D metamaterials will be discussed as a new direction of
nanofabrication. Such unique fabrication techniques will provide the opportunity to achieve
true isotropic metamaterials and the bulk properties induced from the metamaterials.
13:45

OC010
Mapping photoemission and hot-electron emisson from plasmonic nanoantennas
Richard Hobbs ¹; William Putnam ²; Arya Fallahi ³; Yujia Yang ²; Franz Kärtner ³; Karl Berggren²

Understanding plasmon-mediated electron emission and energy transfer on the nanometer
length scale is critical to controlling light-matter interactions at nanoscale dimensions.
In lithographic materials, electron emission and energy transfer lead to chemical
transformations in the material; accordingly, such materials and associated lithographic
processes can be used to directly image electron emission and energy transfer locally. In this
work, we use two electron-beam lithography resists, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
and hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ), to map electron emission and energy transfer with
nanometer resolution from plasmonic nanoantennas excited by femtosecond laser pulses.
Our results provide a means to map both optical-field-controlled electron emission and
hot-electron transfer from nanoparticles via chemical transformations produced locally in
lithographic materials.

NOTES:
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¹ - Trinity College Dublin;
² - Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
³ - Center for Free-Electron Laser Science, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
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14:00

OC011
Phototermal probing of metallic nanoparticles on nanomechanical string resonators to
study plasmonic heating effects
Varadarajan Padmanabhan Rangacharya ¹; Kaiyu Wu ¹; Peter Emil Larsen ¹; Tomas
Rindzevicius ¹; Anja Boisen ¹
¹ - The Danish National Research Foundation and Villum Foundation’s Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and
Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics (IDUN), Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical
University of Denmark, Denmark

Plasmonic nanostructures are essential to a variety of applications, such as SERS, SEIRA
and heat sources for treatment of cancers. Accurate and reliable techniques to measure
the heating generated by plasmonic nanostructures are still lacking. Here, we persent the
use of highly temperature-sensitive SiN nanomechanical string resonators, covered by Au
nanoparticle dimers, to study the heating of the structures caused by the localized plasmon
resonances.
200 nm Au nanoparticles were sprayed on top of a nanomechanical string. Plasmon-induced
photothermal maps, indicated by the frequency detuning of the strings, were recorded by a
laser-Doppler vibrometer in both s- and p-polarizations. These obtained results were then
compared to those calculated by FEM simulations. The experimental and the simulated
results were found to be in close agreement.
14:15

OC012
Photothermal analysis of direct-write purified gold nanostructures with nanomechanical
resonator
Mostafa Moonir Shawrav ¹,²; Miao-Hsuan Chien ¹; Philipp Taus ²,³; Heinz D. Wanzenboeck ²;
Emmerich Bertagnolli ²; Silvan Schmid ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Micro and Nanosensors Group, Institute of Sensors and Actuator Systems, TU WIEN;
² - Bionanobeam Group, Institute of Solid State Electronics, TU WIEN;
³ - Institute of Science and Technology

This work will discuss the potential of direct-write focused electron beam induced deposition
(FEBID) in the field of plasmonics. The plasmonic gold nanostructures were deposited on
silicon nitride nanomechanical membrane resonator inside a scanning electron microscope
and purified afterwards with electron beam using an oxidative gas. This work will show
the effect of post-deposition purification on localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
which was measured by highly sensitive photothermal nanomechanical spectroscopy.
These vital investigations on atomic composition of gold nanostructures and its effect on
electromagnetic properties will pave the way for next-generation fabrication and design of
plasmonic based nanosensors and nanodevices.
14:30

Invited Lecture
INV03
Vacuum rabi splitting in a plasmonic cavity at the single quantum emitter limit
Ora Bitton ¹, Santhosh Kotni ², Lev Chuntonov ³, Lothar Houben ¹, Gilad Haran ²
¹- Chemical Research Support Department, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel
² - Department of Chemical Physics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel
³ - Schulich Faculty of Chemistry, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Israel

The strong interaction of individual quantum emitters with resonant cavities is of fundamental
interest for understanding light matter interactions. Recent experiments revealed strong
coupling between individual plasmonic structures and multiple organic molecules, but so
far strong coupling at the limit of a single quantum emitter has not been reported. In the
talk I will demonstrate vacuum Rabi splitting, a manifestation of strong coupling, using silver
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bowtie plasmonic cavities loaded with semiconductor quantum dots (QDs). A transparency
dip is observed in the scattering spectra of individual bowties with one to a few QDs,
directly observed in their gaps. The observations are verified by polarization-dependent
experiments and validated by electromagnetic calculations.
15:00 – 15:15

Invited Poster Pitch 1

ROOM A

Session Chair: Urs Staufer (TU Delft)
Session Co-Chair: Vitaliy Guzenko (Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen PSI)

15:00

PO004
Large area and 3-dimensional shaped X-ray zone plates fabricated by direct gallium and
gold-silicon focused ion beam milling
Sven Bauerdick ¹; Achim Nadzeyka ¹; Michael Kahl ¹; Margarita Baluktsian ²; Umut Tunca
Sanli ²; Kahraman Keskinbora ²; Gisela Schütz ²
¹ - Raith GmbH, Germany;
² - Max-Planck-Institut für Intelligente Systeme, Germany

Fresnel zone plates (FZP) require high accuracy, high aspect ratio and large area structures.
Earlier work shows that FIB nanofabrication is capable of creating high resolution FZP with
an aspect ratio of 5:1 in gold. Besides the advantages of high beam to sample as well as
beam current stability and automatic positioning corrections outside the membrane area
we applied mainly two new aspects. Here we both investigated milling approaches for truly
continuous patterning based on precise sample stage movement while cutting with the ion
beam as well as employing a focused Au and Si ion beam for patterning gold and other layers
typically used for X-ray optics.
15:01

¹ - SIMTech, Singapore

We present the design and fabrication of a novel roll-to-roll hot embossing system for
continuously manufacturing large area micro structures such as optical lens arrays and
micro fluidic components. The main novelty of the developed roll-to-roll system is the
configuration of two conveyor-belts design, the first belt is used as the embossing mold;
the second belt is used as polymer film carrier. The combination of two conveyor-belts and
embossing rollers can enhance heat transfer and extend thermal cycle (i.e. heating, pressing,
holding and dwelling) in roll-to-roll hot embossing process, leading to high fidelity structure
replication. The experimental results demonstrated the advantages of the developed rollto-roll hot embossing system.

NOTES:
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PO013
A roll-to-roll hot embossing system with two continuous conveyor-type belts for
extending thermal cycle in roll-to-roll processing
Xuechuan Shan ¹; Sihan Chen ¹
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15:02

PO014
Fabrication and conformal UV-replication of complex fully functional diffractive optical
elements
Margit Ferstl ¹; Loic Jacot-Descombes ²; Anja Scheu ¹; Franziska Bullerjahn ²
¹ - Fraunhofer-Institut für Nachrichtentechnik;
² - Micro Resist Technology GmbH

Binary and multi-level diffractive optical elements (DOEs) with increasing complexity find
a broad range of applications, but their fabrication is time consuming and expensive, thus
limiting their industrial applications. As a solution, this work presents a cost and time efficient
conformal two-step UV-replication process of DOEs into optical organic-inorganic polymer.
Based on this approach, a variety of DOEs differing in function, shape, features sizes, phase
depths and number of phase levels could be successfully replicated. The replicated DOEs
have been topographically and optically characterized; they exhibit a high structural quality
as well as a full optical functionality. The characteristic data and optical properties of the
replicated DOEs will be presented and compared to the master-elements. The results will
be discussed.
15:03

PO076
Large arrays of suspended silicon nanowires defined by ion beam implantation
Jordi Llobet ¹; Xavier Borrisé ²; Richard Koops ³; Marijn Van Veghel ³; Gemma Rius ¹; Francesc
Pérez-Murano ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Institute of Microelectronics of Barcelona (IMB-CNM CSIC);
² - Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2), & The Barcelona Institute of Science and
Technology (BIST);
³ - VSL Dutch Metrology Institute, The Netherlands

Dense and large-area arrays of suspended silicon-nanowires (NW) were successfully
fabricated by a simple, flexible, reliable and reproducible approach based on local ion beam
implantation. A detailed inspection of the array reveals the absence of missing, broken or
collapsed (not suspended) silicon NWs. A metrological analysis has been performed to
determine the patterning accuracy in their xy dimensions. We can infer that the dispersion
in width attributed to the fabrication process is below 10 nm.
We have investigated compatibility issues of our process with CMOS circuitry and its
fabrication. After CMOS fabrication is complete and passivated, the Si NWs are fabricated
by the presented method. While ion implantation apparently degrades the electrical
characteristics of the transistor, they can be recovered after a simple thermal annealing.
15:04

PO080
Towards reconfigurable field effect transistors: controlled nickel silicidation using flash
lamp annealing
Muhammad Bilal Khan ¹,²; Dipjyoti Deb ¹,²,³; Yordan M. Georgiev ¹; Slawomir Prucnal ¹;
Mathias Voelskow ¹; Artur Erbe ¹,²,³
¹ - Institute of Ion Beam Physics and Materials Research, HZDR, Dresden;
² - International Helmholtz Research School for Nanoelectronic Network, HZDR, Dresden;
³ - Center for Advancing Electronics Dresden

At the end of classical scaling, to facilitate the enhancement in the complexity and
performance of electronic circuits without increasing the chip area, devices with new
materials, new architectures, enhanced functionality and new computation principles
have gained importance. Our work focuses on fabricating devices with new architecture
and enhanced functionality i.e. devices which can be reconfigured as p- or n-channel field
effect transistors. These reconfigurable FETs (RFETs) are based on Silicon (Si) nanowires,
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which are nickel-silicides at both ends to form Si-NiSi2-Si Schottky junctions. For efficient
functioning of such devices, control over silicide phase formation and symmetric scaling of
Si remains a challenge. We report on providing better control over silicidation process using
flashlamp annealing for performance enhancement of RFETs.
15:05

PO082
Roll-to-roll pilot line for large-scale manufacturing of microfluidic devices
Pelin Tören ¹; Anja Haase ¹; Martin Smolka ¹; Stephan Ruttloff ¹; Dieter Nees ¹; Johannes
Götz ¹; Jan Kafka ²; Sascha Geidel ³; Jörg Nestler ³; Manuel Thesen 4; Mirko Lohse 4; Andoni
Rodriguez 5; Max Sonnleitner 6; Martin Eibelhuber 7; Nikolaus Ladenhauf 8; Nerea Briz 9;
Goran Bijelic 9; Isbaal Ramos 10
¹ - Joanneum Research Forschungsgesellschaft mbH;
² - InMold BioSystems A/S;
³ - BiFlow Systems GmbH;
4
- Micro Resist Technology GmbH;
5
- Bionic Surface Technologies GmbH;
6
- Genspeed Biotech GmbH;
7
- EV Group E.Thallner GmbH;
8
- BioNanoNet Forschungsgesellschaft mbH;
9
- Tecnalia Research and Innovation;
10
- Innoprot S.L.

Roll-to-roll technologies with nanoimprinting methods enable manufacturing of costeffective and large-scale sheets of flexible films with precise structures on micro- and
nanoscale. Areas that benefit from such large scale technologies are microfluidics,
biosensors, and lab-on-chip products for point of care diagnostics. R2R fabrication could
greatly reduce production costs and increase manufacturing capacity with respect to
currently used products. A pilot line with this technology is investigated in the project R2RBiofluidics and its capabilities are tested on two demonstrators: (1) In-vitro diagnostic chip
with imprinted microfluidic channels; (2) Neuronal cell culture plate with imprinted cavities
and channels for controlled culturing and imaging of neurons for high throughput drug
screening. Results from simulation, mastering, shim-fabrication, roll-to-roll imprinting and
first fluidic experiments for both demonstrators will be presented.
PO123
Aluminum SERS substrates made by FS-laser ablation for detection of early degradation
products in modern and contemporary artworks
Manuel Gómez ¹; Daniela Reggio ¹; Eduardo Bordallo ¹; Massimo Lazzari ¹
¹ - CIQUS, Research Center for Biological Chemistry and Molecular Materials, Santiago de Compostela University

In this work we propose a new fabrication method of SERS substrates made of Aluminum
by femtosecond laser pulsed direct laser writing. The particles generated by ablation are
densely packed, ensuring a great number of hot-spots and therefore a repeatable SERS
signal. The fabrication process is clean because does not imply any lithographic step and
fast, with a throughput in the range of cm2 in few seconds. We apply this substrates to
detection of early degradation products of polymers used in modern and contemporary
artworks where sampling is limited by the value of the works.

NOTES:
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15:07

PO127
Micro-nano engineered targets for high power laser experiments
Rosaletizia Zaffino ¹; David Quirion ¹; Michael Seimetz ²; Alejandro Ruiz ³; Isabel Sanchez ³;
Paula Mur ²; Pablo Bellido ²; José Maria Benlloch ²; José Benlliure 4; Roberto Lera ³; Manuel
Lozano ¹; Giulio Pellegrini ¹
¹ - Instituto de Microelectronica de Barcelona- Centro Nacional de Microelectronica-IMB-CNM-CSIC, Spain;
² - Instituto de Instrumentación para Imagen Molecular (I3M), Universitat Politecnica de Valencia, Spain;
³ - Proton Laser Application, S.L., Spain;
4
- Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, Spain

High power laser (HPL) irradiation of solid targets allows for the experimental investigation
of a wide range of phenomena involving matter under extreme conditions, such as ion
beam generation for medical imaging and oncological treatments, inertial fusion energy,
and laboratory astrophysics. The recent advances in laser technology with the emergence
of high repetition rate HPL generated the need for a targets source reproducible, versatile
with respect to different experimental needs, and scalable to mass production. Parallel
processing based on the micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) fabrication approach
and semiconductor technology is ideal to provide high target volumes for HPL experiments.
Here, we present the fabrication of thin-layer flat membranes embedded in a silicon wafer
which have been successfully employed to demonstrate table-top laser-driven proton
acceleration.
15:08

PO129
Digital multi-material reversal nanoimprinting on curved surfaces
Michael Haslinger ¹; Julia Kurzmann ¹; Daniel Fechtig ¹; Anita Fuchsbauer ¹; Michael
Mühlberger ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Profactor GmbH

By combining reversal nanoimprint lithography with inkjet printing, a new pad printing
technique has been developed (patent pending). A digital image is inkjet printed onto a
flexible, nanostructured pad, then the pad is curved by applying air pressure and pressed
against the substrate. By deformation of the pad according to the substrate's geometry,
the digital image can be transferred to a curved surface. At the same time, the pad's
nanostructures are imprinted into the ink layer and lead to optical effects on the image
surface. The ink layer is cured by UV-Irradiation through the transparent pad.
15:09

PO134
Migration of nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells though porous membrane
Ziyu Liu ¹; Waiguan Zhang ¹; Stella W. Pang ¹
¹ - City University of Hong Kong

Studying the Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) cell migration behavior in a three-dimensional
(3D) platform could lead to a better understanding of NPC metastatic dissemination. In this
work, a 3D platform with porous membrane and guiding grating patterns was developed.
The orientation of the guiding grating relative to the trench direction in the bottom layer
and the effects of trench size on cell traversing probability through porous membrane
were investigated. More cells traversed through porous membrane with guiding grating
perpendicular to the trench direction in the bottom layer. Probability of cell traversing
porous membrane increased as the trench size increased from 10 to 30 μm and decreased
when the trench was 70 μm wide with guiding grating perpendicular to trench direction.
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PO142
Integration of ion-track etched membranes modified by atomic layer deposition in
microfluidic systems for biochemical sensing
Mario El Khoury ¹; Giuseppa Rita Distefano ²,³; Maria Eugenia Toimil-Molares ²; Christina
Trautmann ²,4; Helmut F. Schlaak ¹
¹ - Technische Universität Darmstadt, Institute of Electromechanical Design;
² - GSI Helmholtz-Zentrum für Schwerionenforschung;
³ - Technische Universität Darmstadt, Membranbiophysik der Pflanzen;
4
- Technische Universität Darmstadt, Material- und Geowissenschaften

Solid-state nanochannels emerged as a valid alternative to fabricate long-lasting stable
biomimetic sensors. Currently, efforts are being devoted to develop surface modification
techniques that confer specific surface functionalities to these nanochannels. In this work,
we fabricate etched ion-track membranes and subsequently coat them with Al2O3 by atomic
layer deposition (ALD). Both unmodified and ALD-coated membranes are integrated into a
microfluidic system specifically designed to record ion conductivity while enabling optical
monitoring of the fluid transport towards and across the membranes. The microfluidic
system is fabricated using micromachining. The nanopore-membranes are integrated using
an adhesive layer of dry film epoxy resist. This integration paves the way for a versatile labon-chip system for various applications.
15:11

PO149
User-friendly membrane-based sample inlet for the centrifugal microfluidic labdisk
platform
Sebastian Hin ¹; Manuel Loskyll ²; Vanessa Klein ²; Mark Keller ¹,²; Oliver Strohmeier ¹,²; Felix
Von Stetten ¹,²; Roland Zengerle ¹,²; Konstantinos Mitsakakis ¹,²
¹ - IMTEK;
² - Hahn-Schickard

NOTES:
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With centrifugal microfluidics blood samples can be rapidly analyzed at the point-of-care.
However, during blood sample addition the cartridge is at rest and centrifugal forces cannot
be used to allocate the sample. This may represent a risk to the user’s safety. We present a
versatile approach for the user-friendly sample allocation featuring a commercial (plasma
separation) membrane. The sample can be added to the absorbent membrane without
spilling and is released from it by centrifugation. Sample recovery rate in the system was
53.7(±4.7) %. CRP adsorption (as an example analyte) was tested to be not significantly
increased compared to a reference process in tube. A membrane-based sample inlet for
centrifugal microfluidics is thus promising to be utilized in future applications, also for other
sample matrices.
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Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.1 - Photon Lithography
PO001
3Dimensional photolithography using built-in lens mask by single shot exposure
Daiki Sugihara ¹; Hiroaki Kawata ¹; Toshiki Tanaka ¹; Masaru Sasago ¹; Hisao Kikuta ¹;
Yoshihiko Hirai ¹
¹ - Osaka Prefecture University

To realize efficient 3-dimensional photolithograph without multiple exposure nor multiple
beams, we had been proposed novel 3-dimensional imaging by single shot exposure using
built-in lens mask lithography. In this work, we experimentally confirmed the 3-dimensinal
photo lithography using the built-in lens mask. The pyramidal frame is successfully obtained
using the built-in lens mask with single shot exposure without moving substrate or mask.
PO002
Controlling surface roughness of micro-optical elements in 2-photon-lithography
Robert Kirchner ¹; Mirco Altana ²; Helmut Schift ³
¹ - TU Dresden;
² - Heptagon Micro Optics;
³ - Paul Scherrer Institut

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

We discuss the influence of the discretization (slicing) distances in 2-photon-lithography for
a 3D micro-optical diffuser on the conflicting values writing time and surface roughness. We
compare these results to our novel, selective and surface confined reflow method.
PO003
Fabrication of 3D colloidal photonic crystals on soft flexible films
Stefania Traettino ¹; V. Miskovic ²; C. Minetti ²; H. Machrafi ³; F. Dubois ²; C.S. Iorio ²
¹ - Ingegneria Chimica, dei Materiali e della Produzione Industriale, Università degli Studi di Napoli, Italy;
² - Sevice Chimie-Physique, Université libre de Bruxelles, Belgium;
³ - Thermodinamics of Irreversible Phenomena, Université de Liegé, Belgium

Propose of this work was to investigate influence of three different substrate, regular
glass and two soft flexible substrate, hydrophilic sodium alginate and hydrophobic PDMS,
on the formation of 3D colloidal photonic crystals. Colloidal photonic crystals were
fabricated by vertical deposition self-assembly of monodispersed polystyrene (PS) and
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) nanoparticles.
Influence of hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties of different substrate on the formation
of colloidal photonic crystals was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
UV/visible spectroscopy. Stress-strain curves of both sodium alginate and PDMS films
were studied in order to understand influence of colloidal photonic crystals on mechanical
properties of flexible films.
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PO004
Large area and 3-dimensional shaped X-ray zone plates fabricated by direct gallium and
gold-silicon focused ion beam milling
Sven Bauerdick ¹; Achim Nadzeyka ¹; Michael Kahl ¹; Margarita Baluktsian ²; Umut Tunca
Sanli ²; Kahraman Keskinbora ²; Gisela Schütz ²
¹ - Raith GmbH, Germany;
² - Max-Planck-Institut für Intelligente Systeme, Germany

Fresnel zone plates (FZP) require high accuracy, high aspect ratio and large area structures.
Earlier work shows that FIB nanofabrication is capable of creating high resolution FZP with
an aspect ratio of 5:1 in gold. Besides the advantages of high beam to sample as well as
beam current stability and automatic positioning corrections outside the membrane area
we applied mainly two new aspects. Here we both investigated milling approaches for truly
continuous patterning based on precise sample stage movement while cutting with the ion
beam as well as employing a focused Au and Si ion beam for patterning gold and other layers
typically used for X-ray optics.
PO005
A high contrast multilayer process for electron beam lithography using different developers
Philip Trempler ¹; Frank Heyroth ²; Matthias Schirmer ³; Christian Kaiser ³; Tobias Mai ³; Georg Schmidt ¹,²
¹ - Institut für Physik, Martin-Luther Universität Halle-Wittemberg, Germany;
² - Interdisziplinäres Zentrum für Materialwissenschaften, Martin-Luther Universität Halle-Wittenberg, Germany;
³ - ALLRESIST GmbH, Germany

NOTES:
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We have developed a new multilayer resist system for the fabrication of three-dimensional
nanostructures in a one-step electron beam exposure. The multilayer resist consists of
three layers with different sensitivity and different process chemistry. The sensitivity of the
three layers to different respective developers allows a very large controllable undercut
in the middle layer. The low sensitivity bottom layer can be patterned in high detail almost
independent from the pattern exposed in the two layers on top. At acceleration voltage of
30 kV the resist is ideally suited for the fabrication of T-gate structures by lift-off in a high
reliability process with a very large process window.
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PO006
Thermal amplification for hybrid e-beam lithography with variable sensitivity
Alexander Rogozhin ¹; Mark Bruk ²; Eugene Zhikharev ¹; Fedor Sidorov ³; Dmitry Streltsov 4
¹ - Institute of Physics and Technology of RAS, Moscow, Russia;
² - L.Ya. Karpov Institute of Physical Chemistry, Moscow, Russia;
³ - Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, Dolgoprudny, Russia;
4
- Enikolopov Institute of Synthetic Polymer Materials of RAS, Moscow, Russia

At the elevated temperatures (higher than glass transition temperature of the resist)
sensitivity of the resist grows manifold. This amplification has similar nature as in chemically
amplified resists. E-beam exposure launches chain depolymerization reaction. Thermal
amplification of resist has lots in common with chemical amplification of resist. It could be
one of possible approaches to improve throughput of e-beam lithography. In this work we
studied the influence of wet development and made an attempt to analyze the reasons of
low lateral resolution.
PO007
Cantilever-based sensors fabricated from standard AFM probes
Jan Soltys ¹; Katarína Neilinger ¹; Ján Dérer ¹; Michal Mruczkiewicz ¹; Vladimír Cambel ¹
¹ - Institute of Electrical Engineering, Slovak Academy of Sciences

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

In this work we present two examples of cantilever-based applications fabricated by
modifying of commercial AFM cantilevers. Modification process was realized by direct EBL in
combination with FIB milling. In the first experiment we fabricated cantilever magnetometer
in which the coupling magnetic forces between the two cantilevers can be switched on/off
by an external magnetic field. In the second experiment, we developed a special probe for
bio-applications to study the mechanical properties of cells. It consists of two cantilevers;
one having a sharp tip, the other having a spherically blunted tip. The sharp tip is used for
topography imaging with high resolution, while blunt tip is used for force spectroscopy. The
switching between sharp and blunt tip is realized by means of magnetostrictive actuator.
PO008
About the pitfalls of migrating a well-established 100 kV e-beam lithography process to
50 kV with proximity effect correction
Silvia Diewald ¹; Gernot Goll ¹
¹ - Center for Functional Nanostructures – Nanostructure Service Laboratory (CFN-NSL), Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT), Germany

One of the prevalent techniques for the fabrication of quantum circuits, such as the
fluxonium qubit, on sapphire is the so-called bridge-free fabrication (BFF) process. It consists
of a double-angle shadow evaporation following the structuring of a bilayer resist with
electron beam lithography (EBL) to produce an asymmetric undercut. During migration of
the established EBL process from 100 kV to 50 kV we noticed a few shortcomings: junctions
could not be packed as densely as before and each significant change to the design required
numerous time-consuming and iterative test exposures to optimize the relative dose factors
in each part of the junction for a “manual” proximity effect correction (PEC). Here, we
present the findings for the evaluation of different varieties of “automatic” 3D PEC.
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PO009
Modeling the distribution of energy deposited by fib in ion beam lithography
Sergey Ivanovich Zaitsev ¹; Yana Leonidovna Shabelnikova ¹
¹ - Institute of Microelectronic Technology Problem and High Purity Materials RAS

Lithography on resists with focused ion beams promises higher resolution and sensitivity
in comparison to EBL. To estimate quantitatively spatial resolution of ion (rare gases, Ga+)
impact on resist (PMMA, HSQ) properties modification ion trajectories and cascades of
collision were simulated with TRIM and then treated with original script to calculate spatial
distribution of absorbed energy. Width and depth of modified volume were calculated
as function of ion mass; for heavy ions the width is smaller than 10nm. Analytical (fitted)
formulas describing simulated data were found. The formulas are defined by few material
parameters – ion trajectory length, mass ratio. Now without lengthy MonteCarlo simulation
the modification volume could be estimated for any element from Periodical table and for
ion energy of tens keV.
PO010
Sketch & peel method with gold and silicon focused ion beams
Achim Nadzeyka ¹; Sven Bauerdick ¹; Michael Kahl ¹; Huigao Duan ²; Yiqin Chen ²; Kaixi Bi ²
¹ - Raith GmbH, Germany;
² - College of Mechanical and Vehicle Engineering, Hunan University, People’s Republic of China

NOTES:
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Focused ion beam (FIB) systems are valuable tools for nanofabrication and rapid prototyping
tasks in R&D, whereas FIB milling in many cases is slower than a resist based process. As an
additional technique for FIB nanofabrication, the method of sketch & peel has been reported
for direct patterning of thin gold films. With this method, FIB milling is able to create isolated
metallic structures that are more difficult to fabricate by conventional milling processes. In
this work we investigate FIB sketch & peel for patterning of thin gold layers using Au and Si
focused ion beams and discuss sample interaction and achieved structures for the different
ion species.
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PO011
Three-dimensional patterning technique using electron beam lithography with dwell
time adjustment
Kazuki Hosaka ¹; Noriyuki Unno ²; Kohei Goto ¹; Shin-Ichi Satake ¹; Jun Taniguchi ¹
¹- Tokyo University of Science;
² - Tokyo University of Science, Yamaguchi

To fabricate three-dimensional patterns in micro scale, electron beam lithography is used
in this study. Previously, dose time control method is typically employed for this purpose. In
this case, however, proximity effect correction for the dose time of electron beam is needed.
In this study, dwell time adjustment of electron beam is newly performed while assuming the
unit developed shape of an EB resist as a Gaussian distribution. As a result, the experimental
result found that dwell time adjustment method for electron beam lithography is useful to
improve the simulation result of the obtained three-dimensional patterns.
PO012
A novel round kinoform lens by transmitted 3D greyscale electron beam lithography
Chen Xu ¹; Sichao Zhang ¹; Jinhai Shao ¹; Yifang Chen ¹
¹ - Fudan University

Kinoform lenses have been practically applied in hard x-ray optics. The main obstacle is the
technical challenge for achieving vertical sidewall of the 2D cylindrical lenses with the height
of at least 200 mm required for practical use. Here, a novel and feasible method to fabricate
round shape Kinoform lens by a transmitted grayscale e-beam lithography process has
been developed. The Kinoform template with the outermost width of 300 nm is obtained.
It is believed that this work provides an efficient way to fabricate Kinoform lens in gold for
achieving the focusing effect desired, which requires the height beyond 200 mm in Si.
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PO013
A roll-to-roll hot embossing system with two continuous conveyor-type belts for
extending thermal cycle in roll-to-roll processing
Xuechuan Shan ¹; Sihan Chen ¹
¹ - SIMTech, Singapore

We present the design and fabrication of a novel roll-to-roll hot embossing system for
continuously manufacturing large area micro structures such as optical lens arrays and
micro fluidic components. The main novelty of the developed roll-to-roll system is the
configuration of two conveyor-belts design, the first belt is used as the embossing mold;
the second belt is used as polymer film carrier. The combination of two conveyor-belts and
embossing rollers can enhance heat transfer and extend thermal cycle (i.e. heating, pressing,
holding and dwelling) in roll-to-roll hot embossing process, leading to high fidelity structure
replication. The experimental results demonstrated the advantages of the developed rollto-roll hot embossing system.
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PO014
Fabrication and conformal UV-replication of complex fully functional diffractive optical
elements
Margit Ferstl ¹; Loic Jacot-Descombes ²; Anja Scheu ¹; Franziska Bullerjahn ²
¹ - Fraunhofer-Institut für Nachrichtentechnik;
² - Micro Resist Technology GmbH

Binary and multi-level diffractive optical elements (DOEs) with increasing complexity find
a broad range of applications, but their fabrication is time consuming and expensive, thus
limiting their industrial applications. As a solution, this work presents a cost and time efficient
conformal two-step UV-replication process of DOEs into optical organic-inorganic polymer.
Based on this approach, a variety of DOEs differing in function, shape, features sizes, phase
depths and number of phase levels could be successfully replicated. The replicated DOEs
have been topographically and optically characterized; they exhibit a high structural quality
as well as a full optical functionality. The characteristic data and optical properties of the
replicated DOEs will be presented and compared to the master-elements. The results will
be discussed.
PO015
Fabrication of self-standing thin films with through holes by use of water soluble sacrificial
film
Hiroaki Kawata ¹; Natsuki Sakamoto ¹; Masaaki Yasuda ¹; Yoshihiko Hirai ¹
¹ - Osaka Prefecture University

NOTES:
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In this report, new processes for fabricating self-standing thin resin film with small through
holes by nanoimprint process are proposed. A water soluble film is used as the sacrificial
film. A commercial bi-layer film sheet of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film of 75 μm
and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) film of 30 μm is used as the substrate. Simple and economical
processes can be achieved, because the commercial film is directly used as the starting
substrate. Thin polystyrene self-standing film of 0.7 μm thickness with through holes of 2
μm square pattern can be successfully obtained in a circle area of 5 mm diameter by the
casting process.
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PO016
Thermal roll to roll nanoimprint lithography for micropillars fabrication on thermoplastics
Aritz Retolaza ¹; Jorge Ramiro ¹; Aritz Juarros ¹; Santos Merino ¹
¹ - IK4-TEKNIKER

The T-R2RNIL processing conditions of different thermoplastic polymers have been studied
for the replication of micropillars. For that, a flexible nickel stamp has been fabricated by
photolithography, reactive ion etching and electroplating. The stamp is composed of
microholes of 10 µm diameter and 4 µm depth. It has been wrapped in an aluminum roll,
and polymers have been imprinted to optimize the processing conditions. The imprinting
speed has been kept constant and different pressure and temperatures have been applied.
Well replicated micropillars have been obtained for PMMA at 145ºC and 5000N, and PC at
195ºC and 5000N. However, in the case of CA, not all the micropillars have been completely
replicated at 140ºC and 5000N. A higher process temperature causes the deformation of
the foil.
PO017
A UV-NIL resist developed for a transitional soft mold process and the subsequent dry
etch transfer into hard materials
Jean-Baptiste Doucet ¹; Sylvain Pelloquin ¹; Sylvain Augé ¹; Alexandre Lauvergne ¹; Emanuelle
Daran ¹
¹ - LAAS-CNRS

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

We developed a new ultraviolet curing nanoimpression resist and used this resist to dry
etching transfer submicro and nano features into silicon, silica or gallium arsenide. The
structuration of the hard materials thanks to this resist was done on small samples at the
nano scale as well as on four inch diameter silicon wafers. Thanks to the resist thickness
homogeneity we succeeded in covering a whole 4 inch wafer surface with 400 nm line and
space gratings.
PO018
Self-aligned, high resolution conductive lines on microstructured imprinted substrate
Vito Matteo Di Pietro ¹; Michael Mühlberger ¹; Helene Maria Außerhuber ¹
¹ - Functional Surfaces and Nanostructures, Profactor GmbH

The presented work aims to evaluate a combination of UV-NIL and inkjet printing for the
fabrication of high resolution conductive lines. In our first attempt, 1µm wide silver lines
embedded into a polymer layer have been successfully fabricated. The process started with
the creation of a PDMS mold, replica of the original silicon master with a grating structure.
The stamp is then imprinted into an UV-curable polymer coated on a glass substrate which is
then cured using UV illumination and the stamp demolded yielding imprinted microchannels.
Subsequently some small drops of a nanoparticle silver ink have been deposited on the
imprinted structure, spreading then into the microchannels. Future steps in our research is
addressing specific microchannels and fill them to the top.
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PO019
Effect of hydrophilicity of polydimethylsiloxane stamp in capillary force lithography
process of thermoplastic polyurethane
Chang Mo Han ¹; Bong-Kee Lee ¹
¹ - Chonnam National University

In the present study, the effects of hydrophilicity of stamp and processing conditions during
a capillary force lithography (CFL) process were investigated. The inherent hydrophobic
nature of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which is commonly used as a stamp material in
CFL, was efficiently turned into hydrophilic using a surfactant. Both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic stamps were prepared to have the same micro-line cavities, which were filled
with a thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) melt by CFL process. It was found that the filling
of TPU into the micro-line cavities could be improved regardless of the applied processing
conditions.
PO020
Fabrication of metallic core-shell and line nanostructures using liquid transfer imprint
lithography process
Sanghee Jung ¹; Suok Lee ¹; Sunghwi Lee ¹; Hyungjun Lim ¹; Geehong Kim ¹; Jaejong Lee ¹
¹ - Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials

This research has been fabricated metallic core-shell and line nanostructures by using
direct patterning method of a metallic oxide precursor material and Liquid Transfer Imprint
Lithography (LTIL) process. With LTIL technology, it is available to obtain easily aligned
metallic oxide patterns by using UV-curable metal oxide or metal precursor resists. In
addition, similar to inking process, resists coated on the donor substrate can be transferred
to the acceptor substrate, using PDMS mold. Therefore, it is possible to minimize residual
layer thickness, less than 10nm without any etching process.
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PO021
Superhydrophobic hierarchical structures produced with extrusion coating
Nastasia Okulova ¹,³; Valery Okulov ²; Rafael Taboryski ¹
¹ - DTU Nanotech;
² - DTU Mechanical Engineering;
³ - Danapak Flexibles

Roll-to-roll extrusion coating is a well-established process in the field of the packaging
industry. Within the last 5 years a successful replication of micro- and nano-sized structures
in several polymers has been demonstrated using this process.
The main objective of this study is the investigation of the pattern replication of
superhydrophobic hierarchical structures that simultaneously include micro- and nanosized patterns. Some of the applications of such superhydrophobic foils are self-cleaning
surfaces, as well as anti-icing and protection against corrosion.
This study examines an impacting droplet that represents a raindrop. The maximum
spreading ratios as a function of the impact Weber number found in experiments are
compared with analytical estimates.
This high-speed and low cost method looks very promising, and further investigations will
be carried out.
PO022
Fabrication of a biomimetic inspired 3D mold by using acceleration and dose modulation
electron beam lithography
Kohei Goto ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Tokyo University of Science

Biomimetic structure which has three-dimensional structure with nano-scale is an
attractive approach to create functional products. To produce these structures, nanoimprint
lithography (NIL) is powerful tool. Thus, fabrication method of biomimetic structured NIL
mold is important. In this study, 3D nanoimprint mold was fabricated by the combination of
dose modulated and acceleration voltage modulated electron beam lithography (EBL). The
target structure is 3D funnel structure to confirm the performance of our method. Deep
narrow structure was obtained by high acceleration voltage EBL and shallow gradually
changed space was obtained by low acceleration voltage with dose modulation method. In
addition, using this 3D mold, replicated pattern was obtained by UV-NIL. This method can
fabricate the precise and complex structure nano scale 3D mold.
PO023
Computational study on induced shear strain and relaxation in polymer material in direct
nanoimprinting process
Kenta Watanabe ¹; Tatsuya Iida ¹; Masaaki Yasuda¹ ; Yoshihiko Hirai ¹
¹ - Osaka Prefecture University

Thermal nanoimprint process is promising way to fabricate micro-nano structured devices
using functional organic polymers. The materials are directory imprinted in various
structures. Investigation of the induced stress/strain and its relaxation are important matter
to understand and optimize the direct nanoimprint process. To investigate the induced
stress in nanoimprinted material, the material is assumed visco-elastic body. The induced
shear strain in the polymer is investigated using conventional Finite Element Method (FEM).
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The shear strain is released along the side wall in triangular pattern. On the other hand,
large shear strains are induced at the rectangular and trapezoid patterns due to large
deformation and friction along the side wall of the mold.
PO024
Nanoimprint replication of T-shaped nanostructures
Stephan Ruffloff ¹; Dieter Nees ¹; Maria Belegratis ¹; Philipp Schäffner ¹; Amiya Moharana ²;
Helene Außerhuber ²; Adrian Prinz ³; Heinz Wanzenboeck 4; Michael Muehlberger ²
¹ - Joanneum Research;
² - Profactor GmbH;
³ - Stratec consumables GmbH;
4
- TU Wien

We prepared nanoimprint stamps from a master with undercut features and were
successfully able to fabricate a stamp with such features and nanoimprint them again.
Lateral feature dimensions are in the range of 200nm. Stamp and nanoimprint are made out
of the same, self-made material which exhibits the right chemical and mechanical properties
to allow this process to work successfully. It is the goal to demonstrate this process on rollto-roll as well as on roll-to-plate nanoimprint tools.
PO025
Transfer durability and fidelity of hard release-agent-free replica mold by repetition of
UV-NIL
Junpei Tsuchiya ¹
¹ - Tokyo University of Science

NOTES:
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Ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL) can fabricate nanoscale patterns with high
throughput and is expected to serve as a low-cost technique for the production items in large
numbers. However, there are problems associated with deterioration of the master mold
and damage to its nanoscale patterns due to adhesion of the UV-curable resin. The use of a
replica mold is a valuable technique for preventing deterioration of the master mold. In this
research, we have developed novel UV curable epoxy based resin which has high hardness
and toughness after UV curing. The durability, error rate and transfer pattern fidelity were
evaluated for former replica mold and newly developed replica mold. This developed replica
mold can transfer up to 8500 imprint times and can use for mass-production purpose.
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PO026
Fabrication of stretchable transparent electrode with jaggy structure using silver ink
Naoyuki Sato ¹
¹ - Tokyo University of Science

We have succeeded in producing a high aspect ratio metal nano-grid pattern on a stretchable
substrate using a silver ink. The master mold was fabricated by electron beam lithography
and dry etching. Then replica mold was replicated by UV nanoimprint lithography by master
mold. The silver ink was dropped on replica mold and covered with a polyester film. Polyester
film was pressed by roller to fill silver ink. And silver ink remaining in the bottom of the
replica mold was sintered at 120 °C for 5 min. Finally, the sintered silver ink at the bottom
of the replica mold was transferred on a polyester film by UV curable resin. The transparent
electrode had a transmittance of 77 % and a resistance value of 100 kΩ.
PO027
Infiltration of YSZ nanoparticles into microholes by centrifugation
Arata Sakai ¹; Keisuke Nagato ¹; Masayuki Nakao ¹
¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

Molding is a method to fabricate ceramic structures for various devices. Fabricating a
microstructure by the conventional molding is difficult because of aggregation of the
particles. In this study, we propose a molding method combined with centrifugation.
To demonstrate this, we infiltrated yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) nanoparticles into
microholes with various centrifugal acceleration. We observed the cross sections of the
microholes before and after the centrifugation by scanning electron microscopy. The YSZ
particles are fully infiltrated only after the centrifugation. Also, the area percentage of the
YSZ particles is larger with larger centrifugal acceleration. Consequently, we successfully
improved the infiltration in the molding and demonstrated the effectiveness the molding
method combined with centrifugation.
15:15 – 17:00
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Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.4 - Scanning Probe Lithography
PO028
Scanning probe assisted lithography on graphene on Ge (100) grown by CVD
Marialilia Pea ¹; Andrea Maria Scaparro ²; Monica De Seta ²; Luciana Di Gaspare ²; Vaidas
Miseikis ³; Camilla Coletti ³; Andrea Notargiacomo ¹
¹ - Institute for Photonics and Nanotechnology - CNR;
² - Dipartimento di Scienze, Università degli Studi Roma TRE;
³ - Center for Nanotechnology Innovation @NEST, IIT

We report on two scanning probe lithography approaches on graphene grown on Ge
substrates by means of CVD: scanning probe assisted local oxidation and mechanical
scratching. Local oxidation shows the formation of protruding patterns obtained by varying
the patterning parameters, namely the tip-sample voltage. Graphene removal on wide ares
was obtained by means of scaratching, i.e. tip scanning at large force applied. The removal of
graphene on selected areas by scratching was demonstrated by revealing the formation of
insulating non conductive regions, as measured by conductive-AFM.
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PO029
Thermal probe nanopatterning enables trap-selective nanoparticle assembly on flexible
PDMS substrates
Henry S.C. Yu ¹; Samuel T. Zimmermann ¹; Juergen Brugger ¹
¹ - Microsystems Laboratory, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne

In this work, we demonstrate a nanofabrication technique based on thermal scanning probe
lithography (t-SPL), soft lithography and bottom-up capillary-assisted particle assembly
(CAPA). The combination of these techniques enables efficient trap-selective assembly of
nanoparticles on a flexible substrate having 3D traps with multiple depths. The selectivity
of the assembly on the trap depth and trap geometry features the potential to conduct
sequential CAPA of nanoparticles with different sizes on the same flexible substrate.
15:15 – 17:00

Poster Session 1 | Topic 1 - Sub-topic 1.5
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Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.5 - Pattern Transfer
PO030
Infinite etching selectivity with conventional photoresist in a bosch process
Bingdong Chang ¹; Pele Leussink ²; Flemming Jensen ¹; Jörg Hübner ¹; Henri Jansen ¹
¹ - DTU Danchip, Technical University of Denmark, Kgs Lyngby, 2800, Denmark;
² - MESA+ Research Institute, University of Twente, the Netherlands

NOTES:
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Bosch process is a standard technique in plasma etching to transfer patterns directionaly
into silicon, however to achieve a high aspect ratio has always been challenging, a major
issue is the mask cannot sustain long time etch process. There has been a lot of study to
find a hard mask, which however will cause roughness and increase process complexity.
Here we report a finely tuned Bosch process, which can achieve infinite selectivity with
conventional photoresists (300nm thick DUV resist). A high aspect ratio of more than 50
has been achieved for 1µm linewidth with 10µm period without any resist consumption, and
the sidewall is straight (0.2º sidewall angle). This method is promising for an ultrahigh aspect
ratio etching of silicon.
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PO031
Torwards fast nanopattern fabrication by annealing of diblock copolymers
Klaus Zimmer ¹; Joachim Zajadacz ¹; Andre Mayer ²; Christian Steinberg ²; Hella-Christin Scheer²
¹ - Leibniz Institute of Surface Modification, Leipzig;
² - University of Wuppertal, Department of Electrical an Information Engineering, Wuppertal

A reduction of the annealing time to approx. one hour can be achieved by solvent-assisted
annealing of these DiBCP films in toluene or tetrahydrofuran atmosphere at temperatures
in the range of 20…50 °C. Reduction into the seconds range is shown for short time high
temperature annealing at inert gas conditions on the hotplate in the temperature range
from 260 to 300 °C. Good quality self-assembled vertical lamellas formed within 3 seconds
of annealing. In addition self-developing of the formed vertical lamellas has been observed.
Finally, recent results of nanoimprint lithography of DiBCP films at high temperatures and
laser annealing in direct writing configuration are presented. Local laser beams can provide
a tool for direct writing of nanostructures and dry development at the same time!
PO032
Thick benzocyclobutene (BCB) films processing procedures for contaminations free
pattern formation
Pavel Kuznetcov¹ ,²; Oleg Gushchin ¹,²; Gennady Krasnikov ¹,²; Kirill Esenkin ³

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - JSC MERI;
² - PJSC Mikron;
³ - JSC ZNTC

The process of formation of topology in thick polymer films based on benzocyclobutene
monomer,BCB was developed. The formed 25-30μm thin film of BCB is characterized by
the highest uniformity at a diameter of 200mm in thickness and structure, as confirmed by
FTIR after heat treatment. The process of reactive ion etching of the BCB layer through
a hard mask Al forms vertical or inclined windows, without precipitation at the bottom, in
the form of a so-called grass, as confirmed by SEM and Auger studies. It can be stated that
the process developed without precipitation from a hard mask when etching thick films is
implemented with similar results for the first time in existing practice.
PO033
A process development on inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching in Cl2/BCl3
chemistry for fabricating gan-based vertical nanowires
Xu Li ¹; Yen-Chun Fu ¹; Iain Thayne ¹
¹ - University of Glasgow, UK

Besides photonics applications, GaN-based nanowires are attracting various applications
in electronics devices, such as nonvolatile memory device, RF FETs, power transistors, and
biosensors. However, most of them were either lateral wires or selective grown wires.
Although there are various etching processes for III-nitrides reported in last more than
twenty years, there is still lack of etching process on vertical GaN nanowires fabricated
directly through dry etching. In this work, a new etching process has been developed
to fabricate GaN-based vertical nanowires through directly etching the materials using
inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching under the conditions of gas ratio Cl2:BCl3
= 30sccm:10sccm, ICP/platen power 400W/20W, chamber pressure 4mTorr, and platform
temperature 0°C would give a vertical profile with an angle larger than 87 degree.
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PO034
Transfer of SU-8 waveguides from silicon wafers to thermoplastic poly-methylmetacrylate
(PMMA) substrates for all-polymer photonic lab-on-a-chip devices
Tobias Nils Ackermann ¹; Erica Alvarez-Conde ¹; Pere Jiménez-Benet ¹; Andreu Llobera ¹;
Xavier Muñoz-Berbel ¹
¹ - Institut de Microelectrònica de Barcelona (IMB-CNM, CSIC), Spain

The continuing trend towards cost-reduction in MEMS and lab-on-a-chip fabrication
demands solutions, where silicon (Si) is no longer structural component of the final device.
Maintaining the silicon and subsequently transfer the patterned structures to a more
convenient and less costly substrate may be a promising compromise. Here, we make
use of the relatively poor adhesion strength between SU-8 and Si/SiO2, which promotes
delamination of SU-8 patterns under mechanical strains as is often noted negatively in
conjunction with SU-8 moulds for soft-lithography or hot-embossing, to transfer SU-8
micro-structures fabricated on silicon wafers to commercial grade poly-methylmetacrylate
(PMMA) substrates and encapsulate them as integrated waveguides in an all-polymeric
photonic lab-on-a-chip. The material choice of PMMA as structural material allows for backend processing using a CO2 laser.
PO035
Dynamic control of etch front during anodisation for 3D structuring of C-Si
Ulrich Mescheder ¹; Andras Kovacs ¹; Alexey Ivanov ²
¹ - Furtwangen University, Institute of Microsystem Technology;
² - Fraunhofer ISE

NOTES:
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Anodization is used for 3D etching of c-Silicon. The formed porous Si is used as sacrifical
layer which is selectively removed after anodization by KOH. The technique was successfully
introduced for 3D free forms. In a novel concept, so-called active backside contacts are
used which provides the possibiltiy to obtain very sophistacted 3D structures which are not
possible by any other technique. This is achieved by locally distributed backside contacts
which can be powered individually. By this method the etch front can be adjusted during
etching and very special, nonsymmetric etch shapes are achieved.
The 3D anodization process is modelled by a so-called secondary current concentration
model. Simulation results are compared to experimental results showing the controllability
of the process and the limitations as well.
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PO036
RIE-lag “correction” in bosch etch process of silicon to enable profile straightness and
improved scallop size distribution
Bingdong Chang ¹; Pele Leussink ²; Flemming Jensen ¹; Jörg Hübner ¹; Henri Jansen ¹
¹ - DTU Danchip, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark;
² - MESA+ Research Institute, University of Twente, the Netherlands

RIE-lag is a phenomena in plasma etching process, the geometrically dependent etch rate
not only increases the non-uniformity of sidewall, but also limits the etch rate when aspect
ratio increases. During a Bosch etching process, this effect will increase variation of scallop
size distribution. Here we report an effective method to improve the scallop size distribution
and achieve a straight profile, by performing a parameter ramping procedure. The etch rate
and scallop sizes are analyzed quantitatively, which suggests a reduction of scallop size
variation from 30% down to 8%, this means the etch depth increases linearly with number of
cycles, thus effect of RIE-lag can be counteracted effectively. This method can be beneficial
for high aspect ratio etching with a straight profile.
PO037
Integration of magnetoresistive sensors with flexible hybrid electronics
Miguel Neto ¹; João Gaspar ²; Alexandre Bernardino ³; Susana Freitas ¹; Paulo Freitas ²

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - INESC Microsystems and Nanotechnologies;
² - International Iberian Nanotecnology Laboratory, Braga, Portugal;
³ - Institute for Systems and Robotics

The main purpose of this work is the integration of a novel tactile magnetic sensor in a
robotic hand by fabricating a flexible sensor matrix using a hybrid manufacturing process.
This novel concept has been developed to provide the robotic hand multi-contact point and
contact area information to enable object manipulation. The used strategy is based on Silicon
Wafer as a substrate, the goal is to divide the Silicon wafer in several islands with sensors,
connected with microfabricated flexible contacts. This work focuses on the development of
the flexible interconnections specifically in the Polyimide vias opening by using a process
that does not require an Al hard mask and still enables vias with a pitch under 30 µm.
15:15 – 17:00

Poster Session 1 | Topic 1 - Sub-topic 1.6

EXHIBITION AREA

Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.6 - Resists and Materials
PO038
Customization of pre-fabricated atomic-force-microscopy cantilevers by conventional
photolithography using dry photoresist films
Madeleine Nilsen ¹; Arezo Behroudj ¹; Steffen Strehle ¹
¹ - Ulm University, Institute of Electron Devices and Circuits

We show a versatile method of modifying pre-fabricated, micrometer-sized cantilevers using
thermally laminated dry resist films and local UV-exposure. This appears highly intriguing
not only for research, but also for companies looking for a straightforward and rapid method
to functionally modify cantilever beams for AFM and other sensing applications.
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PO039
Microfabrication of X-ray grating for talbot interferometry
Chantal Silvestre ¹; Bingdong Chang ²; Henri Jansen ²; Ole Hansen¹
¹ - DTU Nanotech, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark;
² - DTU Danchip, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark

X-Ray phase contrast imaging with grating interferometer was first demonstrated in the
early 2000s. It has since gained interest due to its ability to work with restricted brilliance
laboratory X-Ray sources, as opposed to highly coherent beam synchrotron facilities. The
fabrication of the absorbing linear gratings, indispensable to a good quality of the final
image, involves today cumbersome fabrication steps. In this project we demonstrate that
the fluorocarbon layer, created by an optimized DRIE Bosch process of silicon, can serve as
lift-off sacrificial layer in the subsequent metallization process used to create a seed layer
at the bottom of 1:10 ratio trenches needed for further Au electroplating of the grating. By
this technique we reduced significantly the complexity of the overall fabrication.
PO040
Drag reduction of stable biomimetic superhydrophobic steel surface by acid etching
under an oxygen environment
Haifeng Zhang ¹; Yanjing Tuo ¹; Xiaowei Liu ¹
¹ - MEMS Center, Harbin Institute of Technology

NOTES:
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As steel is widely used in many industrial fields, the fabrication of superhydrophobic
steel surfaces has attracted much attention largely because of their practical or potential
applications in fluid drag reduction, no-loss transportation and so forth. In this paper, we
present a novel method to fabricate a superhydrophobic surface with lotus-like structure
on a steel ball. The superhydrophobic steel surface has water CAs of 166±2 °. The sliding
angle is less than 2°. We study the drag reduction of the superhydrophobic steel ball. The
superhydrophobic steel ball has a faster falling speed compared with the untreated steel
ball. The drag reduction radio for the as-prepared sample is 20~30% at low velocity. We
construct superhydrophobic surfaces that have numerous technical applications in drug
reduction field.
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PO041
Effect of oxygen and scan speed on selective laser melting of aluminum powder
Yuta Taira ¹; Keisuke Nagato ¹; Arata Sakai ¹; Masayuki Nakao ¹
¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo

Selective laser melting (SLM) is one of the additive manufacturing technology and the
demand of SLM using aluminum powder is increasing. However, quality deterioration
of products occurs because of surface oxide films on aluminum particles and processing
conditions affect quality of products.
We scanned a laser beam on a layer of aluminum powder at varied laser scan speed in an Ar
atmosphere and an air atmosphere as a simulation of SLM process and observed the laserscanned areas by a laser microscope to investigate the effect of processing conditions.
The result indicates that scatter of molten aluminum and melting failure of aluminum
powder occurs at inappropriate scan speed and that oxygen accelerates growth of surface
oxide films of aluminum particles and causes surface roughness of products.
PO042
Improving and scaling-up the area of electrospray deposit of nanoparticles
Bremnen Véliz ¹,²; Sandra Bermejo ¹; Jordi Vives ¹; Luis Castañer ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Polytechnic University of Catalonia, Spain;
² - Salesian Polytechnic University, Ecuador

Electrospray is a bottom-up technique used to deposit nanoparticle layers and
nanostructures. Ordered nanoparticle structures have been proven to have interesting
metamaterial properties. However, the typical area achievable with current techniques
(bellow 1cm2) is still a bottleneck. The aim of this work is to achieve typical deposit area
up to 25cm2 while keeping low the deposit time required and the quality of the resulting
structure. We have investigated two approaches to enlarge the deposited area. First, we
have incorporated a metallic guard ring at the same plane of the needle nozzle and second,
we have built a matrix of four-needles. COMSOL simulation of both set-ups and SEM/FIB
characterization were performance to analyze the quality of the resulting metamaterial.
PO043
Interface optimization for high CHi block copolymers materials with sub-10 nm resolution
Paquet Anne ¹; Chevalier Xavier ²; Legrain Antoine ³; Zelsmann Marc ³; Fleury Guillaume 4;
Nicolet Célia ²; Claveau Guillaume 5; Gharbi Ahmed 5; Cayrefourcq Ian ²; Navarro Christophe
²; Tiron Raluca 5
¹ - ARKEMA and CEA/LETI;
² - ARKEMA;
³ - Univ. Grenoble Alpes LTM;
4
- LCPO;
5
- CEA/LETI

Directed self-assembly of block copolymers is a promising route to attain the sub-10nm
features lithography technique for next generation node in the CMOS industry. Recently, the
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introduction of so-called highc block copolymers leads to patterns with 20nm or less period.
In the present the interface control with two type of highc Si-containing block copolymers
is presented. The interface control is divided in two parts: in a first part the control of the
bottom and in a second part the control of the top interface. A full optimization of all the
materials and processes involved, that is to say the block copolymer development, the
surface treatment, the process on full 300mm wafer and the etching leads to fully organized
and perpendicular oriented highc Si-containing block copolymers.
PO044
Directed self-assembly of block copolymer thin films by the controlled introduction of
grain boundaries
Steven Gottlieb ¹; Laura Evangelio ¹; Matteo Lorenzoni ¹; Marta Fernández-Regúlez ¹;
Francesc Perez-Murano ¹
¹ - Instituto de Microelectrónica IMB-CNM, CSIC

In this work, the authors present the use of a grain boundary between vertically and
horizontally self-assembled block copolymer grains as guiding pattern to direct the
material’s self-assembly. Surface manipulation by AFM and electron beam direct writing are
used to introduce grain boundaries in such a way, that the block copolymers self-assemble in
dense arrays of nanowires measuring 11 nm in width and up to 400 nm in length.
A great advantage of this method compared to common guiding pattern fabrication methods
(e.g chemical epitaxy and graphoepitaxy) is that the requirements in terms of resolution are
notably lower.
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PO045
Hierarchical and three-dimensional patterns via combined block-copolymer and soft
lithography
Hasan H Ipekci ¹; Murat Serhatlioglu ²; Afia Asif ³; Sema Karabel ¹; Caglar Elbuken ²; M.
Serdar Onses ¹
¹ - Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Nanotechnology Research Center (ERNAM) Erciyes University;
² - UNAM - National Nanotechnology Research Center, Institute of Materials Science and Nanotechnology, Bilkent
University;
³ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ozyegin University

Block-copolymer (BCP) films can spontaneously self-assemble into nanoscale domains that
are of significant interest for nanolithography applications. An important limitation of BCP
materials for these applications is the constraints in the size, periodicity and geometry of
the features that can be defined on the same substrate. In this work, we investigate the
use of elastomeric microchannels as a massively parallel approach for additive patterning
of BCPs over large areas. The patterning process is based on the localized delivery of the
BCP solutions through microchannels placed on a substrate. Large area patterning of BCPs
with a scalable, low cost and tunable approach shows great promise for nanolithography
applications.
15:15 – 17:00
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PO046
Wafer-scale fabrication of flexible polymer embedded mm-w filter based on Si carrier
wafer with modularized interface adhesion
Seonho Seok ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Center for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (C2N), University-Paris-Saclay, Orsay, France

This paper presents a fabrication of flexible polymer embedded millimeter-wave filter
utilizing Si carrier wafer with modular adhesion force. Technological difficulties come
from polymer film delamination during metallization and secure wafer-level debonding of
the polymer film after fabrication. For the debonding, Si wafer surface energy has been
reduced with a monolayer chemical. The risk of the delamination of the polymer film during
electroplating is successfully avoided by gluing the entire wafer edge, the highest peeling
stress zone at free boundary conditions. The influence of the peeling stress of the polymer
has been validated through a FEM modeling based on CZM (Cohesive Zone Model). The
maximum process temperature is 150 °C for the polymer lamination. A flexible polymer
substrate embedding mm-waver filters has been successfully realized.
PO047
Silicon nitride deposited at 30oC by inductively coupled plasma with neutralization grid
plate
Haiping Zhou ¹; Yenchun Fu1; Xu Li ¹
¹ - University of Glasgow

We present the electrical and chemical properties of high quality SiNx films deposited at
30oC using ICP chemical vapour deposition (ICP-CVD) with neutral beams by a grounded
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neutralization grid plate. Metal Insulator Metal capacitors with 20 nm of ICP-CVD SiNx film
as dielectric layer show breakdown electric field > 4 MV/cm; leakage current < 7 nA/cm2 at
2V, which is superior than that of the conventional ICP-CVD SiNx films. The ICP-CVD SiNx
processes do not show plasma-induced damage, based on the tests of Van der Pauw samples
with channels buried ~ 30 nm below surface. Auger energy spectroscopy and scanning
Auger microscope are used to analyze the chemical compositions and distributions in SiNx
films deposited at different conditions without exposing the SiNx to air.
PO048
Ultrasonic pinhole drilling for scanning electron microscope application in the evaluation
of electron beam size
Ju Hwang Kim ¹; Bok Lae Cho ¹; Byong Chon Park ¹; Hyunung Yu ¹
¹ - Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science

To achieve precise and burr-free micron-size pinhole, ultrasonic-vibration-assisted drilling
system has been developed. Our system has a good advantage in terms of eco-friendly
without using chemical etching, cost-effective way to achieve a precise machining. A clear
aperture allows us to obtain highly defined images from micro- to nano-scale in SEM
measurements, especially evaluation of nano beam size e-beam focusing by reducing
aberrations. A well-defined aperture makes electron beams deliver to the sample in effect
by removing scattered e-beam outside a hole. In this study, a combined vibration drilling
apparatus is used to examine drilling force, drilled hole accuracy, edge chipping on the hole
surface with a ultrasonic piezo transducer and a precise XYZ stage and a better knife-edge
method to measure e-beam size is suggested.
PO049
Computational nanometrology of line edge roughness: recent challenges and advances

¹ - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR Demokritos and Nanometrisis p.c.;
² - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR Demokritos and Nanometrisis p.c.;
³ - IMEC

Line Edge Roughness (LER) measurement is a highly demanding and complicated issue which
is very critical in the evaluation of new material and processes in electronics and photonics
research and industry. In this work, we provide a concise review of LER metrology and focus
on two great challenges raised by the recent evolutions in lithography: a) the impact of
SEM noise on LER and the need for unbiased (noise-free) LER estimation and b) the unique
aspects of LER in DSA and MP lithography requiring novel LER metrics. In both challenges,
we demonstrate the power of mathematical and computational methods for their elaboration
by proposing Fourier or correlation analysis to get unbiased (noise-free) LER estimations and
c-factor correlation functions to capture DSA and MP cross-line correlations.

NOTES:
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Vassilios Constantoudis ¹; George Papavieros ²; Gian Lorusso ³; Vito Rutigliani ³; Frieda Van
Roye ³; Evangelos Gogolides ¹
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PO050
Minimally invasive cell membrane perforation using a photocatalytic TiO2-coated AFM
probe
Hiromi Furukawa ¹; Toshiki Harada ¹; Moeto Nagai ¹; Takayuki Shibata ¹
¹ - Toyohashi University of Technology

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based nanofabrication technique is extremely useful for
reliable process control in the precise positioning on the patterned surface to be modified,
surface topography measurements after the fabrication process, and localized surface
characterization (mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties) at the nanometer scale.
In this paper, we propose the direct nanofabrication of living cells under near-physiological
conditions based on highly localized photochemical oxidation with a TiO2-coated AFM
probe, utilizing both TiO2 photocatalysis and AFM functionality. The results suggested the
degradation of cell membrane molecules can clearly be accelerated by a TiO2 photocatalyst.
The effect of UV light intensity on the cell membrane perforation was also investigated.
PO051
Growth of highly ordered anodic tantalum oxide nanostructures
Cristiana Filipa Almeida Alves ¹,²; Joana Oliveira ¹; Sara Pires ¹; Sebastian Calderon V. ¹,²;
Paulo Ferreira ²,³; Sandra Carvalho ¹,4

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - CFUM, Physics Department, University of Minho, Portugal;
² - INL - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal;
³ - Materials Science and Engineering Program, The University of Texas at Austin, USA;
4
- SEG-CEMMPRE, Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Coimbra, Portugal

Ta2O5 nanostructures exhibit outstanding electrical-optical properties, chemical resistance
and stability. These materials have great potential for biomedical, semiconductors and
energy applications, if they exhibit nanoporous/nanotubular morphologies, due to their large
surface area. Yet, these morphologies are difficult to stabilize during a typical anodization
process. The aim of this work is to understand the effect of anodisation conditions,
including electrolyte concentration, potential and time, on the Ta2O5 morphologies. These
nanopores/nanotubes morphologies, chemical composition and structure were investigated
by FIB-SEM, TEM/STEM and EDS. Results showed that the electrolyte, composed by
H2SO4/HF in a 10-25V range, allows us to control the Ta2O5 morphologies. Despite HF´s
capacity to dissolve and create oxide nanostructures, there is a clear dependence of H2SO4
concentrations, leading to morphologies, which deviate from nanoporous/nanotubular forms.
PO052
Low-refractive index magnesium fluoride thin-films in optical filters
Manuel Silva ¹; Jose Rodrigues ¹; Mohammadamir Ghaderi ²; Ger De Graaf ²; Reinoud
Wolffenbuttel ²; Jose Correia ¹
¹ - University of Minho;
² - Delft University of Technology

This work presents the fabrication of low-refractive index magnesium fluoride (MgF2)
thin‑films in optical filters. The MgF2 thin-films were deposited by electron beam (e‑beam)
technique with annealing during the deposition. The ellipsometry characterization shows
refractive index of 1.375 at 550 nm. The difference between the optic simulation software
TFCalcTM is 0.005. Also the difference between the data base reference E. D. Palik (1.378
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at 550 nm) is 0.003. The refractive index of the optimum MgF2 thin-film is very close to
the references. The optimum conditions for deposition of MgF2 thin‑films by e‑beam
technique with annealing during the deposition were shown. The MgF2 can be replaced as
low refractive index such as SiO2 in thin-film optical filters.
PO053
Development of a novel mechanical micro-engraving method for the high-aspect-ratio
microstructures of an advanced window system
Jing Gong ¹; Antoine Delaunay ¹; André Kostro ²; Andreas Schüler ¹
¹ - Solar Energy and Building Physics Laboratory, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland;
² - BASF Schweiz AG, Klybeckstrasse, Switzerland

A transparent polymer film with embedded microstructures is developed, and it can be
attached to a window glass for daylighting, improving visual comfort and reducing cooling
load in buildings. Despite existing cutting-edge techniques, large-scale microstructured
surface with a controlled shape remains challenging. In order to solve the problem, a novel
mechanical scanning engraving method is developed. A blade with microstructures of
aspect-ratio of 2 (200 μm high and 100 μm wide) is fabricated and installed on a computer
numeric control machine. Using well-optimized processing parameters, the microstructures
with a controlled shape on a paraffin-beeswax-based substrate can be achieved by linear
movements of the blade. The proposed method is proved to be efficient with a scanning
speed of 15 cm/min.
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PO054
Ex-SITU and IN-SITU doping of MoS2 thin films synthesised by thermally assisted
conversion process: simulations and experiment
Farzan Gity ¹; Lida Ansari ¹; Scott Monaghan ¹; Gioele Mirabelli ¹; Pasqualino Torchia ¹;
Alan Hydes ¹; Michael Schmidt ¹; Brendan Sheehan ¹; Niall Mcevoy ²; Toby Hallam ³; Karim
Cherkaoui ¹; Roger Nagle ¹; Ray Duffy ¹; Georg S. Duesberg 4; Paul K. Hurley ¹
¹ - Tyndall National Institute, University College Cork, Ireland;
² - CRANN/AMBER, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland;
³ - School of Physics, Newcastle University, UK;
4
- Universität der Bundeswehr München, Germany

Controllable doping of two-dimensional (2D) materials is one of the main research
challenges associated with the practical realisation of 2D semiconductors in hetero-/
homo-junctions. We report that the selected-area treatment of MoS2 films with nitrogen
plasma can modify the film resistivity. To identify the underlying physical mechanism, we
systematically investigated the transport properties of cTLM-patterned contacts on ~70nm
non-intentionally, p- and n-doped MoS2 films before and after plasma exposure. Electrical
characterisation and HR-TEM demonstrate that n-type doping of MoS2 is achieved by
plasma-induced nitrogen doping without etching effects. Our experimental observations
are supported by ab-initio simulations suggesting the interaction of nitrogen with defects
in the poly-crystalline MoS2 films as the doping mechanism. The results indicate low-power
nitrogen-plasma is an effective approach for ex-situ doping of MoS2.
PO055
Encapsulation in microscale using focused ion beam induced 4D printing of PMMA shell
Ki-Hwan Jang ¹; Soo-Hong Min ¹; Hyun-Taek Lee ¹; Sung-Hoon Ahn ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Seoul National University

Recently, 4D printing including not only 3D printing but also shape change caused by stimuli
have been studied as next concept of 3D printing for various purposes. In micro/nanoscale
research field having a lot of issues related to fabrication, assembling, and developing
applications, 4D printing is applying to solve the problems in the issues. In this paper,
microscale 4D printing using PMMA shell structures for encapsulation was studied. PMMA,
one of the polymer was used instead of metal that was used in previous studies. Focused
ion beam inducing caused the mechanical stress of the PMMA shell structures. Examples
of 4D printing were shown such as PMMA shell rolling up process, box shape PMMA shell
structure, encapsulation of wire.
PO056
Characterization and luminescent performance of YAG:Ce3+ nanopowders prepared by
co-precipitation
Ya-Wei Lee ¹; Hung-Hua Sheu ²; Shi-Sheng Wu ¹
¹ - Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, National Defense University;
² - Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering, National Defense University

In the development and application of “white light” light emitting diodes (LEDs), trivalent
cerium-activated YAG (YAG:Ce3+) nanopowder is one of the most important phosphors,
due to YAG:Ce3+ nanopowder is suitable for converting the blue LEDs radiation into
a broad band yellow emission. YAG nanopowders doped with activators can be mainly
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synthesized by several methods. The co-precipitation method is selected to produce
YAG:Ce3+ nanopowder in this study. In co-precipitation process, the rotational speed of
electromagnetic stirrer will affect the uniform of mixing solutions and to affect the pure of
YAG:Ce3+ nanopowders. On the other hand, the rotational speed of electromagnetic stirrer
will affect the luminescent property of YAG:Ce3+nanopowders.
15:15 – 17:00
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PO057
Multi electrode array (MEA) for intracellular recording and drug delivery
Andrea Cerea ¹,²; Valeria Caprettini ¹,²; Giovanni Melle ¹,²; Giulia Bruno ¹,²; Fabio Moia ¹;
Laura Lovato ¹; Michele Dipalo ¹; Francesco De Angelis ¹
¹ - Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia;
² - University of Genova

The study and comprehension of neuronal activity and communication in a cellular network
has always been a milestone in the field of neuroscience. Up to now, extracellular recording
biosensors, such as MEAs and multi transistor arrays, are the most promising devices for
such purpose; they are noninvasive and allow long-term electrical recordings of large
neuron assemblies. In order to obtain comprehensive and useful insights, the electrical
information of large neuronal networks should be combined with the biochemical analysis
and manipulation of single neurons, including the injection of molecules/drugs inside
the cells. Starting from this technological need, we propose a novel design in which MEA
biosensors decorated with vertical hollow nanopillars are integrated on a thin silicon nitride
membrane with microfluidic channels for controlled drug delivery.
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PO058
Effect of laser modes on the single-pass multi-layer Ti-6Al-4V deposited by additive
manufacturing
Chien-Yu Chen ¹; Tien-Li Chang ²
- R&D center, Nihon Densan Corporation, Tainan City;
² - Mechanical Engineering, National Taiwan Normal University

1

This work predicts the effects of laser modes of the single-pass multi-layer on Ti-6Al-4V
distortion applicable to selective laser melting (SLM) process. Inherent shrinkage method
based on finite element (FE) models is applied to predict part distortion in depositing a
cantilever. Simulation results are validated with experimental measurements of distortion.
Parametric study with the laser power and scanning strategies as variables has been
conducted to identify their relationships with the distortion. The temperature and residual
stress distributions during the SLM process are predicted. Results indicate that it is feasible
to accurately predict the distortion induced by different scanning strategies and different
laser powers. Therefore, we can control and reduce distortions in SLM parts with precise
scanning parameters.
PO059
A thin microbial fuel cell using cellulose sponge
Ozawa Toshihiro ¹; Kozo Taguchi ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Ritsumeikan University

Recently, electric power field has serious issue like wasting resources. MFC (Microbial Fuel
Cells) is a new type of energy generator and so ecological. A lot of MFC use Shewanella and
Geobactor having electrical conduction property nanowire. MFC consist of two types. One
is two chamber type; another is air cathode type. The former needs large scale of volume
and two types of electrolytic solution. The other is more compact but efficiency is worse. In
this paper, our proposed MFC uses Bacillus subtilis which are able to live in bad environment
to make a spore and secrete cellulaze. Typically, MFC structure is 2 chamber or air cathode
type. In this paper we propose a thin microbial fuel cell using cellulose sponge.
PO060
Direct laser writing of conducting lines in SU-8
Nina Pedersen ¹; Xiaolong Zhu ¹; Rodolphe Marie ¹; David M. A. Mackenzie ¹; Dirch H.
Petersen ¹; Anders Kristensen ¹; Stephan S. Keller ¹
¹ - DTU Nanotech

This study presents a new fast and cheap method to fabricate highly conductive microscale
lines and arrays on transparent substrates. In this laser-induced local pyrolysis method, a
colorant with strong specific absorption is mixed with the negative epoxy-photoresist SU8. Due to the absorber, the laser used to write these structures, causes a photo-thermal
effect. This provides the high temperature required to allow formation of sp2 bonds and
thus results in an electrically conductive carbon material.
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PO061
Passive alignment between chip components and an interconnect layer for the functional
electronic device
Jin Hwa Ryu ¹; In-Bok Baek ¹; Bong Kuk Lee ¹; Won Ick Jang ¹; Han Yung Yu ¹
¹ - Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute

Manufacturing of functional electronic devices requires complex processes involving
fabrication of interconnect layer and chip mounting. Among these processes, alignment of
chip components is essential factor in fabricating a high performance electronic devices.
In this paper, we proposed a simple method of fabricating electronic devices using a metal
template for passive alignment between chip components and an interconnect layer,
which enabled efficient alignment with high accuracy. An electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor
was fabricated using 20 µm thick polyimide film as a flexible substrate to evaluate the
effectiveness. Passive alignment was performed by simply inserting the components in
the holes of the template, which resulted in accurate alignment with positional tolerance
of less than 10 µm, suggesting that our method can efficiently perform chip mounting with
precision.
PO062
Relative CD uniformity prediction in etch chamber using OES
Hongrae Shin ³; Seounghyuk Choi ¹; Heeyeob Chae ²
¹ - System LSI Etch Technology Team, Samsung Electronics, South korea;
² - Department of Chemical engineering, Sungkyunkwan Univ., South korea;
³ - Department of Semiconductor Systems engineering, Sungkyunkwan Univ.,South korea

NOTES:
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As the semiconductor devices are integrated through the scale down, matching between
the tools of etch process become important. For the fine patterning, PR thickness is also
thinned. In order to overcome the lowering of the PR thickness, the multilayer resistance
(MLR) stack is used to etch multiple films. As the design rule decreased, although the
margins were sufficient in the previous generation, defects such as short between adjacent
metal lines began to appear.
Therefore, it is becoming more and more necessary to acquire and predict CD uniformity
between etch chambers.
In this paper, we aim to predict the CD uniformity among multiple chambers by using optical
emission spectroscopy (OES), which is commonly used for endpoint detection (EPD).
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PO063
Imprinted plasmonic planar surface for an enhanced optical signal
Junhyun Kim ¹; Jisuk Kang ¹; Zeshan Shoaib ¹; Hyonkwang Choi ¹; Myungyung Jeong ¹
¹ - Pusan National University, Korea

Nowadays, photonic techniques are much interested in optics, biology and medical systems.
For biomedical application, many research has studied about plasmonic metasurfaces which
can detect the small molecules and can shift of emission wavelength. Metasurfaces have
artificial optical characteristics which cannot figure out in the nature including anti-refractive
index, anti-doppler effect, surface plasmon and so on. In this proposal, we designed grating
antenna structure based on finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) analysis and fabricate
these structures using nanoimprint lithography with subsequent metal evaporation.
Designed grating antenna structure have different surface plasmon effect according to
change of the gap between patterns and therefore we especially studied the structures
and gap of patterns which could be adaptive to NIR wavelength for functional near-infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS) system applications.
PO064
Effect of a metal interlayer under au catalyst for preparing microscale holes in Si substrate
by metal-assisted chemical etching
Tomohiro Shimizu ¹; Ryosuke Niwa ¹; Michio Matsumura ¹; Takeshi Ito ¹; Shoso Shingubara ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Kansai University

Formation of straight and vertical nanoholes in Si (100) substrate was achieved by metalassisted chemical etching (MACE) using Au/Ti multi-layer as an etching catalyst. When
only Au layer was used as the catalyst, no well-defined holes were formed, but many tiny
holes were randomly formed in Si substrate. Although we also tested other metals as the
interlayer for MACE, we didn’t obtain straight and vertical Si holes. This result indicates the
usefulness of the Ti interlayer for making well-defined high aspect ratio holes in Si substrate
by MACE. The role of Ti interlayer during MACE of Si substrate will be discussed.
PO065
Channel splitting effect on electrical characteristics of bendable a-IGZO TFTs
Hyungon Oh ¹; Kyoungah Cho ¹; Sangsig Kim ¹
¹ - Korea University

Bendable a-IGZO TFTs have attracted much attention owing to their various merits such
as portability, high mobility, low processing temperature, and applications in wearable
electronics and displays. In this study, we split the channel of a-IGZO TFT to make it less
vulnerable to bending strain and investigate the channel splitting effect by comparing with
a-IGZO TFT with non-split channel. The TFT with split channels operates normally even at a
bending strain of 1.1%, while the TFT with non-split channel is destroyed at a bending strain
of above 0.71%. This indicates that the split channel is less vulnerable to bending strain than
the wide single channel. The relationship between the mechanical deformation and the
electrical degradation will be discussed in the study.
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PO066
Micromachining of interdigitated multilayer graphene capacitor by picosecond laser
Chien-Ping Wang ¹; Tien-Li Chang ²
¹ - CYCU;
² - NTNU

The aim of this study is to design and fabricate an in-plane multilayer graphene capacitor
device using ultrafast laser micromachining on the glass substrate. Various types of
interdigitated pattern on multilayer graphene were fabricated. The ultrafast laser system
used a picosecond laser source with power of 0.84 mJ/mm2, scanning speed of 400 mm/s,
pulse width 8 ps, and duration of 300 kHz. Here, the laser system used a second harmonic
wavelength of 325 nm. The results showed that capacitance increase linearly with electrode
length but increased sharply as electrode width higher than 600 mm. Furthermore, the
number of electrode pairs increase sharply from 3 pairs to 4 pairs but decrease significantly
when electrode pairs greater than 4 under fixed electrode area 42 mm2.
PO067
The influence of polyethyleneimine on the thermoelectric properties of a MWCNT/
polyethyleneimine composites
Kosei Hasuike ¹; Yoshiki Kurokawa ¹; Kozo Taguchi ¹
¹ - Ritsumeikan University

NOTES:
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Recently, thermoelectric devices have been studied[1][2][3]. Carbon nanotubes have various
properties. For example, the individual nanotube shell is a metal or semiconductor. Carbon
nanotube was categorized as single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and multi-walled
carbon nanotube (MWCNT). Devices using SWCNT have high performance. However, the
cost of growing SWCNT is high.
In this paper, the effect of MWCNT on the thermoelectric performance of MWCNT/
polyethyleneimine composites was studied. Polyethyleneimine donates electrons to
nanotubes, which makes it possible to convert p-type nanotubes into n-type. The MWCNT
and potato starch were complex. Because, potato starch has a tough viscosity, therefore, the
thickness of MWCNT/ polyethyleneimine composites was increased. In this study, thickness
is an important parameter.
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PO068
A study of the SiNx sheath effects on the InP-HEMTs with a novel 10 nm T shape gate
Jianan Deng ¹; Jinhai Shao ¹; Jing Wan ¹; Yifang Chen ¹
¹ - Fudan University

InP based high electron mobility transistors are continuously advancing toward terahertz
range, driven by the attractive applications in THz wavelengths. In our recent work, a
new process being able to fabricate 10 nm T shape gates has been developed by using
a mechanical supporting facility as a SiNx sheath, Comparing to the existing process
reported, our technique exhibits a number of advantages in broad processing window, high
repeatability, great prospect for even 5 nm T shape gate, etc. Even though, before applying
the new 10 nm T shape gate on to real InP-HEMTs, the effects of the SiNx sheath, which is
necessary to anchor the 10 nm gate, need to be fully understood.
PO069
Monolithical integration of GMR sensors with CMOS
Joana Santos ¹; Candid Reig ²; Susana Cardoso ¹,³

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Instituto De Engenharia De Sistemas E Computadores – Microsistemas e Nanotecnologias (INESC-MN);
² - Department of Electronic Engineering, Universitat de València;
³ - Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade Técnica de Lisboa

In this work, we study the monolithic integration of Spin Valve (SV) sensors, with 3 µm x
200 µm onto a pre-fabricated CMOS chip, with the dimensions 2.5×1.5×0.5 mm3using
AustriaMicroSystems (AMS) technology.
The project consists in the integration of SV sensors onto microelectronic structures for
non-invasive indirect electric current sensing at the IC level.
The resulting single sensing elements were characterized showing a magnetoresistance
level of 4% and a linear range of 50 Oe, centered at zero field.SVs in a Wheatstone bridge
configuration were also measured where a small magnetic field is induced by the current
flowing in a current sensing line underneath the SV.
The sensitivity of the device was calculated to be 0.1 mV/mA and the detection limit 5 µA.
PO070
Forming-free resistive switching characteristics in MnO/HfO2 and MnO/Ta2O5 based
crossbar array structure
Mi Ra Park¹; Quanli Hu¹; Tae Su Kang ¹; Haider Abbas ¹; Tae Sung Lee ¹; Nam Joo Lee ¹; TaeSik Yoon ²; Chi Jung Kang ¹
¹ - Department of Physics, Myongji University;
² - Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Myongji University

In this study, Ag/MnO/HfO2/Pt and Ag/MnO/Ta2O5/Pt devices in a 5 × 5 crossbar array
were fabricated. The devices showing a high resistance ratio and bipolar resistive switching
properties were investigated.
Ag/MnO/HfO2/Pt and Ag/MnO/Ta2O5/Pt devices with crossbar array structures were
fabricated. The devices showed bipolar resistive switching properties with a high resistance
ratio. It confirms a possible application of the bilayer based device to resistive switching
memory devices. The conduction mechanisms of ohmic conduction and space charge limited
conduction had been investigated.
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PO071
Investigation of SRAM single bit failure in the high voltage CMOS process
Yong Hoon Kim ¹; Junehee Kim ¹; Taegyu Yang ¹; Ahreum Han ¹; Minsung Seo ¹
¹ - Samsung Electronics

We studied how single bit failure occurs in SRAM cells while fabricated in High-Voltage(HV)
CMOS process, such as Display Driver IC(DDI) process.
We found that “Stress Induced Active Dislocation” caused by thermal stress during HV
fabrication process is the root cause of the SRAM single bit failure and went deep into the
study how to release the Active stress successfully.
By this study, we finally could overcome the SRAM single bit failure(Bit Fail Rate 28% to
0.5%) by modifying the fabrication process and SRAM block layout which can effectivley
eliminate dislocation factor.
PO072
NIL patterns and electrochemical device using UV-cured polyaniline
Junhyoung Ahn ¹; Sanghee Jung ¹; Hyungjun Lim ¹,²; Sunghwi Lee ¹; Yong-Beom Shin ²,³;
Jaejong Lee ¹,²
¹ - Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials;
² - University of Science & Technology;
³ - BioNano Health Guard Research Center

NOTES:
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The aniline-based UV curable resin was developed, and the conductive polymer nanoimprint
lithography was demonstrated with the various patterns on Si wafer substrates. PDMS stamp
and KIMM ANT-6HO UV/thermal NIL system were employed for nanoscale-structures.
PDMS stamp was fabricated with Si master stamp. Therefore, various nanoscale patterns,
such as 300 nm and 150 nm width line patterns, and 150 nm pillar patterns, were fabricated
using this UV curable polymer resin. We also demonstrated 150 nm pillar patterns of
polyaniline on Pt electrode, and measured electrochemical signals using cyclic voltammetry.
Aniline resin can improve the conductivity of PUA UV-curable resin.
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PO073
Simulation of electrostatic breakdown in 2D microscale geometries using the particle-incell method
Jelmer Johannes Petrus De Zeeuw ¹; Rjf Bijster ²; Jfl Goosen ¹
¹ - Delft University of Technology;
² - Netherlands Organization of Applied Scientific Research, TNO

To mitigate the risk of electrostatic breakdown in large scale systems, Paschen’s law is
generally used to predict breakdown conditions. In MEMS and NEMS, significant deviations
of hundreds of volts are seen which are attributed to an increase of secondary electron
emission, caused by the high electric fields that are present in such systems. The proposed
code is aiming to determine the vulnerability of given two dimensional topologies to
electrostatic breakdown, and provide a computationally efficient risk assessment tool that
can be used in the design phase of microscale systems. A Particle-in-Cell method is used
to capture the effect of space-charge, and the increase of secondary emission in a two
dimensional setting, while preventing the need to calculate inter-particle forces directly.
PO074
Development of microelectrode arrays with memristive structures for in vitro tests on
neuron cultures
Cristian Collini ¹; Giovanni Giusti ²; Roberto Verucchi ²; Leandro Lorenzelli ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK), CMM, Italy;
² - IMEM-CNR Institute, Italy

The development of robust technologies for arrays of memristive devices is a challenging task
with applications in nanostructured solid-state low power memory, adaptive logic devices, and
in the emulation of synaptic signal processing. The design of new architectures is a demanding
task for overcoming the main issue related to the lack in the reliability and reproducibility of
the electrical characteristics of these devices. In this work, we compare the results of two
microfabricated memristor arrays structures, based on metal oxides as active layer. The
final scope is to integrate the memristive devices on microelectrode array for performing
electrophysiological signal processing and learning tasks on in vitro neuronal cells.
PO075
Silicon groove etching for ASPIC encapsulation
Ana V. Silva ¹,²; Ricardo Bastos ³; Joana Santos ²; Tiago S. Monteiro 5; Susana Cardoso 4
¹ - Inesc;
² - INESC Microsystems and Nanotechnologies;
³ - PICAdvanced S.A and Instituto Telecomunicações, Universidade de Aveiro;
4
- INESC Microsystems and Nanotechnologies and Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa;
5
- INESC Microsystems and Nanotechnologies and Microelectromechanical Systems Research Unit, Universidade
do Minho

A KOH silicon wet etching process with IPA evaporation was adapted and optimized for high
aspect ratio grooves, targeting the encapsulation of an ASPIC (Application Specific Photonic
Integrated Circuit), with optical fiber outputs requiring critical alignment. Several hard
masks and chemical etching agitation techniques were tested. The following conditions T
= 68 ºC, 375 rpm shaker rotation and a 3000 A Cr/6000 A Si3N4 hard mask, provided the
defect free grooves required to assemble a working device, which was successfully achieved
with an integrated ASPIC already capable of emitting light trough a coupled optical fiber.
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PO076
Large arrays of suspended silicon nanowires defined by ion beam implantation
Jordi Llobet ¹; Xavier Borrisé ²; Richard Koops ³; Marijn Van Veghel ³; Gemma Rius 1; Francesc
Pérez-Murano 1
¹ - Institute of Microelectronics of Barcelona (IMB-CNM CSIC), Spain;
²- Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2), & The Barcelona Institute of Science and
Technology (BIST), Spain;
³ - VSL Dutch Metrology Institute, The Netherlands;

Dense and large-area arrays of suspended silicon-nanowires (NW) were successfully
fabricated by a simple, flexible, reliable and reproducible approach based on local ion beam
implantation. A detailed inspection of the array reveals the absence of missing, broken or
collapsed (not suspended) silicon NWs. A metrological analysis has been performed to
determine the patterning accuracy in their xy dimensions. We can infer that the dispersion
in width attributed to the fabrication process is below 10 nm.
We have investigated compatibility issues of our process with CMOS circuitry and its
fabrication. After CMOS fabrication is complete and passivated, the Si NWs are fabricated
by the presented method. While ion implantation apparently degrades the electrical
characteristics of the transistor, they can be recovered after a simple thermal annealing.
PO077
Development of E-skin thin film piezoresistive sensors
Andreia Dos Santos ¹; Nuno Pinela ¹; Elvira Fortunato ¹; Rodrigo Martins ¹; Hugo Águas ¹;
Rui Igreja ¹
¹ - i3N|CENIMAT

NOTES:
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Electronic skin (e-skin) is being widely investigated due to its broad application, from robotics
to health monitoring. One type of sensors that plays a crucial role in e-skins is the pressure
sensor. Piezoresistivity is a common effect used by these sensors to transduce pressure
into resistance changes. To explore this effect, piezoresistive sensors are usually composed
of a micro-structured film that may be achieved through either lithography (expensive and
time-consuming) or using natural molds (that prevent the control or tailoring of their microstructures). In this work, we propose a new and low cost alternative to produce such sensors
based on the use of laser patterning to fabricate acrylic molds, from which micro-structured
and thin polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) films are retrieved to be integrated in piezoresistive
sensors.
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PO078
The investigation of flow and dynamics characterization of ultrasonic micro-blower
Chien-Ping Wang ¹; Guan-Bo Wang ¹
¹ - CYCU

This study is to investigate the flow and dynamic characteristic of piezoelectric ultrasonic
micro-blower (~25 KHz) under varying driving voltage. The theoretical analysis and
experiments were both applied to analyze the velocity, amplitude of the micro-cooling device.
The commercial piezoelectric device were used in this study. The experimental results
showed that output flow velocity under varying driving voltage from 1 V to 20 V using hot
wire anemometer). When the input driving voltage greater than 5V, the experimental results
showed that the output flow velocity increased linearly with driving voltage. The maximum
output velocity can reach 21.6 m/s at 20V. The theoretical results was also applied to
simulate the flow and dynamic characterizations under film vibrating frequency of 25 KHz
and well approach the experiments.
PO079
Improving the effectiveness of MOS oxide fabrication on SiC by preliminary deposition of
an amorphous silicon layer
Razvan Pascu ¹; Cosmin Romanitan ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - IMT Bucharest

In this paper we have proposed an alternative method to obtain a high quality MOS oxide
on SiC, fabricated by oxidation of a previously deposited thin film of amorphous Si (a-Si).
The technological flow for MOS oxide fabrication was: (i) deposition of three different
thicknesses of a-Si thin films on SiC (5, 10 and 15 nm); (ii) conversion of these a-Si layers
to oxide using a thermal process in dry atmosphere at a temperature of 1100ºc for 30
minutes. For comparison, SiC MOS capacitors have been fabricated using the standard
thermal oxidation of SiC in dry ambient, at a temperature of 1100ºc for 2h. The density of
near interface oxide traps (NIOTs) was determined using the sequential capacitance-voltage
(C-V) measurements.
PO080
Towards reconfigurable field effect transistors: controlled nickel silicidation using flash
lamp annealing
Muhammad Bilal Khan ¹,²; Dipjyoti Deb ¹,²,³; Yordan M. Georgiev ¹; Slawomir Prucnal ¹;
Mathias Voelskow ¹; Artur Erbe ¹,²,³
¹ - Institute of Ion Beam Physics and Materials Research, HZDR, Dresden;
² - International Helmholtz Research School for Nanoelectronic Network, HZDR, Dresden; ³ - Center for Advancing
Electronics Dresden

At the end of classical scaling, to facilitate the enhancement in the complexity and
performance of electronic circuits without increasing the chip area, devices with new
materials, new architectures, enhanced functionality and new computation principles
have gained importance. Our work focuses on fabricating devices with new architecture
and enhanced functionality i.e. devices which can be reconfigured as p- or n-channel field
effect transistors. These reconfigurable FETs (RFETs) are based on Silicon (Si) nanowires,
which are nickel-silicides at both ends to form Si-NiSi2-Si Schottky junctions. For efficient
functioning of such devices, control over silicide phase formation and symmetric scaling of
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Si remains a challenge. We report on providing better control over silicidation process using
flashlamp annealing for performance enhancement of RFETs.
PO081
Development of integratable chip for enhanced inertial mixing on centrifugal microfluidic
platforms
Ala’Aldeen Al-Halhouli ¹; Imad Al-Rabadi ¹; Wisam Al-Faqheri ¹; Lars Hecht ²; Andreas Dietze²
¹ - NanoLab, School of Applied Technical Sciences, German Jordanian University (GJU), Amman, Jordan;
² - Institut fur Mikrotechnik, Technische Universität Braunschweig, Braunschweig, Germany

In this abstract, we report for the first time the implementation of inertial enhanced multiorifice (microvortices) structure for efficient mixing on centrifugal microfluidic platforms.
Compared with normal microvortices design, our design has two main improvement: first is
the implementation U shaped obstacle in the middle of the vortices chamber to force liquid
to circulate before passing to the next microvortices chamber. The second improvement is
the implementation of feedback channel to re-circulate back the unmixed liquid. Simulation
results showed the generation of Dean Vortices due to the acceleration and deceleration of
the fluid. Moreover, the simulation results confirmed that the proposed microvortices with
feedback channel has better mixing efficiency compared to that without feedback channel.
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PO082
Roll-to-roll pilot line for large-scale manufacturing of microfluidic devices
Anja Haase ¹; Martin Smolka ¹; Stephan Ruttloff ¹; Dieter Nees ¹; Johannes Götz ¹; Jan Kafka²;
Sascha Geidel ³; Jörg Nestler ³; Manuel Thesen 4; Mirko Lohse 4; Andoni Rodriguez 5; Max
Sonnleitner 6; Martin Eibelhuber 7; Nikolaus Ladenhauf 8; Nerea Briz 9; Goran Bijelic 9; Isbaal
Ramos 10
¹ - JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH;
² - InMold BioSystems A/S;
³ - BiFlow Systems GmbH;
4
- micro resist technology GmbH;
5
- bionic surface technologies GmbH;
6
- Genspeed Biotech GmbH;
7
- EV Group E.Thallner GmbH;
8
- BioNanoNet Forschungsgesellschaft mbH;
9
- Tecnalia Research and Innovation;
10
- Innoprot S.L.

Roll-to-roll technologies with nanoimprinting methods enable manufacturing of costeffective and large-scale sheets of flexible films with precise structures on micro- and
nanoscale. Areas that benefit from such large scale technologies are microfluidics,
biosensors, and lab-on-chip products for point of care diagnostics. R2R fabrication could
greatly reduce production costs and increase manufacturing capacity with respect to
currently used products. A pilot line with this technology is investigated in the project R2RBiofluidics and its capabilities are tested on two demonstrators: (1) In-vitro diagnostic chip
with imprinted microfluidic channels; (2) Neuronal cell culture plate with imprinted cavities
and channels for controlled culturing and imaging of neurons for high throughput drug
screening. Results from simulation, mastering, shim-fabrication, roll-to-roll imprinting and
first fluidic experiments for both demonstrators will be presented.
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PO083
An all elastomer pressure sensor utilizing printed carbon nanotube patterns
Tallis H. Da Costa ¹; Jin-Woo Choi ¹
¹ - Louisiana State University

We present a pressure sensor based on PDMS/carbon nanotube nanocomposite that
measures the differential pressure between ambient air and inside chamber. To obtain
carbon nanotubes patterned on PDMS, we first inkjet-printed CNTs on PET film, then
spin-coated PDMS and subsequently transferred the carbon nanotubes from PET film to
PDMS. Using this process, a thin diaphragm was fabricated containing a single CNT line and
bonded to a PDMS block that had an open chamber. When air pressure is applied to the
chamber, the diaphragm deflects and generates a resistance-change in the carbon nanotube
line. The percentage of change in resistance represents the amount of pressure applied. The
fabrication process is remarkably simple and the sensor showed high sensitivity of 4.9 %/
kPa.
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PO084
Consideration of a differential measurement of fabry-perot surface stress sensor for
chemical and biological sensing
Satoshi Maruyama ¹; Takeshi Hizawa ¹; Kazuhiro Takahashi ¹; Kazuaki Sawada ¹
¹ - Toyohashi University of Technology

In this paper, we have proposed a differential measurement of an optical interference
surface stress sensor which can detect only the change amount by comparing the sensed
value with the reference value as a method for selecting specific protein or gas molecule
detection. We have also demonstrated the differential measurement using the developed
sensor. Although the proposed sensor has high signal conversion efficiency and can perform
highly sensitive sensing, it is highly dependent on the pressure change and the drift of the
light source intensity as a problem. Therefore, we have demonstrated in this paper that
sensing that does not depend on incident light intensity can be performed compared with
the reference.
PO085
Towards fully polymeric MEMS actuator with conductive polymer electrodes
Jenny Shklovsky ¹; Amir Reuveny ²; Yelena Sverdlov ¹; Yosi Shacham-Diamand ¹; Slava Krylov¹
¹ - Tel Aviv University, Israel;
² - Cornell-Tech, New York, USA

NOTES:
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We report on a novel integration method of polymer microfabrication techniques to create
highly-flexible and cheap actuators that are mainly made of polymers. Metal electrodes
that used for electric field application on polymeric MEMS actuators prevent the extension
of the polymer component. The minimal use of metals was achieved by the application
of conductive polymer (polyaniline) electrodes deposited by cyclic voltammetry on the
electroactive structures. We fabricated and characterized a multilayered bimorph actuator
incorporating an active thin layer of P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) between polyaniline electrodes on
polyimide substrate. The study shown that the introduction of PANI electrodes did not
improve significantly the device flexibility. The reason is that we still needed to use Au seed
layers for polyaniline electropolymerization.
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PO086
RF-MEMS switch microfabrication for operation in low-gigahertz band
Angela Baracu ¹,²; Valentin Buiculescu ¹; George Boldeiu ¹; Raluca Müller ¹
¹ - National Institute for Research and Development in Microtechnologies – IMT Bucharest;
² - ETTI Faculty, “Politehnica” University of Bucharest

In this paper, we present the microfabrication of a RF-MEMS switch based on U-beam
electro-thermal actuators design. The complexity of proposed structure that responds
simultaneously to some requirements on operating in a broadband frequencies, and at
the same time, to fulfill some specific control conditions and mechanical stability requires
device structuring in two key systems: (i) the driving mechanism and (ii) the coplanar (CPW)
lines. Because the driving mechanism is one of the most important parts of the switch from
technological point of view, in this work we focus more on this part. Moreover, the driving
mechanism ensures the device’s reliability.
PO087
Three dimensional flexible vibration structure design and its fabrication for micro energy
harvesting
Hiroki Kuwano ¹; T. Takeda ¹; Sumito Nagasawa ²

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Tohoku University;
² - Shibaura Institute of Technology

In this paper we propose a design and fabrication methods for three dimensional vibration
structures for micro energy harvesting. Conventional micro vibration-driven harvesting
generators were designed for adapting a particular direction of the vibration energy sources.
Since many of actual ambient vibration energy sources are vibrating in unsteady directions,
desirable vibration-driven generators ought to be designed for corresponding to the three
dimensional vibration isotropically. PDMS micro flexible structures were employed for this
purpose and the free-standing PDMS casting method using the SU-8 casting mold fabricated
by the MEMS techniques. It was demonstrated that the PDMS cantilever fabricated by our
casting method had wide-band characteristics which were proper for energy harvesting.
PO088
Attogram mass sensing using doubly-clamped thin-film MEMS resonator
In-Bok Baek ¹
¹ - Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI)

In this paper, we present a thin-film based doubly-clamped MEMS resonator with sub-ag/
Hz mass sensitivity, which is extremely high sensitivity demonstrated by micro-scale MEMS
sensors. The thin-film based resonator is composed of a Si microbeam surrounded by silicon
nitride (SiN) anchors, which significantly improve performance by providing fixation on the
microbeam and stabilizing oscillating motion. To improve the performance of the resonator,
we demonstrate reductions in surface stress and deformation using a silicon nitride (SiN)
protection layer, and increase in quality factor by optimizing structure of SiN anchors. As
a result, we can be achieved Q-factor > 30000 and mass sensitivity ~ 1 ag/Hz. We also
investigate effects of beam dimensions, position of mass loading, and width of loaded mass
on the mass sensitivity.
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PO089
Stress analysis of anodic bonded wafer after CMP process
Sung-Min Sim ¹; Yeonsu Lee ¹; Hye-Lim Kang ¹; Youngsuk Hwang ²; Chi-Hyun Park ²; Ignacio
Llamas-Garro ³; Jung-Mu Kim 4
¹ - Department of Electronic and Information Engineering, Chonbuk National University, Republic of Korea;
² - Microinfinity Co., Ltd., Republic of Korea;
³ - Centre Tecnològic de Telecomunicacions de Catalunya, Spain;
4
- Department of Electronic Engineering, Chonbuk National University, Republic of Korea

In this paper, we present an analysis of the stress and fracture of a specific model after
performing the CMP process. The bonded wafer was used, as specific model that was
composed of a monocrystalline silicon wafer and glass wafer having a cavity of 6.37 mm in
width, 6.37 mm in length and 30 µm in depth. Wafer fracture after the CMP process was
investigated using COMSOL simulations. Von Mises stress is strongly concentrated at the
corner of glass pillar, with a value of 89.5 MPa. Finally, optimized manufacturing guidelines
were defined using the COMSOL simulator and applied to the CMP process to prevent glass
pillar fracture.
PO090
Suspended nanowires made of infiltrated polymer for nanomechanical resonators
Laura Evangelio ¹; Marta Fernández-Regúlez ¹; Deirdre Olynick ²; Stefano Cabrini ²; Francesc
Pérez-Murano ¹
¹ - Institut de Microelectrònica de Barcelona (IMB-CNM, CSIC) C/Til·lers, Spain;
² - Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Molecular Foundry), California, USA

NOTES:
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In this contribution, we aim to demonstrate a novel class of nanowires based mechanical
resonators made of infiltrated polymers as structural material. We propose an innovative
nanofabrication approach based on using directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers
(BCPs) by graphoepitaxy together with sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS) to modify the
mechanical properties of the nanowires. By doing so, the dimensions of the nanobeams are
dictated by the dimensions of the half block copolymer pitch.

084

PO091
Fabrication of a simple add-on to change a single-beam SEM Into a Multi-Beam SEM
Marijke Scotuzzi ¹; Martin J. Kamerbeek ¹; Carel Th. H. Heerkens ¹; Ruud F.C. Van Tol ¹;
Cornelis W. Hagen ; Pieter Kruit ¹
¹ - Delft University of Technology

In Delft we are developing a simple add on to turn a single-beam SEM into a multi-beam
scanning electron microscope (MBSEM). The multi beam unit (MBU) can be easily inserted
in the variable aperture port of a scanning electron microscope, providing flexibility and
versatility, namely the changes to be made to a standard microscope do not have to be
permanent and will fit easily in a variety of SEM’s. The multi-electron beam unit consists of
a beam splitter, a combination of a deceleration lens, a macro lens and a micro-lens aperture
array. To enable individual blanking of each beam for lithography or Electron Beam Induced
Deposition, a deflector array is also installed, below the beam splitter.
15:15 – 17:00
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EXHIBITION AREA

Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 2.3 – Inspection, Process Control and Manufacturability Testing
PO092
Unbiased roughness measurements: subtracting out SEM effects
Gian Lorusso ²; Vito Rutigliani ²; Frieda Van Roey ²; Chris Mack ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Fractilia, LLC;
² - IMEC

A new technique for producing unbiased estimates of feature roughness is investigated
based on an analytical model for SEM scattering behavior. Run in reverse, an Inverse
Linescan Model is used for edge detection so that SEM noise can be adequately measured
and statistically subtracted from the roughness measurement, thus providing unbiased
estimates of roughness parameters. To test this technique, a given sample set will be
measured under a variety of CD-SEM conditions: SEM pixel size and magnification; number
of measurement frames averaged (i.e., electron dose); multiple CD-SEM tools; and CD-SEM
tool behavior over time. Ideally, each of these measurement tool settings will only have
negligible impact on the unbiased roughness measurements, even though they are known
to have a significant impact on biased roughness measurement.
PO093
Study on reliability issues of phase change memory
Moongi Jung ¹; Ilsub Jung ¹; Gyuha Park ²
¹ - Sungkyunkwan University, Republic of Korea;
² - Semiconductor R&D Center, Samsung Electronics Co., Republic of Korea;

PRAM is nonvolatile memory which utilizes the difference between GST phases. The fast
quench current is applied to GST, GST is an amorphous phase and is in reset state with a high
resistance. On the contrary, the slow quench current is applied to GST, GST is a crystal phase
and is in set state with a low resistance. PRAM has good endurance reliability, fast write
speed, and shrink possibility in terms of costs and manufacturability. However, it needs more
detailed study about reliability failure related with the write disturbance and retention.
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We demonstrate reliability issues can be improved by optimizing write pulse and carbon
doped GST.
PO094
Production control for T-shaped nanostructures using light diffraction and machine
learning
Uwe Richter ¹; Christof Neuhauser ²; Amiya Moharana ³; Helene Außerhuber ³; Eva Weigl ³;
Christian Eitzinger ³; Michael Muehlberger ³; Jean-Pierre Perrin 4; Martin Panholzer 4; Kurt
Hingerl 4
¹ - SENTECH Instruments GmbH;
² - D. Swarowski KG;
³ - PROFACTOR GmbH;
4
- Johannes Kepler University Linz

The control of the imprint process of T-shaped nanostructures is a challenging task as
the overhanging structures narrow working process windows and introduces stress to
masters. T-shaped structures mimicking the Morpho butterfly ridges are analyzed here.
The structures have a pitch large enough to show strong diffraction effects. While highly
sophisticated methods as REM, SEM or FIB are used for detailed inspection during the
process development, a low-cost inspection method suitable for at production control is
investigated here. The method studies the diffraction of a laser beam by machine vision.
Deviations in the diffraction pattern are attributed to production quality parameters by
machine learning. The benefit here is the low-cost solution for inline production control.
PO095
Determination of steep side wall angles based on far field measurements
Luca Cisotto ¹; Silvania Pereira ¹; Paul Urbach ²
¹ - Delft University of Technology;
² - Delft University of Technology

NOTES:
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In the semiconductor industry, the quality of the lithographic process are evaluated by
determining some parameters of specific structures. These structures are often gratings
of which the shape is described by geometrical parameters. Among these parameters, the
accuracy on the determination of the side wall angle is the most challenging problem. The
modelling of side wall angle based on numerical methods is in general difficult to implement
because these angles are very steep, and the discretization of the structure may not be
accurate enough. We show an approach based on an analytical model. We apply this model
to study the far field scattering of a cliff and a ridge with steep side wall angles.
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PO096
A photonic smart system for food quality and safety sensing: first integration and
measurement results
Francesca Romana Bertani ¹; Paraskevas Bourgos ²; Luca Businaro ¹; Lucia Gambacorta ³;
Annamaria Gerardino ¹; Susanne Hintschich 4; Georgios Koutalieris 5; Marios Logothesis²;
Eugenio Martinelli 6; George John Nychas 7; Michele Solfrizzo ³; Milenko Tosic 8; Gerhard
Wunder 9
¹ - Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Istituto di Fotonica e Nanotecnologie, Italy;
² - WINGS ICT Solutions Ltd;
³ - Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Istituto di Scienze delle Produzioni Alimentar, Italy;
4
- Fraunhofer Institute for Photonic Microsystems IPMS;
5
- Intrasoft International S.A;
6
- Università Degli Studi Di Roma Torvergata, Italy;
7
- Agricultural University of Athens, Greece;
8
- VizLore Labs Foundation;
9
- Freie Universitaet Berlin, Germany

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

The food safety issue is among the cornerstones of the environmental protection schemes
worldwide and beside hazard issues, there is great concern about monitoring of food
spoilage in a reliable way. Current practices of assessment of food spoilage still relies heavily
on regulatory inspection and sampling regimes. A portable photonic multisensor device
for the detection of food contaminations, spoilage and fraud is the objective of the EU
PhasmaFOOD project. It will integrate different capabilities: spectroscopic detection (VIS/
NIR), imaging, smart signal processing, data analysis and comparison with updated models
on cloud platform hosting data set for training and calibration of food analysis algorithms,
user friendly interfaces by smartphone/tablet/PC also through wireless connection.
15:15 – 17:00

Poster Session 1 | Topic 2 - Sub-topic 2.5

EXHIBITION AREA

Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 2.5 - Packaging technology and reliability
PO098
Impact of hot carrier (HC) induced fowler-nordheim (FN) degradation behavior at
NMOSFET in dram
Min-Geon Oh ¹,²; Yonghan Roh ²
¹ - Product Quality Assurance Team, Memory Division, Samsung Electronics, Republic of Korea;
²- College of Information and Communication Engineering, Sungkyunkwan University, Republic of Korea

We study the effect of FN degradation after HC stress in the NMOSFET. The NMOSFET
is put under the condition of HC stress before FN stress in the inverter operation. The
experimental results show that HC stress has an effect on FN degradation. When gate voltage
is applied by VDD which is the starting point of FN tunneling during the FN stress period, FN
degradation after HC stress is higher than FN degradation only. When gate voltage is applied
by 1.25*VDD which is in the FN tunneling regime, FN degradation after HC stress is lower
than FN degradation only. In the scaled NMOSFET under the operation of an actual inverter
circuit, it is more important to consider the effect of FN degradation after HC stress.
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PO099
A Novel Thermal Constrain Method Based on PCM for Microchips
Jingyan Fu ¹; Seyed Alireza Pourbakhsh ¹; Xiaowei Chen ¹; Mingli Li ¹; Zhibin Lin ¹; Ligang
Hou²; Frederik Haring ¹; Na Gong ¹; Jinhui Wang ¹
¹ - North Dakota State University;
² - Beijing University of Technology

Effective passive thermal management methods without power and space overhead
are essential for cooling electronic devices. A novel thermal constraint method based on
phase change material (PCM) is proposed to accelerate the heat conduction between
microchips and heat-sink, and to stabilize the temperature of microchips at running mode.
In our proposed method, the PCM with melting point 37°C is placed inside the package
which differs from previous studies that use PCM as a part of heat-sink. The results show
the temperature of the microchips decrease 2.5°C while PCM melting. The temperature
decreases 1.2°C after fully melted. The experiments results verify filling PCM inside the
cavity is a practicable method, which not only constrains temperature fluctuation but helps
the heat-dissipating from the microchip to the ambient.
15:15 – 17:00

Poster Session 1 | Topic 3 - Sub-topic 3.1

EXHIBITION AREA

Topic 3 - Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.1 - ICT (Electronics, Telecommunications, Information Processing)
PO100
IN-SITU fabrication of superconducting - topological insulator hybrid devices
Peter Schüffelgen ¹; Daniel Rosenbach ¹; Michael Schleenvoigt ¹; Tobias W. Schmitt ¹; Abdur
R. ¹; Martin Lanius ¹; Christian Weyrich ¹; Tristan Heider ¹; Benjamin Bennemann ¹; Umut
Parlak ¹; Matthias Geitner ²; Stefan Trellenkamp ²; Gregor Mussler ¹; Thomas Schäpers ¹;
Detlev Grützmacher ¹

Quantum computers based on topological insulator platforms are predicted to quantum
compute fault tolerantly. For fabricating such topological quantum bits (qubits), one
needs to bring 1D topological nanostructures in close proximity to superconducting
electrodes. Importantly, the superconductors are deposited in situ to assure highly
transparent interfaces. Selective area growth of 1D structures and fabrication of defined
superconducting contact pads via stencil lithography pave the way towards high quality
hybrid devices, engineered without breaking the vacuum. Capping the final devices with a
thin layer of dielectric material assures the protection from oxidation of those parts of the
topological insulator nanowires, which have not been contacted by superconductor before.

NOTES:
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¹ - Forschungszentrum Jülich;
² - Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, HNF - Helmholtz Nano Facility
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PO101
Non-contact magnetic cantilever-type piezoelectric energy harvester for rotational
mechanism
Yao-Chuan Tsai ¹; Wen-Hsiang Wu ¹; Kai-Chun Kuo ¹; Yu-Hsiang Lin ¹
¹ - Department of Bio-Industrial Mechatronics Engineering, National Chung Hsing University

In this work, a cantilever-type piezoelectric energy harvester excited by the non-contact
magnetic force was proposed and developed for the rotational mechanism applications.
The non-contact magnetic force was employed for exciting the piezoelectric cantilever
vibration and avoiding power frictional loss. The non-contact magnetic exciting force also
was used for extending response broadband. The different directions and configurations of
magnetic force, attractive force and repulsive force, were designed and optimized for the
piezoelectric energy harvesting system. The different exciting frequencies were carried out
by the rotational mechanism for achieving the high power generation. When the exciting
frequency approaches the natural frequency of piezoelectric cantilever beam, the highest
power 1.23 mW was achieved by the alternate attractive and repulsive magnetic forces.
PO102
Growth and characterization of Sb2Se3 thin films for optoelectronic applications
A. Shongalova ³; M. R. Correia ¹; P. M. P. Salomé ²; P. A. Fernandes ²

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - I3N-Aveiro, Portugal;
² - INL, Portugal;
³ - Department of Physics - University of Aveiro, Portugal

In this work we developed a method to growSb2Se3 thin film using different substrates.
The Sb-Se precursor’s films were deposited by RF magnetron sputtering and then annealed
with an H2Se gas flow. Different annealing temperatures were tested and analyzed. This
study also analyses the effects of the use of different substrates on properties of the
film. Compositional and morphological analyses will be performed by Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy, respectively. Two techniques will be used
to phase identification and structural characterization, namely, X-ray Diffraction and Raman
Dispersion Spectroscopy. Spectrophotometry is also performed in order to determine
absorption coefficient and the band gap energy of the semiconductor.
PO103
Bottom-up fabrication of thermoelectric nanocrystal superlattices composed of 10 NMPBTE and 5 NM-AU particles
Marek Piotrowski ¹; Yury V. Kolen’ko ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

Despite the remarkable progress in the development of clean energy technologies for the
conversion of thermal energy to electric energy, their efficiency is still unsatisfactory. The
bottom-up self-assembly of colloidal nano-sized particles into nanocrystal superlattices
(NSLs) has garnered much interest in recent years.
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In this work, we present the synthesis and assembly of two types of nanoparticles (lead
telluride NPs and gold NPs) into singular (PbTe) and binary (Au/PbTe) nanocrystal
superlattices. Synthesis of new thermoelectric materials, their structure and microstructure,
as well as transport properties, will be discussed.
PO104
Metal-insulator-semiconductor structures using dielectric materials for passivation of
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells
José Cunha ¹
¹ - INL – International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

In this work we are developing Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) structures to
analyse dielectric materials to be used in thin film solar cells as passivation materials. The
recombination losses happening in the solar absorber interfaces are one of promising
opportunities to increase the solar cell electrical performance as the electrical passivation
can vastly suppress recombination losses. MIS structures were made on top of the
semiconductor absorber layer, Cu(In,Ga)Se2 with different dielectrics - the insulator in
the structure - and aluminium as the top metal contact. Several measurements were done
in order to allow us to identify certain deposition conditions of a dielectric material that is
capable of optimizing the passivation effect on the CIGS absorber while maintaining the
CIGS surface as pristine as possible.
PO105
Development of nanopatterning for thin film solar cells
Pedro Salomé ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

NOTES:
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Thin film solar cells based on the semiconductor Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) now reach power
conversion efficiency values higher than poly-crystalline silicon based solar cells (22.8 % vs.
20.8 %.Silicon technology has already matured but CIGS technology can still improve.
In this presentation, we will show how the passivation of the CIGS interfaces requires
a point contact structure that has to be nanopatterned to dimensions on the order of
hundreds of manometers. Such approach can increase the power conversion efficiency of
current devices by an absolute 3.4 %. We will show a proof of concept of a device with a
Al2O3 nanopatterned passivation layer with holes of 400 nm and a thickness of 18 nm that
increases the electrical performance of a device by 2.2 %.
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PO106
Plasma-assisted oxidation deposition on surface wettability for enhancing micro-boiling
heat transfer
Ya-Wei Lee ¹; Tien-Li Chang ²; Chi-Huang Kao ¹
¹ - Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, National Defense University;
² - Department of Mechatronic Technology, National Taiwan Normal University

Oxygen plasma treatment, related with processing time, can be used to change the surface
wettability of various substrates. Because surface wettability deeply affects the adhesion of
droplets, it can be introduced to micro scale systems. In this study, surface treatments with
different wettability values used in micro-boiling surfaces were investigated. The oxygen
plasma treated time distinctly affects the CHF value of micro-boiling heat transfer between
liquid and solid. When the surface is relatively wetted, the surface contact angle decreases
and the CHF values increases. Accordingly, a wetter surface leads to a higher CHF value in a
low saturated temperature fluid can be used in cool application of micro-electro-mechanicalsystems.
PO107
Research of electrical characteristics depending on annealing process of P + collector in
high voltage power NPT IGBT
Sinsu Kyoung ¹; Jaehyun Lee ¹; Sola Woo ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - School of Electrical Engineering, Korea University, Seoul, Republic of Korea;

IGBT is suitable to be employed as a high voltage element since it is barely affected by
changes of drift concentration which is made by conductivity modulation phenomenon.
However, if the formation of P+collector is not ideal, a hole injection is altered as per the
junction concentration and the area of the impurity distribution.
In this paper, we analyzed P+ collector doping profile depending on Laser annealing and
diffusion process. In the results of analyzing the difference of doping profile between Laser
and diffusion using TCAD and SIMS, we proved LASER annealing is more advantageous for
conductivity modulation. This advantage was modeled by revised current equation of IGBT.
PO108
The analysis of non-isothermal transport in a passive micro direct methanol fuel cell
Zhenyu Yuan ¹; Jie Yang ¹
¹ - Northeastern University, China

With the rapid development of Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) technology,
micro direct methanol fuel cell (μDMFC) has been considered as a promising power
candidate for portable applications due to its high energy density, high efficiency and
environmental-friendly. Presently, one of the most challenges for μDMFC application
is the low power density. To improve the power density of μDMFC, many studies have
been conducted to explore the mechanisms of methanol oxidation kinetics, methanol
crossover and the mass transport inside the cell. Based on this understanding, a novel twodimensional cell model coupled with mass transport, momentum transport, temperature
effect and gravity effect was established. In this model, the methanol solution transport,
non-isothermal temperature distribution and polarization curve were numerically defined.
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PO109
Thermogravimetric measurements with stroboscopic digital holographic microscopy
Marjan Zakerin ¹; Hans-Jürgen Butt ¹; Rüdiger Berger ¹
¹ - Max Planck for polymer research, Mainz, Germany

We introduce Digital Holographic Microscope (DHM) in conjunction with synchronized
stroboscopic acquisition as an innovative technique for thermogravimetric analysis
measurements. This unique technique enables us to track the time-resolved resonance
frequency of several MCSs on a cantilever sensor array simultaneously at each temperature.
Because we use digital holographic microscopy, our holograms are acquired without any
lateral or vertical laser scanning, resulting in faster real-time measurements. Furthermore,
due to the interferometric nature of the technique, there is no cross talk between cantilevers.
Advantageously, cantilever drift is no longer a concern because the optical field of view for
a 5X objective is 1320 μm2.
PO110
Characterization of PEG/Na2SO4 ATPS by means of impedance spectroscopy in a slug
flow microbioreactor
Petr Polezhaev ¹; Zdeněk Slouka ¹,²; Jiří Lindner ¹; Michal Přibyl ¹
¹ - University of Chemistry and Technology, Prague;
² - University of West Bohemia, Pilsen

NOTES:
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Microfluidic bioreactors for the production of fine chemicals represent a typical application
of a slug-flow. Better description of transport phenomena in microbioreactors with Taylor
flows requires deeper knowledge of geometry parameters of the flow pattern. Thickness of
a boundary liquid layer of the continuous phase surrounding the slugs – δ stands in focus of
this work. It can be measured in situ by image analysis or by several other techniques as well
as from CFD simulations. Several papers reported on characterization of two-phase flows
with the use of conductance and capacitance sensors both in microfluidic and conventional
devices. In this work a novel approach to impedance measurement in a microfluidic chip is
used to evaluate the wall film thickness δ in the PEG-4000/Na2SO4 ATPS.
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PO111
Towards diamond micro four-point probes
Anpan Han ¹; Henrik Hartmann Henrichsen ²; Dirch Hjorth Petersen ³; Alexey Savenko³; Ole
Hansen ³
¹ - DTU Danchip;
² - Capres A/S;
³ - DTU Nanotech

Micro four-point probes based on MEMS technology is a powerful technology to measure
electrical properties of very thin and delicate films. The current technology use silicon
cantilevers coated with metals to make mechanical and electrical contact to the thin-film.
Unfortunately, the metal coating wear out and lead to probe failure. Here, we show diamond
MEMS four-point probes that should be extremely wear resistant, and hence they will
overcome probe failure. Our diamond probes are mechanically stable and extremely robust.
The next step is to fabricate four-point probes using high quality boron doped conductive
diamond.
PO112
3D printed optical and electrochemical microfluidics for particle analysis
Sarah Hampson ¹; William Rowe ¹; Mark Platt ¹; Steven Christie ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Loughborough University

3D printing has recently been applied to the fabrication of microfluidic lab-on-a-chip (LOC)
technologies, but examples are currently very limited, and a large number are reliant on
external sensing systems.
Here we present the first printed microfluidic LOC devices that can analyse particles. Both
feature integrated detection systems and are fabricated by stereolithography.
An optical sensing chip with an embedded optical fiber system for UV/Vis spectroscopy
was fabricated. Hydrodynamic focusing of both dye streams and particles is demonstrated,
as well as the ability to count and differentiate particles by size. Analysis optimisation was
carried out via application of a genetic algorithm to a range of experimental parameters.
Preliminary data from a second device utilising resistive pulse sensing (RPS), an
electrochemical technique, is also presented.
PO113
Non-enzymatic continuous glucose monitoring system
Sean Moore ¹; Byoung Hee You ¹; Namwon Kim ¹; Taehyun Park ²; In-Hyouk Song ¹
¹ - Texas State University;
² - Kyungnam University

Although quality improvements in enzyme based detection are still being made, there are a
number of complications associated with enzymatic glucose sensors. In this research, a nonenzymatic glucose monitoring system is fabricated, and characterized as a means of real
time monitoring. Four interdigitated planar electrodes are tested to establish the effects
of geometric modifications of electrode surface area. Based on the experiment, the best
electrode is chosen to conduct for device resolution as a function of glucose concentration
as well as real time monitoring simulations. This research demonstrated the non-enzymatic
continuous glucose concentration monitoring technique, which is an effective means of
detecting variation in glucose concentration in aqueous solution without any mediator to
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excite charge carriers.
PO114
Evaluation of different preparation techniques of silver probes for tip-enhanced raman
spectroscopy
Vitas Lendraitis ¹; Egidijus Griskonis ²; Lina Ramanauskaite ²; Huizhong Hu ³; Valentinas
Snitka ²
¹ - Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania;
² - Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania;
³ - Physics Department, St. John’s University, USA

In this work, the different procedures for the fabrication of Ag probes for Tip Enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (TERS) are proposed and tested. The work was focused on the
technologically simple methods allowing to produce Si tips coated with silver nanoplasmonic
structures and bulk metal Ag tips with good shape reproducibility.
PO115
Study of real time chamber monitoring for the contamination factor on the clean progress
Sangyoon Shin ¹
¹ - Sungkyunkwan University

There are many defects are caused from cross-contamination on the Clean progress in
Semiconductor. That’s why Clean process uses liquid chemical and structure of equipment
like single spin clean and dry. So Rinse process is necessary but after even rinse, contamination
defects are not clear to remove because of lacking of ventilation. In this study, we can track on
where area in clean chamber is not vented well through many real-time monitoring system
such as CPC (Condensed Particle Counter), Humid Sensor, OGA (Outgas Analyzer) and etc.
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PO116
Designer bulk plasmon polaritons modes in grating-coupled artificial hyperbolic
metamaterials
Sara Perotto ¹,²; Nicolò Maccaferri ¹; Tommi Isoniemi ¹; Michael Hinczewski ³; Giuseppe
Strangi ¹,³,4; Francesco De Angelis ¹
¹ - Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia;
² - University of Genova;
³ - Case Western Reserve University;
4
- CNR-NANOTEC

Artificial hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) composed of sub-wavelength metaldielectric multilayers are gathering a lot of attention due to their unique electromagnetic
properties,such as the propagation of highly confined modes across the multilayered
structure.We introduce design rules for the excitation of bulk plasmon polaritons (BPPs)
via surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) in 1D and 2D diffraction grating.We theoretically and
experimentally demonstrate the excitation of BPPs through a grating coupling technique
based on the excitation of SPPs,namely an hypergrating: a combined structure of a metallic
diffraction grating and an artificial HMM.We present topological characterization of the
hypergrating,and reflection measurements that demonstrate the existence of BPPs inside
the hypergrating.The proposed configuration systems are expected to find potential
applications in extreme biosensing for single molecule detection,integrated optics and
optical sub-wavelength imaging.
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PO117
Two photon polymerization toolkit developments for nanotechnology applications
Christian Maibohm ¹; Jerome Borme ²; Jana B. Nieder ¹
¹ - Nanophotonics Department, INL- International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory;
² - Quantum Materials Science and Technology Department, INL-International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

In this work we present the development of a two photon polymerization (TPP) toolkit and
platform to enable various technologies that require 3D nano/micro-fabricated structures.
Examples are integrated photonic devices – where TPP is used to fabricate 3D structures
with periodic features – generally referred to photonic crystals and/or metamaterials, which
can be used to create ‘unusual’ optical properties. We aim to develop a versatile platform
which can be customized to specific purposes. Compared to commercial solutions our
system is able to be used at a broad excitation wavelength range (690 to 1040 nm), with large
travel in x-y-z allowing for structure fabrication with high aspect ratio. In this contribution
we will present examples of structures with potential applications in integrated photonic
devices and microfluidics.
PO118
Effect of cluster dispersion on co-doping al in Nd3+-doped TiO2 thin films with
luminescence properties
Mariko Murayama ¹; Kensaku Yoda ¹; Shuji Komuro ²; Xinwei Zhao ¹
¹ - Department of Physics, Tokyo University of Science;
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² - Faculty of Science and Engineering, Toyo University

Neodymium-doped, aluminium-co-doped anatase-phased titanium dioxide (A-TiO2:Nd-Al)
single phase thin films were fabricated by laser ablation and post-annealing at 500°C. In this
work, we report effect of co-doping concentration of Al on Nd3+-related photoluminescence
(PL) properties and local structure in A-TiO2. Al-co-doped samples exhibited more intense
PL emissions than non-co-doped sample. Despite of this result, PL intensity of directly
exciting Nd3+ ions were getting weaker with growing concentration of Al. The comparison
between shapes of PL spectra which were measured under directly and indirectly excitation
of Nd3+, and other influences of Al co-doping on A-TiO2 will be discussed.
PO119
Microarrays of end-grafted polymers for selective immobilization of metallic nanoparticles
as highly sensitive, localized and stable SERS substrates
Hasan H. Ipekcı ¹; Afia Asif ²; Murat Serhatlioglu ³; Sami Pekdemir ¹; Sema Karabel 1; Caglar
Elbuken ³; M. Serdar Onses ¹
¹- Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Nanotechnology Research Center, Erciyes University, Turkey;
² - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ozyegin University, Turkey;
3
- UNAM - National Nanotechnology Research Center, Institute of Materials Science and Nanotechnology, Bilkent
University, Turkey

Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) exhibit fascinating optical, electronic, and magnetic properties
that strongly depend on their size, shape, composition, and structure. Central to the
fabrication of NP-based functional devices for fields from molecular sensing to electronics is
the positioning of colloidal NPs to the solid substrates. A particularly interesting application
is ultrasensitive detection of molecules via SERS. In this contribution, we show a soft
lithographic route to fabricate SERS substrates based on selective assembly of colloidal
metallic NPs onto patterns of end-grafted polymer chains. Large area and inexpensive
fabrication of uniform and mechanically robust arrays of patterned plasmonic NPs that
support frequent generation of hot-spots and analysis of multiple analyte molecules is
reported.

Sichao Zhang ¹; Shanshan Xie ¹; Jianpeng Liu ¹; Yifang Chen ¹
¹ - Fudan University

We have proposed to use SU-8 to replace TiO2 as the metasurface material for constructing
a super lens with extraordinary deflection. For this purpose, the dielectric scatterers with a
rectangle groove in dielectric films is re-designed. The P-B phase of the diffraction RHCP can
continuously shift from 0 to 2π by rotating the groove structure. This work greatly enlarges
the lens diameter to meet the requirement in real application at low cost and high throughput.

NOTES:
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PO121
Comparison between conventional and next generation lithography for bimodal spriSERS biosensors
Jean-François Bryche ¹,²; Frédéric Hamouda ¹; Mondher Besbes ²; Philippe Gogol ¹; Julien
Moreau ²; Michael Canva ²,³; Bernard Bartenlian ¹
¹ - Centre de Nanosciences et Nanotechnologies, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Sud, Univ. Paris-Saclay, France;
² - Laboratoire Charles Fabry, IOGS, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Sud, Univ. Paris-Saclay, France;
³ - Laboratoire Nanotechnologie Nanosystème, LN2, UMI CNRS, 3IT, Université de Sherbrooke, Canada

This paper is a comparison of Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and Surface Enhanced
Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) measurements for three processes of lithography to structure
in the same way gold nanodisks on continuous gold thin film. The lithographic methods are
(i) classical e-beam lithography, (ii) soft and (iii) hard UV assisted nanoimprint lithography.
Same Au deposition and lift-off process through PMMA or PMMA/AMONIL resists follow
the lithographic stage. We present a comparison between the SPR and SERS behaviour for
these different elaboration methods and we discuss the results with respect of the quality of
the structuration. Molecules involved in SERS is thiophenol and the substrate is a BK7 glass.
Simulations of the fabrication default effect on plasmonic behaviour are also presented.
PO122
The plasmonic response of an hexagonal array of nanogaps
Ana Conde-Rubio ¹,²; Xavier Borrisé ³; Arantxa Fraile Rodríguez ¹,²; Francesc Perez-Murano
4
; Xavier Batlle ¹,²; Amílcar Labarta ¹,²

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Universitat de Barcelona, Spain;
² - Institut de Nanociència i Nanotecnologia (IN2UB), Spain;
³ - Institut Català de Nanociència i Nanotecnologia (ICN2), Spain;
4
- Institut de Microelectrónica de Barcelona (IMB-CNM, CSIC), Spain

The plasmonic response of a novel morphology of metal nanostructures consisting in
triangular lattices of asterisk-shaped gold nano-elements has been investigated. Finite
Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations have shown two interesting features: first,
a narrow peak in the visible region of the extinction spectrum corresponding to an almost
complete absorption, and second, the fluctuation of the system between two geometrical
configurations of the excitation modes that lingers for a remarkably longer time than the
excitation pulse length. Samples have been fabricated by electron beam lithography and
characterized by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy confirming the intense
absorption of the system in the visible range. These structures are therefore of high interest
for SERS and for applications based on light absorption, such as photovoltaics.
PO123
Aluminum SERS substrates made by FS-laser ablation for detection of early degradation
products in modern and contemporary artworks
Manuel Gómez ¹; Daniela Reggio ¹; Eduardo Bordallo ¹ ; Massimo Lazzari ¹
¹ - CIQUS, Research Center for Biological Chemistry and Molecular Materials, Santiago de Compostela University,
Spain

In this work we propose a new fabrication method of SERS substrates made of Aluminum
by femtosecond laser pulsed direct laser writing. The particles generated by ablation are
densely packed, ensuring a great number of hot-spots and therefore a repeatable SERS
signal. The fabrication process is clean because does not imply any lithographic step and fast,
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with a throughput in the range of cm2 in few seconds. We apply this substrates to detection
of early degradation products of polymers used in modern and contemporary artworks
where sampling is limited by the value of the works.
15:15 – 17:00
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PO124
Fabrication of magnetic nanostructures by E-beam lithography for X-ray tomography
Jose I. Martín ¹,²; Carlos Quiros ¹,²; Aurelio Hierro-Rodriguez ³; Andrea Sorrentino 4; Luis
Manuel Alvarez-Prado ¹,²; José María Alameda ¹,²; Eva Pereiro 4; María Vélez ¹,²; Salvador
Ferrer 4
¹ - Universidad de Oviedo, Spain;
² - CINN;
³ - IFIMUP-IN, Faculdade de Ciências, Universidade do Porto, Portugal;
4
- ALBA Synchrotron

We have fabricated permalloy magnetic discs and prisms with decreasing aspect ratio
(from 10:1 to 3:1) to study the evolution of their 3D magnetic configuration by magnetic
X-ray microscopy at the full field transmission microscope of the Mistral Beamline at Alba
synchrotron. Magnetic elements were fabricated by e-beam lithography and lift-off on
thin N4Si3 membranes. Resist thickness was optimized to allow for the lift-off process of
thick metallic layers (up to 300 nm) minimizing mechanical stress on the 50 nm thick N4Si3
membranes. 3D magnetic configuration of the permalloy prisms was simulated with MuMax
code. Magnetic dichroic images were acquired at remanence showing a structure of up/
down domains (bright/dark contrast) that become curved near the sample edge, indicative
of their 3D character.
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PO125
Ultimate limit of scaling nanodevices: graphene nano-gaps
Syed Ghazi Sarwat ¹; Jan Mol ¹
¹ - University of Oxford

Graphene nano-gap electrodes have been of recent interest in a variety of fields, ranging from
molecular electronics to phase change memories. Several recent reports have highlighted
that scaling graphene nano-gaps to even smaller sizes is a promising route to more efficient
and robust molecular and memory devices. In this work, we demonstrate the fundamental
limit to scaling graphene nano-gaps. We show that electroburnt graphene nano-gaps can be
switched reversibly under ambient condition from a high resistive state to low resistive state.
In the context of explaining this, we also demonstrate two novel techniques: a Kelvin Probe
Microscopy based approach to characterize nano-gaps, and a self-alignment approach to
fabricate graphene based PCM devices. Our results corroborate to have a long reach with
research concerning graphene nano-gaps.
15:15 – 17:00
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PO126
Development of N-doped nanostructured carbon catalysts for no reduction
Juliana Sousa ¹; Liliana Gonçalves ¹; Yury Kolen’Ko ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

The objective of this project is the development of efficient and stable catalysts based on
carbon materials for the nitric oxide reduction. The performance of a catalyst depends on the
availability of suitable active sites, capable of chemisorbing the reactants and forming surface
intermediates of adequate strength. Nitrogen functional groups play an important role in
this context. In this work, N-doped carbon materials was prepared by different methods.
A methodology to introduce specific N-groups was developed; particularly, pyridine and
pyrrole groups, once it is recognized that their presence improves the catalytic performance
of carbon materials. Synthesis of new nanocatalysts, their structure, microstructure and
texture as well as catalytic properties will be discussed.
PO127
Micro-nano engineered targets for high power laser experiments
Rosaletizia Zaffino ¹; David Quirion ¹; Michael Seimetz ²; Alejandro Ruiz ³; Isabel Sanchez ³;
Paula Mur²; Pablo Bellido ²; José Maria Benlloch ²; José Benlliure 4; Roberto Lera ³; Manuel
Lozano ¹; Giulio Pellegrini ¹
¹ - Instituto de Microelectronica de Barcelona- Centro Nacional de Microelectronica-IMB-CNM-CSIC;
² - Instituto de Instrumentación para Imagen Molecular (I3M), Universitat Politecnica de valencia;
³ - Proton Laser Application, S.L.;
4
- Universidade de Santiago de Compostela
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High power laser (HPL) irradiation of solid targets allows for the experimental investigation
of a wide range of phenomena involving matter under extreme conditions, such as ion
beam generation for medical imaging and oncological treatments, inertial fusion energy,
and laboratory astrophysics. The recent advances in laser technology with the emergence
of high repetition rate HPL generated the need for a targets source reproducible, versatile
with respect to different experimental needs, and scalable to mass production. Parallel
processing based on the micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) fabrication approach
and semiconductor technology is ideal to provide high target volumes for HPL experiments.
Here, we present the fabrication of thin-layer flat membranes embedded in a silicon wafer
which have been successfully employed to demonstrate table-top laser-driven proton
acceleration.
PO128
Comparison of wavelet-domain thresholding and hidden markov tree model denoising on
noisy electron hologram
Yoshihiro Midoh ¹; Katsuyoshi Miura ¹; Yasukazu Murakami ²; Koji Nakamae ¹
¹ - Osaka University;
² - Kyushu University

Electron holography is used to observe the nanometer-scale electromagnetic field
distribution of electronic and magnetic materials. It is necessary to reduce noise in electron
hologram (EH) in order to measure a minute phase change of the interference fringe
patterns accurately. We compare the noise reduction effects by applying the two wavelet
transform-based noise reduction techniques to the simulated electron hologram with noise.
One is the well-used wavelet thresholding (WH) and the other is the wavelet-domain hidden
Markov tree mode denoising (WHMT). We used seven kinds of wavelets and calculated
peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs). From these results, it was seen that WHMT with the
Meyer wavelet, which is similar to Sinc function, is the best choice for reducing noise on
interference fringe.

Michael Haslinger¹; Julia Kurzmann¹; Daniel Fechtig¹; Anita Fuchsbauer¹; Michael Mühlberger¹
¹ - Profactor GmbH

By combining reversal nanoimprint lithography with inkjet printing, a new pad printing
technique has been developed (patent pending). A digital image is inkjet printed onto a flexible,
nanostructured pad, then the pad is curved by applying air pressure and pressed against
the substrate. By deformation of the pad according to the substrate’s geometry, the digital
image can be transferred to a curved surface. At the same time, the pad’s nanostructures are
imprinted into the ink layer and lead to optical effects on the image surface. The ink layer is
cured by UV-Irradiation through the transparent pad.

NOTES:
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PO130
Bimetallic Ni-Co nanocatalysts supported on alumina for acetylene hydrogenation
reaction
Liliana Gonçalves ¹; Juliana Sousa ¹; Yury Kolen’ko ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

Finding a suitable earth-abundant replacement of rare and expensive platinum group metals
in heterogeneous catalysts is of extreme importance, thus, the aim of the present work
was to develop a new efficient earth-abundant catalyst for semihydrogenation reactions,
more precisely, for conversion of acetylene (C2H2) to ethylene (C2H4), in order to find a
substitute for Pd.
For this, a bimetallic catalyst was prepared by impregnation of a nickel/cobalt complex on
alumina and compared with nickel and cobalt monometallic catalysts and the benchmark
5%Pd/Al2O3 catalyst. The prepared catalysts were tested for acetylene semihydrogenation
and characterized as before as after the catalytic tests, to investigate the evolution of the
materials during the reaction.
A novel bimetallic catalyst, with high activity and selectivity in acetylene semihydrogenation
was successfully developed.
15:15 – 17:00
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PO131
Fruit-based carbon dots as fluorescent probes: in vitro and in vivo toxicity evaluation
Cindy Dias ²; Marisa P. Sárria ¹; Nagamalai Vasimalai ¹; Vânia Vilas-Boas ¹; João Peixoto ²;
Begoña Espiña ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - INL - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory;
² - CEB-Centre of Biological Engineering, University of Minho

New solutions for biomedical purposes are a major focus of interest for the development
of new nanomaterials. In comparison to traditional metal-based quantum dots,
photoluminescent carbon-dots are greater in terms of aqueous solubility, chemical inertness,
simple modification and fluorescent proprieties. In this work C-dots derived from kiwi
and avocado and synthesized using a green method were evaluated for their toxicity and
bioimaging in vitro and in vivo. Normal and cancer cells lines, and zebrafish embryos were
used as in vitro an in vivo models, respectively, either for toxicological profile and confocal
imaging. Both C-dots showed toxicity profiles in the range of mg/mL concentrations inducing
delays in zebrafish embryos’ development. Concentrations of kiwi and avocado C-dots used
for confocal bioimaging were adjusted below the NOAEL accordingly.
PO132
Bio-inspired aluminum surfaces for enhanced water collection
Hyuneui Lim ¹; Thanh-Binh Nguyen ¹; Seungchul Park ¹; Wan-Doo Kim ¹
¹ - Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials

Bio-inspired water collection surfaces inspired from Namib Desert beetle, spider webs,
cacti, lizards, and moss are provided the great idea. The wettability of the surface affects the
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collection efficiency (the ratio of water fallen from the surface) and retention capacity (the
amount of water remaining on the surface). The most efficient wettability of the surface is still
controversial for the water harvesting i.e. in both water condensation and water collection.
Here, we introduce a bioinspired functional water collecting surfaces consisting of the
patterned hydrophilic spots on a hydrophobic surface. This result provides an advantage of
hybrid patterns for improving water collection efficiency with appropriate design.
15:15 – 17:00
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PO133
Nanoimprinted devices for the molecular - level study of immune activation
Yossi Keydar¹
¹ - Ben Gurion University of the Negev

Molecular composition and spatial configuration of NK- immunological synapses play
key roles in the integration of molecular signals into a cell-level function. In this study we
demonstrate biomimetic nanochip whose surface comprised of controlled arrays of distinct
ligating nano-sites for NK cell receptors. Homogeneous arrays for the mediation of the
clustering of activating receptors NKG2D are based on the nanoimprinted arrays of Au
nanodots functionalized with MICA – ligands for NKG2D recognition. Furthermore, we
demonstrated heterogeneous arrays of co-localized Au and Ti nano-domains. These domains
can be selectively functionalized with different ligands. Our nanofabrication methodologies
pave the way to molecular-level study of activating-inhibitory balance in immunological
synapse.
PO134
Migration of nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells though porous membrane

¹ - City University of Hong Kong

Studying the Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) cell migration behavior in a three-dimensional
(3D) platform could lead to a better understanding of NPC metastatic dissemination. In this
work, a 3D platform with porous membrane and guiding grating patterns was developed.
The orientation of the guiding grating relative to the trench direction in the bottom layer
and the effects of trench size on cell traversing probability through porous membrane
were investigated. More cells traversed through porous membrane with guiding grating
perpendicular to the trench direction in the bottom layer. Probability of cell traversing
porous membrane increased as the trench size increased from 10 to 30 μm and decreased
when the trench was 70 μm wide with guiding grating perpendicular to trench direction.

NOTES:
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PO135
Utilizing bio-mimetic nanogrooved substrates in quantitative image-based screening for
the evaluation of neuronal cell differentiation in vitro
Alex Bastiaens ¹; Sijia Xie ²; Jean-Philippe Frimat ¹; Jaap Den Toonder ¹; Regina Luttge ¹
¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Microsystems Group, Eindhoven University of Technology, The
Netherlands;
² - Mesoscale Chemical Systems, MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology, University of Twente, The Netherlands

Neuronal differentiation can be investigated on nanogrooved substrates, where its
bio-mimetic nature can be used to tune the effects of physical nanocues on neuronal
differentiation, polarity, cell migration and direction of outgrowths. Quantitative analysis
of these parameters is essential for interpreting the effects of such nanoscale features and
the relation between the different biological parameters studied. Simultaneously, a range
of nanopatterns has been studied to identify significant differences between varieties of
nanoscale features. However, experiments with such a range of patterns and parameters
generate large datasets. Here, we introduce a screening method to address this need,
consisting of two components: HCA-Vision®, which is used for cell and respective outgrowth
detection, and a Frangi vesselness algorithm in Matlab® detects outgrowth alignment to
the underlying nanogrooves.
PO136
Ultrafast laser structuring of thin-film graphene surface for enhanced heat transfer
Zi-Yi Yang ¹; Tien-Li Chang ¹; Wei-Hsuan Chang ¹; Chia-Hsun Lin ¹; Chi-Huang Huang ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Department of Mechatronic Engineering, National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan

Microscale and nanoscale electronics in industrial pose a severe thermal management
challenge. Due to their physical sizes decrease, and the spacing between electrical
components decreases, the heat transfer enhancement can be need to meet the cooling
demand. More recently, the thin-film graphene coatings have attracted growing interest and
been proposed. In this study, we report a facile ultrafast laser process to pattern the of thinfilm graphene surface for enhanced heat transfer. The boiling experiment were carried out
to investigate the critical heat flux (CHF) enhancement in graphene material with various
modification surface structures on the device.
15:15 – 17:00
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PO137
A nano-gap based filtration method for the precise immobilization of µ-beads and bacteria
in microfluidic devices
Jan Busche ¹; Foelke Purr ¹,²; Margherita Bassu ²; Thomas Burg ²; Andreas Dietzel ¹
¹ - Technische Universität Braunschweig - Institute of Microtechnology;
² - Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry

We present a new approach for the concentration of bacteria in optofluidic systems, for
sequential label free detection. Therefore, we built a micro channel system, consisting of
detection channels, reference channels, and nano-gap filtration areas to precisely immobilize
bacteria or µ-particles. In a simplified two channel version we could show that it is possible to
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immobilize µ-particles. With the use of cross-flow this could be achieved without clogging the
structure. Fluidic experiments with fluorescent beads were carried out. A pressure difference
between the two channels led to an immobilization of the beads. We expect that the here
shown principle of cross-flow enrichment will prove useful for many applications that require
the detection of sub-micrometer particles and bacteria cells in optofluidic microsystems.
PO138
3D printed suspended micro-filter integrated in a printed microfluidic channel
Valentina Bertana ¹; Francesco Perrucci ¹; Simone Luigi Marasso ¹,²; Giorgio Scordo ¹; Sergio
Ferrero ¹; Candido Fabrizio Pirri ¹; Matteo Cocuzza ¹,²; Ayman El-Tamer ³; Ulf Hinze ³; Boris
N. Chichkov ³; Luciano Scaltrito ¹
¹ - Politecnico di Torino - DISAT department;
² - CNR - IMEM Parma;
³ - Laser Zentrum Hannover

The highly versatile 3D printing technology represents a powerful tool in the world of millimicro- fluidics, especially in the last years with the advent of two photons 3D printers (2PP)
overcoming resolution issues. In this work, a suspended microfilter obtained in a 2PP Micro3-Dimensional Structuring System (M3D) has been successfully integrated in a microfluidic
structure built in a 3D Stereolithography (SLA) printer. Finally, a characterization of the
filter was carried out using Fluorescein under a fluorescence microscope. Fluorescence
microparticles were dispersed and then inserted in the inlet while the fluorescence
signal was collected in the outlet tube. A correct filtering efficiency was evaluated by the
fluorescence signal ratio between in and out.
PO139
Nano-precision construction engineering at the 1-micron scale: new hierarchical materials
and new applications

¹ - Department of Chemical Engineering, Vrije Universiteit Brussel;
² - Brussels Photonics Team (B-PHOT), Vrije Universiteit Brussel;
³ - Mesoscale Chemical Systems MESA+, University of Twente

NOTES:

Liquid Chromatography (LC) is one of the most applied analytical techniques used to process
complex samples in the life sciences and analytical chemistry. Up till now, the progress in LC
has been realized by reducing the size of spherical particles, randomly packed in columns, and
concomitantly increasing the pressure. A more groundbreaking progress can be achieved by
leaving the randomly packed bed paradigm and using a layer-by-layer manufacturing strategy
to position micrometer-sized spheres in open-structured 3D arrangements with nanometric
tolerances. Each particle-layer is collected using pre-etched vacuum-driven, micro-structured
collection and deposition tray, and arranged with an array of precisely positioned suction holes
capable of reversibly holding the particles. This proposed nano-precision fabrication strategy is
expected to deliver a disruptive gain in separation speed.
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Nathaniel Berneman ¹,³; Yoachim Vanderheyden ¹; Erwin Berenschot ³; Stefan Schlautmann³;
Heidi Ottevaere ²; Wim De Malsche ¹; Han Gardeniers ³; Gert Desmet ¹
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PO140
Zero-mode waveguide detection of DNA translocation through FIB-organized arrays of
engineered nanopores
Jacques Gierak ¹; Fabien Montel ²
¹ - Centre de Nanosciences et de Nanotechnologies, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Sud, Université Paris-Saclay, C2N – France;
² - Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon, Laboratoire de Physique - UMR, France

Focused ion beam technology allows to engrave nanopores directly into thin suspended
dielectric, metal coated and sandwich layered membranes that allows new nanopre-based
sensor devices.
In this presentation we will describe our efforts in fabricating a new nanopore-based device
based on arrays of variable sizes nanopores, with variable sizes that have been used to
directly detect the passage of DNA. Traditionnaly the translocation of molecules through
nanopores is based on electrical detection. The new method we will present allows the
optical detection in real time, of the passage of single molecules passing through the pores
using a modified zero-mode waveguide method.
We will finally present and discuss our results obtained using fluorescently labeled single
molecules passing through the pores using an electron multiplying charge CCD camera.
PO141
Droplet impinging behavior on surfaces with wettability contrasts
Bahador Farshchian ¹; Jacoby Pierce ¹; Mohammad Beheshti ²; Sunggook Park ²; Namwon
Kim ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Texas State University;
² - Louisiana State University

In this work, we investigate the dynamic behavior of the water droplets impinging on
surfaces with wettability contrasts. Droplets slightly touching hydrophilic/extremely
hydrophilic areas during impingement were released from different heights with respect
to the substrates with different wettability contrasts. It was found that for a given releasing
height, the landing distance of the rebounded droplet increases for the surface with higher
wetting contrast. The dynamic behavior of the droplets released from a fixed height onto
the surface with moderate wettability contrast when the portion of the droplet impinging
the hydrophilic area increased gradually was also studied. As the portion of the droplet
impinging the hydrophilic area increases significantly, droplet moves on the surface toward
the hydrophilic area, and no droplet directional rebounding is observed.
PO142
Integration of ion-track etched membranes modified by atomic layer deposition in
microfluidic systems for biochemical sensing
Mario El Khoury ¹; Giuseppa Rita Distefano ²,³; Maria Eugenia Toimil-Molares ²; Christina
Trautmann ²,4; Helmut F. Schlaak ¹
¹ - Technische Universität Darmstadt, Institute of Electromechanical Design;
² - GSI Helmholtz-Zentrum für Schwerionenforschung;
³ - Technische Universität Darmstadt, Membranbiophysik der Pflanzen;
4
- Technische Universität Darmstadt, Material- und Geowissenschaften

Solid-state nanochannels emerged as a valid alternative to fabricate long-lasting stable
biomimetic sensors. Currently, efforts are being devoted to develop surface modification
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techniques that confer specific surface functionalities to these nanochannels. In this work,
we fabricate etched ion-track membranes and subsequently coat them with Al2O3 by atomic
layer deposition (ALD). Both unmodified and ALD-coated membranes are integrated into a
microfluidic system specifically designed to record ion conductivity while enabling optical
monitoring of the fluid transport towards and across the membranes. The microfluidic
system is fabricated using micromachining. The nanopore-membranes are integrated using
an adhesive layer of dry film epoxy resist. This integration paves the way for a versatile labon-chip system for various applications.
PO143
PDMS based microfluidics device filling with phase-change material for energy storage
and heat absorption
Xinwei Chen ¹; Fei Wang ¹
¹ - Southern University of Science and Technology

We report fabrication and characterization of a microfluidic device with N-octadecane
that can adjust local temperature. To obtain deep micro-chambers and micro-conduits
for transportation and/or incubation for samples, we applied a thick layer PDMS. The
microfluidics channel structure can be successfully sealed by polymer bonding between two
layers of PDMS. N-octadecane is melt by the hot water circular system so that we can use
dispensing machine to inject it into the micro channels successfully. We designed a system
to measure the ability of local temperature adjustment. A screenshot and test video are
recorded by infrared thermal image. The results indicate that if the temperature-regulating
device is combined electronic products, it will show good ability of thermal management.
PO144
DLD Particle fractionation device suitable for higher throughputs and stereoscopic micro
PIV measurements

¹ - Institute for Microtechnology, TU Braunschweig

In this work we present the fabrication of a deterministic lateral displacement array specially
designed for higher throughputs and the requirements of the measurement procedure using
a stereoscopic micro particle image velocimetry (µPIV) setup. The array has a range of 2 -5
µm particle size and a resolution of 0.5 µm. Since we demonstrated that PDMS systems are
unable to withstand high throughputs, we chose dry-etched silicon, anodically bonded with
Pyrex-glass, as a robust alternative. We tested the system with particles of a size of 2 and 3
µm and showed the functionality of the devices using manual particle tracing of video frames
recorded at identical positions. In further investigations we want to explore the limits of the
DLD method using the stereo- µPIV setup.
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PO145
Microfluidics on 200 mm quartz substrate using semiconductor FAB dry etch process as
an enabler for imaging applications in life sciences
Andim Stassen ¹; Giuseppe Fiorentino ¹; Ben Jones ¹; Richard Stahl ¹; Sophie Roth ¹; Tania
Dupont ¹; Evi Vrancken ¹; Aurelie Humbert ¹; Simone Severi ¹; Alex Wood ²; Will Worster ²;
Kevin Riddell ²; Huma Ashraf ²; Dave Thomas ²
¹ - IMEC;
² - SPTS Technologies Ltd.

Use of transparent substrates for micro-fluidic devices facilitates optical access to the
micro-fluidic channels. Hereby we demonstrate low roughness micro-fluidic channels in
a quartz substrate, fabricated in a 200mm semiconductor FAB, for holographic imaging.
Micro-channels were fabricated using a novel DRIE method in a SPTS etch module.
The etch process does not degrade channel roughness, nor surface hydrophilicity after
functionalization. Microscopic images of the red blood cells in the channels were taken
using the lens-free imaging system developed at imec. The process not only enables high
qualityimaging but also paves the way towards wafer scale integration of quartz microfluidics with microelectronics and photonics functionalities.
PO146
Laser ablation and hot embossing as techniques for producing micro channels compatible
with small angle X-ray scattering
Richard Haider ¹; Benedetta Marmiroli ¹; Iakovos Gavalas ²; Marco Matteucci ³; Emmanuel
Stratakis ²; Heinz Amenitsch ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Graz University of Technology;
² - Institute of Electronic Structure and Lasers, Foundation for Research and Technology - Hellas;
³ - Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical University of Denmark

In the course of developing a 3D-focusing micro mixing device, we investigated different
materials and production techniques in order to analyse them with regard to their viability
for the production of windows for in Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) measurements.
We will present some results of our investigations and draw conclusions relevant for the
production of microfluidic channels intended for SAXS experiments. The two presented
techniques - laser ablation and hot embossing - while fundamentally different, both show
that they are well suited for producing micro channels with low X-ray scattering background,
as long as attention is paid to the correct orientation of the channels.
PO147
A miniaturized electrophoretic system for protein extraction
Viviana Mulloni ¹; Andrea Capuano ¹,²; Andrea Adami ¹; Alberto Quaranta ²; Leandro
Lorenzelli ¹
¹ - Fondazione Bruno Kessler, Trento-Italy;
² - University of Trento, Department of Industrial Engineering

In many bio-analytical methods, the samples analyzed are made of a complex matrix and it is
essential to separate the inteferents from the analytes. For this purpose, we have designed,
fabricated and tested a miniaturized electrically driven device to obtain protein enrichment
and/or depletion from biological solutions, based on a SPLITT configuration. The complex
microchannel network is obtained using a standard photolithographic process on three
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different layers of dry film and its reduced footprint makes the device easy to integrate into
a bio-chemical analysis microplatform. The protein separation performances were tested by
continuous flow fluorescence measurements using a standard BSA solution and resulted in a
depletion of 74% and an enrichment of 54% with respect to the initial protein concentration
PO148
Laser-ablated texturing and chemical treatment of a polymer to achieve capillary driven
flows
Md Shamim Mahmud ¹; Bahador Farshchian ¹; Hakjin Kim ²; Hyung Hoon Kim ³; Heonyoung
Kim 4; Namwon Kim ¹
¹ - Texas State University;
² - Convert Co. Ltd.;
³ - Boditech Med, Inc.;
4
- Kangwon National University

In this research, capillary driven flow is achieved on a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
substrate modified by a sequent process of laser ablation, oxygen plasma treatment,
and surfactant coating. This helps us find out the possible replacement of nitrocellulose
membranes with polymer substrates to be used for the lateral flow immunoassay. We found
that the speed of capillary driven flow can be achieved up to 16 mm/s when the step sizes
of laser scanning in the x and y directions were 50 μm and 500 μm, the number of pulse
per spot was 5, the laser fluenc was 2.96 J/cm2, and the laser ablated area was followed by
oxygen plasma and ionized surfactant coating.
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PO149
User-friendly membrane-based sample inlet for the centrifugal microfluidic labdisk
platform
Sebastian Hin ¹; Manuel Loskyll ²; Vanessa Klein ²; Mark Keller ¹,²; Oliver Strohmeier ¹,²; Felix
Von Stetten ¹,²; Roland Zengerle ¹,²; Konstantinos Mitsakakis ¹,²
¹ - IMTEK;
² - Hahn-Schickard

With centrifugal microfluidics blood samples can be rapidly analyzed at the point-of-care.
However, during blood sample addition the cartridge is at rest and centrifugal forces cannot
be used to allocate the sample. This may represent a risk to the user’s safety. We present a
versatile approach for the user-friendly sample allocation featuring a commercial (plasma
separation) membrane. The sample can be added to the absorbent membrane without
spilling and is released from it by centrifugation. Sample recovery rate in the system was
53.7(±4.7) %. CRP adsorption (as an example analyte) was tested to be not significantly
increased compared to a reference process in tube. A membrane-based sample inlet for
centrifugal microfluidics is thus promising to be utilized in future applications, also for other
sample matrices.
PO150
Modeling and experiments of bacteria binding on immobilized antibodies in a microfluidic
device

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

Athina S. Kastania ¹; Katerina Tsougeni ¹; Vassilios Constantoudis ¹; Evangelos Gogolides ¹
¹ - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR “Demokritos”

Separation and detection techniques utilize the interaction between analytes and
ligands (complementary molecules), and they have been transferred over the past years
to microfluidics. Here we present a simple model for the analytes passing through a
microchannel with simultaneous binding on the surface. We focus on analytes that are
grouped as binding sites rather than being discrete units. The model is validated for
analytes that are antigens grouped on Salmonella cells, and ligands that are anti-Salmonella
antibodies. An equation is developed for the surface bound cell concentration Bc(x), which
can be used by a non-math expert with simple/known variables such as the flow rate, the
microchannel dimensions, concentrations, and the active surface enhancement ratio for a
rough microchannel as opposed to a flat microchannel.
PO151
Control and measurement of the oxygen microenvironment on-chip for long-term cancer
cell culture
Louise Orcheston-Findlay ²; Ashley Garrill ¹; Volker Nock ²
¹ - School of Biological Sciences, University of Canterbury, New Zealand;
² - MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
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Cancer cells resist some anti-cancer drugs in a hypoxic environment. Hypoxia is often
present in early stage cancer tumours in-vivo due to high proliferation rates and inadequate
vasculature in dense tumour cores. Oxygen control and measurement are therefore essential
tools in culturing cancer cells in a microenvironment that mimics that of the in-vivo. Here
we present a lab-on-a-chip that incorperates oxygen control and measurement, and enables
a 2D sheet of cells in one channel to be exposed to several laminar streams containing
different oxygen concentrations. The effect of prolonged hypoxia on the morphology and
migration of cancer cells that are situated within, and on the boundaries of, the hypoxia and
normoxia streams is observed.
PO152
Digital microfluidic enzyme reactor with integrated low-cost printed microheater
Gowtham Sathyanarayanan ¹; Markus Haapala ¹; Tiina Sikanen ¹
¹ - University of Helsinki, Finland

Digital microfluidics (DMF) based on electrowetting-on-dielectric is an established tool for
diverse sample manipulation on surfaces, in small volumes. Though DMF has been used
for several enzyme and cell based assays, only few attempts have been made to integrate
a microheater for local heating of the DMF device. In this work, we demonstrate a simple,
low-cost and robust method to fabricate microheaters using an ink-jet printer. The heaters
were characterized to maintain the physiological temperature during assays to retain the
maximum enzyme activity. Also, for the first time porous polymer monoliths were used to
immobilize enzymes on a DMF device. The reported set-up was tested with cytochrome
P450 enzyme assay, which only produced metabolite upon heating to 37 °C (but not at room
temperature).
PO153
Microfluidic device combined with plasmonic biosensor for early detection of eDNA from
invasive species

¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

Gold nanoparticles (AuNP) have been extensively explored due to their unique optical
properties based on localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). LSPR biosensors have
emerged as alternative low cost, simple and high sensitivity methods for the detection of
DNA hybridization. The development LSPR sensors for DNA is also a promising tool for
rapid and routine point of care analysis. Therefore, these nanosensors could be especially
useful for the detection of environmental DNA (eDNA) of aquatic invasive species. Their
early detection would help avoid proliferation and enable prompt actions to avoid harmful
damage. Hereby, we developed a nanosensor based on localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) for the detection of zebra mussel eDNA (invasive specie).
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PO154
Using microfluidics for advanced fluorescence in-SITU hybridization (FISH) in cancer
diagnosis
Huu Tuan Nguyen ¹; Laurène Nathalie Dupont ¹; Estelle Annick Cuttaz ¹; Antoine Maxime
Jean ¹; Raphaël Trouillon ¹; Martin A M Gijs ¹
¹ - Laboratory of Microsystems 2, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne EPFL

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is a well-recognized technique for evaluating the
HER2 gene status in breast cancer, despite its traditionally long experimental procedures
and expensive cost. A new technique, namely extra-short incubation microfluidics-assisted
FISH (ESIMA-FISH), combines microfluidics and a highly reactive probe to improve the
probe-target hybridization efficiency, resulting in overall reductions cost and duration of
the experimental time. The clinical performance of ESIMA-FISH was demonstrated with a
breast cancer cell line (SKBR3). Similar results between ESIMA-FISH and a standard FISH
technique were found, supporting the validity of this rapid and economical HER2 assessment
technique.
PO155
Microfluidics-assisted chromogenic in SITU hybridization (MA-CISH) for HER2 gene
detection in breast cancer diagnosis
Huu Tuan Nguyen ¹; Léa Suzanne Bernier ¹; Antoine Maxime Jean ¹; Raphaël Trouillon ¹;
Martin A M Gijs¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Laboratory of Microsystems 2, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne EPFL

We developed a new technique, called microfluidics-assisted chromogenic in situ
hybridization (MA-CISH), for diagnosis of the overexpression of the human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) cancer biomarker gene. After clamping a microscope slide
containing a HER2-positive breast cancer cell line (SKBR3) pellet to a thin micro-fluidic
chamber, a back-and-forth flow of a diluted ISH probe solution was generated to enhance
DNA hybridization, thus reducing the incubation time and the probe concentration needed
per test. We report both an improved fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) signal as a
control and the use of simple bright-field microscopy for read-out of the chromogenic signal
(CISH), after some histochemical steps.
PO156
Microfluidic based 3D cell culture system as an in vitro tumor model for anticancer drug
evaluation
Yamin Yang ¹; Ming Chen ¹; Xinchi You ¹; Hongjun Wang ²
¹ - Department of Biomedical Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, China;
² - Department of Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry and Biological Sciences, Stevens Institute of Technology, USA

In recognition of the limitations of traditional monolayer culture cells and animal xenograft
models, the present study aimed at establishing a more clinical-relevant three dimensional
(3D) tumor tissue model based on an innovative microfluidic system for in vitro anticancer drug evaluation. Our microfluidic culture platform was demonstrated for its utility
in supporting long-term growth of breast tumor cells and inducing their organization into
3D structures with a thickness up to 200 mm. By the use of this microfluidic-based 3D
tumor tissue, anti-cancer drug efficacy can be evaluated by quantitatively analyzing cell
viability and morphological changes. The 3D tumor structures represent a highly in vivo-
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like microenvironments for better mimicking pathophysiologic tissues and potential use as a
viable alternative platform for in vitro drug evaluation.
PO157
Plasma micro-nano textured polymeric microfluidic device for highly efficient DNA
purification
Athina S. Kastania ¹; Panagiota S. Petrou ²; Evangelos Gogolides ¹
¹ - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR “Demokritos”;
² - Institute of Nuclear & Radiological Sciences & Technology, Energy & Safety, NCSR “Demokritos”

Our work focuses on a microfluidic polymeric device for DNA purification with solid phase
extraction. We use oxygen plasma and nanotexturing to create simultaneously carboxyl
groups (-COOH) on the DNA purification chip surface as well as high surface area. On these
chips we are exploring two protocols for DNA purification. One protocol is based on direct
interaction of the carboxyl groups with the DNA and it has been found to purify DNA from
Salmonella bacteria within a large dynamic range, high efficiency and high shelf life. The
other protocol is based on DNA-amine interactions. Amine functional groups are found to
be bound on the plasma treated chips and DNA purification can take place without using
substances, which may interfere with subsequent DNA amplification processes.
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PO158
Electrochemical characterization of solid electrodes chemically modified with CdTe
quantum dots

¹ - Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil

The main objective of the present study is to build modified interfaces using immobilized
alkyl-thiol coated CdTe QDs - named as CdTe/Cd(SR)2 - and investigate their capability in
electron transfer (ET) processes such as in redox probes and to perform their electrochemical
characterization. We want to test the hypothesis that the ET processes are mediated by
electrostatic phenomena occurring at the interface region, aiming at applying QDs as active
nanostructures for chemically modifying electrodes for new sensor platforms.
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PO159
Strategies to obtain food-grade nanotubes
Clara Fuciños ¹,²; Catarina Gonçalves ²; María L Rúa ¹; Lorenzo M Pastrana ²
¹ - Biotechnology Group, Department of Analytical Chemistry and Food Science, University of Vigo, Spain;
² - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL), Portugal

Nanotubular structures have a high potential for their application in the food and health
industry. However, only carbon nanotubes have reached a great impact in the industry. But
this type of material is not food-grade. So it would be interesting to produce nanotubes
which have characteristics such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, and low cost.
�-Lactalbumin, the second most prevalent protein in cow milk, can self-assemble into
nanotube structures once partially hydrolyzed in the presence of a divalent ion. Although
these structures have been identified as food-grade, so far, to our knowledge, no toxicity
studies have been conducted with them. Several factors may affect the biocompatibility
of these nanostructures. In this work, we evaluate different strategies to conclude the
production of non-toxic nanotubes suitable for food-grade applications.

PO160
A 3D printed impedimetric sensor for phase transition detection during freezing and
thawing of biological fluids
Hamed Shamkhalichenar ¹; Yue Liu ¹; Terrence R. Tiersch ¹; Jin-Woo Choi ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Louisiana State University

This work reports a 3-D printed impedimetric sensor for monitoring the phase change
transition inside a cryogenic storage unit. During the cryopreservation process, cooling and
thawing procedure can play a key role in survival of preserved species. The sensing platform
was 3-D printed by employing fused deposition modeling (FDM) method and polylactic
acid (PLA) as filament. Besides, copper wires were placed on the platform as sensing probe.
During the liquid to crystal transition process the mobility of the charged ions decreases
drastically, which results in an increase in the sample electrical resistance. In this work, the
phase transition of physiological saline solution, 0.9% sodium chloride (NaCl) in de-ionized
(DI) water was successfully detected by simultaneous resistance measurement of the
sample solution.
PO161
PDMS-Based microfluidic Lab-on-a-Chip for real-time electrochemical measurements in
sewage applications
Juan Gallardo-Gonzalez ¹; Selim Boudjaoui ¹; Abdoullatif Baraket ¹; Yoann Clément ¹; Nadia
Zine ¹; Bausells Joan ²; Adelhamid Errachid ¹
¹ - Université Claude Bernard Lyon;
² - Microelectronics Institute IMB-CNM

The development of a functional Lab-on-a-chip (LoC) device for electrochemical
measurements is reported in this work. For this purpose, a microfluidic structure has
been produced on (poly)dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) flexible polymer that includes passive
micromixers, microfilters, microchannels and detection chamber. The microfluidic system
has been obtained by replica molding of a silicon master previously manufactured by soft
lithography. Secondly, an array of gold working, reference and auxiliary microelectrodes
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has been designed for the development of a transducer for electrochemical analysis using
standard silicon technology. Both subsystem are chemically bonded after surface activation
using a source of oxygen plasma. Finally, a miniaturized LoC will be developed for the
detection of ammonium in environmental applications that is easy to operate and provides
reliable data at real time analysis.
PO162
Fabrication of a metamaterial-based label-free THZ biosensor
Sahar Mirzaei ¹; Nicolas Green ¹; Mihai Rotaru ¹; Suan Hui Pu ¹
¹ - University of Southampton

Metamaterials can provide strong localization and amplification of electromagnetic fields,
making them good candidates for sensing applications, improving the sensitivity of detection
for small quantities of DNA samples. In this presentation, the fabrication of a prototype of
the metamaterial is reported. This metamaterial, through a mechanism of localization of
the field, produces a sharp trapped-resonance in the reflected signal which is used to detect
natural resonances in biological samples.
The shape and size of the resonators are key to establishing the trapped-mode resonance
shown in the simulations. Fabrication challenges include repeatability and variation of the
structures across the large number of resonators in the array. This presentation additionally
discusses the processes and fabrications steps that have been employed to overcome the
challenges mentioned above.
PO163
Fluoride-montmorillonite added composite resin as dental pit and fissure sealant
Keng-Yuan Lee ¹; Feng-Huei Lin ¹; Chun-Pin Lin ²
¹ - Institute of Biomedical Engineering National Taiwan University;
² - Graduate Institute of Clinical Dentistry National Taiwan University
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Fluoride is widely recognized as the most effective material for the prevention of dental
caries. In this study, we developed polymer – F-montmorillonite nanocomposite resins
with the potential to provide sustained release of fluoride due to the strong adsorption
of montmorillonite to fluoride during the fabrication process. Their mechanical (viscosity,
hardness, flexural strength and diametral tensile strength), curing depth and fluoride
release properties were investigated. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses demonstrated
that acrylamide was successfully intercalated into the interlayer structure. Polymer–Fmontmorillonite nanocomposite resins, 20 wt% exhibited the greatest mechanical strength
and greater fluoride release than Clinpro™. It is concluded that F-montmorillonite -20 wt%
can potentially serve as a useful restorative material with caries-preventive properties.
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PO164
Acetone sensor based on electro-adressing chitosan/zeolites Ag-ZSM5 onto gold µides:
application to diasgnostic of heart failure
Selim Boudjaoui ¹; Abdoullatif Baraket ¹; Nadia Zine¹; Monique Sigaud¹; Angelos Streklas ²;
Albert Alcacer² ; Joan Bausells ²; Abdelhamid Errachid ¹
¹ - Université Claude Bernard Lyon, Institut des Sciences Analytiques, France;
² - Barcelona Microelectronics Institute IMB-CNM (CSIC), Spain

In this work we have developed a portative micro-conductometric humidity dependent
gas sensor sensitive to acetone at ambient room temperature, based on µIDEs coated by a
polymeric chitosan membrane doped with silver enriched zeolites ZSM5.
Differential conductometric measurements were carried out by using a Lock-In Amplifier to
observe the global behavior of the sensor face to relative humidity rate in air and for acetone
detection.
Humidity changes affect strongly the biosensor output potential directly related to the
conductivity of chitosan.
Acetone was detected within the range of 10 ppm to 100ppm. The modified chitosan
biosensor produced in this work does not only show good response, but also exhibits a
stable response. This gas sensor is very promising to provide data for rapid diagnostic of
heart failure.
PO165
Validation and calibration of quartz crystal microbalance measurements in aqueous solutions
Veronica Mugnaini ¹; Dmitri Petrovykh ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

We systematically investigated Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation (QCM-D)
measurements in aqueous solutions that are commonly used in biosensing. In particular, we
examined the behavior of frequency and dissipation responses in transitions between two
different solutions. The abrupt changes in responses upon such transitions are associated
with changes in the bulk properties of the fluid. Typically, the QCM baseline is reset after
a "bulk jump", so the quantification is performed for a constant fluid composition, but not
between different fluids. By considering the viscoelastic formalism with additional insight
from the theory of the viscosity of electrolytes, we demonstrate via systematic measurements
that the QCM-D responses upon switching between different strong electrolytes can be
quantitatively predicted and exhibit an interesting scaling behavior.
PO166
Influence of heat treatment and surface modification on the tribocorrosion behavior of
new beta titanium alloys designed for medical implants: the case of Ti-15Zr-15Mo
Bruna Costa ¹; Caio Xavier ²; Natália Costa ²; Alexandra Alves ³; Paulo Lisboa-Filho ²; Fatih
Toptan ³; Ana Maria Pinto ³; Luis Rocha 4
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory –INL, Portugal;
² - Department of Physics, São Paulo State University – UNESP, Brazil;
³ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Minho, Portugal;
4
-Department of Physics, São Paulo State University – UNESP, Brazil

In this work, we evaluated the tribocorrosion behavior of the Ti-15Zr-15Mo system, and
the influences of two different heat treatments and one surface modification on this alloy,
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comparing the obtained results with those obtained for the most commonly used Ti alloy,
Ti-6Al-4V.
Two different heat treatments and one surface modification treatment were applied to Ti15Zr-15Mo alloys in order to investigate their influences on the tribocorrosion behavior
of the metallic samples. Open Circuit Potential measurements were studied. All tests were
performed in human body temperature and using an electrolyte simulating physiological
fluid. Anodic surface treatment has improved significantly the tribocorrosion behavior of
new Ti-15Zr-15Mo alloy, designed for medical implants when compared with those heat
treated or as cast, as well as the most commonly used, Ti-6Al-4V.
PO167
3D printed and injection molded micro needles for drug delivery and sensor applications
Michael Haslinger ¹; V. Reddy ¹; H. Außerhuber ¹; A. Fuchsbauer ¹; A. Boccino ²; C. O´Mahony³;
D. Fechtig ¹; S. Brandstätter 4
¹ - Profactor GmbH;
² - B Tyndall National Institute;
³ - Tyndall National Institute;
4
- STRATEC Consumables GmbH

We present a new fabrication approach to prototype microneedles, fabricate them by
injection moulding and use them as Sensors or Drug delivery devices.
PO168
Towards microcystin-lr remote monitoring in freshwater: integrated system for sample
processing and detection
Marilia B. Santos ¹; Raquel B. Queirós ¹; Lorena Dieguez ¹; Alvaro Geraldes ¹; Elvira Paz ¹;
Ricardo Ferreira ¹; João Morais ²; Vitor O. Vasconcelos ²; João Piteira ¹; Begoña Espiña ¹
¹ - INL- International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory;
² - CIIMAR- Interdisciplinary Centre of Marine and Environmental Research of the University of Porto
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According the World Health Organization (WHO), among all the main environmental
problems, water contamination is the most harmful to humans. It has become crucial for
human safety and disease prevention to be able to quickly and accurately monitor and
control the quality of water.
In this work we present the development of an integrated system constituted by an
electrochemical-based device for the quantification of the content of Microcystin-LR (MCLR) in waters and a sample processing system that collects the sample and distribute it by
the different processing modules: lysis, cleaning, mixing and measurements modules.
Both the electrochemical-based device and the sample processing system were fabricated
using micro-/nano-fabrication technologies. The integrated system was tested with standard
MC-LR and Microcystis aeruginosa cyanobacteria cultures.
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PO169
Flexible sensing device with picosecond laser-ablated graphene-based electrode
structures for gas detection
Cheng-Ying Chou ¹; Tien-Li Chang ¹; Chun-Ting Hsiao ¹; Ya-Wei Lee ²; Chien-Ping Wang ³
¹ - Department of Mechatronic Engineering, National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan, R.O.C.;
² - Department of Mechatronic, Energy and Aerospace Engineering, Chung Cheng Institute of Technology, National
Defense University, Taiwan, R.O.C.;
³ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Chung Yuan Christian University, Taiwan, R.O.C.

With the rise of nano and micro-fabrication, the conductive flexible materials have been
applied in many electronic applications such as biosensor, solar cells, and so on. Recently, the
advances in technology-based flexible thin-film gas sensors have enabled the development
of simple, portable, disposable, low power-consuming, and inexpensive gas sensor devices.
In this work, the aim of the study is to use picosecond laser to fabricate the flexible graphene
electrode on the PDMS substrate. This study provides a simple and quick way to fabricate a
flexibility of conductive thin-film graphene and through the complicated electrode pattern
defined for flexible gas sensing device, such as the development of curved or foldable
electronic devices for gas detection.
PO170
Pyrolytic carbon for electrochemical detection of neurotransmitter dopamine
Joonas Heikkinen ¹; Katariina Sovanto ¹; Ville Jokinen ¹; Sami Franssila ¹; Tomi Laurila ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Aalto University

We present pyrolytic carbon (PyC) thin films for electrochemical biosensing. The fabrication,
physical characteristics and performance for electrochemical sensing of dopamine are
discussed.
Pyrolytic carbon is fabricated from epoxy-based negative tone photoresist SU-8 in a high
temperature furnace. We characterize the physical properties like conductivity, surface
roughness, carbon composition (Raman spectroscopy) and feasibility for electrochemistry.
We demonstrate the detection of neurotransmitter dopamine, which is usually complicated
due to low concentration and interfering signals in human brains.
PyC was tested for biocompatibility by cultivating neuronal stem cells on it for 9 days.
Material is viable for neuronal stem cells cultivation for at least 9 DIV with PLL coating.
Untreated PyC has decent cell viability, similar with tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C).
PO171
Integrated spintronic platforms for flow velocity measurement
Ana Rita Soares ¹; Tomás Ribeiro ¹; Ruben Afonso ²; Susana Cardoso ¹; Paulo Freitas ¹
¹ - INESC-MN;
² - INESC-ID

This work describes an On-chip platform based on Spin valves for the measurement of the
flow velocity of a fluid on a microfluidic channel.
The sensing mechanism comprises a microfluidic module, magnetoresistive sensors, which
cover the four entire microfluidic channels width, and magnetic particles (MP).
Magnetic particles were introduced into the microfluidic channel inducing a flow rate with
a syringe pump. The sensors electrical resistance changes with the passage of a MP and a
bipolar peak is characteristic of its passage. A multiplex analysis are achieved by using an
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electronic platform which acquires the data from sensors at the same time.
The flow velocity was achieved by measuring the time difference between the detection of
the MP over each of the sensors in use.
PO172
Silk fibroin based nanophotonic crystal for biosensing
Augusto Márquez ¹; Estela Baquedano ²; Pablo Aitor Postigo ²; Salvador D. Aznar-Cervantes³;
Jose Luis Cenis ³; Xavier Muñoz-Berbel ¹; Carlos Domínguez ¹
¹ - Institut de Microelectrònica de Barcelona, (IMB-CNM, CSIC), Spain;
² - Instituto de Microelectrónica de Madrid (IMM-CNM, CSIC), Spain;
³ - Instituto Murciano de Investigación y Desarrollo Agrario y Alimentario (IMIDA), Spain

Using a mild process, glucose oxidase, peroxidase and 2,2'-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline6-sulphonic acid (ABTS) can be entraped in a silk fibroin thin films which are then crystallized
in a mild process. This entrapment into the crystalized silk fibroin maintains the enzymes
activity at 54 % of the initial at least for 5 months, regardless of the storage temperature (4
or 25 ºC). Furthermore, it is feasible to produce nanopatterned structures of silk by stamping
that, due to its refractive index, can work as gratings and waveguides. The optimization of
the different components quantity (enzymes and mediator) in the silk fibroin matrix makes
it possible to get a linear dynamic range from 0 to 10 mM of glucose, very useful in diabetes
diagnosis.

PO173
Fabrication of solid state nanopores using the helium ion microscope (HIM)
Elfi Van Zeijl ¹; Arnold Storm ¹; Diederik Maas ¹; Emile Van Veldhoven ¹; Tom Constandse ¹
¹ - TNO

NOTES:
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Nanopore technology is emerging as a new platform for the detection and characterization of
biomolecules. This technology has enormous potential: it enables analysis of each individual
molecule in a sample at high throughput, which is considered a potential game-changer in e.g.
biomedical research, diagnostics and archival data storage. We focus on the development
of solid-state nanopore sensors, because they bring two major improvements with regards
to current peptide-based nanopores: First, solid state nanopores can be operated in more
diverse chemical environments. Secondly, the readout can be done electrically or optically.
The helium-ion microscope (HIM) has great potential for nanopore fabrication. We will
show experimental results on the performance of our HIM, feasibility of nanopore massproduction and the potential of solid-state nanopores for commercial DNA sequencing.
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PO174
Label-free biosensing with optimized gold nanohole arrays for high sensitivity, fabricated
by nanoimprint lithography
Santos Merino ¹; Angela Barreda ²; Fernando Moreno ²; Francisco Gonzalez ²; Deitze
Otaduy¹; Aritz Retolaza ¹; Ruth Diez-Ahedo ¹; Aritz Juarros ¹
¹ - IK4-Tekniker;
² - University of Cantabria

In this work we present a localized surface plasmon resonance biosensor which is extremely
sensitive to changes in the refractive index of the surrounding medium. The periodic gold
nanohole array sensors were first optimized by COMSOL simulations for getting the highest
sensibility in the VIS spectra and then fabricated by high-throughput thermal nanoimprint
lithography. Gold sub-wavelength hole arrays with 200nm diameter and 550nm period were
fabricated on a sensing area of 1mmx1mm. The chips were characterized, achieving high
reproducibility and high sensitivity beyond the state of the art, up-to 515 RIU/nm. Finally,
the detection of protein biomarkers via capture by specific antibodies has been achieved.
15:15 – 17:00

Poster Session 1 | Topic 4 - Sub-topic 4.6

EXHIBITION AREA

Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topic 4.6 - Interfacing Biomaterials and Bio-entities with Devices and Systems
PO175
A magnetoresistive platform for ischemic biomarkers detection
Elisabete Fernandes ¹; Verónica Martins ²; Dmitri Y. Petrovykh ¹; Tomás Dias 2; José
Germano2; Susana Cardoso ²; Tomás Sobrino 3; José Castillo 3; Paulo Freitas ¹,²

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - INL–International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal;
² - INESC-MN - Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computadores-Microsistemas e Nanotecnologias and INInstitute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, Portugal;
3
- Clinical Neurosciences Research Laboratory, Neurovascular Area, Department of Neurology, Hospital Clínico
Universitario, IDIS, University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Researchers have found a set of stroke biomarkers that can accurately predict if a patient
with an acute ischemic stroke has or not a high risk of developing the negative side effects
associated with a thrombolytic therapy. As these biomarkers exist in blood at certain
concentrations, the challenge to develop a detection system for this application is to
distinguish between certain levels of those biomarkers, rather than distinguish a minimal
concentration from zero. Here, we present a detection strategy that includes a recognition/
labelling step in solution using magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) as tags, followed by a chipbased detection step using a magnetoresistive (MR) biochip platform. Our biochip showed
sensitivity for lower concentrations of MMP-9 and c-Fn down to 1 ng/mL and 4 μg/mL.
PO176
DNA direct imaging and diffraction
Monica Marini ¹; Marco Allione ¹; Sergei Lopatin ¹; Bruno Torre ¹; Manola Moretti ¹; Andrea
Giugni ¹; Gobind Das ¹; Enzo Di Fabrizio ¹
¹ - KAUST

We recently reported a novel approach for the direct imaging of DNA by HRTEM that
combines super-hydrophobic devices and preparations physiologically compatible with
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biomolecules. In this work we apply this method to study the features of a single bundle
of suspended dsDNA by TEM diffraction. A preliminary investigation by SEM revealed
DNA fibers with a diameter of 5-200 nm. The HRTEM micrographs acquired revealed
an interbases distance of ~0.27 nm (A-DNA). The d-spacing obtained by TEM diffraction
pattern ranges between 2.8 and 3.2 Å, coherently with the previously reported data. We
strongly believe that this combined approach can be extended to other biomolecules such as
protein fibers and to study the fine details of the interactions between DNA and intercalating
agents, chemotherapeutics and heavy metals.
PO177
Magnetically stretchable polymer membranes for cell studies
Joonas Heikkinen ¹; Ville Jokinen ¹; Sami Franssila ¹
¹ - Aalto University

In this work we have fabricated microfluidic chips with magnetically actuated elastic
membranes for biological cell studies.. Our design addresses two drawbacks met with
current state-of-the-art stretchable platforms by taking advantage of the best properties
of two polymers, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and off-stoichiometric thiolene-epoxy
(OSTE+). Thiole-enes and thiolene-epoxies are inherently more biocompatible compared to
PDMS, but PDMS possess better elastic properties. Magnetic actuation is provided by steel
rods embedded inside bulk PDMS which interacts with external rare earth magnet.
We show different magnetic designs for different applications. Our chips are incubatorcompatible, biocompatible, cheap, easy to fabricate and show maximum strain from 6% up to
80% depending of design. We also have demonstrated that our setup also fulfills the needs
for prolonged and cyclic actuation inside incubator.
PO178
Label-free detection of DNA hybridization with graphene microelectrode arrays
Rui Campos ¹; George Machado Jr. ¹,²; Maria F Cerqueira ²; Jerome Borme ¹; Pedro Alpuim¹,²

DNA detection is of high importance since it can provide information in a variety of fields,
hence the relevance of DNA detection strategies, which have not stopped to grow since the
elucidation of the genetic code for protein synthesis.
Graphene high sensitivity and chemical stability comes at the cost of a poor analyte selectivity,
so usually graphene needs to be functionalised but in the case of the DNA detection, the
probe can be immobilised directly on the graphene surface taking advantage of the aromatic
nature of the DNA bases.
DNA hybridisation was monitored using cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy and successful detection of the target DNA in the range 5 pM to 50 nM was
achieved, with the ability to detect single nucleotide polymorphism.

NOTES:
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¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL);
² - Department of Physics, University of Minho
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17:00 – 18:30

Session 1B

ROOM A

Session Chair: Santos Merino (ik4-tekniker, Seibar)
Session Co-Chair: Andreu Llobera (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.3 – Nanoimprint Lithography and Replication Methods
17:00

OC013
Wafer-level nanoimprint lithography towards single nanometer resolution
Thomas Glinsner ¹; Martin Eibelhuber ¹; Dominik Treiblmayr ¹; Barbara Schamberger ¹;
Mustapha Chouiki ¹; Claudia Lenk ²; Yana Krivoshapkina ²; Martin Hoffmann ²; Steve Lenk²;
Ivo Rangelow ²
¹ - EVGroup;
² - TU Ilmenau

In the frame of the European project SNM (Single nanometer manufacturing beyond CMOS
devices) [1] manufacturing techniques for next generation devices demanding smallest
features sizes have been investigated. In this work we will review the final status of the results
obtained using nanoimprint lithography for high resolution nanopattering. Different types
of structures previously manufactured by direct writing technologies as scanning probe
lithography (SPL) [2] and focused electron beam induced processing (FEBIP) [3] have been
replicated and analyzed. As direct writing methods provide high resolution and high quality
nanopatterns these methods can be perfectly combined with nanoimprint lithography (NIL).
It was the goal to develop manufacturing equipment and processes covering the full process
chain to apply the so-called SmartNILTM technology.
17:15

OC014
Fabrication of dual-scale nanoimprint molds using polymer stencil membranes
Junseo Choi ¹; Sunggook Park ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Louisiana State University

The ability to produce multi- or dual-scale hierarchical structures is valuable for the
development of applications such as superhydrophobic surfaces, photonic crystals,
plasmonics, and lab-on-chips with micro/nanofluidics. One interesting hierarchical structure
for lab-on-chip applications is a membrane with nanoscale through-holes combined with
microscale compartments. For the fabrication of these hierarchical structures, nanoimprint
lithography (NIL) is a promising method due to its ability to produce large area structures at
low cost and with high throughput. However, a large area hierarchical nanopore membrane
with microscale compartments has been realized by NIL yet. The biggest challenge to
achieve the membrane is to fabricate large area molds with such hierarchical structures. We
present a simple method to produce dual-scale nanoimprint molds using a polymer stencil
membrane and UV-assisted molding.
17:30

OC015
Fabrication of UV resin stamps from sharp nanostructures and their performance for
thermal NIL
Zheng Jia ¹; Junseo Choi ¹; Sunggook Park ¹
¹ - Louisiana State University

In this work, polymer stamps made from four UV curable resins were replicated from
V-shaped nanochannels milled on Si by focused ion beam (FIB). Their replication fidelities
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were inspected via scanning electron microscopy. The replication results indicate that UV
resins with various molecular weight have different replication limitations. Such limitations
can serve as criteria for UV resin selection as NIL stamp and facilitate nanostructures design.
17:45

OC016
μ-R2R: Fabrication of seamless microstructured tools for multi-material replication
Andreas Striegel ¹; Norbert Schneider ¹; Marc Schneider ¹; Matthias Worgull ¹
¹ - Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Institute of Microstructure Technology

Roll-to-Roll hot embossing combines the high precision of micro replication processes with
the cost efficiency of continuous replication, paramount to industrial scale manufacturing.
Industrial scale requirements manufacturing regarding throughput, tool lifetime and
replication material flexibility turn the replication of micro and submicrometer sized
structure into a challenging task.
We present a process chain ranging from tool fabrication to the successful replication of
structured samples. We present a scalable lithography based tool fabrication method of
seamless microstructured electroplated sleeves for industrial R2R use.
The tool used to overcome the attempts to replication of structures of the size 10μm to
20μm in high performance polymers or replication in technical polymers up to 130m as well
as embossing in copper and aluminum without showing any signs of wear.
18:00

OC017
Mold-based replication methods for integrated polymer micro-manufacturing: an
opportunity for organ-on-chip systems
Paola Fanzio ¹; Pieter Kapel ¹; Luigi Sasso ¹
¹ - Delft University of Technology, Dept. of Precision and Microsystems Engineering

NOTES:
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We exploit the various properties and functionalities of polymer materials to create allpolymer scaffolds, with sensors integrated into the manufacturing process, for use in organon-chip systems. Our fabrication approach is based on a 1-mold soft-embossing step, used to
create both fluidic and sensing functionalities at once. We utilized a 2-photon-polymerization
system (with resolution in the 100 nm range) to create soft molds that were further used for
the manufacturing of porous scaffolds in a thermoplastic polymer. With the same step used
for the formation of the pores, electrodes were created in a conducting polymer (PEDOT)
by a combinatorial technique of embossing and intermediate-layer lithography. We further
characterized our sensing scaffolds to ensure good conductivity, electrochemical activity
and fluidic permeability.
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18:15

OC018
Nanoimprint enabled dynamic surfaces: tailoring the wetting properties of amphiphobic
surfaces
Ariadna Fernandez ¹; Achille Francone ¹; Markus Guttmann ³; Clivia M. Sotomayor Torres ²;
Nikolaos Kehagias¹
¹ - Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2), CSIC and The Barcelona Institute of Science and
Technology, UAB Campus, Spain;
² - Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2), CSIC and The Barcelona Institute of Science and
Technology, UAB Campus, Spain, ICREA, Institució Catalana de Recerca i Estudis Avançats, Spain;
³ - Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany

In this paper, we present two novel fabrication methods suitable to realize and replicate
hierarchical and overhanging structures based on nanoimprint lithography methods in
combination with electroplating technologies. Direct replication of such structures in
commercial polymer materials demonstrate their dynamic behavior towards water and
oils, providing exceptional functionality. In particular, we demonstrate how one could
tune the wetting properties of surfaces and generate dynamic effects depending on their
topography and water impingement velocities. Furthermore, we discuss and calculate the
surface tension threshold for obtaining oleophobic surfaces. In particular we have achieved
water contact angles values of 170o and low roll off angles (<4o) over large areas while our
mushroom like micro structures provide oil repelling properties (150o).
17:00 – 18:30

Session 2B

ROOM B

Session Chair: Gemma Rius (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
Session Co-Chair: Jaejong Lee (Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials, DaeJeon)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and integration of micro/nano structures, devices and systems
Sub-topic 2.2 – Fabrication & Integration of MEMS/NEMS

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

17:00

Invited Lecture
INV04
Fabrication of piezoelectric actuators with a pure twisting response
Inbar (Hotzen) Grinberg ¹, Nadav Maccabi ¹, David Elata ¹
¹ – Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, Israel

We attempted to adapt a known fabrication process, to produce bulk-unimorph piezoelectric
beams that can respond in pure twisting. Our design includes an elaborate system of
interdigitated electrodes, and consequently the fabrication process failed due to massive
electrostatic discharging that scorched the electrodes. By omitting resist stripping in two
lift-off processes, we were able to rectify the failed process flow, and also considerably
improve handling and alignment.
17:30

OC019
Fabrication of air-filled waveguide filter with pillar array using 3D printing and MEMS
copper-plating method
Yeonsu Lee ¹; Sung-Min Sim ¹; Hye-Lim Kang ¹; Fermin Mira ²; Ignacio Llamas-Garro ²; Yi
Wang ³; Yun-Ho Jang 4; Jung-Mu Kim ¹
¹ - Chonbuk National University;
² - Centre Tecnològic de Telecomunicacions de Catalunya;
³ - University of Greenwich;
4
- Microfluidics for all, Inc.
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In this study, we fabricated an air-filled waveguide filter with a pillar array using threedimensional (3D) printing and microelectromechanical system (MEMS) copper-plating. We
measured the RF characteristics of the fabricated waveguide filter and verified the potential
of 3D printing for RF system design using cylindrical pillar posts inside a waveguide to form
a bandpass filter. The waveguide filter consists of two feed parts which have cross-sectional
dimensions of 22.86×10.16 mm² and a narrow waveguide section of 48.14×8×10.16 mm²
with the pillar array. The pillars have the same diameter (2.5 mm) but with three different
heights of 5.665 mm, 5.754 mm, 5.753 mm and the fabricated waveguide filter has a
minimum insertion loss of about 1.49 dB at the center frequency of 10.3 GHz.
17:45

OC020
Self-folding process for integrated 3D structures in complex microsystems
José Fernandes ¹; Luís Rocha ¹; Paulo Mendes ²; João Gaspar ¹
¹ - INL, Portugal;
² - UMinho, Portugal

The use of MEMS and complex systems inside the human body is the current mainstream
research in medical devices. Some new applications that were impossible to achieve without
invasive procedures can become a reality in a near future. Micro-surgeries, drug delivering
systems and micro-biopsies will soon be performed autonomously by microsystems that
will be controlled while circulating inside our body. In this abstract we present an innovative
fabrication process that can integrate different kinds of 3D structures to fabricate small
magnetic integrated systems.
18:00

Invited Lecture
INV05
Development of a MEMS loudspeaker or ‘the role of luck in MEMS development’
Shay Kaplan ¹
¹ - Audiopixels Ltd, Rehovot, Israel

NOTES:
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Loudspeaker technology basics have not changed much in over a 100 years. Audiopixels have
spent the last 10 years developing a digital MEMS loudspeaker. We manufactured a proof
of our Digital Sound Reconstruction speaker concept using an expensive triple SOI process
in 2009, and have spent the time since then developing a feasible MEMS manufacturing
process, compatible with a production environment, the HV ASIC driver, the package and
the software that runs it.
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17:00 – 18:30

Session 4A

ROOM C

Session Chair: Cristina Hoppe (INTEMA, Mar del Plata)
Session Co-Chair: Annamaria Gerardino (CNR, Italy)
Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topics 4.1 – Bio-Inspired Technologies; 4.2 – Bio-Mimetic Surfaces
17:00

OC021
Single step fabrication and loading of biopolymer microcontainers for oral drug delivery
Zarmeena Abid ¹; Ritika Singh Petersen ¹; Stephan Sylvest Keller ¹
¹ - The Danish National Research Foundation and Villum Foundation’s Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and
Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics (IDUN), Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical
University of Denmark

A novel strategy of hot punching has been developed for single-step fabrication of high
aspect ratio biodegradable microcontainers for oral drug delivery. This method is upscalable and can be used for various types of drugs and polymers. In addition to fabrication
of microcontainers, in this abstract loading of the container cavities has been successfully
demonstrated.
17:15

OC022
Soft nanometer-thin membranes based on entangled pdms for tissue-like foldable
bioelectronics
Töpper Tino ¹; Siketanc Matej ¹; Osmani Bekim ¹; Lörcher Samuel ¹; Müller Bert ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - University of Basel

Herein, we compare electro-spray deposited and thermally evaporated polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) films on Si-substrates. Based on stable tailor-cone electro-spray we present confluent
PDMS nano-membranes with homogeneity’s above 10% on cm2-areas. Additionally, we
fabricated thermally evaporated PDMS film`s with manipulated surface roughness and
morphology from isotropic to anisotropic-oriented wrinkles induced by varied growth
rates and ultraviolet light irradiation doses. Tailoring the elastic modulus for selected thioland vinyl-functionalized PDMS nano-membranes is demonstrated – both key parameters
determining the tissue-to-implant interaction for bioelectronics. We propose entangled
PDMS networks to enhance the compliance towards “tissue-like” nano-membranes with
elastic moduli of only a few hundred kPa. Soft elastomer membranes with sub-micrometer
thickness allow for dielectric elastomer transducers to reach 10% strain at battery voltages
serving as future artificial muscle.
17:30

OC023
Maskless exposure system compatible with nozzle array and optical microscope for 3D
parallel single-cell assembly
Shota Hiratsuka ¹; Sho Kawaharada ¹; Shogo Sato ¹; Takayuki Shibata ¹; Moeto Nagai ¹
¹ - Toyohashi University of Technology

We developed a maskless exposure system, which is compatible with an array of transparent
micro-nozzles and an optical microscope. This systems is useful for the realization of 3D
parallel single-cell assembly. This system is the main component of a single cell printer and
enables us to place single-cells in hydrogel and assembly of an array of 3D tissues. We built an
optical system and generated multiple light spots. This system was used in combination with
a nozzle array and an optical microscope. We used the exposure system and immobilized
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cells in cured PEG-DA patterns after the exposure of patterned light. The cell viability was
measured with live and dead assay. The assay result showed non-invasiveness of our method.
17:45

OC024
Multi-photon direct laser writing and 3D imaging of free-standing 3D architectures for
cell colonization
Angelo Accardo ¹; Marie-Charline Blatche ¹; Remi Courson ¹; Isabelle Loubinoux ²; Christophe
Thibault ¹; Laurent Malaquin ¹; Christophe Vieu ¹
¹ - LAAS-CNRS;
² - TONIC-INSERM

Here we report the fabrication of 3D freestanding scaffolds for cell culture realized
by multi-photon direct laser writing (DLW) and their multi-technique characterization
employing scanning electron microscopy and advanced 3D fluorescence imaging techniques
(two-photon confocal imaging/light sheet fluorescence microscopy). The high accuracy
of the fabrication process (≈ 200 nm) provided a much finer control of the micro- and
nano-scale features compared to other 3D printing technologies such as single-photon
stereolithography and fused deposition modeling. The high-resolution imaging analysis
revealed optimal colonization of fast-growing mouse neuroblastoma (N2A) cells (able to
express several properties of neurons) both on the external shell and within the inner core
of the 3D architecture with the formation of freestanding cellular networks as well as long
(≈ 60 μm) neuritic extensions.
18:00

OC025
Study of stability and bioactivity of bevacizumab-loaded PLGA nanoparticles towards its
controlled release
Flávia Sousa ¹; Andrea Cruz ²; Teresa Neves-Petersen ³; Inês Mendes Pinto ²; Bruno
Sarmento¹
¹ - i3S, Instituto de Investigação e Inovação em Saúde, Portugal;
² - INL, Portugal;
³ - Aalborg University, Denmark

NOTES:
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Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have deserved a remarkable interest for more than 40
years as a vital tool for the treatment of various diseases. Despite mAbs-based therapy
have noteworthy interest, there are some limitations such as poor treatment compliance
associated to multiples administrations by the intravenous route, short half-life, and short
shelf-life. Thus, the aim of the present study was to develop a formulation of bevacizumabloaded into poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles and evaluate how
nanoencapsulation may influence bevacizumab release, stability, and bioactivity. This study
allowed conclude that this promising strategy protects and delivers mAb, in a controlled and
targeted manner, without loss of mAb native-like structure after encapsulation, maintaining
the bioactivity of mAb.
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18:15

OC026
2D microscale engineering and gradient deposition of novel protein based nanoparticles
for cell guidance
Witold Tatkiewicz ¹; Joaquim Seras-Franzosob ²; Adriana Kyvic ¹; Elena García-Fruitós ²;
Esther Vazquez ²; Antoni Villaverde ²; Jaume Veciana ¹; Imma Ratera ¹
¹ - Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona (ICMAB-CSIC)/CIBER-BBN;
² -Institut de Biotecnologia i de Biomedicina (IBB), Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona/ CIBER-BBN

Cells responses are the result of complex chemical, topographical and biological stimuli.
Here we show the macroscopic responses of cells when nanoscale profiles made with novel
and fully characterized protein nanoparticles (pNPs) are used for the 2D engineering of
biological interfaces at the microscale using geometrical patterns by decorating them with
SAMs and a modification of the µ-CP technique. We have established a novel and deep
statistical data treatment demonstrating that pNPs-grafted patterned surfaces not only
dramatically stimulate cell proliferation but also stimulate cell differentiation aligning and
elongating according to the specific patterns (dots, stripes of different sizes). Recently a new
technique to deposit nPN in gradients has been used to study and quantify also cell motility.
18:30 – 20:00

Lab Tours to INL

18:30 – 18:50

European projects and platforms

ROOM C

(including special session from NFFA-JRA2 joint research action on
High Precision Manufacturing)
Session Chair: Christian David (Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen)
& Francesc Pérez-Murano (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
18:30

An introduction to Nanofutures - a member based ETIP (European Technology Integrating
and Innovation Platform) open for all stakeholders with an interest for Nanotechnology!

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

Lars Montelius¹
¹- International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL), Portugal

NANOfutures environment is an ETIP European Technology Integrating and Innovation
Platform, multi-sectorial, cross-ETP, integrating platform with the objective of connecting
and establishing cooperation and representation of Technology Platforms that require
nanotechnologies in their industrial sector and products. NANOfutures and its operative
branch NANOfutures association act as a “Nano-Hub” by linking JTIs, associations, ETPs
with expert groups in a collaborative environment. NANOfutures at its base is open to
industry, SMEs, NGOs, financial institutions, research institutions, universities and civil
society with an involvement from Member States at national and regional level. It is an
environment where all these different entities are able to interact and come out with a
shared vision on nanotechnology futures. NANOfutures collaborate with the ETPs on the
basis of a Memorandum of Understanding.
18:35

Introduction to European Technology Platform for Advanced Engineering Materials and
Technologies (EuMat)
Marco Falzetti ¹
¹ - Agenzia per la Promozione della Ricerca Europea (APRE), Italy

EuMaT has been launched in order to assure optimal involvement of industry and other
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important stakeholders in the process of establishing of R&D priorities in the area of advanced
engineering materials and technologies. EuMaT aims at improving coherence in existing
and forthcoming EU projects, in the field of materials R&D, covering all elements of the life
cycle of an industrial product, despite it is a component, a system or a final goods: (i) design,
development & qualification of advanced material, (ii) advanced production, processing and
manufacturing, (iii) material and component testing, (iv) material selection and optimization,
(v) advanced modelling on all scales, (vi) databases and supporting analytical tools, and (vi)
life cycle considerations, including impacts, decommissioning, reliability, hazards, risks and
recyclability. Its main goal is to contribute to the best relation and dialogue between industry,
R&D actors and institutions aiming at improving the coordination and synergies at national
and European level in the field of Materials R&D, producing a Strategic Research Agenda
which, with appropriate involvement of industry and other main stakeholders will provide
basis for both identification of needs and establishing priorities in the area of advanced
materials and technologies. In addition, EuMaT promotes (a) interdisciplinary education
and training, and technology transfer and innovation, (b) societal considerations in the R&D
(e.g. potential impacts on public health, safety, environmental risks), and (c) cooperation and
initiatives at international level, being open to all interested new members accepting EuMaT
goals, principles and statutes. EuMaT includes members from industry, public authorities,
scientific and technical community, associations and consortia from other EU projects,
financial community and civil society, including users and consumers.
18:45

Introduction to European Pilot Production Network (EPPN)
Lars Montelius ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL), Portugal

NOTES:
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EPPN aims at implementing regional innovation hubs that should coordinate efforts,
share good practices, facilitate access and promote business development of existing
pilot lines across regions and member states. The overall project goal of the coordinated
and support action proposal is to boost the European competitiveness through the
exploitation of the existing European pilot line production facilities (across Europe) in the
area of nanotechnology and advanced material technologies by creating a network of
fully connected and collaborating pilot lines and boost the effectiveness and the efficiency
of existing (and future) pilot line facilities and by creating a digital ecosystem acting as an
interactive marketplace for professional members. The action will ensure the delivery of a
series of horizontal coordination and support action services to the (European level) network
of pilot line facilities and will set the scene for the establishment of innovation hubs across
the Member States and/or regions. It aims at leveraging technological research into product
demonstration and further contribute to an enhanced innovation ecosystem and attractive
business environments by (i) creating a sustainable ecosystem involving all the stakeholders
capable of promoting collaboration along the value chain, (ii) developing supporting tools
for pilot plants and potential users, and (iii) promoting the creation of Innovation Hubs (IH),
catalysing and fostering the sustainable business development of the EPPN.
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18:50

Overview Nanoscience Foundries & Fine Analysis (NFFA) and NFFA Joint Research
Activity 2 (JRA2) on High Precision Manufacturing
Christian David ¹
¹ - Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), Switzerland

NFFA•EUROPE sets out a platform to carry out comprehensive projects for multidisciplinary
research at the nanoscale extending from synthesis to nanocharacterization to theory and
numerical simulation. Advanced infrastructures specialized on growth, nano-lithography,
nano-characterization, theory and simulation and fine-analysis with Synchrotron, FEL and
Neutron radiation sources are integrated in a multi-site combination to develop frontier
research on methods for reproducible nanoscience research and to enable European and
international researchers from diverse disciplines to carry out advanced proposals impacting
science and innovation. NFFA•EUROPE enables coordinated access to infrastructures
on different aspects of nanoscience research that is not currently available at single
specialized ones and without duplicating their specific scopes. Approved user projects
have access to the best suited instruments and support competences for performing the
research, including access to analytical large scale facilities, theory and simulation and
high-performance computing facilities. The users access includes several “installations”
and is coordinated through a single entry point portal that activates an advanced userinfrastructure dialogue to build up a personalized access programme with an increasing
return on science and innovation production. The own research activity of NFFA•EUROPE
addresses key bottlenecks of nanoscience research: nanostructure traceability, protocol
reproducibility, in-operando nano-manipulation and analysis, open data. NFFA overall offer
includes (a) transnational access activities, (b) joint research activities in which JRA2 High
Precision Manufacturing is included, and (c) network actions.
18:55

NFFA-JRA2-01
Sub-10 nm electron and helium ion beam lithography using a recently developed alumina
resist

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

Andrea Cattoni ¹, Dominique Mailly ¹, Gediminas Seniutinas ², Benedikt Roesner ², Olivier
Dalstein ³, Marco Faustini ³, Christian David ³
¹ - Centre de Nanosciences et de Nanotechnologies (C2N) CNRS, Université Paris-Sud, Université Paris-Saclay,
France
² - Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland
³ - Laboratoire de Chimie de la Matière Condensée de Paris, Collège de France, UPMC Sorbonne Université, France

Electron beam lithography at sub-10 nm resolution is mainly limited by resist contrast,
development, and dry etching resistance needed for pattern transfer. In this work, we
investigate the use of a recently developed alumina-based resist as negative-tone resist
for electron beam lithography at 100 KeV and helium ion beam lithography. The resist is
synthesized using a sol-gel method starting with aluminum-tri-sec-butoxide and phenylsilane.
The exposure is performed using an electron beam lithography system at 100 KeV (VISTEC
EBPG5200) and a helium ion beam (ORION NanoFab from Zeiss). We demonstrate the
patterning of isolated features as small as 10 nm by electron beam lithography and 5 nm
features (20 nm pitch) by helium ion beam. We discuss the differences with Hydrogen
silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist in terms of contrast, resolution, lateral roughness and dry
etching resistance for fluorine-based plasma processes.
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19:07

NFFA-JRA2-02
Beyond 100 nm resolution in 3D laser lithography – post processing solutions
G. Seniutinas ¹, A. Weber ¹, C. Padeste ¹, M. Farsari ², E. Stratakis ², C. David ¹
¹ - Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen PSI, Switzerland
² - FORTH, Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser, Greece

Three-dimensional (3D) laser lithography has become an established technique that allows
direct writing of arbitrary 3D structures at the microscale. The growing interest in various
nanoscale 3D objects requires sub-100 nm resolution which still remains challenging.
We investigate a path to obtain sub-100 nm feature sizes by post processing of already
polymerized structures. In our work, isotropic plasma etching and pyrolysis were studied to
go beyond 100 nm benchmark. We demonstrate that precise control of laser polymerized
linewidths can be obtained via isotropic oxygen plasma etching and the overall size of free
standing structures can be further reduced by almost 5 times using pyrolysis. Combination
of highly controlled isotropic etching and pyrolysis as post processing steps allow to reach
sub-50 nm resolution of laser polymerized 3D structures and opens new avenues to exploit
free form 3D structures at the nanoscale.
19:19

NFFA-JRA2-03
Ultra-high resolution nanoimprint stamps: optimal fabrication techniques
M. Graczyk ¹, A. Cattoni ², B. Rösner ³, A. Löfstrand ¹, G. Seniutinas ³, A. Kvennefors ¹, D.
Mailly², C. David ³, S. Gottlieb 4, F. Perez-Murano 4, I. Maximov ¹
¹ - Lund Nano Lab, NanoLund and Division of Solid State Physics, Lund University, Sweden
² - C2N-CNRS, Route de Nozay, France
³ - Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland
4
- Institute of Microelectronics of Barcelona IMB-CNM, Spain

NOTES:
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We present methods of fabrication of nanoimprint stamps with ultra-high resolution
and compare their performance. EBL and RIE were used for fabrication of Si “positive”
and “negative” stamps, which served as masters to make intermediate polymer copies in
Ormostamp. The positive Si masters were produced by (a) EBL exposure of HSQ-resist
to create structures in SiOx and (b) patterning of HSQ for etch masks. To make positive
Ormostamp copies of the positive Si masters, we used a double replication process. Finally,
the stamps were made using ordered hexagonal vertical cylindrical structures of PS-bPMMA block-copolymer treated by selective infiltration synthesis.
The imprint was performed using both single (negative masters) and double (positive
masters) replications. The double replication demonstrated high resolution (≈20 nm) with
many defects on a second polymer copy, so a single replication process is preferred. Pattern
transfer in silica with 20 nm wide line features is realized by an imprint in TU7 resist, plasma
ashing and RIE.
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19:31

NFFA-JRA2-04
Exploiting atomic layer deposition for fabrication of sub-10 nm X-ray lenses
B. Rösner ¹, B. Watts ¹, J. Raabe ¹, M. Meyer ², R. H. Fink ², C. David ¹
¹ - Paul Scherrer Institut, , Switzerland
² - Department Chemistry and Pharmacy, Germany

The diffraction-limited spot size of Fresnel zone plates (FZPs) is in the order of their
outermost zone width. The fabrication of highly resolving FZPs thus comes along with huge
challenges. We aim for zone widths of 8 nm or below for X-ray microscopy applications
with sub-10 nm resolution. Pushing the limits of our electron beam lithography tool, we
have successfully written structures for FZPs with outermost zone widths of 8.8, 8.0, 7.2
and 6.4 nm in the negative tone resist HSQ. Careful development, critical-point drying
and subsequent coating with iridium yielded the respective zone plates. These have been
characterized at the Pollux scanning transmission X-ray microscope at the Swiss Light
Source. We report on efficiencies and resolution achieved with these X-ray lenses. New
challenges which arise with such highly resolving FZPs are discussed in the light of newly
available diffraction-limited storage rings as low-emittance light sources.
19:43

NFFA-JRA2-05
The fabrication of high-resolution topographical guiding patterns for the directed selfassembly of block copolymers
Steven Gottlieb ¹, D Kazazis ², B Rösner ², I Mochi ², L Evangelio ¹, M Fernández-Regúlez ¹,
C. David ², Y Ekinci ², F Perez-Murano ¹

TUESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Instituto de Microelectrónica IMB-CNM, CSIC, Spain
² - Laboratory for Micro and Nanotechnology, Paul Scherrer Institute PSI, Switzerland

Lithography by the directed self-assembly of block copolymers is considered as complimentary
technique for EUV lithography for the fabrication of integrated circuits of sub-10 nm nodes.
The combination of the self-assembly properties of block copolymers with conventional
top-down lithography methods to create (guiding) patterns on surfaces allows it to direct
the orientation and position of copolymer blocks. Both to enable a possibly defect-free selfassembly and for the testing of new high-chi materials of small dimensions, it is necessary to
fabricate guiding patterns with the highest possible accuracy. In this work we present EUV
Interference Lithography and e-Beam Lithography as two techniques that have the capability
of fabricating high-resolution topographic guiding patterns with sub-10 nm accuracy.

19:55

NFFA-JRA2-06
Dynamic molecular bio-interfaces for controlled environments towards spatial and
temporal control of cell behavior
Adriana Kyvic ¹,², C. Luque ¹,³, Jaume Veciana ¹,², Imma Ratera ¹,²
¹ - Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona (ICMAB-CSIC) / CIBER-BBN, Spain
² - Institut de Biotecnologia I de Biomedicina (IBB-UAB) / CIBER-BBN, Spain
³ - Escola Universitària Saleciana de Sarrià, EUSS, Spain

Cells responses are the result of complex chemical, topographical, biological and also
temporal stimuli. Here we are interested to understand not only the topographical effect but
also the complex dynamic nature of cell-material interface introducing the parameter of the
time. We will present a dynamic molecular surface consisting of a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) on gold of pegylated molecules with a redox active terminal group as a strategy to
modify biointerfaces with temporal control of cell behavior using an external electrical
stimuli. The reduced form of the molecule, the hydroquinone is not reactive; but once it is
oxidized it becomes reactive thus, being possible to activate the surface at a specific time
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and location (using soft lithographic techniques) at will. In summary, we present a platform
that at a given time, when a potential is applied, allows for the biofunctionalization of the
surface to study the spatio temporal effect in the differentiation of cells.
20:07

NFFA-JRA2-07
Small angle x-ray scattering for metrology on the nm-scale
Heinz Amenitsch ¹, M. Devetta ², P.Piseri ²
¹ - Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Graz University of Technology, Austria
² - Università degli Studi di Milano, Dipartimento di Fisica & CIMaINa, Italy

Small and Wide Angle Scattering (SWAXS) has developed as a standard method to investigate
nanostructures in the range of 0.1 to >100 nm. Due to its general applicability in the sub 100
nm regime (i.e. it can be applied for solids, liquids, and in the gas phase) it has developed
as standard method for in situ measurements. Moreover, the versatile coupling to sample
perturbations (like temperature and pressures) make it even more attractive. In particular,
its high precision in characterization of nanostructures made SAXS as promising tool for
nanometrology and process characterization or monitoring.
In this presentation, a general overview of the technique with reference to NFFA instruments
and an in situ study on isolated nanoparticles produced in the gas phase is discussed as an
example highlighting the capabilities of SAXS.
20:19

NFFA-JRA2-08
X-ray study on mesoporous supported lipid films hydrated through the porosity of the
support processed by Deep X-Ray Lithography
B. Marmiroli ¹, B. Sartori ¹, P. Kamniska ², H. Amenitsch ¹
¹ - Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Graz University of Technology, Austria
² - Faculty of Biotechnology and Food Sciences, Lodz University of Technology, Poland

NOTES:
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In this communication we present the structural study of the hydration of model lipid
membranes using the porosity of mesoporous substrates, obtained by X-ray irradiation via
Deep X-Ray Lithography (DXRL) technique, fed with water. We conducted the investigation
by synchrotron Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS). We prepared films
with different recipes and irradiation doses, obtaining different pore sizes. We selected
the multilayer POPC model membrane, as its structure is water sensitive. We drop casted
POPC on half of the mesoporous substrates, drying in vacuum overnight. We took time
resolved GISAXS patterns after adding a water drop to determine the change in hydration at
fixed humidity in a custom made chamber. Results show the structural changes of POPC due
to partial hydration through the mesopores, proving the possibility to use the mesoporous
films as new kind of “active” sample holders, where porosity is employed to deliver liquids.
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WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017
09:00 – 09:45

Plenary Lecture

ROOM A

Session chair: Evangelos Gogolides (NCSR DEMOKRITOS, Athens)
Session Co-Chair: Joerg Huebner (DTU Danchip, Lyngby)
PL03
Plasmonics: from noble metals to sustainability
N. J. Halas¹
¹ - Rice University, USA

Metallic nanoparticles, used since antiquity to impart intense, vibrant color into materials,
have more recently become a central tool in the nanoscale manipulation of light. This interest
has led to a virtual explosion of new types of metal-based nanoparticles and nanostructures
of various shapes and compositions, and has given rise to new strategies to harvest, control,
and manipulate light based on metallic nanostructures and their properties. While our
scientific foundation for the field of Plasmonics has been built on nanoparticles consisting
of noble and coinage metals, more recently we have begun to question whether the same,
or similar, plasmonic properties can also be realized in more sustainable materials such as
Aluminum, the most abundant metal on the earth’s surface or carbon-based materials for
large-area applications.

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

09:45 – 10:30

Plenary Lecture

ROOM A

Session chair: Evangelos Gogolides (NCSR DEMOKRITOS, Athens)
Session Co-Chair: Joerg Huebner (DTU Danchip, Lyngby)
PL04
The importance of knowing you are sick: nanoscale biophotonics for the 'other' brain
Mark R Hutchinson ¹, ²
¹ - Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Nanoscale BioPhotonics, Australia
² - Adelaide Medical School, University of Adelaide, Australia

The next frontier in neuroscience is the exploration of the "other brain" or the other 90% of
cells of the central nervous system, termed glia. These immune-like cells are pivotal to the
health and disease of the brain. It is the neuromodulatory capacity of these cells that allow us
to change behaviour during times of illness. As such, their function and activity linked to brain
functions like decision making and mood are key. However, there are no tools to explore the
real-time function of these underappreciated cells in either preclinical and clinical models.
This presentation will explore new opportunities for biophotonics to address this area of
need and the activities of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Nanoscale BioPhotonics.

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

EXHIBITION AREA
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11:00 – 12:30

Session 1C

ROOM A

Session chair: Monika Fleischer (University of Tuebingen)
Session Co-Chair: Beomjoon Kim (University of Tokyo)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.5 - Patern Transfer
11:00

OC027
Functional nanostructured
nanolithography

silicon

surfaces

fabricated

by

block-copolymer

Agnieszka Telecka ¹; Tao Li ¹; Sokol Ndoni ¹; Rafael Taboryski ¹
¹ - Technical University of Denmark

We demonstrate a novel nanofabrication process employing polystyrene-bpolydimethylsiloxane (PS-PDMS) masks for fabricating highly ordered, functional
nanostructured silicon surfaces. The BCP film is directly spin-coated on the substrate, thus
bypassing the step of the initial substrate surface modification found in nearly all the reports
in the field.Direct silicon etching with high aspect ratio by the BCP mask is realized without
any intermediate layer or external precursors. We also introduce a unique nanofabrication
process using atomic layer deposition (ALD), which allows reversing of the morphology
relative to the initial pattern. As a result highly ordered silicon nanopillars of varied aspect
ratios and shapes, and a sub 50 nm feature size were fabricated. Additionally manufactured
nanostructures perform superior superhydrophobic or superhydrophilic behavior towards
liquid of varied surface tension.
11:15

Mikkel Rønne Lotz ¹, M. H. Jakobsen ¹, R. J. Taboryski ¹
¹ -DTU Nanotech, Technical University of Denmark

With its high refractive index the transmittance of chalcogenide glass is
significantly reduced due to Fresnel losses at the glass-air interface. Here, we study
broadband antireflective moth-eye nanostructures thermally imprinted onto the surface of
chalcogenide glass windows to reduce reflectance. By numerical simulations and by varying
the pitch and height of the imprints we achieve both ultra-broadband antireflection as well
as a reflectance < 1% on a single imprinted surface.

NOTES:
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EIPBN01
The 2017 EIPBN best overall poster
Thermal nanoimprinting of MiD-Ir antireflective moth-eye nanostructures on
chalcogenide glass windows
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11:30

OC028
Design, characterization and lithographic application of Si nanocrystals patterns via
templated dewetting
Monica Bollani ¹; Marco Salvalaglio ²; Mario Lodari ¹; Meher Naffouti ¹,³; Rainer Backofen²;
Thomas Bottein ³; Alex Voigt ²; Thomas David ³; Abdelmalek Benkouider ³; Luc Favre ³;
Antoine Ronda ³; Isabelle Berbezier ³; Marco Abbarchi ³
¹ - IFN-CNR;
² - TU Dresden;
³ - IM2NP -CNRS

Si-based nanocrystals represent a promising resource both for next generation electronic
devices and for nano-photonics applications but require precise size, shape and position
control. Here, after EBL patterning, we demonstrate the ultimate control of thin SOI
dewetting for the precise formation of complex nano-architectures featuring extremely
reduced fluctuations of size, shape and positioning over hundreds of repetitions and on
large scales. The solid state dewetting initiated at the edges of the patterns controllably
creates the ordering of nanocrystals with ad hoc placement and periodicity. Predictive
phase-field simulations assess the dominant role of surface diffusion providing a tool for
further engineering this self-assembly method. Finally, we show its potential by fabricating
nano-transfer molding for nanoimprinting lithography of titania and silica xerogels on silicon
and glass substrates.
11:45

OC029
Aluminium micromachining in phosphoric acid via through-mask electrochemical
micromachining
Tobias Baldhoff ¹; Volker Nock ²; Aaron T. Marshall ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Department of Chemical and Process Engineering, University of Canterbury;
² - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Canterbury

Aluminium is of great interest in the micromachining of micro-reactors, micro-heat
exchangers and micro-fuel cells due to its high thermal and electrical conductivity, low
density and good machinability. Through-Mask Electrochemical Micromachining (TMEMM)
is an unconventional machining method for such devices combining photolithographic
masking with electrochemical dissolution processes. In this work TMEMM of aluminium
was studied via shape evolution experiments by machining micro-channel test patterns in
phosphoric acid. The presented results cover the dimensions, shape profile and uniformity
of the micro-channels as well as the influence of applied potential, cumulative passed charge
and hydrodynamic conditions, and are compared with a shape evolution model based on
diffusive mass transfer. Results on the machining of microfluidic structures demonstrate
that TMEMM is a feasible alternative to other micromachining techniques.
12:00

Invited Lecture
INV06
OSTE polymer : a new material for biomedical micro- and nanosystems
Wouter van der Wijngaart ¹
¹ - KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Micro and Nanosystems, Sweden

Off-stoichiometry thiol-ene polymers, in short OSTEmers, are the first polymer system specifically
designed for lab-on-a-chip applications. The polymers unique properties stem from the fact that
they feature reactive groups on their surface, which allows straightforward covalent surface
modification and bonding of the material. The presentation will introduce the material system, as
well as a number of novel diagnostic and therapeutic applications enabled by this material.
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11:00 – 12:30

Session 3B

ROOM B

Session chair: Jana Nieder (INL, Braga)
Session Co-Chair: Manfred Kohl (KIT, Karlsruhe)
Topic 3 - Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.4 - Optics and Photonics
11:00

OC030
Photosynthetic photonic crystals structures in plants, lessons for light harvesting devices
Martin Lopez-Garcia ¹; Matt Jacobs ²; O.-P Phrathep ²; Tracy Lawson ³; Ruth Oulton 4;
Heather Whitney ²
¹ - Nanophotonics Department, International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory;
² - School of Biological Sciences, University of Bristol (UK);
³ - School of Biological Sciences, University of Essex (UK);
4
- Department of Elect.& Electro. Engin., Univ. of Bristol (UK)

Natural systems make use of microstructures much alike those used in current photonic
technologies. Here we present a new type of natural photonic system, a photosynthetic one.
Green leaves of some plants can turn into a metallic blue iridescence colour under certain
light conditions. We demonstrate that the blue colour is actually produced by photosynthetic
multilayer structures that form a natural Distributed Bragg Reflector within the cells of the
leaf. However, the actual function of these structures lies beyond colour production. On
the one hand, the multilayer arrangement enhances light absorption at the appropriate
wavelengths. On the other, the multilayers present higher photosynthetic quantum yield
under low light conditions. We believe that this results pave the road for more efficient
biomimetic light harvesting devices.
11:15

Manuel Gomez ¹; Daniela Reggio ¹; Eduardo Bordallo ¹; Massimo Lazzari ¹
¹ - CIQUS, Research Center for Biological Chemistry and Molecular Materials, Santiago de Compostela University

Contemporary art is a major challenge for conservators since the lack of established
conservation protocols that can safely tackle the often extremely fast degradation of materials
used by comtemporary artists. The first step to address the problem is the detection of early
degradation products. We use SERS because their high sensibility even when very small
amounts of sample are available as it is the case for valuable artworks, where sampling is
limited. We use UV-NIL, to fabricate ordered 2.5D structures made of perfluoropolyethers
or ormocers and then a thin aluminium coat is deposited by evaporation to act as plasmonic
material. Aluminium is gaining attention as plasmonic metal because it’s low cost and its wide
range of plasmonic response, spanning from the UV to the NIR.

NOTES:
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OC031
Aluminium plasmonics: SERS substrates made of structured polymers and aluminium for
detection of early degradation products in modern and contemporary artworks
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11:30

OC032
Switching single quantum dot emission in nanophotonic integrated circuits
Leonardo Midolo ¹; Sofie Lindskov Hansen ¹; Weili Zhang ²; Camille Papon ¹; Rüdiger Schott³;
Arne Ludwig ³; Andreas Wieck ³; Peter Lodahl ¹; Søren Stobbe ¹
¹ - Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark;
² - Key Laboratory of Optical Fiber Sensing and Communications (Education Ministry of China), University of
Electronic Science and Technology of China, China;
³ - Lehrstuhl für Angewandte Festkörperphysik, Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Germany

We present the fabrication and characterization of an optical switch based on the electrooptic effect in Gallium Arsenide nano-scale waveguides. The device consists of two
suspended orthogonal waveguides in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration and
exploits the anisotropic response of the electro-optic effect in GaAs to obtain an orientationdependent phase shift using a single electrical gate. We demonstrate the device operation
at cryogenic temperatures using embedded semiconductor quantum dots as light sources. A
clear anti-correlated output signal is observed by biasing the device with less than 2.5 V. By
modulating the switch with a square-wave signal, a response time around ~100 ns has been
measured, approaching the time-scales required for active single-photon switching and demultiplexing in photonic quantum networks.
11:45

OC033
Ingan-based nanocolumn photonic crystal leds fabricated by nanotemplate selective area
growth
Katsumi Kishino ¹; Yuzo Matsui ¹; Jun Yoshida ¹; Takao Oto ¹; Koji Yamano ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Sophia University

Three primary colors of LEDs with high directional radiation beams, which are effectively
utilized for LED projection displays, will be developed using InGaN triangle-lattice
nanocolumn photonic crystals (PCs). We fabricated InGaN-based nanocolumn PC LEDs
with AlGaN cladding layers. The integration of optical waveguide enhances the interaction
between the light field and the nanocolumn PCs, resulting in the high directional beam
radiation from the LED. The electroluminescence spectra for the injection current densities
from 38 to 115 A/cm2 were measured to observe the sharp emission peak at 566.3 nm,
indicating the occurrence of high directional radiation caused by the light diffraction at
the photonic band edge. By changing the lattice constant, the operation wavelength of the
nanocolumn PCs was controlled from blue, green, and to red.
12:00

OC034
Fabrication of chip-scale single-photon sources for quantum technologies
Søren Stobbe ¹; Leonardo Midolo ¹; Irina Kulkova ²; Tommaso Pregnolato ¹; Nicolas Taba ¹;
Toke Lund-Hansen ²
¹ - Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen;
² - Sparrow Quantum A/S

The vision of man-made quantum-information apparatuses that harvest some of nature’s
most profound effects into quantum technologies with real-world applications is a main
driver in contemporary physics research as well as in a number of commercial enterprises.
One of the key components is a light source capable of deterministically emitting a train
of single photons with a high efficiency, single-photon purity, and indistinguishable, which
would have immediate impact for the development of quantum simulators and quantum
cryptography. Here we review the current state of the art in single-photon sources with a
particular emphasis on the nanofabrication challenges. With the current development speed,
single-photon sources with ground-breaking performance is predicted to be commercially
available within just a couple of years.
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12:15

OC035
InGaAS/GaAs multi-quantum-well core-shell nanowires for optoelectronic applications
Suzanne Lancaster ¹; Donald Macfarland ¹; Mattia Capriotti ¹; Aaron Maxwell Andrews ¹;
Werner Schrenk ¹; Gottfried Strasser ¹; Hermann Detz ²
¹ - TU Wien;
² - Austrian Academy of Sciences

We present core-multishell GaAs/InGaAs nanowires grown via solid source molecular beam
epitaxy. Nanowires with 1, 3 and 5 InGaAs quantum wells (QWs) in the shell are analysed
via microphotoluminescence and the emission from a single nanowire is improved by up to
10x in the 5-QW samples. This large increase is attributed to the reduction of nanowire
tapering by careful control of the growth parameters, and a shielding of the inner QWs
from the surface potential in multi-QW nanowires leads to a narrower linewidth. These
results indicate that as well as optimising the growth, the role of the NW surface needs to
be considered, and band engineering in CMS structures should find ways to compensate for
surface states and resulting band-bending.
11:00 – 12:30

Session 4B

ROOM C

Session chair: João Gaspar (INL, Braga)
Session Co-Chair: Rubem Sommer (CBPF, Rio de Janeiro)
Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topics 4.3 – Micro and Nano Fluidic Systems and their Fabrication; 4.4 – Applications
of Micro and Nano Engineeried Fluidic Systems for Life Sciences
11:00

Invited Lecture

Ryan Huiszoon ²,³; Sowmya Subramanian ¹,²; Pradeep Rajasekaran ², William Bentley³, Reza Ghodssi ¹,²
¹ - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Maryland, USA
² - Institute for Systems Research, University of Maryland, USA
³ - Fischell Department of Bioengineering, University of Maryland, USA

Biofilms account for more than 70% of hospital acquired infections (HAIs) and impart increased
antibiotic resistance to biofilm-encapsulated-bacteria, adhered to wet surfaces. We have
developed numerous micro/nano systems for exploring biofilm growth in real-time in tightly
controlled and reproducible manner. Operating in parallel and leveraging small volumes, these
microfluidic platforms can aid us in understanding the fundamental mechanisms of biofilm
formation and for the discovery of novel therapeutics. Furthermore, we have also developed
integrated feedback based microelectronic sensor-treatment systems towards in vivo
applications in medical implant, such as a catheter. Thus, the micro/nano systems discussed here
are aimed towards the development of autonomous microsystems capable of identifying and
treating biofilms in a translational setting, to address challenges like post-operative infections.

NOTES:
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INV07
Micro / nano systems for biofilm exploration and eradication
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11:30

OC036
A microfluidic-integrated nanopore array for chemical stimulation and electrophysiology
of cells
Peter D. Jones ¹,²; Dieter P. Kern ²; Martin Stelzle ¹
¹ - NMI Natural and Medical Sciences Institute at University of Tübingen, Germany;
² - Institute for Applied Physics, University of Tübingen, Germany

We present here technology for nanofluidic chemical stimulation of biological cells. Precise
chemical release has been proposed for neurotransmitter-based chemical neuroprostheses.
Suitable control of micro- or nanoscale chemical transport requires development of
nanofluidic functional elements and their integration in larger systems. Integration of
nanofluidic elements in larger systems will enable exploitation of effects not accessible in
microfluidic systems.
Here, we report a platform for in vitro nanofluidic chemical stimulation, which integrates an
array of nanopores with microfluidics and microelectrodes. Nanopores and microelectrodes
can address cells or tissues in a culture chamber. Standard electrophysiology amplifiers and a
custom multichannel microfluidic connector simplify experiments. Results from experiments
with acute retinal preparations will be reported.
11:45

OC037
A nanofiltration technique for analyte extraction from complex matrix and surface
enhanced raman spectroscopy based sensing
Onur Durucan ¹; Tomas Rindzevicius ¹; Michael Stenbaek Schmidt ¹; Oleksii Ilchenko ¹;
Anja Boisen¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Technical University of Denmark

Our novel proof-of-concept centrifugal microfluidics sensing platform, allows to perform
fast and facile purification (nanofiltration) of the complex sample by incorporating inertial
and capillary forces. Furthermore, integrated in the platform, highly uniform Au capped
Si nanopillar substrates for surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) are capable
to detect analyte molecules in trace amounts. However, in most of the cases SERS based
sensing applications are accompanied with complicated sample manipulation and external
purification steps. This can be addressed to various experimental difficulties of SERS
based measurements when handling real-life complex samples. Therefore, we believe that
combination with the nanofiltration technique would sufficiently increase sensitivity and
applicability of SERS based sensors.
12:00

OC038
Fabrication of solid-state nanoporous membranes made of amorphous carbon and SiO2
with high aspect-ratio nanopores
Stefano Varricchio ¹; Arnaud Bertsch ¹; Philippe Renaud ¹
¹ - École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne EPFL

We propose here a wafer-scale manufacturing method for solid-state nanoporous
membranes based on casting of sacrificial templates. The process allows to individually
choose position and geometry of every nanopore by design independently from the material
used and is adapted to the manufacturing of both passive and active nanofluidic devices.
High aspect-ratio nanoporous membranes made of amorphous carbon and SiO2 could be
obtained with minimal critical dimensions down to 30 nm and up to 2.4 μm thick.
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12:15

OC039
Microfluidic reactors for nanotechnology: highly controlled synthesis of spiky gold
nanoparticles in microdroplets
Sara Abalde-Cela ³,4; Patricia Taladriz-Blanco ¹,²; Chris Abell ³
¹ - Univ Estadual Campinas, UNICAMP, Inst Chem, Brazil;
² - Institut für Mikrotechnik (IMT), Germany;
³ - Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, UK;
4
- International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL), Portugal

Synthesis of anisotropic nanoparticles has been a field of intense research in the past
decade. While controlling the composition of metal nanoparticles is fairly straightforward
by the careful choice of the starting material, it is far more challenging when it comes to the
control of their size and shape. Such control is crucial for the desired applications and thus
the optimization, control and reproducibility of synthetic procedures are to be pursued.
Herein, we report on the monodisperse, reproducible, automatized and highly controllable
synthesis of spiky nanoparticles in a microdroplets platform. The monodispersity of the
obtained material is comparable, if not better, to the corresponding synthesis in bulk, but
more importantly, the process has been fully automatized by using the microdroplets
technology.
13:30 – 15:00

Session 2C

ROOM A

Session chair: Joan Bausells (CNM, Barcelona)
Session Co-Chair: Doron Naveh (Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
Sub-topic 2.1 – Fabrication & Integration of Micro/Nano Electronic Devices
13:30

Invited Lecture

Lars-Erik Wernersson ¹
¹ - Electrical and Information Technology, Lund University, Sweden

Technology for processing of vertical nanowire transistors at dimensions of 10 nm is
discussed. Key process modules include the formation of spacer layers, ohmic contact
technology, and the gate formation. Introducing an HSQ spacer technology where the
thickness is controlled by the electron beam exposure, allows the evaluation of the ohmic
contacts in a vertical TLM structure, as well as the introduction of a self-aligned gate-last
process. These steps may be controlled down to a level approaching 10 nm. Combined,
these modules are used to fabricate III-V MOSFETs and TunnelFETs with state-of-the-art
performance as will be presented in this talk.

NOTES:
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INV08
Engineering and processing of 10 nm 3D structures for FET applications
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14:00

OC040
Room temperature double quantum dots in silicon point-contact sets
Zahid Durrani ¹; Mervyn Jones ¹; Chen Wang ¹; Dixi Liu ¹; Vlad-Petru Veigang-Radulescu ¹;
Jonathan Griffiths ²
¹ - Imperial College London;
² - University of Cambridge

Silicon devices, central for conventional nanoelectronics, are also of great significance
for quantum electronics. Single-electron quantum dot (QD) devices, operating at room
temperature (RT), have been fabricated in ultra-thin silicon-on-insulator material. Device
fabrication uses electron beam lithography and geometry dependent oxidation, allowing
isolation of both single and double QDs. The QD size was typically < 5 nm, with the likely
origin either a donor atom or a Si nanocrystal. Double, electrostatically coupled QD behaviour
was also observed at room temperature, with measurement of hexagonal charge stability
regions as a function of two gate voltages. These results extend previous observations of
these effects from cryogenic temperatures to room temperature.
14:15

OC041
Room-temperature single electron transistors fabricated by field-emission scanning
probe lithography and cryogenic plasma etching
Claudia Lenk ¹; Marcus Kaestner ¹; Yana Krivoshapkina ¹; Diana Nechepurenko ¹; Martin
Hoffmann ¹; Burkhard Volland ¹; Tzvetan Ivanov ¹; Steve Lenk ¹; Mathias Holz ²; Ahmad
Ahmad ¹; Tihomir Angelov ¹; Ivaylo Atanasov ¹; Alexander Reum ¹; Zahid Durrani ³; Mervyn
Jones ³; Chen Wang ³; Dixi Liu ³; Ivo Rangelow ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Dept. Micro- und Nanoelectronic Systems, Technische Universität Ilmenau;
² - Nano Analytik GmbH;
³ - Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Imperial College London

Single electron transistor (SET) devices and circuits are promising as post-CMOS era
technology due to their ultra-low energy consumption and high switching speed. This
opens up the possibility to build low-power and high-density integrated circuits. Here, we
are introducing the fabrication of SETs by mix-and-match field-emission scanning probe
lithography (FE-SPL), subsequent cryogenic plasma etching and thermal oxidation. Electronic
measurements of the resulting SETs has revealed a temperature-dependent Coulomb
blockade. Furthermore, Coulomb diamonds could be identified at room temperature
operation. As calculated from the electrical measurements an effective quantum dot size of
< 2nm is indicated. Different SET layouts were tested and optimized regarding gate leakage.
14:30

OC042
Protective molecular passivation of black phosphorous
Vlada Artel ¹; Qiushi Guo ²; Raimond Gasper ³; Hagai Cohen 5; Ashwin Ramasubramaniam 4;
Fengnian Xia ²; Doron Naveh 6
¹ - Faculty of Engineering, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan Israel;
² - Department of Electrical Engineering, Yale University, , USA;
³ - Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Massachusetts Amherst, USA;
4
- Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, University of Massachusetts Amherst, USA;
5
- Department of Chemical Research Support, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel;
6
- Faculty of Engineering, Bar-Ilan University, Israel

Black phosphorous is a fascinating layered material, with extraordinary anisotropic
mechanical, optical and electronic properties. However, the sensitivity of black phosphorous
to oxygen and moisture poses significant challenges for technological applications of this
unique material. Here, we report a viable solution that overcomes degradation of fewlayer black phosphorous by passivating the surface with self-assembled monolayers of
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octadecyltrichlorosilane that provide long-term stability in ambient conditions. Importantly,
we show that this treatment does not cause any undesired carrier doping of the bulk
channel material, thanks to the emergent hierarchical interface structure. Our approach is
compatible with conventional electronic materials processing technologies thus providing
an immediate route toward practical applications in black phosphorous devices.
14:45

OC043
Ion beam planarization techniques optimized for the nanofabrication of magnetic tunnel
junction nanopillar devices
Mohammad Tarequzzaman ¹; Leandro Martins ²; Jose Diogo Costa ¹; Jerome Borme ¹;
Francis Leonard Deepak ¹ ; Elvira Paz ¹; João Ventura ²; Ricardo Ferreira ¹; Paulo Freitas ¹
¹ - INL-International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory;
² - IFIMUP-IN, Portugal

In this paper, we present a planarization technique based on grazing angle Ion Beam as an
alternative to the more conventional Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) and evaluate
this technique in the nanofabrication of MTJ nano-pillars. Compared to the conventional
CMP, the IBP planarization and smoothing technique have several advantages, including
i) absence of contamination of the sample surface with foreign slurry particles and ii) very
good control of the stop point, fine enough to stop the planarization at the top of buried
MTJ nanopillars. Grazing angle Ion Milling was used both as a local smoothing technique
(increasing the TMR of MTJ grown on smoothed substrates from 56% up to 103%) and as a
planarization technique to establish electrical contact to buried MTJ nano-pillars.
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13:30 – 15:00

Session 3C

ROOM B

Session chair: Manfred Kohl (KIT, Karlsruhe)
Session Co-Chair: Stefano Cabrini (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Albany)
Topic: 3 - Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.2 - Energy
13:30

OC044
Micro solid oxide fuel cells, towards a new generation of miniaturized portable power
sources
Nerea Alayo ¹; Tammy Leung ¹; Iñigo Garbayo ¹; Francesco Chiabrera ¹; Marc Salleras ²; Alex
Morata ¹; Luis Fonseca ²; Albert Tarancón ¹
¹ - IREC (Institut de Recerca en Energia de Catalunya);
² - Institut de Microelectrònica de Barcelona (IMB-CNM, CSIC)

The energy gap between the capacity of current battery technology and the power required
by new small portable devices is increasing year by year. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) are one
of the most efficient known power generators that could replace current Li-ion technology.
Recent advances in integration of SOFC in mainstream silicon technology enable their use
on portable applications.
In this talk, we will present the micro and nanofabrication approaches followed to reduce
the size, and thermal mass of µSOFC devices allowing quick and low energy consumption
start-ups, crucial for portable applications. In addition, the vertical stacking design of the
complete power generator will be shown. Specifically, the fabrication and characterization
of the pre-processor unit (micro-reformer) will be presented.
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13:45

OC045
One-step anodization synthesis of
photoelectrochemical water oxidation

Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr-O

nanotubes

arrays

for

Yi-Hsuan Chiu ¹,²; Chun-Yi Chen ¹,³; Mitsuo Niinomi 4; Tso-Fu Mark Chang ¹,³; Yung-Jung Hsu
²; Nobuhiro Matsushita ¹; Masato Sone ¹,³
¹ - Tokyo Institute of Technology, , Japan;
² - National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan;
³ - CREST JST, Yokohama, Japan;
4
- Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan

Typical synthetic approaches have difficulties of achieving uniform and homogeneous mixing
of the foreign elements. Through simple one-step anodization, Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr-O mixed oxides
with uniform compositions can be fabricated successfully. This self-organized nanotubular
array which has superior charge transfer ability can offer potential use for energy conversion
applications such as photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting. The existence of these
foreign oxides (Nb, Zr and Ta) can further improve the charge carrier separation as well as
narrow the bandgap of TiO2, making this mixed oxides be a promising photoanode for PEC
water oxidation. Besides, combining with the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
analysis can clarify their charge carrier dynamics at the photoanode/electrolyte interface,
which gives further insights into factors of overall PEC performance.
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14:00

OC046
Novel fabrication method of highly porous polymer-based triboelectric nanogenerators
via microwave irradiation
Shin Jang ¹; Samgon Lee ¹; Je Hoon Oh ¹
¹ - Hanyang University

Energy harvesters have been attracted much attention, as the demand for electrical
energy has increased. For the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), large effective surface
area, high surface roughness, and deformability are major considerations in order to
achieve good electrical performance. In this work, a novel method to fabricate highly
porous polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and PDMS composites is introduced via microwave
irradiation. Since this novel fabrication method allows for simultaneous curing and etching
process within a short time, simple, rapid, and efficient fabrication is achievable compared
to conventional methods that require a few or even tens of hours. It was shown that the
microwave-irradiated porous PDMS and PDMS composites with extremely low elastic
modulus can highly enhance the energy harvesting performance.
14:15

OC047
Magnetoelastic vibrational energy harvester with enhanced robustness
Lucia R. Alcala Jimenez ¹; Thommas Passer Jensen ¹; Erik V. Thomsen ¹
¹ - DTU Nanotech

NOTES:
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Small-scale vibrational energy harvesters (VEHs) have recently received considerable
interest. Methods for widening the range of vibrations that can be harvested have already
been presented. However, the system is still lacking more robust cantilevers in order to
harvest energy from large ambient accelerations (i.e. >1g). An enhancing method consisting
on a lithography process and dry etching of holes has previously been developed.
This work presents a magnetoelastic cantilever-based energy harvester with increased
robustness. The enhancing process consists on a lithography-free two-step process. This
process consists of growing a 1100 nm oxide layer once the KOH-etched cantilevers have
been defined. This thermal process provides a rounding of the anchoring point which
translates to less stress concentration at that point, significantly increasing the robustness.
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14:30

Invited Lecture
INV09
Micro supercapacitors for energy storage based on prototyping of nanomaterials
Xiaohong Wang ¹, Sixing Xu ¹
¹ - Tsinghua National Laboratory for Information Science and Technology, Institute of Microelectronics, Tsinghua
University, China

The rapid development of portable and wearable electronics has greatly increased the
demand for energy storage devices with similar physical properties and integration
capability. With the advantages of high charge/discharge rate, long cycle life and high energy
efficiency, supercapacitors can bridge the gap between traditional capacitors and batteries,
and are of the same importance as rechargeable batteries to energy storage systems. A highaspect-ratio 3D micro supercapacitor is introduced combining deep etching techniques
with self-supporting active materials. In order to develop an effective and direct way for
batch fabrication of micro energy storage devices at wafer level, we demonstrate an idea of
incorporating nano templating method into photolithography technology. We also introduce
a novel polydimethylsiloxane substrate for stretchable microsupercapacitor (MSC) arrays,
which enables facile integration with other electronics.
13:30 – 15:00

Session 4C

ROOM C

Session chair: Luigi Sasso (TU Delft)
Session Co-Chair: Beomjoon Kim (The University of Tokyo)
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Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topics 4.3 - Micro and Nano Fluidic Systems and theirs Fabrication; 4.4 - Applications
of Micro and Nano Engineeried Fluidic Systems for Life Sciences
13:30

OC048
Modeling the pre-invasive breast cancer microenvironment using high-throughput
microfluidic cell encapsulation
Jelle Jan Freerk Sleeboom ¹,²,³; Cecilia M. Sahlgren ²,³,4; Jaap M. J. Den Toonder ¹,³
¹ - Microsystems, Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands;
² - Soft Tissue Engineering & Mechanobiology, Eindhoven University of Technology, , Netherlands;
³ - Institute for Complex Molecular Systems, Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands;
4
- Åbo Akademi University, Finland

The majority of breast cancer deaths are not caused by the primary tumor, but by
metastases to other tissues. Recently, it has been postulated that biomechanical changes
in the extracellular matrix (ECM) play a pivotal role in the metastatic process. In order to
investigate this, appropriate models with control over the ECM properties are essential.
We report a novel high-throughput microfluidics-based approach to build a physiologically
relevant model of pre-invasive breast cancer. The model captures the onset of metastasis:
invasion of cancer cells from basal into stromal tissue. We use droplet microfluidics to build
a heterogeneous tissue, with control over parameters such as tissue size, ECM composition
and stiffness, and cell count. This enables large-scale application of the technology, while
maintaining a physiologically relevant model.
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13:45

OC049
Lab on-chip for bacteria capture, lysis and DNA amplification addressing foodborne
pathogens
Katerina Tsougeni ¹,²; Georgia Kaprou ²; Angeliki Tserepi ¹,²; Evangelos Gogolides ¹, ²
¹ - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR “Demokritos”, Greece
² - Nanoplasmas P.C. Technology Park “Lefkippos”, NCSR “Demokritos”, Greece

Today pathogen detection in food takes 1-2 days -or more- with sample preparation taking
a lot of this time. Such times can be dramatically reduced to a few hours taking advantage
of the microfluidic technologies, allowing faster response of both manufacturers and public
agent. A unique, simplified, and unified multifunction chip is presented, on which bacteria
capture, lysis and DNA amplification takes place on the surface of a micro-nanotextured
microfluidic to reduce operational complexity, footprint and cost, addressing screening of
three pathogens (Salmonella, Bacillus cereus and Listeria) in food samples.
14:00

OC050
A lab-in-a-foil microfluidic reactor based on phaseguiding
Eriksen Johan ¹; Julien Schira ²; Nadine Vincent ²; Celine Sabatel ³; Anders Kristensen ¹;
Rodolphe Marie ¹
¹ - DTU Nanotech, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark;
² - Fasteris SA, Switzerland;
³ - Diagenode SA, Belgium

NOTES:
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We demonstrate multiple displacement amplification of genomic DNA in a microfluidic
reaction chamber where reagents can be mixed sequentially at a known stoichiometry.
The device has no moving parts or valves and is made by hot embossing in a polymer foil.
Sample and reagents are filled in the reaction chamber by controlled guiding of the air/liquid
interface in a rectangular array of pillars. In our device, 28 pg of DNA from �-phage, a virus
with a 48 kb genome, is amplified 500 times and the amplified DNA is suitable for library
preparation and second generation sequencing. Sequencing shows that the fabrication by
hot embossing does not introduce significant contamination so that our device is performing
comparably to test tube amplification and current PDMS-based chip technology.
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14:15

OC051
Automated rolling circle amplification and optomagnetic product detection in an injection
molded all-polymer chip - optimization of amplification temperature
Francesca Garbarino ¹; Gabriel Khose Antonio Minero ¹; Jeppe Fock ¹; Giovanni Rizzi ¹;
Felix Neumann ²; Narayanan Srinivasan ²; Pavan Asalapuram ²; Mats Nilsson ²; Mikkel Fougt
Hansen ¹
¹ - Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical University of Denmark;
² - Science for Life Laboratory, Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Stockholm University

We present an injection molded polypropylene (PP) chip with passive liquid handling
designed for the automation of an isothermal rolling circle amplification (RCA) assay.
Furthermore, we demonstrate on-chip optomagnetic (OM) readout of the synthesized
rolling circle products (RCPs) based on their size. For this, we use a type-B influenza virus
synthetic target and optimize the RCA temperature for achieving enhanced RCP size. The
work shows the feasibility of integration of the OM readout with a multichamber injectionmolded chip with temperature control and presents the results of a pilot study towards a
complete on-chip assay.
14:30

OC052
Single-cell trapping by passive pumping using NOA81 replica molded stencils
Emma Moonen ¹; Regina Luttge ¹; Jean-Philippe Frimat ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Microsystems, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands

In this contribution, we demonstrate for the first time that the optical adhesive NOA81
(Norland Products Inc.) can be used to replicate optically transparent single cell µSieve
structures with exquisite resolution, enabling the fabrication of cheap stencils for single
cell trapping applications by the combination of replica molding and laser micromachining.
Furthermore, we demonstrate an interesting passive pumping mechanisms for gently
loading neuron cells which eliminates the need for equipment such as pumps and syringes.
Finally, we suggest that these arrayed NOA81 replica molded µSieve stencils can be used
in combination with commercial micro electrode arrays (MEA) to provide a more spatially
controlled neuronal cell culture platform for electrophysiology.
14:45

OC053
An optimized droplet split designed for acoustic intra-droplet particle enrichment
Anna Fornell ¹; Mathias Ohlin ²; Johan Nilsson ¹; Maria Tenje ²
¹ - Lund University;
² - Uppsala University

Droplet-based microfluidic systems have emerged as a valuable tool for miniaturization
of biological assays on-chip at a high throughput. In this work, we present a silicon-glass
droplet microfluidic chip with a trident-shaped droplet split especially designed for acoustic
enrichment of encapsulated particles in droplets. At acoustic actuation at the fundamental
resonance frequency (1.83 MHz) the system shows 96 ± 5% recovery of polystyrene
microbeads (10 µm diameter) in the center daughter droplet when 2/3 of the original
droplet volume is removed. We also show that biological particles such as yeast cells can
be enriched using the system. The presented microsystem holds promises for new dropletbased biological assays where label-free enrichment of microbeads or cells is required.
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15:00 – 15:15

Invited Poster Pitch 2

ROOM A

Session chair: Jun Taniguchi (Tokyo University of Science)
Session Co-Chair: Urs Staufer (TU Delft)

15:00

PO188
Fabrication of vanadium dioxide-based film nanostructures for nanoactuation
Sanaz Rastjoo ¹; Xiao Wang ²; Alfred Ludwig ²; Manfred Kohl ¹
¹ - KIT, IMT;
² - Institute for Materials, Ruhr-Universität Bochum

This paper investigates two different process flows for fabrication of vanadium dioxide(VO2-)based film nanostructures with critical dimensions down to 100 nm. VO2 belongs
to the class of functional ceramics combining metal-insulator transition, thermoelasticity
and superelasticity featuring large work density, which is of high interest for nano-scale
actuation and sensing. The first process is based on nanomachining of a SOI substrate
prior to deposition of the VO2 film, which relies on the high precision of Si nanomachining,
however, it is limited by sidewall deposition. Best dimensional accuracy is found for the
second process based on RIE of the VO2-film after film deposition. Preliminary electrical
resistance measurements demonstrate the presence of metal-insulator transition similar to
bulk materials and the tunability of the transition by doping with Mo.
15:01

PO208
Nanoimprinted antireflective nanostructures on the optical surfaces of chalcogenide
glasses
Dor Yehuda ¹
¹ - Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

NOTES:
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The reduction of light reflection is essential for many optical devices and components. We
report a novel approach for the fabrication of antireflective structures on chalcogenide
glasses by direct soft nanoimprint lithography. Arrays of pits with variable periodicities were
first produced on soft PDMS elastomeric molds, and then transferred onto the surfaces of
chalcogenide glasses (As2Se3). Thanks to the dedicated design of our nanoimprint setup
and optimized set of the imprint parameters (temperature, time and pressure), the pattern
transfer with the unprecedented fidelity and complete replication of the designed array
geometry was demonstrated. Our work paves a way to reproducible, low-cost fabrication of
optical and photonic devices over large surface areas of chalcogenide glasses.
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15:02

PO214
Atmospheric plasma etching of polymers: applications in cleaning, patterning, and
superhydrophobic surface fabrication
Panagiotis Dimitrakellis ¹; Evangelos Gogolides ¹
¹ - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR 'Demokritos', Athens, Greece

Atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs) are gaining interest as promising alternatives to lowpressure plasmas due to their potential for cost-effective continuous processing. Among
the promising applications of APPs is polymer etching/cleaning for surface nanopatterning.
However, large-area treatment and isotropic nature of atmospheric plasma etching limit
its applications in nanofabrication. Herein we address both issues: we propose a low-cost
atmospheric pressure plasma source for fast, uniform and large area etching of polymeric
materials (PMMA, AZ) and colloidal lithography followed by isotropic helium-oxygen APP
etching in order to create nanostructures. We managed rapid shrinking of PS nanoparticles
coated on silicon/PMMA and we realized that APP etching is able to form hierarchical
structures on flat polymeric substrates and induce superhydrophobicity after coating with a
low surface energy material.
15:03

PO239
Laser-reduced graphene oxide for high responsivity IR photodetectors
Rui Feng ¹; Laigui Hu ¹; Youwei Zhang ¹; Jing Chen ¹; Zhi-Jun Qiu ¹; Pengfei Tian ¹; Chunxiao
Cong ¹; Ran Liu ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - State Key Laboratory of ASIC & System, School of Information Science and Technology, Fudan University, China

In recent years, graphene-based photonics has received much attention. However, the
bandgap absence of graphene significantly limits its applications as a semiconductor. The
bandgap opening for graphene would be a feasible way. In this paper, graphene oxide was
semi-reduced by using lasers to open the bandgap. It is revealed that the semi-reduced
graphene oxide films can show a high responsivity of 0.18 A/W upon light illumination
at wavelength of 1550 nm, which is quite promising to be as infrared image sensors and
photodetectors.
15:04

PO255
Stretchable thin film transistors and interconnections fabricated on PDMS elastomer
with stiff-island PI
Jae Bon Koo ¹; Soon-Won Jung ²; Chan Woo Park ¹; Bock Soon Na ¹; Ji-Young Oh ¹; Nae-Man
Park ¹; Sang Seok Lee ¹; Seongdeok Ahn ¹; Jeong-Ik Lee ¹
¹ - Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI);
² - Cheongju University

Stretchable electronics has been considered as a promising technology for overcoming the
limitations of conventional rigid electronic systems, in various applications such as foldable
or stretchable displays, wearable bio-devices, as well as sensor skins for robots. Polyimide
islands were directly fabricated on a PDMS elastomer substrate and Indium-Gallium-ZincOxide (IGZO) TFTs were fabricated on these PI stiff islands. When the elastomer substrate
with stiff-island PI was stretched, deformation was primarily accommodated by the soft
elastomeric substrate region, and the stiff-island region was experienced relatively small
strains. Therefore, we could make oxide IGZO TFT stretchable up to about 50% strain and
stretchable interconnection lines which connect individual TFT devices, using solid or liquid
metal.
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15:05

PO258
3D MEMS air-core inductor in a very high frequency switched-mode power converter
Hoa Thanh Le ¹;², Yasser Nour ² , Ziwei Ouyang ² , Arnold Knott ² , Flemming Jensen ¹ , Anpan
Han ¹
¹ - National Center for Micro and Nanofabricatoin (DTU Danchip)
² - DTU Electrical Engineering (DTU Elektro), Technical University of Denmark, Denmark

Passive inductors are by far the most bulky and expensive parts in power supplies. Operating
at very high frequency (VHF: 30 – 300 MHz) allows the usage of smaller inductors thus
reducing the size of power supplies. We report a 3D MEMS toroidal air-core inductor and
demonstrate its application in a VHF power converter. Air-core inductors have superior
performance with higher quality factor (Q) of 13.3 at 33 MHz compared to Q of 9 at 20 MHz
of Si-core inductors. With the complete removal of the Si core, the parasitic capacitance
reduces three folds from 11.5 pF to 3.7 pF. The converter operates at 33 MHz in zero voltage
switching (ZVS) mode and achieved an efficiency of 77% converting 8.4 VDC to 12.4 VDC.
15:06

PO287
ZNO/AU hybrid layered structure on silk textile prepared by supercritical carbon dioxide
promoted electrodeposition for applications in flexible multifunction electronic devices
Wan-Ting Chiu ¹; Yuma Tahara ²; Chun-Yi Chen ¹; Tso-Fu Mark Chang ¹; Tomoko Hashimoto²;
Hiromichi Kurosu ²; Masato Sone ¹
¹ - Tokyo Institute of Technology;
² - Nara Women's University

NOTES:
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This study integrated the electrodeposition with supercritical carbon dioxide (sc-CO2)
to fabricate the ZnO/Au hybrid layered structure on silk for the applications in flexible
multifunction electronic devices. Electroless plating was used to metallize silk substrate.
Sc-CO2 was introduced into the electroless plating system to enhance the plating
characteristics and solve the critical problems in conventional electroless plating. Smooth,
strong adherence and uniform coverage of Au layer was successfully plated on the silk. On
the other hand, cathodic deposition allows a simple and effective process for the synthesis
of metal oxide. ZnO, which has attracted widespread interest due to its multifunction, was
cathodic deposited as the last layer for preforming the diverse functions. The ZnO deposited
specimen performed 8.5 times enhancement in the photocurrent density.
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15:07

PO296
Effect of oxygen plasma on nanomechanical silicon nitride resonators
Niklas Luhmann ¹; Pedram Sadgehi ¹; Arthur Jachimowicz ¹; Johannes Schalko ¹; Silvan Schmid ¹
¹ - Institute of Sensor and Actuator System, Austria

Due to its excellent optical and mechanical properties silicon nitride (SiN) has become an
important material for the fabrication of nanomechanical resonators. In particular, its large
intrinsic tensile stress dilutes the intrinsic damping and enables exceptionally high quality
factors. Hence, a precise control of the tensile stress in SiN is important to adjust both, the
resonance frequency and quality factor. Here, we present the effect of oxygen plasma on
the tensile stress and intrinsic damping of nanomechanical SiN membrane resonators. We
found a significant decrease of the initial stress and a reduction of intrinsic damping, which
seems to be caused by the creation of a compressive silicon oxynitride layer.
15:08

PO300
Design and optimization of a force amplification mechanism for resonant accelerometers
Eurico Esteves Moreira ¹,²; João Gaspar ²; Luis Alexandre Rocha ¹,²
¹ - CMEMS, University of Minho;
² - INL - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

The design and optimization of a resonant MEMS accelerometer using an amplification
mechanism based on a lever is introduced in this document. Frequency modulated sensors
are a suitable alternative to amplitude modulated devices. However, the low sensitivity
(few Hz/g) prevents them to be widely used in the industry. The introduction of force
amplification mechanisms to increase the stress applied to the resonator beams and
additionally, the optimization of the total lever gain is demonstrated here through the use of
FEM simulations. The expected sensitivity of the sensor is successfully increased here from
3.5Hz/g to approximately 326Hz/g, representing an amplification factor of about 93.
15:09

PO316
Discrimination of structural features in breast cancer biomarkers by using
superhydrophobic micro-pillared surfaces
Angelo Accardo ¹; Emmanuelle Trevisiol ¹; Jean-Francois Arnal ²; Coralie Fontaine ²; Christophe
Vieu ¹
¹ - LAAS-CNRS;
² - INSERM U1048-I2MC

The present work reports on the use of superhydrophobic micro-fabricated pillars for the
investigation of the structural properties of two estrogen receptors (ERα66/ERα46). ER(α)
expression is undoubtedly the most important biomarker in breast cancer, as it provides the
index for sensitivity to endocrine treatment. Beside the well-characterized ERα66 isoform,
a shorter one (ERα46) is also expressed in ERα positive breast cancers and breast cancer
cell lines. Upon drying on the micropillars, the biological samples resulted in stretched
fibers of different diameters that were then characterized by synchrotron X-ray diffraction
(XRD), Raman and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. The evidence of both different
spectroscopic vibrational responses and XRD signatures in the two estrogen receptors
suggests the presence of conformational changes between the two cancer biomarkers.
15:10

PO319
Nanofluidic brownian motors fabricated using thermal scanning probe lithography
Michael Skaug ¹; Christian Schwemmer ¹; Stefan Fringes ¹; Colin Rawlings ¹; Armin W. Knoll ¹
¹ - IBM Research - Zurich
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Inspired by how intracellular transport is achieved in nature, artificial Brownian motors have
been proposed to allow for energy efficient particle transport in fluids. Here we demonstrate
an implementation of a so called ‘rocked’ Brownian motor for nanoparticles, based on an
asymmetric static energy landscape which is ‘rocked’ by applying a zero mean electrostatic
force. The energy landscape is established by a nanofluidic slit in which one of the confining
surfaces was precisely patterned using thermal scanning probe lithography. For the 60
nm gold particles, drift speeds of up to 50 µm/s were measured. Moreover, all parameters
relevant for the motor operation can be observed in-situ, allowing for a fit-parameter free
comparison to theory.
PO342
Characterization of skeletal muscle passive mechanical properties by novel micro force
sensor and micro dissection by femtosecond laser ablation
Mayra Garcés-Schröder ¹; David Metz ¹; Monika Leester-Schädel ¹; Markus Böl ²; Andreas
Dietzel ¹
¹ - Technische Universität Braunschweig - Institut für Mikrotechnik;
² - Technische Universität Braunschweig - Institut für Festkörpermechanik
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While the properties of isolated muscle fibers have been thoroughly investigated, important
aspects of force transmission relating to the passive muscle components remain subject to
current research.
Samples are probed with a novel force sensor consisting of a silicon parallelogram with
integrated membranes and pieroresistive elements. The design yields a low stiffness over a
large deflection range.
The characterization of tissue on a microscopic scale will lead to an enhanced understanding
of mechanical properties. The precise preparation of samples with dimensions in the submillimeter range cannot be carried out manually and will therefore be effectuated by
femtosecond-laser dissection.
The combination of novel force sensors allowing a broad measurement range and the
ultra-short pulse laser structuring of tissue affords a whole new approach for experimental
biomechanical studies.
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PO179
Understanding the resolution limit of displacement talbot lithography
Pierre Chausse ¹; Emmanuel Le Boulbar ¹; Szymon Lis ¹; Philip Shileds ¹
¹ - University of Bath

Displacement Talbot Lithography (DTL) is a new, high-throughput and rapid tool that allows
the fabrication of periodic nanoscale patterns at a large scale (up to 100-150 mm). However,
the relationship between the mask and the resist pattern is not intuitive. Therefore a model
was developed using MATLAB in order to study the impact of mask parameters on the
size of the features, in order to increase the resolution. The model calculates the intensity
distribution below the mask, integrates it over integer spatial periods and determines the
resist profile for different processing parameters. The results show a complex impact of
the mask parameters and provide important information for any discussion concerning the
choice of new masks for DTL for a particular application.
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PO180
Polymer-based stencil masks for electrode fabrications on highly curved flexible
electronics
Mohammad Beheshti ¹; Junseo Choi ¹; Zheng Jia ¹; Sungook Park ¹
¹ - Louisiana State University, United States

The field of flexible electronics has been dramatically expanding in new applications such
as wearable electronics and bendable cell phones. The main challenge of using stencil mask
technique on such non-flat or highly curved substrates is blurring. Blurring can be solved
using thin polymer membrane stencil mask, so that the stencil mask can conform well with
the curved substrate. Thus, it is important to systematically study the effect of the thickness
of the polymer stencil mask on the conformal contact to highly curved substrates and the
patternability of metallic electrodes using the stencil masks. The results showed the submicron blurring of the patterns transferred from the thin membrane which showed the
fidelity of this technique to fabricate electrodes on highly curved electronics.
PO181
New developments in x-ray inteference lithography and its applications
Yanqing Wu ¹; Chaofan Xue ¹; Jun Zhao ¹; Liansheng Wang ¹; Shumin Yang ¹; Renzhong Tai ¹
¹ - Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics, Chinese Academy Physics

The soft X-ray interference lithography (XIL) beamline in Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation
Facility has been put to use since January 2013. Based on the normal achromatic aberration
interference method, there are some new techniques have been developed: (1) A new
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stitching soft X-ray interference lithography technique for large exposure area, up to ~4cm2.
(2) A practical-level high energy XIL technique, with a durable diffraction mask. By these
XIL methods some novel results has been achieved in several nanoscience fields, such as
photonic crystal, surface plasmon and nano-biology, etc.
PO182
Ion beam angled etching of diamond mirrors for high power laser and EUV applications
Haig A. Atikian ¹ ; Pawel Latawiec ¹ ; Xiao Xiong ¹ ; Marko Loncar ¹
¹ - Harvard University, Cambridge, USA

High average power lasers place a significant thermal load on typical optical components
based on multilayer thin-film coatings. Imperfections in the coating layers form sites where
laser energy can be absorbed. This can result in local melting or extreme thermal stress
in the optical coatings creating irreversible damage to the optical component. Diamond
exhibits many favorable material properties for high power laser applications. Diamond
is particularly attractive as a material for high power lasers in the visible to mid infrared
range due to its excellent optical transmission properties and astonishingly high thermal
conductivity at room temperature (2200W/mK). We present a novel advancement, where
an all-diamond high reflectivity mirror is etched from a bulk diamond substrate, exhibiting
damage thresholds greater than 225mW/cm2 to CW 1064nm lasers.
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Yuta Takano ¹
¹ - Tokyo University of Science

Roll to Roll-Nanoimprint Lithography (RTR-NIL) is a technology that allows continuous transfer
of patterns by using a cylindrical mold. The most important part of RTR-NIL is a roll-shaped mold.
Previously, as a precision seamless roll mold fabrication method, we have developed a technique
for EB writing on rotating roll mold. As a result, we have delineated dots and L&S patterns with 60
nm to the parallel direction of roll rotation. However, free-form delineation is necessary to make
electronic device circuit. Therefore, novel trial for roll mold by EB writing is required. In this study,
we obtained the grid pattern on roll mold by EB direct rotation exposure using proximity effect.
The obtained results are elementary, but this kind operation can be produce free-form design.

NOTES:
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PO183
Fabrication of the grid pattern on a roll mold by electron beam direct writing
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PO184
Fabrication and characterization of tunnel barriers in suspended multiwall carbon
nanotubes
Norizzawati Mohd Ghazali ¹,²; Hiroshi Tomizawa ¹,³; Noriyuki Hagiwara ¹,4; Katsuya Suzuki¹,4;
Abdul Manaf Hashim ¹,²; Tomohiro Yamaguchi ¹; Seiji Akita 5; Koji Ishibashi ¹,6
¹ - RIKEN;
² - Universiti Teknologi Malaysia;
³ - Tokyo University of Science;
4
- Chiba University;
5
- Osaka Prefecture University;
6
- RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter Science (CEMS)

This work demonstrates a reliable process to fabricate tunnel barriers in the suspended
multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) by the mechanical transfer technique. The tunnel
barriers were formed in individual suspended MWCNTs using Ga focused ion beam (FIB).
The resistance increases with increasing Ga ion dose. We estimated the barrier height by
temperature dependence of the current (Arrhenius plot) and the current-voltage curves
(Fowler-Nordheim plot). Barrier height in suspended MWCNTs was compared with the
nanotube on substrate and it seems to be similar with the nanotubes on substrate. There is a
tendency that barrier height has a correlation with the resistance increased after irradiation
that is controlled by the dose of ion beam. Single electron transistor with two barriers will be
realized with the present technique.
PO185
Computational study of pattern formation in electron beam lithography for negative type
resists
Masaaki Yasuda ¹; Masanori Koyama ¹; Masamitsu Shirai ¹; Hiroaki Kawata ¹; Yoshihiko Hirai¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Osaka Prefecture University, Japan

Molecular-scale simulations of the pattern formation in electron beam lithography for
negative type resists were performed. The crosslink reactions in the electron-irradiated
resist were introduced by the stochastic method. The rate of crosslinking in the resist was
set proportional to the absorbed energy distribution in the resist preliminarily calculated by
the Monte Carlo simulation of electron scattering. In the development process, the polymer
units with low coordination number were removed from the resist structure. The resist
structure was relaxed using the molecular mechanics method. The molecular-scale pattern
structure after development process was demonstrated. The resist pattern broadening and
the residual polymers around the pattern edge because of electron scattering effect were
reproduced.
PO186
Formation of metallic Zn nanoparticles by FIB irradiation of single crystal ZnO
Marialilia Pea ¹; Andrea Notargiacomo ¹; Gianni Barucca 4; Mathias Rommel 5; Florian Stumpf5;
Luciana Di Gaspare ²; Valentina Mussi ³
¹ - Institute for Photonics and Nanotechnology - CNR;
² - Dipartimento di Scienze, Università degli Studi Roma Tre;
³ - Institute of Complex Systems - CNR;
4
- Department SIMAU, Università Politecnica delle Marche;
5
- Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Systems and Device Technology IISB
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We report on the formation of metallic Zn nanoparticles on the surface of ZnO singlecrystal substrates by means of focused ion beam exposure at optimal ion doses. The Zn
nanoparticles produced on wide areas and on small patterns have been characterized
by scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and
transmission electron microscopy.
PO187
Cathodoluminescence lithography
Sven Rodt ¹; Stephan Reitzenstein ¹; Axel Rudzinski ²; Michael Kahl ²; Dirk Brüggemann ²;
Toon Coenen ³; Andries Effting ³
¹ - TU-Berlin, Institute of Solid-State Physics, Germany;
² - Raith GmbH, Germany;
³ - Delmic b.v., The Netherlands

Optical devices play an increasingly important role in our present society and find
applications in medical probes and sensors, photovoltaics, telecommunication, displays, and
photonic quantum devices to name a few. In nanophotonics, metamaterials, plasmonics, and
quantum optics the relevant scales are much smaller than the diffraction limit of light. This
calls for innovative inspection and fabrication approaches that can meet these stringent
demands to realize high-performance devices in well-controlled technology steps. Here, we
describe the mergerging of cathodoluminescence-spectroscopy, a technique in which the
light is generated locally by a focused electron beam, and electron beam lithography where
an electron beam is used to write nanopatterns at preselected positions in a resist. This
allows for the deterministic realization of photonic devices with very high process yield.
PO188
Fabrication of vanadium dioxide-based film nanostructures for nanoactuation

¹ - KIT, IMT;
² - Institute for Materials, Ruhr-Universität Bochum

This paper investigates two different process flows for fabrication of vanadium dioxide(VO2-)based film nanostructures with critical dimensions down to 100 nm. VO2 belongs
to the class of functional ceramics combining metal-insulator transition, thermoelasticity
and superelasticity featuring large work density, which is of high interest for nano-scale
actuation and sensing. The first process is based on nanomachining of a SOI substrate
prior to deposition of the VO2 film, which relies on the high precision of Si nanomachining,
however, it is limited by sidewall deposition. Best dimensional accuracy is found for the
second process based on RIE of the VO2-film after film deposition. Preliminary electrical
resistance measurements demonstrate the presence of metal-insulator transition similar to
bulk materials and the tunability of the transition by doping with Mo.

NOTES:
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Sanaz Rastjoo ¹; Xiao Wang ²; Alfred Ludwig ²; Manfred Kohl ¹
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PO189
Sub-30 nm, high aspect-ratio and monocrystalline Si nanowires and nanofins: fabrication
and characterization
Stefano Varricchio ¹; Arnaud Bertsch ¹; Philippe Renaud ¹
¹ - École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne EPFL

In this work we present a top-down method for fabrication of SiNW and nanoFins on
crystalline silicon wafer with critical dimension under 30 nm and high aspect ratio. The
process relies on e-beam lithography (EBL) to individually define the shape and placement
of the nanostructures, followed by reactive ion etching (RIE) to carve the structures in the
bulk silicon.
SiNW with critical dimensions (CD) small as 30 nm and showing an aspect ratio of 30-34
were fabricated. NanoFins with undulated design showed a greater stability than cylindrical
SiNW thus allowing to obtain structures with smaller CD.
PO190
Definition of the electron scattering parameters variation in single steps grey scale
lithography
Kornelia Indykiewicz ¹,²; Bogdan Paszkiewicz ¹,²; Regina Paszkiewicz ¹,²

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Wroclaw University of Science and Technology;
² - The Faculty of Microsystem Electronics and Photonics

In the paper, MC simulation of e-beam influence on resist stack, in wide range of acceleration
voltage values will be shown and discussed. The study is limited to PMMA and CSAR-62
resist layers, spin-on semi-insulating AlGaN/GaN and Si substrates. We carried the PSF's for
all conducted lithographic systems to explain the substrate significant in exposition process
design. The considerations will be extended to multipoint expositions and presented as an
energy profiles absorption. Calculated scattering parameters of forward and backward
electrons (α, ß, ŋ, �) in selected resist layers depths will be shown and discussed as a critical
technological factors in the proposed exposition algorithm. We will discuss the maximum ß
and � values variation on resist depth in a function of applied EHT.
PO191
Time-effective strategies for the fabrication of plasmonic nanostructure arrays by
focused helium ion milling
Florian Laible ¹; Christoph Dreser ¹; Dieter P. Kern ¹; Monika Fleischer ¹
¹ - Institute for Applied Physics, University of Tübingen

In this work, we present strategies to time-effectively fabricate plasmonic nanostructures
using a focused helium ion beam (FHeIB). The relatively low milling rate of helium ions is
compensated by minimizing the milling volume. In the first method outlines of nanostructures
are cut into a gold film. Then scotch tape is applied and stripped off. The gold layer sticks
to the tape, leaving behind the majority of the nanostructures. In the second method,
electron beam lithography is performed to pre-structure an evaporated gold film or a singlecrystalline gold flake with arrays of structures slightly bigger than the nanostructures we
aim for, which are then fine-tuned by FHeIB.
The optical properties of nano-antennas created by these techniques are compared with
nano-antennas prepared by standard electron beam lithography.
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PO192
Experimental investigation of the distribution of energy deposited by FIB in ion-beam
lithography
Nazim Gusseinov ¹; Maratbek Gabdullin ¹; Yana Shabelnikova ²; Sergey Zaitsev ²
¹ - Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Almaty, Kazakhstan;
² - Institute of Microelectronic Technology Problem and High Purity Materials RAS, Chernogolovka, Russia

The undoubted advantages of ion-beam lithography on resists are listed. Important results
are: ion exposure of resist demonstrates both positive (low doses) and negative (higher
doses) behavior. Sensitivity of the resist is 1000 times better in positive and 2000 times
in the negative regions. Second, etching depth of resist depending on the radiation (ion)
dose was investigated. In contrast to electron exposure, distribution of energy deposited
is strongly inhomogeneous in depth, which results to strongly inhomogeneous etching rate
as function of the depth and the radiation dose. Comparison to etching rate model allowed
to recover for the first time ion exposure contrast of PMMA (~3.1) and ion energy range
(Lenergy=43HM). The last is in good agreement with Lenergy=54HM obtained in ion
trajectory simulation with TRIM.
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PO193
Quantum-dots coating for UV Si photodiodes utilizing UV-excited photoluminescence
property
Eung-Sug Lee ¹; Eun-Hwan Jang ¹; Jun-Ho Jeong ¹; Jihye Lee ¹; Jun-Hyuk Choi ¹

In recent, quantum dots have attracted growing interests as photo-detective material
with good solution processability and unique optoelectronic effects from its quantum
confinements, and studied for UV photodetection mainly in invisible and infrared, further
with the assistance of plasmonic resonance coupling, and even in UV region. In this work,
UV photo-detector was realized with QD (CdSe/ZnS quantum dots)-coated Si Photodiodes.
As a result, the highest responsivity enhancement appeared for the sample 5 with the
thickest QD layer; 224 % over the cleared Si-PD and 90% over GaP UV PD and at least
greater than 40% even in comparison to GaP UV PDs. The results showed the considerable
enhancements over costly UV photodetectors like GaP PDs in addition to potential benefits
of process time and cost.

NOTES:
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¹ - Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials (KIMM)
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PO194
Fabrication of hierarchical structures for superhydrophilic and superhydrophobic
surfaces
Bong Kuk Lee ¹; Jin Hwa Ryu ¹; In-Bok Baek ¹; Han Young Yu ¹
¹ - Electronics & Telecommunications Research Institute

We propose a simple method to prepare regularly arrayed hierarchical structures with
superhydrophilicity or superhydrophobicity for large-area production. Liquid blends
consisting of silsesquioxane (Si-SSQA) and difunctional acrylics were developed as
roughness amplifying materials during oxygen plasma etching and used as a material
to fabricate microstructures. The microstructures composed of the Si-SSQA/acrylic
mixtures were fabricated by UV-assisted replica molding method. The nanostructures
(nanoroughness) were realized on molded microstructures by oxygen plasma etching. The
hierarchical structures fabricated by combining replica molding and oxygen plasma etching
showed superhydrophilicity with a long-term stability. On the other hand, the hierarchical
structures modified with a perfluorinated monolayer showed superhydrophobicity. The
increment of water contact angles is consistent with increment of the nano/microroughness
of hierarchical structures and the water contact area.
PO195
Ultra-high resolution nanoimprint stamps: optimal fabrication techniques

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

Mariusz Graczyk ¹; Andrea Cattoni ²; Benedikt Rösner ³; Anette Löfstrand ¹; Gediminas
Seniutinas ³; Anders Kvennefors ¹; Dominique Mailly ²; Christian David ³; Steven Gottlieb 4;
Francesc Perez-Murano 4; Ivan Maximov ¹
¹ - Lund Nano Lab, Lund University;
² - C2N-CNRS;
³ - PSI;
4
- IMB-CNM

In my presentation I will give a short overview of technolology of nanoimprint stamps with
features of the order of 10 nm developed within JRA2 of the NFFA-Europe project. Different
methods of fabrication of the ultra-high resolution nanoimprint stamps will be compared
and analysed from the point of view of pattern transfer.
PO196
Fabrication of antireflection structure on the concave lens by roll-press method and
liquid transfer technique
Ichiro Mano ¹
¹ - Tokyo University of Science

Antireflection structure (ARS) is useful for preventing the optical lens from deteriorating
performance due to the right reflection. And ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL)
is the most effective technique for replicating ARS. However, the thickness of residual layer
tends to be thick in this process. To improve this problem, we have attempted to control
residual layer by liquid transfer imprint lithography (LTIL). In our previous study, we have
successfully fabricated the convex lens with ARS by roll-press method. However, fabrication
of ARS on the concave lens is difficulty using the same method. In this study, improvement
of roll-press method for the concave lens was studied and realized fabrication of ARS on the
concave lens by the novel roll-press method.
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PO197
Towards surface-functionalizable materials for one step UV-NIL manufacturing of
disposable microfluidic devices
Mirko Lohse ¹; Manuel W. Thesen ¹; Maren Schiersch ¹; Nerea Briz ²; Ana M. Ayerdi Izquierdo
²; Anja Haase ³; Dieter Nees ³; Martin Smolka ³; Gabi Grützner ¹
¹ - Micro Resist Technology GmbH;
² - Tecnalia;
³ - Joanneum Research Materials

Materials that enable covalent immobilization via reactive side moieties on the top surface
without plasma treatment propose one option for low cost and one step manufacturing
of microfluidic devices. In this contribution we demonstrate the development of a photocurable and biocompatible NIL resist, especially designed for the application in UV-NIL mass
prototyping, featuring selected material characteristics for microfluidic device fabrication as
well as for cell attachment: excellent biocompatibility after curing, high optical transmission
above 350nm, high hydrophilicity beside low hygroscopicity, fast curing rate during photoradiation and good adhesion to several plastic films like PET or PC without any surface
treatment. Furthermore, the newly developed UV-NIL resist formulation is optimized
regarding the replication fidelity of a broad pattern range from µm- down to nm-scale.
PO198
3D sacrificial moulds with undercuts for preparation of replication masters
Christian Steinberg ¹; Manuel Runkel ¹; Iwan Lorenzen ¹; Maik Gerngroß ²; Marc Papenheim¹;
Andre Mayer ¹; Hella-Christin Scheer ¹
¹ - University of Wuppertal;
² - ALLRESIST GmbH

NOTES:
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The provision of complex 3D structures, featuring a mixture of micro and nanostructures,
is highly simplified when multiple replication from a master is possible. Preparation of this
master may be complicated when undercuts are present; one possibility to enable separation
with undercuts is to use a sacrificial mould. This asks for solubility of the mould material;
on the other hand the mould material has to be well-suited for the preparation sequence
chosen for the complex 3D structures. Here we investigate the suitability of a novel negative
tone photoresist to prepare such structures by double imprint with an intermediate VUV
surface hardening.
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PO199
Liquid transfer imprint lithography to combine different optical effects in one single
structure
Amiya Moharana ¹; Helene Außerhuber ¹; Christof Neuhauser ²; Michael Muehlberger ¹
¹ - PROFACTOR GmbH;
² - D. Swarovski

The principle of LTIL is that initially a flat substrate is spin coated with the UV-curable
resin. Using a flexible stamp and a substrate that was prestructured by conventional
nanoimprinting this process can be used to combine different optical functionalities. In our
work we combine the optical effects of a diffraction grating with that of a diffusor foil. Using
LTIL we were able to prepare the line and space structure of the grating on the irregular
topography of the diffusor.
PO200
Numerical analysis of resin flow in laser-assisted imprinting of various-sized
microstructures by mps method
Eisuke Shimizu ¹; Keisuke Nagato ¹; Hiro Nakano ¹; Yuki Yajima ¹; Masayuki Nakao ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo

Laser-assisted thermal imprinting (LATI) is developed and researched as one of the
technologies to fabricate microstructures on surfaces of resin films. In LATI, the complete
fabrication of microstructures is performed by the appropriate laser irradiation time.
However, the appropriate laser irradiation time depend on the size of the microstructures.
The appropriate laser irradiation time and the filling time are closely related.
Moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method is one of the simulation methods of
incompressible free surface flows. In MPS method, fluids are represented by particles. The
motion of each particle is calculated through interactions with neighboring particles.
In this study, we calculate resin flow to measure the filling time in LATI of various-sized
microstructures by MPS method.
PO201
Fabrication of PS core-Au shell nanostructure as a cost-effective SERS substrate
Yong-Tae Kim ¹; Joerg Schilling ¹,²; Stefan L. Schweizer ¹; Ralf B. Wehrspohn ¹,³
¹ - Institute of Physics, Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg, Germany;
² - ZIK SiLi-nano, Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg, Germany;
³ - Fraunhofer Institute for Microstructure of Materials and Systems IMWS, Germany

To obtain stable and reproducible surface-enhanced Raman spectra (SERS) with high
sensitivity, nanostructured substrates must provide a high density and uniform distribution
of hot-spots. In addition a cost-effective, easy fabrication process of large substrate areas is
desirable. Here, we report the fabrication of arrays of highly ordered polystyrene (PS) coreAu shell nanopillar structures as cost-effective SERS substrates using self-ordered porous
anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) templates. The optimum gap size between neighboring
nanopillars and thickness of the Au shells are investigated leading to a SERS enhancement
of 1.29x106 and a detection limit down to 10-9 M The PS core-Au shell structures show
not only a high sensitivity but also a good reproducibility and therefore represent promising
candidate for future powerful SERS substrates.
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PO202
Thin residual layer for a high viscosity UV curing resin by roll-press liquid transfer
technique
Hiroki Ueda ¹
¹ - Tokyo University of Science

UV-NIL is a problem an extra resin layer called residual layer is generated between the resin
pattern and the substrate. This residual layer must be removed before dry etching process,
so thin residual layer is desirable on UV-NIL process. To reduce the residual layer, a liquid
transfer imprint lithography (LTIL) is promised technique. However, using LTIL, making a
thin residual layer is difficult when we use a high viscosity UV curable resin. In this study,
the film thickness of the high viscosity UV curable resin of 13090 mPa·s can be reduced by
twice LTIL. Furthermore, high pressure of transfer press can reduce the residual layer. Our
developed high pressure roll-press LTIL method is useful to transfer nano scale patterns for
high viscosity UV curable resin.
PO203
All-polymer bragg grating waveguide devices fabricated by CNP process for sensor
applications
Jing Becker ¹; Claas Mueller ¹
¹ - Laboratory for Process Technology, IMTEK, Department of Microsystem Engineering, University of Freiburg,
Germany

NOTES:
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In this work, cost efficient hybrid polymer based BG (Bragg grating) integrated waveguide
structures were successfully fabricated by cost-effective CNP (Combined Nanoimprint
and Photolithography) process. By using this hybrid process, optical features with the size
in the scale of nanometer (Bragg gratings) and micrometer (waveguides) could be defined
simultaneously in one step. With the changing of the environmental parameters such as
temperature and/or local deformation, the grating period and/or the effective refractive
index of the BG optical sensor would be altered. By measuring the shift of the wavelength
in the transmission spectrum or the reflection spectrum, the changing of the environmental
parameter value could be simply calculated.
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PO204
Fabrication of multilayer structure of silver nanorod arrays for plasmon memory
Hisahiro Wadayama ¹
¹ - Tokyo University of Science

There is a growing demand for a nanoscale metal stacking technique to fabricate next
generation devices such as plasmonic devices, memory devices, and metamaterials.
Especially large capacity optical memory device called the plasmon memory can be made by
stacking metal nanorod arrays. We have developed plasmon memory fabrication method in
the atmosphere by using nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and silver ink. The size of the pattern
was 70 nm at the smallest part, and it was possible to transfer a pattern smaller than the
previous pattern. The developed process is vacuum free and facile to obtain nanoscale metal
pattern. When used as plasmon memory, each layer can be distinguished by changing the
angle of the nanorod using an optical microscope and stacking it by UV-NIL process.
PO205
Mix and match lithography using soft stamp nanoimprint and electron beam lithography
for rapid prototyping of nanophotonic devices
Piotr J. Cegielski ¹; Jens Bolten ¹; Jung Wuk Kim ¹; Florian Schlachter ¹; Christoph Nowak ¹;
Thorsten Wahlbrink ¹; Anna Lena Giesecke ¹; Max C. Lemme ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - AMO GmbH

Active nanophotonic components have been fabricated on silicon nitride substrates using
a mix & match process flow combining substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL) with
electron beam lithography (EBL). The quality of a wafer scale alignment of an EBL layer
relative to a layer defined by SCIL has been assessed for the first time. Our mix & match
approach leads to overlay errors of less than 1 μm between both lithographic techniques
which is sufficient to fabricate functional integrated photonic devices. The method provides
an interesting option for applications such as organic on-chip lasers in which the high
throughput and cost-effectiveness of SCIL and the flexibility of EBL are both needed.
PO206
Tough and antifouling antireflection structures by partial filling UV-NIL
Hikari Eto ¹
¹ - Tokyo University of Science

Ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL) is the most effective technique for mass
fabrication of antireflection structure (ARS) films. To use ARS films on touch-panel devices,
it is necessary to protect them from fingerprints and dust. To solve this problem, a UVcurable epoxy resin was developed with antifouling properties and high hardness. Thus, in
this study, ARS films fabricated by means of partial filling UV-NIL using an antifouling effect
and high hardness UV-curable resin is presented. The fabricated ARS films were evaluated
for abrasion resistance and antifouling properties by steel wool test and wiping test,
respectively. As a result, the ARS film after rubbing can also obtain antifouling effect, and the
reflectance also the reflectance was less than 1 %.
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PO207
Scaling nanoimprint lithography to panel-size substrates
Martin Eibelhuber ¹; Robert Breyer ¹; Barbara Schamberger ¹; Wang Shuo ¹; Christine
Thanner ¹; Mustapha Chouiki ¹; Georg Berger ¹; Thomas Glinsner ¹; Dominik Treiblmayr ¹
¹ - EVGroup

For applications like displays, biotechnology and photonic elements, which cannot be
reduced in size, it is crucial to increase the substrate utilization efficiency by increasing
the pattern area. NIL has proven to be the most cost-efficient way to enable fabrication of
nanopatterns on large areas as it is not limited by optical systems and can provide the best
pattern fidelity for the smallest structures. However, scaling NIL to such large areas implies
several challenges on process as well as on manufacturing equipment development. This
paper reviews the challenges and the current status of large area nanoimprinting up to panel
size substrates.
PO208
Nanoimprinted antireflective nanostructures on the optical surfaces of chalcogenide
glasses
Dor Yehuda ¹
¹ - Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

NOTES:
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The reduction of light reflection is essential for many optical devices and components. We
report a novel approach for the fabrication of antireflective structures on chalcogenide
glasses by direct soft nanoimprint lithography. Arrays of pits with variable periodicities were
first produced on soft PDMS elastomeric molds, and then transferred onto the surfaces of
chalcogenide glasses (As2Se3). Thanks to the dedicated design of our nanoimprint setup
and optimized set of the imprint parameters (temperature, time and pressure), the pattern
transfer with the unprecedented fidelity and complete replication of the designed array
geometry was demonstrated. Our work paves a way to reproducible, low-cost fabrication of
optical and photonic devices over large surface areas of chalcogenide glasses.
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PO209
The use of thermal scanning probe lithography for the alignment of block copolymers
Steven Gottlieb¹; Matteo Lorenzoni ¹; Laura Evangelio ¹; Marta Fernandez-Regulez ¹; Yu
Kyoung Ryu ²; Colin Rawlings ²; Martin Spieser ³; Armin W Knoll ²; Francesc Perez-Murano ¹
¹ - Instituto de Microelectrónica IMB-CNM;
² - IBM Research Zurich;
³ - SwissLitho AG

The use of thermal scanning probe lithography (t-SPL) to direct the self-assembly of block
copolymers (BCP) is demonstrated for the first time. An 11 nm half-pitch PS-b-PMMA block
copolymer is aligned on chemical guiding patterns fabricated by a t-SPL step and subsequent
functionalization of and underlying neutral brush layer by oxygen plasma. The authors show
that this technique offers the capability of providing chemical guiding patterns for upcoming
generations of block copolymers with critical dimensions well below 10 nm.
The chemical modification of the brush layer has been analyzed by the mean of atomic force
microscopy. The observed swelling is attributed to the attachment of polar species in the
modified area.
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PO210
6” Wafer scale field-emission scanning probe lithography (FE-SPL) and fast AFM tool
employing active cantilever for mix&match single-digit nanolithography
Mathias Holz ¹; Elshad Guliyev ¹,²; Marcus Kaestner ²; Tzvetan Ivanov ²; Ahmad Ahmad ¹;
Alexander Reum ¹,²; Steve Lenk ²; Claudia Lenk ²; Martin Hoffmann ²; Christoph Reuter ²;
Zahid Durrani ³; Mervyn Jones ³; Ivo W. Rangelow ²
¹ - Nano analytik GmbH, Germany;
²- Department of Micro- and Nanoelectronic Systems (MNES), Ilmenau University of Technology, Germany;
³ - Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Imperial College London, United Kingdom

Manufacturing of single-digit electronic and optical devices requires a reproducible
generation of sub-10 nm features.
Here, we show a novel 150 mm Field-Emission Scanning Probe Lithography (FE-SPL) tool
based on self-sensing and thermo-mechanically actuated cantilevers.
The tool covers the demands of shrinking feature sizes meeting the upcoming demands
of line edge roughness control, overlay alignment, stitching, and high fidelity AFM-based
process control. The shown technology platform, is able to carry out step-and-repeat
lithography from 10 x 10 mm chips up to 150 mm wafer. The mechanical setup is designed
as an arch type bridge including the XYZ piezoscanning unit which is mounted onto the top
unit with an integrated approach mechanism.
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PO211
Fabrication of hexagonal nanopore arrays of semiconductor or membrane surface
through block copolymer hard mask approach for optoelectronic thermal management
Tandra Ghoshal ¹; Ryan Enright ²; Justin Holmes ¹; Michael Morris ³
¹ - University College Cork;
² - NOKIA-IE;
³ - AMBER and Trinity College Dublin

Nanoscale patterning of semiconductor and membrane surfaces has become essential
for optoelectronics, nanophotonics, microelectromechanical systems, specially for heat
transfer cooling technologies in advanced electronic devices. We report a simple technique
to fabricate hexagonal ordered nanopore arrays with controlled orientation and density
at spatially well defined locations on substrate based on insitu hard mask pattern transfer
approach by microphase separated block copolymer (BCP) thin films. Ordered microphase
separated patterns of BCP were defined by spin coating and solvent annealing. The
nanoporous BCP templates was used to create inorganic oxide nanopore arrays mimics
the original BCP nanopatterns. These oxide nanopore arrays could be used as resist mask
to fabricate densely packed, identical ordered, good fidelity silicon/membrane nanopore
arrays. These nanoporous menbranes were further used for cooling technologies.
PO212
Selective infiltration into polystyrene-block-maltoheptaose block copolymer for ultrahigh resolution pattern transfer

¹ - NanoLund, Lund University;
² - CERMAV;
³ - Obducat AB

Finding processes for ultra-high resolution nanolithography is a coveted target both in
academia and in industry today. Utilization of self-assembled diblock copolymer Polystyreneblock-Maltoheptaose (PS4.5k-b-MH1.2k, L0=10 nm), consisting of vertical Maltoheptaose
cylinders surrounded by Polystyrene, in a hexagonal pattern of 10 nm period, could be
of high interest. In this study, a selective infiltration process of Aluminium oxide into the
Maltoheptaose part of PS-b-MH is presented. The effect of initial pumping time, precursor
time and purging time in the ALD chamber was investigated. The found process resulted in
a hexagonally arranged Aluminium oxide pattern, suitable to act as a mask in dry etching and
enabling sub‑10 nm pattern transfer into the underlying substrate.

NOTES:
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Anette Löfstrand ¹; Dmitry Suyatin ¹; Björn Landeke-Wilsmark ¹; Nicklas Nilsson ¹; Issei
Otsuka ²; Anders Kvennefors ¹; Johan Ring ³; Redouane Borsali ²; Ivan Maximov ¹
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PO213
ICP etching for CdHgTe/HgTe microstructure devices using BaF2 as hard mask
Valentin L. Müller ¹; Tanja Borzenko ¹; Johannes Kleinlein ¹; Laurens W. Molenkamp ¹
¹ - Physikalisches Institut der Universitaet Wuerzburg, Germany

Inductively coupled plasma etching is used for patterning HgTe/CdHgTe heterostructures
into micrometer-sized devices for quantum transport experiments. We use a CH4-Ar
gas mixture under low DC bias conditions in order to minimize plasma-induced etching
damage. A BaF2 hard mask, which can be stripped in deionized water, is employed to further
reduce the chemical load on the sample. The etching of CdHgTe is highly anisotropic, which
results in steep and well-defined mesa edges. The high quality of the resulting structures is
demonstrated with magneto transport measurements on Hall bar structures.
PO214
Atmospheric plasma etching of polymers: applications in cleaning, patterning, and
superhydrophobic surface fabrication
Panagiotis Dimitrakellis ¹; Evangelos Gogolides ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR 'Demokritos', Greece

Atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs) are gaining interest as promising alternatives to lowpressure plasmas due to their potential for cost-effective continuous processing. Among
the promising applications of APPs is polymer etching/cleaning for surface nanopatterning.
However, large-area treatment and isotropic nature of atmospheric plasma etching limit
its applications in nanofabrication. Herein we address both issues: we propose a low-cost
atmospheric pressure plasma source for fast, uniform and large area etching of polymeric
materials (PMMA, AZ) and colloidal lithography followed by isotropic helium-oxygen APP
etching in order to create nanostructures. We managed rapid shrinking of PS nanoparticles
coated on silicon/PMMA and we realized that APP etching is able to form hierarchical
structures on flat polymeric substrates and induce superhydrophobicity after coating with a
low surface energy material.
PO215
Advanced screen-offset printing for electrode formation on a concave surface of
cylindrically curved glass
Ken-Ichi Nomura ¹; Yoshinori Horii ¹; Hirobumi Ushijima ¹; Hiroaki Ikedo ²; Kazuro Nagase ²
¹ - National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology;
² - Mino Group Co., Ltd.

Screen printing is widely used to form conductive patterns such as peripheral electrodes
of touch screen panels. Such electrodes need to be formed finely with a width of 50 μm or
less. In addition, manufacturers, especially in the field of car electronics and smart phones,
are eager to form electrodes on cylindrical surfaces. Screen printing can form patterns on a
convex surface. However, it has some limitations: (i) electrode patterns, in principle, cannot
be screen-printed on a concave surface, and (ii) it is difficult to form fine patterns via screen
printing, due to ink bleeding, which limits the range of applications. To address these issues,
we have developed a curved-surface as well as fine printing technique, called screen-offset
curved-surface (SOS-CS) printing.
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PO216
Fractional factorial designs for deep silicon plasma etching process development
Lei Chen ¹; Collin Baker ¹; Vincent Luciani ¹; Chen Zhang ¹
¹ - National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

“Bosch” silicon (Si) etching is a high rate, highly selectively deep Si etch process using
alternating polymer deposition and Si etch steps to make micro-scale high-aspect-ratio (HAR)
Si structures. To make a nano-scale HAR Si structure, the conventional “Bosch” process must
be optimized to improve the sidewall smoothness and control the profile tighter. Previously,
one factor per run experimental tests have been used for the process development.
However, the one factor per run approach cannot detect important interactions between
the factors. In this study, a fractional factorial design of experiment (DOE), is used to study
the interactions between various factors in the etching process.
PO217
Complementary electron microscopic-spectroscopic characterization of Ti and Cr
adhesion layers
Matteo Todeschini ¹; Alice Bastos Fanta ¹; Jakob Birkedal Wagner ¹; Flemming Jensen ¹;
Anpan Han ¹
¹ - DTU Danchip/CEN - Technical University of Denmark

NOTES:
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Device miniaturization in micro and nanofabrication is leading to a possible end of validity
for the most accepted adhesion layer model. In particular, there is little knowledge on the
effect of an adhesion layer on the nanostructure of the over-layer, and it is not clear whether
the nanostructure is dependent on the type of adhesion layer used. Using complementary
characterization techniques (TEM cross section, AFM, STEM-EDX, TKD, STEM-EELS,
XPS depth profiling, micro 4-point probe), we investigated how Cr and Ti adhesion layers
influence the nanostructure of ultra-thin Au over-layers. Profound differences in film
nanostructure, chemical composition, elemental distribution and electrical conductivity
have been observed between Ti/Au and Cr/Au bilayers and pure Au thin-films. Based on
these results, a revised adhesion layer model is then proposed.
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PO218
Inductively coupled plasma nanoetching of alumina made by atomic layer deposition
Anpan Han ¹; Hoa Thanh Le ¹; Bingdong Chang ¹; Matteo Todeschini ¹; Matthias Keil ¹
¹ - Danchip, Technical University of Denmark (DTU), Denmark

Alumina made by atomic layer deposition is an excellent etch mask for e.g. silicon, silicon
oxides and nitrides, and diamond. The selectivity of silicon over alumina is 100000:1.
However, there are no systematic studies on nanoscale plasma etching of alumina. Here,
we systematically investigated inductively coupled plasma etching of alumina using deep
UV and electron beam lithography resist etch masks. We studied how intensive and
extensive etching parameters affect etch rate of alumina and different resist masks. Using
nanopatterned alumina as etch mask, we transferred nanopatterns into the silicon. Finally,
we present plasma etching guidelines for alumina on the nanoscale.
PO219
Investigation of electron beam induced etching of carbon using water
Gaudhaman Jeevanandam ¹; Sangeetha Hari ¹; Cornelis W Hagen ¹
¹ - Delft University of Technology

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

One of the main issues in patterning sub-30 nm dense lines by EBID is the broad deposit
around the lines that comes about due to the interaction of the high energy electron
beam with the substrate. We used EBIE to remove such interconnects at high resolution
using water as the precursor. Brightening was observed in the SE image corresponding to
the regions of removal of carbonaceous material. We also observed that the brightening
remained over a period of days. We also observed brightening over a pristine sample. The
mechanism behind this was investigated and the results of our experiments to unravel why
the bright areas remain for days will be discussed in detail.
PO220
Short time high temperature annealing of DiBlock Copolymers
Joachim Zajadacz ¹; Klaus Zimmer ¹; Andre Mayer ²; Christian Steinberg ²; Hella-Christin
Scheer ²
¹ - Leibniz Institute of Surface Modification, Leipzig;
² - University of Wuppertal, Department of Electrical and Information Engineering, Wuppertal

The short time high temperature annealing was investigated in the temperature range from
260 to 300 ° C. The annealing time was in the range of 3 s to 15 min. First, the experimental
series comprises the temperature range from 260 to 300°C in 10 °C steps and the annealing
time span from 2 to 6 min increased in 2 min steps. For all temperature- time combinations
a clear phase separation is observed, but with different fidelity. SEM images show wellordered DiBCP films with perpendicular oriented lamellar structures. The best lamellar
structures were observed at an annealing temperature of 280 °C and shorter annealing
times in the range of 3, 6, 10, 15, 30, 45 and 60 s.
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PO221
Precision reverse-offset printing to transfer fine patterns with precision overlay
Dongwoo Kang ¹; Sin Kwon ¹; Hyunchang Kim ¹; Young-Man Choi ²; Taik-Min Lee ¹
¹ - Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials;
² - Ajou University

For a decade, KIMM has established the reverse-offset printing process to transfer the
micron-sized patterns. Nowadays, we are focusing on the overlay accuracy of the reverseoffset printing. Firstly, the parameters of process and equipment affecting the printing
positions were investigated by the finite element method and our first prototype of printing
equipment. As a result, the printing position repeatability of sub-microns in sigma level
was obtained by minimizing the variations in process and equipment. Then, we started
the researches that can compensate the printing positions actively to locate the patterns
from the repeated positions to repeated and correct positions in our second prototype
equipment. The early result of the overlay printing showed that the equipment can provide
the reproducible overlay accuracy of 4.1 μm (mean+2sigma).
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PO222
Spontaneous vertical-horizontal alternate-orientation and directed self-assembly of
cylindrical block copolymers for the nanopatterning of epitaxial graphene on silicon
carbide
Gemma Rius ¹; Laura Evangelio ¹; Francesc Pérez-Murano ¹; Philippe Godignon ¹

Graphene nanostructured at the atomic level was anticipated to be of relevance in several
areas, such as spintronics and nanophotonic applications. For instance, we refer to single/
double-digit nanometer-width ribbons; which can be applied for the engineering of its band
gap opening, e.g. for transistor applications. We present the creation of long range of oriented
stripes in block copolymer (BCP) thin films deposited upon epitaxial graphene (EG) grown on
SiC substrates. The supra-structure consists in alternated horizontal-vertical morphologies
of PS-b-PMMA cylinders. The mechanism is attributed to BCP local-thickness, which is a
result of i) conformal deposition on the steeped SiC substrate plus ii) polymer flow upon mild
thermal annealing. Additionally, well ordered, oriented formation of DSA structures occurs
in certain steps, as induced by capillarity.

NOTES:
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¹ - IMB-CNM-CSIC
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PO223
AR-P 6200 for EBL applications up to 1.5µM
Lothar Hahn ¹; Christian Kaiser ²; Andreas Bacher ¹; Matthias Schirmer ²
¹ - Institute of Microstructure Technology, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany;
² - Allresist GmbH, Germany

Processing the high sensitive positive tone E-Beam Resist CSAR 62 (AR-P 6200, Allresist
GmbH) is described in literature for heights up to 210nm. Further applications demand
higher resist structures up to 1.5µm. Examples are the production of phase gratings or welldefined structures with high etch resistance for plasma etching and for ion implantation. A
process window was found to structure 1.5µm thick positive tone resist AR-P 6200 with
structures of an aspect ratio up to 5. Optimal paramters are a dose of 180µC/cm2 (at 100kV),
20 min developing in AR 600-546 and 1min in MBK. This will help to speed up applications
with deep etch cavities or manufacturing phase gratings.
PO224
Selective SiO2 etching in three dimensional structures using parylene-C as mask
Henk-Willem Veltkamp ¹,²,³; Yiyuan Zhao ¹,²,³; Meint De Boer ¹,²,³; Remco Wiegerink ¹,²,³;
Joost Lötters ¹,²,³,4

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - University of Twente;
² - MESA+ Insitute for Nanotechnology;
³ - Micro Sensors and Systems;
4
- Bronkhorst High-Tech BV

This abstract discusses the use of parylene-C as mask material for selective SiO2 etching
in three-dimensional structures. The example highlighted is the preservation of the BOX
layer of SOI wafers with a SiO2 hard mask in which trenches are etched and where the BOX
serves as etch stop. This hard mask needs to be stripped from the wafer, without damaging
the thin BOX. In order to achieve this, a conformal layer of parylene-C is deposited via
chemical vapor deposition and isotropically etched with an O2 plasma in a barrel etching
system. Results have shown that also SiO2 on the sidewalls can be preserved, depending on
the amount of parylene-C remaining. This opens the possibility of using parylene-C as mask
material for 3-dimensional SiO2 etching.

15:15 – 17:00
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PO225
Nanofabrication method for two dimensional controlled array of core-shell nanparticle in
large scale fabrication by using self-assembled Au@SiO2 nanoparticle in solvent interface
Hiroki Yamamoto ¹
¹ - ISIR, Osaka Univ.

High-throughput, inexpensive, and versatile method for two dimensional controlled array of
metal nanoparticles into accurate position on surfaces is required. In this study, we present
a nanofabrication method for two dimensional (2D) controlled array of gold-silica core-shell
nanoparticles (Au@SiO2) in large scale fabrication by using self-assembly techniques such
as self-assembled Au@SiO2 nanoparticles in solvent interface. A key aspect of this work is
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providing a fundamental insight into 2D controlled array of Au@SiO2 using self-assembly
technique for various applications. Therefore, we investigated whether the size and shell
thickness of Au@SiO2 depend on 2D controlled array of them or not. We succeeded in.
nanofabrication method for two dimensional controlled array of core-shell nanparticle by
using self-assembly method. The size of nanoparticle affects the controlled array of them.
PO226
Fabrication of black and white Si Surfaces by reactive ion etching
Rafael Taboryski ¹,²; Ling Schneider ¹,²; Agnieszka Telecka ¹,²; Nikolaj Mandsberg ¹,²; Nikolaj
A. Feidenhans'l ¹,²
¹ - DTU;
² - Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology

We discuss a simple method for one-step maskless fabrication of nanotextured surfaces in
Si and replication of such surfaces in polymer. The nanotextures are fabricated on silicon
wafers by using a simple one-step method of reactive ion etching (RIE) at different processing
time and gas flow rates of process gasses. This RIE method can be used to structure silicon
surfaces without masks through the combined effect of a corrosive gas (SF6 and/or CH4)
and a passivating gas (O2). Depending on specific process parameters, the nanotexture can
be tuned to have different optical surface properties ranging from spiky nanograss yielding
antireflective mat-black surfaces (black Si) to inverted nanopyramids yielding distinct milky
white surfaces.
PO227
Enhanced printing resolution on flexible substrates via self-assembled monolayer surface
modification

¹ - University of Oxford

Additive nanomanufacturing (ANM) has seen tremendous growth in the past few years
owing to the numerous advantages it possesses over traditional lithographic technologies.
One form of ANM in particular, electrohydrodynamic (EHD) jet printing, which employs
electric stress to induce fluid ejection from a conductive capillary nozzle, has been explored
extensively to achieve high resolution printing, below the limit of several microns seen in
other technologies. We present in this work the novel application of self-assembly monolayer
deposition using EHD to allow for selective nanoparticle assembly on flexible substrates.
We use FDTD simulations to predict the optical response of gold nanoparticles assembled
on a PDMS polymer surface and propose new thin film technologies which could exploit the
plasmonic nature of particles for tunable optical responses.

NOTES:
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Nhlakanipho Mkhize ¹; Benjamin Porter ¹; Harish Bhaskaran ¹
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PO228
Downsizing of the three-dimensional nanostructure fabricated by focused-ion-beam
chemical vapor deposition
Reo Kometani ¹; Moe Katsuda ¹; Etsuo Maeda ¹
¹ - The University of Tokyo, Japan

Downsizing process for the three-dimensional (3-D) nanostructure fabricated by focusedion-beam chemical vapor deposition (FIB-CVD) was proposed in this study. Downsizing of a
nanostructure was tried by using Ga-C core/C-shell structure which is a structural property
of nanostructure fabricated by FIB-CVD. We controlled a diameter of Ga-C core by using
annealing treatment and the downsizing was performed by removing the C-shell by reactive
ion etching (RIE) using O2 gas. As a result, we demonstrated the fabrication of carbon pillar
array with a smaller diameter by using a proposed downsizing method. In this process, a
diameter of carbon pillar decreased from 70.9 nm to 16.9 nm. Proposed method will enables
us to fabricate the various smaller 3-D nanostructure and devices.

15:15 – 17:00
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PO229
Assembly of silicon nitride microchannels
Tom Larsen ¹; Claudia Castillo Moreno ¹; Oscar Vazquez-Mena ²; Guillermo Villanueva ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - ANEMS, EPFL, Switzerland;
² - Dept. of NanoEngineering, University of California, USA

We present a novel method for the fabrication of silicon nitride microchannels. Inspired by
2D material transferring techniques, we transfer a 100 nm thick silicon nitride lid on top of a
chip with silicon nitride coated trenches to form microchannels. The fabricated channels are
30 µm deep, 2-100 µm wide and up to several millimeters long. Short, long, narrow and wide
channels are fabricated simultaneously. As the channels are embedded into the surface of
the chip, processing on top of the channels is feasible. The presented transfer method is not
limited to silicon nitride thin films, other materials resistant to KOH or TMAH etching could
potentially be transferred as well to form channels, membranes or other devices.
PO230
Elucidation of slurry behavior in tip part near intersection of squeegee and substrate in
screen printing
Qing Ding ¹; Keisuke Nagato ¹; Hiro Nakano ¹; Yuki Yajima ¹; Masayuki Nakao ¹
¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo

Screen printing is widely used in electronics manufacturing and is expected to fabricate
finer microstructures. However, slurry behavior in screen printing has not been clarified
because of slurry’s property of thixotropy. In this study, we focused on the slurry behavior in
tip part near intersection of squeegee and substrate. We designed the experimental setup
using transparent glass squeegee, glass roll and transparent slurry. The slurry behavior was
clarified by capturing movements of the tracer particles mixed in the transparent slurry. In
tip part near intersection of the glass squeegee and the glass roll, the slurry near the glass
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roll flowed in the same direction of peripheral velocity of the roll and the slurry near the
glass squeegee flowed up along the squeegee.
PO231
Real-time observation of crack propagation in laser cutting of glass
Hiro Nakano ¹; Keisuke Nagato ¹; Qing Ding ¹; Tetsuya Hamaguchi ¹; Isao Saito ²; Takuma
Fujiwara ²; Takahiro Nagata ²; Yusuke Ito ¹; Masayuki Nakao ¹
¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo;
² - Technology General Division, AGC Asahi Glass

In order to use the glass in various objectives, a technique to cut the glass to desired
shape is required. A noncontact method, which generates almost no defects using laser,
was developed and it attracts many researchers recently. However, the crack propagation
mechanism in the glass has not been clarified comprehensively. In this paper, we develop
the observation system to trace the crack in real time and advance the knowledge of crack
behavior. We successfully observed interference fringes, which can be transformed to the
shape of the crack. We found that the crack opened with an angle of 0.11 deg. in the vicinity
of the crack tip and the angle was decreased to 0.05 deg. at a distance 150 μm away from
the tip.
PO232
Fabrication and optical characterization of micro random patterns on a roll metal mold
Ji-Young Jeong ¹,²; Eun-Chae Jeon ¹,²; Je-Ryung Lee ¹,³; Tae-Jin Je ¹,²
¹ - Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials;
² - University of Science and Technology;
³ - Korea University

NOTES:
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The micro random patterns can diffuse the lights uniformly with low loss in ultra-thin displays.
We developed a new method to fabricate the controlled micro random patterns on the roll
metal mold using the diamond turning method. We chose two experimental parameters
of rotation angle per millisecond and cutting depth in order to control the shapes of the
micro random patterns and the degree of randomness. The length of the machined random
patterns was inversely proportional to the rotation angle per millisecond, and the width was
the cutting depth. The degree of randomness could be controlled by random distribution of
the cutting depth. We measured the optical characteristics of the micro random patterns
and found that smaller and more patterns diffused the light more efficiently.
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PO233
Optimising the performance of commercial ISFET sensors using reactive ion etching
Christoforos Panteli ¹; Nicolas Moser ¹; Pantelis Georgiou ¹; Kristel Fobelets ¹
¹ - Imperial College London

In this study, we aim to maximise the pH sensitivity of CMOS sensors using Reactive Ion
Etching (RIE) to remove the passivation layers. The recipe was calibrated to etch away
the polyimide and silicon nitride, and different etch times were applied on five dies. We
characterise the thickness of the sensing layer at the surface of each die with a stylus profiler
and measure the sensing performance using an integrated platform for pH detection. We
achieve an increase in pH sensitivity and decrease in signal attenuation as the silicon nitride
is exposed. The sensitivity reaches 21 mV/pH after 15 minutes of etching, which represents
a 500% improvement compared to the non-etched die. Future work will focus on finding a
universal optimum thickness for CMOS sensors.
PO234
Behavior of droplets on the superhydrophobic surfaces at high temperature
Haifeng Zhang ¹; Yanjing Tuo ¹; Weishan Zheng ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Harbin institute of technology

The rebound of droplet released onto the superhydrophobic surfaces from a settled height
has aroused investigators’ great interest for its immense application value in the last decades.
Many researches focused on the behavior of droplet in different extreme environment are
done, though the study at high temperature is lacking, which is meaningful for industrial
production. In this paper, an ingenious cheap easy way based on the iron is proposed and
studied to fabricate superhydrophobic surfaces. At high temperature, the rebound height
of droplet is mainly studied and a metastable physics model is suggested to explain the
mechanism of rebound. The prediction of theory shows great agreement with experimental
results.
PO235
Fabrication of narrow metal grid electrode by inkjet printing of Ag ink and non-wetting
barriers
Jun Ho Yu ¹; Kwan Hyun Cho ¹; Heuiseok Kang ¹; Kyungtae Kang ¹; Jun Young Hwang ¹; Sang
Ho Lee ¹
¹ - Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

We introduce the new fabrication of a narrow metal grid electrode by using inkjet printing
of non-wetting barrier and silver (Ag) nanoparticle ink. When we apply inkjet printing
technology to fabrication of metal grid electrode, the fabrication process is simplified
by directly-patterning of Ag nanoparticle and sintering. But, inkjet printing has a limits
to feature size and resolution due to nozzle size, jetting volume and ink spread. For the
fabrication of a narrow electrode, this study introduce a unique line width control method
using a hydrophilic track formed by non-wetting barriers. The most densely fabricated
grid electrode has the line width of 18 µm, the space distance of 0.15 mm and the sheet
resistance of 2.37 Ω/sq.
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PO236
Microscopic observation of collapse behaviour of clusters in magnetorheological fluid
(MRF) clutch
Masato Murakami ¹; Keisuke Nagato ¹; Takuya Oshima ¹; Seiichiro Washino ³; Eitaro Tanaka³;
Shu Takagi ¹; Takashi Matsushima ²; Masayuki Nakao ¹
¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo, Japan;
² - Department of Engineering Mechanics and Energy, Graduate School of Systems and Information, Engineering,
University of Tsukuba, Japan;
³ - DENSO CORPORATION, Japan

Magnetorheological fluid (MRF) has been attracting great interest because of its large change
in viscosity corresponding to the applied magnetic field. Although the MRF’s properties have
been investigated for the application of clutches, few studies have focused on observation
of its behavior. Our group has been investigating how MRF in a clutch transfer torque, by
measuring the transfer torque and observing the behavior of the magnetic-particle clusters
without oil under quasi-static process. The report showed that the grooved magnetic poles
increased the transfer torque without increasing the volume fraction of magnetic particles
and how the clusters collapse. In this report, we developed a system for measuring torque
and observation of MRF, and showed how MRF transfer torque in oil and collapse with large
shear stress.
PO237
Sintering of inkjet-printed silver nanoparticle patterns using a heated gas flow
Kwon-Yong Shin ¹; Nam Son Park ²; Heuiseok Kang ¹; Kyungtae Kang ¹; Jun Young Hwang ¹;
Sang-Ho Lee ¹
¹ - KITECH;
² - Jesagi Hankook

NOTES:
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In inkjet printing of a conductive pattern, selection of a sintering method is a very critical issue
to obtain the stable conductivity of printed patterns because the electrical performance
depends on inter-connecting of individual nanoparticles onto a substrate after deposition by
inkjet printing. In this study, we introduce a thermal sintering process by a heated gas flow as
a new method for sintering process and evaluate its feasibility to the printed circuit boards
manufacturing through reliability characterization of inkjet-printed silver patterns. Gas
flow heating shows better performance than oven sintering methods in analysis of specific
resistance and microstructure.The sintering based on heated gas flow is able to offer various
advantages such as large-scaled sintering, mass production and energy efficiency features.
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PO238
Layer thinning of MoS2 by using laser irradiation
Enyao Gu ¹; Qiyuan Wang ¹; Youwei Zhang ¹; Laigui Hu ¹; Pengfei Tian ¹; Ran Liu ¹; Chunxiao
Cong ¹; Zhijun Qiu ¹
¹ - State Key Laboratory of ASIC & System, School of Information Science and Technology, Fudan University, China

In the field of two dimensional (2D) materials, approaching monolayer or few-layer thin films
is one of the key issues. Laser thinning process is a novel technique for obtaining monolayer
2D material, but the condition parameter selecting method has not been thoroughly
studied. Here, we have analyzed fixed point laser thinning process on mutilayer MoS2 flakes
with synchronous in-situ Raman spectrums. As a result, an empirical formula is obtained to
describe the relation between the irradiation time and laser power density that could exactly
etch MoS2, basing on an approximate model about Raman signal intensity to calculate the
radius of etched area on MoS2 sample.
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PO239
Laser-reduced graphene oxide for high responsivity Ir photodetectors
Rui Feng ¹; Laigui Hu ¹; Youwei Zhang ¹; Jing Chen ¹; Zhi-Jun Qiu ¹; Pengfei Tian ¹; Chunxiao
Cong ¹; Ran Liu ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - State Key Laboratory of ASIC & System, School of Information Science and Technology, Fudan University, China

In recent years, graphene-based photonics has received much attention. However, the
bandgap absence of graphene significantly limits its applications as a semiconductor. The
bandgap opening for graphene would be a feasible way. In this paper, graphene oxide was semireduced by using lasers to open the bandgap. It is revealed that the semi-reduced graphene
oxide films can show a high responsivity of 0.18 A/W upon light illumination at wavelength of
1550 nm, which is quite promising to be as infrared image sensors and photodetectors.
PO240
Fabrication of fine metal patterns using material extrusion additive process with a molten
metal
Yeongjun Kim ¹; Juhyun Nam ¹; Chang Woo Lee ²; Junhee Lee ²; Je Hoon Oh ¹
¹ - Hanyang University;
² - Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials

The purpose of this work is to fabricate conductive metal 2D patterns and metal 3D objects
for electronic devices via material extrusion additive process with a molten metal. For the
fabrication of metal 2D patterns and 3D objects, we designed a 3D printing system with
a heater and a moving piston and fabricated metal patterns and objects on polyimide and
glass substrates. We investigated the effects of the process parameter such as stage speed
and piston speed on the 2D printed pattern quality. The fabrication of 3D multilayered
structures is now underway. With the overprint technique and the solidification control
of molten metal, we will fabricate 3D structures using the developed material extrusion
process. The results will be discussed during the conference.
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PO241
Electronically agile molecular metal oxide hyperstructures for efficient memories and
OPVS
Angelika Balliou ¹,²; Mirtat Bouroushian ¹; Antonios Douvas ²; George Skoulatakis ³; Stella
Kennou ³; Nikos Glezos ²
¹ - School of Chemical Engineering, National Technical University of Athens;
² - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR Demokritos;
³ - Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Patras

Solution-derived molecular clusters are promising candidates for a wide variety of
applications, including nanoscale high performance (opto)electronic devices and solar energy
conversion. However, systematic control of their electronic properties, greatly influenced by
morphology and defects, has proven difficult. We present self-arranged molecular transition
metal oxide hyperstructures with consistently tunable HOMO-LUMO levels and localization
extent as components that enable engineering of injection barriers in molecular memories
and enhance interfacial electron/hole injection in photovoltaic stacks. Polyoxometalate
molecules forming planar assemblies of tunable spatial correlation length are electronically
addressed on chip-grade oxidized silicon vertically or on plane, massively in parallel or in
few chains’ mode. Structurally-driven insulator-to-semi-metal transitions, extreme HOMOLUMO gap modification and size-dependent current regulation demonstrate the possibility
for on-chip single molecule electronic characteristics under ambient conditions.
PO242
Low re-deposition material in nanopillars fabricated with tiw hard mask
Luana C. Benetti ¹,²; Ricardo Ferreira ²; Alexandre D. C. Viegas ¹; André A. Pasa ¹; Paulo P.
Freitas ²

In this work, nanopillars produced by TiW hard masks were characterized. The RIE etching
conditions of TiW were optimized to promote the formation of pillars with desired structure,
vertical walls / profile. The optimal condition was obtained using a gas mixture of SF6/He with
low process pressure. Large values of TMR were obtained. The absence of re-deposition was
inferred from TMR vs. RA measurements and scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) cross-section images. The results revealed that HM did not affect or impair MTJ.

NOTES:
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¹ - Laboratório de Filmes Finos e Superfícies - UFSC, Brazil;
² - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal
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PO243
Design, analyses and fabrication of a V-Shaped polymeric microgripper with reduced outof-plane displacement
Rodica Voicu ¹; Catalin Tibeica ¹; Adrian Dinescu ¹
¹ - National Institute for Research and Development in Microtechnologies-IMT Bucharest

The microgrippers are significant tools for handling, manipulating or assembling fragile
microobjects. In this work, the design, simulation results, fabrication process and the
experimental investigations for an SU-8 microgripper based on V-shaped electrothermal
actuators in the normally open mode operation is presented. The in-plane, out-of-plane
displacements and the microgripper temperatures distribution were analyzed. The maximum
in-plane displacement was 24 μm for one arm when 0.2 V while the temperature was around
140oC. The out-of-plane displacement remain under 0.3 μm. The fabrication process is based
on SU-8 biocompatible polymer as main structural material. The fabrication was optimized in
order to reduce the out-of-plane displacement by using gold for the heater without an adhesion
layer. The heater was encapsulated between two SU-8 layers with the same thicknesses.
PO244
Nanofabrication of 20nm MTJ nanopillars using a broad angle ion beam to laterally trim
the nanopillars bellow the minimum litographic feature size
Mohammad Tarequzzaman ¹; Jerome Borme ¹; Elvira Paz ¹; Ricardo Ferreira ¹; Paulo Freitas¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - INL-International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

MTJ nano-pillars in the deep-sub-micron range bellow 50 nm are a basic functional unit
making up a new generation of beyond CMOS spintronic devices. However, the nanofabrication process of such small elements is not straightforward. From a lithography point
of view, resist patterns with lateral dimensions down to a few nanometer can be defined by
e-beam lithography without major problems but only if very thin resist layers are used. On
the other hand, the etching techniques required to pattern MTJ nano-pillars require thick
e-beam resists. In this paper we demonstrate a novel method to scale down the nanopillar
size, trimming laterally a nano-pillar from 50nm down to 20 nm while keeping a high tunnel
tunneling magnetoresistance ratio (TMR) above 100%.
PO245
Design of novel roller for register error compensation in roll-to-roll process
You-Sung Kang ¹; Chang-Ho Jung ¹; Ga Eul Kim ¹,²; Young-Man Choi ¹; Yongho Jeon ¹;
Dongwoo Kang ²; Moon G. Lee ¹
¹ - Ajou University;
² - Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials

Recently, wearable display and mobile device industries has been focused on roll-to-roll
process to realize low cost mass production of flexible electronics. In this process, a register
error occurs, which not only adversely affects the printing accuracy, but also limits the size
of the printable area in a single span. We developed a novel roller to compensate for register
errors. The diameter distribution of the roller considering the contact stiffness was applied
to compensate for the register error. As a result of actual process experiments, it was verified
that the deviation of deformation was corrected by about 30%. If the novel roller model is
applied to the actual process, the production of flexible devices can be improved by making
lower the register error.
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PO246
Localized-growth of tungsten oxide nanowires for gas sensing applications
Guillem Domènech-Gil ¹; Lukas Hrachowina ²; Paolo Pellegrino ¹; Mauricio Moreno ¹; Isabel
Gràcia ³; Carles Cané ³; Sven Barth ²; Albert Romano-Rodríguez ¹
¹ - MIND-Departament d’Enginyeries and Institut de Nanociència i Nanotecnologia, Universitat de Barcelona;
² - Institute of Materials Chemistry, Vienna University of Technology;
³-Centre Nacional de Microelectrònica-Institut de Microelectrònica de Barcelona, Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Científicas

A methodology for the localized growth and simultaneous integration of nanowires into
microhotplates for their use as functional devices will be presented. It is based on the
use of the well-known vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth method, but performed on top of
microhotplates, which provide the thermal energy required for the process. The method is
exemplified growing WO3 nanowires and the functional devices are solid state gas sensors,
in which the microhotplate is required to reach the required operating temperature.
PO247
Performance improvement in a microbial fuel cell by using activated carbon sheet and
hydropobic organic matter
Naoki Hayashi ¹; Toshihiro Ozawa ¹, Kozo Taguchi ¹
¹ - Ritsumeikan University

PO248
Novel top-down bilayer photoresist fabrication of ZnO nanowire field effect transistors
Martin Ebert ¹; Azlin Ghazali ¹; Kian Kiang ¹; Ioannis Zeimpekis ¹; Maurits De Planque ¹;
Harold Chong ¹
¹ - University of Southampton

NOTES:

In this study, we developed a new technology that uses a bilayer photoresist which was coated
with a ZnO thin film by thermal atomic layer deposition (ALD) and later anisotropic dry etched
to form the nanowires. The fabricated devices have been electrical characterized and showed
clear FET characteristics. The devices show excellent field effect transistor behaviour and can
be manufactured with different channel lengths and numbers of nanowires using standard
UV-light photolithography systems.
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Recently, there is a variety of environmental problems such as global warming and depletion
of natural resources. Using fossil fuels is one of the causes of their problems. Therefore,
clean and renewable energy are focused on. A microbial fuel cell (MFC) is one of the new
energy resources. This study focused on activated carbon[1][2]. Activated carbon has large
surface area and property of absorbing hydropobic materials. High surface area of activated
carbon contributes to the biofilm formation. Therefore, building biofilm on activated carbon
sheet as anode electrode and using hydropobic organic matter lead to enhance performance
in a microbial fuel cell.
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PO249
New design of the cantilevers for radiation pressure investigations
Karolina Orłowska ¹; Wojciech Majstrzyk ¹; Andrzej Sierakowski ²; Paweł Janus ²; Teodor
Gotszalk ¹
¹ - Division of Nanometrology, Wrocław University of Science and Technology, Poland;
² - Institute of Electron Technology, Poland

Progress in MEMS technology makes possible to apply the micromechanical devices in the
investigation of optomechanical phenomena. The beam of optical radiation can interact
with MEMS and affects its behavior. In this case, there are a few mechanisms to observe
and/or avoid: photothermic, photoacoustic and due to radiation pressure. In this work, we
propose a new design of the cantilevers this interaction investigation. Presented structures
are fabricated in silicon on insulator (SOI). The material is boron doped so that entire beam
could form a Lorentz loop. Also two isolated mirrors are integrated one for photon force
acting and radiation pressure investigation, second for the beam deflection read-out.
PO250
Patterning of organic single crystals for optical micro-devices
Bernardo Pires ¹; Sara Sequeira ²; Susana Cardoso ¹,³; Helena Alves ²; Diana Leitão ¹,³

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - INESC Microsystems and Nanotechnologies (INESC-MN), Portugal;
² - CICECO, University of Aveiro, Portugal;
³ - Tecnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal

Organic single-crystal (SC) are highly attractive candidates for optoelectronic devices.
Therefore, having the ability to tune the SC shape and size down to the microscale opens
new possibilities for applications. Here, major challenges exist, as SC can be significantly
damaged by electron or focused ion beams, thus direct patterning is usually avoided. In
this work we demonstrate the micropatterning of Rubrene SC down to 1.2 um in diameter,
combining optical lithography and reactive ion etching (RIE). All baking temperatures were
optimized for compatibility with the SC. The RIE conditions were target to increase etching
rate and selectivity. 3D profilometry and absorbance spectroscopy showed an etching rate
dependence on the size. This new process can now be extended for the development of
novel photonic devices.
PO251
Surface charge patterning by laser engraving on organic electrets
Siyan Chen ¹; Fei Wang ¹
¹ - Southern University of Science and Technology

This paper introduces the application of laser engraving on the pattern of charged organic
electret. During our experiment, we coated the polymer electret materials with spinning
coating or spray coating methods. Then, the electret surface was charged with corona
charging. Afterwards, selected area of the polymer material was treated by laser engraving
to remove the charges. With this method, we can pattern the surface charge of polymer
electret. We tried to apply our patterned organic electret on electrostatic energy harvester.
This paper also introduces the boundary effect of charge decay on the electret, which was
difficult to test with traditional fabrication methods.
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PO252
Influence of drying temperature for TiO_2 multilayer thin film of dye-sensitized solar cells
Yoshiki Kurokawa ¹; Kozo Taguchi ¹
¹ - Ritsumeikan University

In this paper, we propose TiO2 multilayer thin film for dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC)
by electrophoresis deposition (EPD) with three types drying temperature (40deg,60deg
or 80deg). DSSC needs anode, TiO2 thin film, pigment, electrolyte and cathode. They
are assembled, then DSSC is fabricated as shown in Figure 1. In DSSC, TiO2 thin film has
important factor. When TiO2 thin film has good performance, high conversion efficiency
of DSSC is achieved[1][2]. As cathode electrode, we used carbon nanotube (CNT) mixed
with Poly (diallyl dimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) electrode. The cathode electrode we
used needs no sinter, so it is can be used for flexible DSSC.
PO254
Memristive operation observed in the Ti/ HfO2 / Au ReRAM device
Hayato Yoshida ¹; Tomohiro Shimizu ¹; Takeshi Ito ¹; Shoso Shingubara ¹
¹ - Kansai University

NOTES:
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A resistive random access memory (ReRAM) has been studied extensively because of its
excellent properties such as a high switching speed, low power consumption and scalability.
Recently, ReRAM has been recognized as an artificial synapse for neuromorphic computing,
similar to atomic switching devices. In this study, we observed multiple resistance states
appeared in the reset operation mode in the Ti/HfO2/Au ReRAM device which showed
bipolar resistance switching property. Furthermore, its resistance was strictly dependent on
the amount of the reset voltage. In addition, applying a train of negative pulse voltages, the
device resistance gradually increased in accordance with a pulse number, which was typical
property of memristor.
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PO255
Stretchable thin film transistors and interconnections fabricated on PDMS elastomer
with stiff-island PI
Jae Bon Koo ¹; Soon-Won Jung ²; Chan Woo Park ¹; Bock Soon Na ¹; Ji-Young Oh ¹; Nae-Man
Park ¹; Sang Seok Lee ¹; Seongdeok Ahn ¹; Jeong-Ik Lee ¹
¹ - Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI);
² - Cheongju University

Stretchable electronics has been considered as a promising technology for overcoming the
limitations of conventional rigid electronic systems, in various applications such as foldable
or stretchable displays, wearable bio-devices, as well as sensor skins for robots. Polyimide
islands were directly fabricated on a PDMS elastomer substrate and Indium-Gallium-ZincOxide (IGZO) TFTs were fabricated on these PI stiff islands. When the elastomer substrate
with stiff-island PI was stretched, deformation was primarily accommodated by the soft
elastomeric substrate region, and the stiff-island region was experienced relatively small
strains. Therefore, we could make oxide IGZO TFT stretchable up to about 50% strain and
stretchable interconnection lines which connect individual TFT devices, using solid or liquid
metal.
PO256
Enhanced bending strength of electrodeposited pure gold cantilevers in micro-bending
test
Masato Sone ¹; Keisuke Asano ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Institute of Innovative Research, Tokyo Institute of Technology

Gold-based MEMS accelerometer has been proposed to increase the functionality
performance by reducing the noise level of the conventional silicon-based MEMS
accelerometers. To utilize the high density of gold and improve the structure stability, the
mechanical strength should be improved. Since the electrodeposited gold showed a higher
strength than the bulk gold, the electrodeposited gold with fine grains is a strong candidate
toward the application. The micro-bending test is suitable to evaluate the structure
stability because bending motions of micro-specimens could closely simulate deformation
behaviors of the movable structures used in a MEMS device. In this research, we conducted
the bending test using micro-cantilever specimens made from several types of gold films,
electrodeposited by pulse plating, and by the constant-current electroplating.
PO257
Cell area and buffer layer thickness effects on HfOx-based ReRAMs
Michele Pezzarossa ¹; Jury Sandrini ¹; Elmira Shahrabi ¹; Behnoush Attarimashalkoubeh ¹;
Yusuf Leblebici ¹
¹ - EPFL

Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM) technology has made a significant progress in
the past decade becoming a competitive candidate for replacing NOR and NAND flash. The
present work addresses further development of HfOx-based resistive memories through
the investigation of cell area and buffer layer thickness influence on the device electrical
characteristics. A logarithmic fit is extrapolated from the data statistic delineating an evident
scaling trend of the forming voltage with increasing device area, as predicted by percolation
models. Analysis of variance and Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test reported no substantial
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variations between electrical parameters of devices with 1.5nm and 3nm Ti layers, but a
significant increase of LRS, RESET voltage and RESET power were observed in the 7nm
thick buffer layer.
PO258
3D MEMS air-core inductor in a very high frequency switched-mode power converter
Hoa Thanh Le ¹;², Yasser Nour ² , Ziwei Ouyang ² , Arnold Knott ² , Flemming Jensen ¹ , Anpan
Han ¹
¹ - National Center for Micro- and Nanofabrication (DTU Danchip), Technical University of Denmark, Denmark;
² - DTU Electrical Engineering (DTU Elektro), Technical University of Denmark, Denmark

Passive inductors are by far the most bulky and expensive parts in power supplies. Operating
at very high frequency (VHF: 30 – 300 MHz) allows the usage of smaller inductors thus
reducing the size of power supplies. We report a 3D MEMS toroidal air-core inductor and
demonstrate its application in a VHF power converter. Air-core inductors have superior
performance with higher quality factor (Q) of 13.3 at 33 MHz compared to Q of 9 at 20 MHz
of Si-core inductors. With the complete removal of the Si core, the parasitic capacitance
reduces three folds from 11.5 pF to 3.7 pF. The converter operates at 33 MHz in zero voltage
switching (ZVS) mode and achieved an efficiency of 77% converting 8.4 VDC to 12.4 VDC.
PO259
Resistive switching characteristics in manganese oxide and Hafnium Oxide devices
Tae Su Kang ¹; Quanli Hu ¹; Haider Abbas ¹; Tae Sung Lee ¹; Nam Joo Lee ¹; Mi Ra Park ¹; TaeSik Yoon ¹; Chi Jung Kang ¹
¹ - Myongji University

NOTES:
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The resistive switching properties of Ag/HfO2/Pt, Ag/MnO/Pt and Ag/MnO/HfO2/Pt were
investigated. The devices exhibited the typical bipolar resistive switching characteristics.
The resistance switching was attributed to the conductive filaments formation and rupture
in oxide layer. Also, the conduction mechanisms were investigated. The fabricated devices
showed a positive SET and a negative RESET process.It indicated that the devices exhibited
bipolar switching behaviors.The bipolar resistive switching behavior in Ag/HfO2/Pt and
Ag/MnO/Pt could be ascribed to the formation and rupture of conductive filaments in the
switching layers. It suggested that the bilayer device has better stability and higher ON/OFF
ratio as compared to the single devices.
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PO260
Aluminium oxide on SiC with atomically sharp interface and synchrotron radiation
Ana G. Silva ¹; Kjeld Pedersen ²; Zheshen Li ³; Per Morgen 4
¹ - Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal;
² - Aalborg University, Denmark;
³ - ISA, Aarhus University, Denmark;
4
- University of Southern Denmark, Denmark

Devices fabricated from SiC/Si epitaxial wafers has shown to need surface passivation and
insulating coatings which depends on the future applications, in order to provide electrical
stability, to reduce reverse-current leakage and to increase breakdown voltage. For solar
cell applications – and in Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) systems – Al-oxide thin film
coatings have some strong followers, not the least due to the recent considerable advances
of the Atomic layer deposition (ALD) processes. In this talk it will discussed recent results
obtained in atomically controlled, self-limiting procedures for growth of aluminium oxide on
SiC-on-Si. The SiC/Si was formed by a remote CH4 plasma interacting with Si surfaces in
ultra-high-vacuum (UHV).
PO261
Electric field-assisted performance improvement of solution-processed organic thin-film
transistors
Thorsten Meyers ¹; Fábio F. Vidor ²; Julia Reker ¹; Tobias Brockschmidt ¹; Gilson I. Wirth ²;
Ulrich Hilleringmann ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Paderborn University;
² - Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul

In this study we will analyze the influence of an electric field-assisted treatment on the
electrical performance of short-channel solution-based thin-film transistors (TFTs) in
inverted coplanar architecture using 2,7-Dioctyl[1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene
(C8-BTBT) as active semiconducting layer. It was observed that depending on the magnitude
of the electric-field applied at the gate, drain and source electrodes the transistor showed
an improved performance as well as long-term stability. This effect was mainly ascribed to a
quality enhancement (saturation of traps) of the dielectric and semiconductor interface as
well as to the orientation of crystal domains of the C8-BTBT film, which lead to an improved
hopping transport between neighboring organic molecules.
PO262
Integration of micromachined through silicon vias with TMR sensors
Joana Santos ¹; Tiago Monteiro ¹; Susana Cardoso ¹,²
¹ - Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computadores – Microsistemas e Nanotecnologias (INESC-MN);
² - Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade Técnica de Lisboa, Portugal

This work focuses on the development and electrical characterization of TSV.
The definition of the holes relies on chemical wet etch with Potassium Hydroxide (KOH)
requiring a robust thin film hard mask (Si3N4/ Cr).
To fabricate reduced size TSV, a double side approach was used and the wet etch was
performed on both sides simultaneously, leading to the opening of the via in the center.
The via patterning was done taking the advantage of the 54.7º etch angle between the {100}
and {111} plane.
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Different approaches were tested to achieve a good electrical interconnection through
both sides of the wafer and low electrical resistance of the vias, a requirement for a good
compatibility with the TMR sensors to be integrated for sensing applications.
PO263
Device modeling of N-channel silicon tunneling field-effect transistors for circuit
simulation
Sola Woo ¹; Minsuk Kim ¹; Sangsig Kim ¹
¹ - Korea University
In this study, we proposed physics-based TFET model based on the Kane-Sze tunneling
formula, which applies a measured results of reference device. Our proposed model for
tunneling current is calibrated in consideration of the reference device through TCAD
simulation and SPICE simulation. The extracted electrical parameters in TCAD simulation
were applied to the our TFET model using Verilog-A language. Also, we adopted the offstate current of p-i-n reverse bias and developed the threshold voltage, and electric field
equations in TFET based on conventional equations. Consequently, our TFET model for
circuit simulation has a good fit to the measured results of reference device.
PO264
Vibration-driven energy harvesting for smart objects
Gonzalo Murillo ¹; Marcos Duque ¹; Edgardo Uriel León ¹,²; Marc Navarro ¹; Cristina Martinez ¹
¹ - Instituto de Microelectrónica de Barcelona (IMB-CNM, CSIC), Spain;
² - Universidad de Sonora, Mexico

NOTES:
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We introduce the EnSO “Energy for Smart Objects” project, a European project with a total
budget of 82M€ and 35 partners, focused on an essential generic need within Internet
of Things providing Autonomous Micro Energy Sources (AMES). In this work, we have
developed several models for a vibration-driven energy harvester. The first model contains
the analytical equations underpinning the electromechanical system behavior. The second
is a SPICE circuit model which allows the interaction with electronic circuitry and power
management circuits. Finally, Finite Element Modelling can be used to optimize the designs
and predict the real motions and charge densities generated. On the other hand, several
wafers with silicon-based piezoelectric energy harvesters have been fabricated and the
resulting devices are being currently electromechanically characterizing.
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PO265
Memristors using solution based IGZO nanoparticles
Jose Rosa ²; Asal Kiazadeh ¹; Lidia Santos ¹; Rodrigo Martins ³; Henrique Gomes ³; Elvira
Fortunato ³
¹ - i3N/CENIMAT, Department of Materials Science, Faculty of Sciences and Technology, Universidade NOVA de
Lisboa and CEMOP/UNINOVA,Portugal;
² - Universidade do Algarve, FCT, Portugal;
³ - IT-Instituto de Telecomunicações, Portugal

Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide nanoparticles (IGZOnp) have been investigated as a resistive
switching layer in metal-insulator-metal structures for memristor applications. The
IGZOnp were produced by a low cost solution-based process and deposited by spin-coating
technique. Ti and Ag electrodes were used in combination with post-processing annealing
temperatures of 350 ºC and 200 ºC to optimize yield of resistive switching properties.
A uniform film is obtained, with smaller nanoparticles at 200 °C compared to the films
annealed at 350 °C. All devices show a bipolar resistive switching behavior. Ag/IGZOnp/Ti
structures annealed at 200 °C reveal the best performance including the lowest set/reset
voltage around 1 V and reliable switching properties with an on/off ratio >10 for more than
100 endurance cycles. The retention time is up to 10000 s.
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PO266
A bonding method for electrical connection between chip and substrate using inkjet
printing technology
Hye-Lim Kang ¹; Sung-Min Sim ¹; Yeonsu Lee ¹; Jun Ho Yu ²; Kwon-Yong Shin ²; Sang-Ho Lee²;
Jung-Mu Kim ¹; Ignacio Llamas-Garro ³
¹ - Chonbuk National University;
² - Korea Institute of Industrial Technoloty;
³ - Centre Tecnològic de Telecomunicacions de Catalunya

This paper presents a transmission line for direct current (DC T-line) bonded using inkjetprinted bumps. The bonded DC T-lines were fabricated and tested to verify electrical
connection stability, before applying the inkjet-printed bump technique in packages with
variable area. Finally, the characteristics of the bonded DC T-lines were compared with
straight lines. The method to simplify and lower the price of the bonding process used in
integrated device fabrication is proposed. We confirmed that the conductive ink that forms
the electrical connection of the bonded T-line negligibly contributes to the overall resistance
by comparing it with the straight line. Consequentially, the inkjet-printed bumps can be
used as electrical connections between chip and substrates, this bonding method can be
employed for packaging in various research fields.
PO267
Fabrication of completely free-standing pyrolytic carbon string resonators
Long Nguyen Quang ¹; Peter Larsen ¹; Anja Boisen ¹; Stephan Keller ¹
¹ - The Danish National Research Foundation and Villum Foundation’s Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and
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Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics (IDUN), Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical
University of Denmark, Denmark

Here, we present a novel method for fabrication of carbon string resonators obtained by
pyrolysis of suspended SU-8 micro strings in inert atmosphere at high temperature. The
fabricated strings were characterized by optical readout to get the resonance frequencies
and quality factors. We analyzed the resonance behavior of the optimized string resonators
and performed a first proof-of-concept of mass sensing using polystyrene micro particles.
PO268
Masked lithography fabrication of large-area infrared metamaterial absorbers for
microspectrometer application
Mohammadamir Ghaderi ¹; Ehsan Karimi ¹; N. Pelin Ayerden ¹; Reinoud F. Wolffenbuttel ¹
¹ - Delft University of Technology
The interaction of an electromagnetic wave with the subwavelength metallic patterns
in metamaterial absorbers enables the tailoring for a specific wavelength selective and
tunable absorption by design. The fabrication of such mid-infrared metamaterials has been
demonstrated using dedicated techniques such as e-beam lithography [1]. The accuracy and
repeatability of standard masked lithography is typically considered insufficient to meet the
demanding specifications of metamaterial devices, although the reduced fabrication costs
and improved throughput for large-area devices (typically 1-10 mm2) would be an enabling
factor for the introduction of these novel structures in MEMS. This abstract presents the
analysis of the uncertainties due to tolerances and the optimization of the standard maskedbased UV lithography process for the fabrication of large-area metamaterial absorbers for
micro-spectrometer applications.

Yasmin Mohamed Hassan ¹; Claudia Caviglia ¹; Stefania De Roni ¹; Rodrigo Pimentel C.¹;
Martin Duvfa ¹; Stephan Sylvest Keller ¹
¹ - Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark

This study focuses on the fabrication 3D pyrolytic carbon pillar electrodes for bioelectrochemical
applications. The electrodes have been obtained through the pyrolysis of lithographically
patterned SU-8 at high temperature (1100°C) in N2 atmosphere. The carbon pillar electrodes
were fabricated using UV photolithography and integrated on a three-electrode microchip. As
a proof of concept, the 3D carbon pillar structure has been used to measure the expression
of a bone differentiation biomarker from a cell population. The pyrolytic carbon pillar
microelectrodes were embedded within a gelatin hydrogel encapsulating osteosarcoma cells
(Saos-2). An electrochemical assay for the quantification of the bio-marker Alkaline Phosphatase
(ALP) was implemented using square wave voltammetry (SWV) on the in-vitro system.
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PO270
Fabrication and characterization of dual AFM cantilever with magneto-strictive film
designed for large deflection
Jinseo Hong ¹; Kazuki Mishina ¹; Takashi Mineta ¹
¹ - Yamagata University

We fabricated a prototype dual cantilever for large deflection and evaluated the mechanical
properties of the cantilevers. The 5-μm-thick cantilever for liquid delivery was designed to
deflect 3 μm by magneto-strictive thin film actuator. The imaging cantilever deflected up
to 1.1 μm. The hollow cantilever was successfully deflected up to 2.3 μm. The resonance
frequency of the imaging cantilever was 89.2 kHz. The resonance frequency of the delivering
cantilever was 65.2 kHz. No resonant peak of the delivering cantilever was found when
imaging cantilever was resonating. The vibration amplitude of delivering cantilever was about
300~500 nm. The vibration amplitude of the delivering cantilever was small enough to avoid
contact to a sample surface when it is deflected from the surface by the magneto-striction.
PO271
Design and fabrication of wavelength-independent mode-converting splitter
Han Uk Bae ¹; Young Bo Shim ¹; Juntae Park ²; Myung Yung Jeong ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Pusan National University;
² - ALTEC Co., LTD

The recent information communication age is a ubiquitous era where high-speed, highcapacity multimedia such as IOT and home network can be exchanged anytime and
anywhere. Optical communication technology is continuously developing to realize the
transmission network of high-speed information communication network for the realization
of highly information-oriented society and aims at the super-connection age which is one
of the keywords of the fourth industrial revolution. The demand for high-capacity and highspeed communication technology is increasing, and fiber to the home (FTTH) is attracting
attention as an infrastructure technology for effectively transmitting data. In this study,
Optical devices based on polymer optical waveguides have been designed and fabricated
with imprint process technology.
PO272
Direct process flow fabrication for piezoelectric actuators based on thinned PZT
technology
Belharet Djaffar ¹; Benouhiba Amine ¹; Rakotondrabe Micky ¹; Clevy Cedric ¹
¹ - FEMTO-ST, France

In order to fabricate and integrate PZT components, lot of processes were proposed, some
of them contain lot of process operations and includes bonding step.
A direct process flow was proposed to reduce the number of process operations and to relax
the mechanical stress.
The process flow starts by lift-off deposition of 10µm Ni on PZT (195µm) substrate and by
using the electroplating process. The PZT front side was polished to obtain 80µm thickness.
After electrode metal deposition, the structures were defined by using lithography and
plasma etching processes. The PZT structures were fabricated and characterized. The
beams of 5 mm and 90 µm thickness, have a static displacement of 1.33 µm/V and a first
resonant frequency at 1814 Hz.
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PO273
Finite element simulations for a TEM micromechanic test platform
Gabriel Gama ¹; André Pinto ¹; Alexandre Mello ¹
¹ - Brazilian Center for Physics Research, Brazil

Deformation mechanisms are phenomena that attempt to explain nanometric behaviors
in materials subjected to stresses great enough to drive the material to plastic behavior.
However, for very small grains, in the order of tens of nanometers, other phenomena
become relevant for plastic deformation. Such as grains boundary slip and grain rotation. So,
it becomes necessary to have a platform that would allow us to investigate the mechanisms
that control the evolution of the stress-strain curve when grain size is decreased. The aim
of this work is to study the behavior of stress and temperature in a Microelectromechanical
system (MEMS) for stress test simulated by finite elements in three dimensions.
PO274
Micro robotic finger device with thick shape-memory-alloy/Ti bimorph structure
Takashi Mineta ¹; Ryo Sato ¹; Takahiro Kanada ¹
¹ - Yamagata University, Japan

A micro-robotic finger device with shape memory alloy (SMA)/Ti bimorph structure was
designed and fabricated from flash evaporated SMA thick film (30 μm thick) and stacked Ti
thick film. This device consists of inner and outer SMA micro-fingers on which thin film Pt
heaters are integrated. The outer and inner fingers are similarly deflected by the initial SMA
film stress. In air operation, the outer finger with SMA mono-layer structure was reversibly
deformed from its initial deflected shape (~70 μm) to the memorized flat shape by the
heating-on and -off cycles. The deformation of the inner finger was inhibited due to the thick
Ti layer stacking, resulting in reversible motion between open and close of the fingers.
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PO275
Challenges in the integration of silicon sers substrates into a polypropylene injection
moulded microfluidic chip
Laura Serioli ¹; Lidia Morelli ¹; Marco Matteucci ¹; Kinga Zór ¹; Anja Boisen ¹
¹ - The Danish National Research Foundation and Villum Foundation’s Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and
Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics (IDUN), Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical
University of Denmark, Denmark

Integration of fragile and sensitive sensors into microfluidic systems is often challenging. We
are currently working on the development of a polypropylene (PP) microfluidic platform for
automated liquid-liquid extraction and surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) sensing.
The platform is bonded through ultrasonic welding (UW), which is suitable for bonding of PP
as a fast alternative to glue or heat-based bonding, but delivers high vibrational energy to
the fragile silicon SERS substrates.
We present various approaches for integration of SERS substrates in the microfluidic
platform. Both solvent-assisted gluing and mechanical clamping were not suitable, whereas
double-sided tape proved effective for damping UW vibrations. Despite some damages on
the active surface, a significant signal from the integrated substrate indicates the possibility
of effective sensing on the platform.
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PO276
Spin torque oscillators based magnetic tunnel junctions
Karla J. Merazzo ¹; Ana Ruiz-Calaforra ²; Jerome Hem ²; Annike Purbawatil ²; Diana Leitão ¹;
Ricardo Ferreira³; Laurent Vila ²; Erika Jimenez ²; Marie Claire Cyrille 4; Ursula Ebels ²
¹ - INESC-MN / SPINTEC;
² - SPINTEC CEA;
³ - INL;
4
- LETI CEA

Microwave oscillators based on magneto-resistive devices are of current interest due
to their frequency tunability at high frequencies, small dimensions (<100nm) and easy
integration above standard CMOS circuit. A high degree of control of the nanofabrication
process and of the texture of the MgO barrier and the magnetic layers is required. Here
we present the different steps of the nanofabrication process that have been optimizing
in order to achieve the required specifications. The magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) using
MgO barriers were deposited by sputtering at the International Iberian Nanotechnology
Laboratory (INL) and at LETI. Devices were patterned using e-beam lithography combined
with reactive ion etching and ion beam etching techniques. The definition of the top and
bottom electrodes was made by optical UV lithography.
PO277
Semiconductor open and short failure analysis by using 2 types of electron beam
absorption current technique
Inhye Park ¹,²; Sangmin Han ¹; Kyuchul Kim ¹; Sungho Lee ¹; Jin Choi ¹; Keumjoo Lee ¹;
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Byoungdeog Choi ²
¹ - Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.;
² - Sungkyunkwan University

As the semiconductor device feature size continues to shrink, the width of backend metal line
also gets smaller. Also we should adopt over 10 layers of backend metal line in Logic device
because of the complexity of circuit and high speed operation. It becomes more challenging
to localize the fault for these reasons. In this situation, Electron Beam Absorption Current
(EBAC) has been one of the most indispensable systems in Physical Failure Analysis (PFA).
In this paper, we will intoroduce two types of EBAC technique to localize open and short and
actual analysis cases. These two techniques can perform a great role as a bridge between
electrical and physical failure analysis. And it will contribute to quick and accurate failure
localization.
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PO278
A high performance passive direct methanol fuel cell with an air-breathing catalytic
combustor
Shuo Fang ¹; Yufeng Zhang ¹; Shaoxuan Zhong ¹; Shengtian Sang ¹; Xiaowei Liu ¹
¹ - Harbin Institute of Technology
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A DMFC system employing the catalytic combustor as the heating device is developed
to maintain the optimum cell temperature and achieve the best cell performance. During
operation, the methanol permeable membrane transports pure methanol to the catalyst
particles and the methanol combusts in the air to generate heat. The heat conductor
transfers the generated heat to the cathode current collector plate (stainless steel fiber felt)
and therefore heat the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). A higher MEA temperature
increases the electrochemical kinetics at both electrodes and promotes the performance of
the DMFC significantly. The experimental results state that the DMFC system has obviously
better performance than the conventional one at the ambient temperature of 298 K.
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PO279
Mitigation of mold stress effect in multi stack package of nand flash
Jongmin Kim ¹; Kiwon Lim ²; Sangeun Lee ²; Byoungdeog Choi ¹
¹ - Sungkyunkwan University;
² - SAMSUNG

In recent packaging of NAND flash has evolved into the multi stacking to meet the marketing
needs. However, the problem of warpage is getting worse because of the use of thin chips
and increasing of mold pressure for multi stacking. Our experiment had been conducted in
8DP. The result of simulation, measuring compressive pressure received by each layer, shows
that the layers receive different pressures and the layer on the most bottom side receives
the maximum pressure. The results of measurement of ID improvement (%) per channel
length of NMOS/PMOS under compressive stress of 200MPa, this result matches well
with the piezoresistance coefficient. Based on these results, we propose several methods to
minimize the strain effect due to mold stress in multi stack package.
PO280
Structure stability enhancement of gold micro-cantilever with a constrained at top and
bottom of the fixed-end

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

Chun-Yi Chen ¹,²; Minami Teranishi ¹,²; Tso-Fu Mark Chang ¹,²; Toshifumi Konishi ¹,²,³;
Katsuyuki Machida ¹,²; Daisuke Yamane ¹,²; Kazuya Masu ¹,²; Masato Sone ¹,²
¹ - CREST, Japan Science and Technology Agency;
² - Institute of Innovative Research, Tokyo Institute of Technology;
³ - NTT Advanced Technology Corperation

The structure stability is found to be different between micro-cantilevers with constrains
on the bottom surface only and micro-cantilevers having constrains on both the top and the
bottom surfaces. The evaluation was conducted by observing the micro-cantilevers using
a 3D optical microscope, and 3D Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations by COMSOL
Multiphysics were also conducted to predict structure stability of the micro-cantilevers.
Two types of Ti/Au two-layered micro-cantilevers were studied, and the results obtained
from the OM observation and the FEM simulations were compared with each other. In
general, magnitudes of the deflection and the average displacement were all smaller for the
double constrained type cantilever, which further demonstrates the positive contribution to
the structure stability.
PO281
Mechanical property anisotropy of pure gold evaluated by micro-compression test
Masaharu Yoshiba ¹,²; Chun-Yi Chen ¹,²; Tso-Fu Mark Chang ¹,²; Takashi Nagoshi ³; Daisuke
Yamane ¹,²; Toshifumi Konishi ¹,²,4; Katsuyuki Machida ¹,²; Kazuya Masu ¹,²; Masato Sone¹,²
¹ - CREST, Japan Science and Technology Agency;
² - Institute of Innovative Research, Tokyo Institute of Technology;
³ - National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology;
4
- NTT Advanced Technology Corporation
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Micro-mechanical property anisotropy of Au micro-pillars composed of nano-columnar
grains embedded in micro-columnar textures was evaluated by micro-compression tests.
The micro-pillars having dimensions of 10×10×20 μm3 were fabricated from constantcurrent electroplated Au film by focus ion beam milling. The long-axis of the nano-columnar
grains was parallel to the long-axis of the micro-columnar textures, and the long-axes were
parallel to growth direction of the electroplated Au film. The deformation behavior changed
from brittle fracture to multiple slip deformation and the yield stress varied from 650 to 300
MPa when the compression direction changed from perpendicular to parallel to the longaxis of the micro-columnar textures.
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PO282
Low dimensional bismuth in nanoelectronics
Lida Ansari ¹; Farzan Gity ¹; Christian König ¹; Giuseppe Verni ²; Justin Holmes ²; Brenda
Long ²; Martin Lanius ³; Peter Schüffelgen ³; Gregor Mussler ³; Detlev Grützmache ³; James
C. Greer ¹
¹ - Tyndall National Institute, University College Cork;
² - Department of Chemistry, University College Cork;
³ - Peter Grünberg Institute 9 & Jülich Aachen Research Alliance
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Bismuth has a unique electrical property and the arrangement of atoms of this element
creates very diverse surface structures, such that it is intermediate to 2D and 3D materials.
Low dimensional Bi has been investigated for thermoelectric properties.
Quantum confinement in low-dimensional semimetal materials, such as bismuth, leads to
a semimetal to semiconductor transition as the physical size of a nanostructure becomes
comparable to the Fermi wavelengths of electrons and holes. This feature can be used in
a confinement modulated gap transistor (CMGT) architecture to enable the formation of
semiconducting channel between semi-metallic source and drain regions to eliminate the
need for doping nanostructures and avoid the difficulties of introducing doping in sub-10
nm transistor nodes.
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PO283
Enhanced thermoelectric properties of ZnO: Al coated glass fibers
Yoonbeom Park ¹; Kyoungah Cho ¹; Sangsig Kim ¹
¹ - KoreaUniversity

Recently, glass fiber based thermoelectric materials have been widely studied since glass
fibers are suitable scaffolds for high performance thermoelectric energy harvesting.
Among thermoelectric materials coated on glass fibers, metal tellurides have superior
thermoelectric property. Nevertheless, researches on the other thermoelectric materials
coated onto glass fibers are needed to develop eco-friendly thermoelectric devices, since
tellurium as a component of metal tellurides is poisonous and rare. On the other hand, metal
doped oxides are regarded as promising non-toxic thermoelectric materials. Therefore, in
this study, we fabricate glass fiber based thermoelectric devices using Al-doped ZnO and
investigate the thermoelectric characteristics as a function of Al doping ratio to ZnO.
PO284
Flexible supercapacitors constructed with drop-casted electrodes made of reduced
graphene oxide-carbon black composite
Kyungwhan Yang ¹; Kyungah Cho ¹; Sangsig Kim ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Korea University

In recent years, flexible supercapacitors (SCs) have been regarded as one of promising
flexible energy storage devices owing to their high power density, fast charging/discharging
rate and excellent cycle stability. In order to apply for various wearable electronics, flexible
SCs should be fabricated more easily than the conventional process in which a pressing
procedure is required to compress bulk electrode materials. Herein, we introduce a simple
drop-casting method to fabricate a flexible SC and investigate its performance. To enhance
the performance of the flexible SC, in this study, we use the reduced graphene oxide-carbon
black composite thin films as its electrodes.
PO285
The effect of nano-scale glass coating on electrochemical performance of Ni-rich cathode
material
Sung Nam Lim ¹; Sine Ae Song ¹; Ki Young Kim ¹
¹ - Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

Ni-rich Li(Ni1–xMx)O2 (M = Co, Mn, Al, etc., x < 0.4) cathode materials have been in the
spotlight as promising cathode materials for lithium ion batteries because of their high
specific capacities. However, it still requires enhancement of its poor thermal stability.
This problem is resulted from catalytic side reactions between the electrode surface and
electrolyte, and these reactions result in the formation of a non-conducting solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) layer. In this work, we prepared nano-sacle glass coated cathode material
to solve the critical problems as above mentioned. Our results exhibit excellent cycle
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performance and thermal stability since the reaction between the electrode surface and the
electrolyte is suppressed and transition metal dissolution is prevented.
PO286
Silicon solar cell performance enhancement employing films doped with down-shifting
rare earth ions
Rosendo Lopez-Delgado ¹,²; Julio Cesar Melendres-Sanchez ²; Mario Enrique AlvarezRamos ²; Arturo Ayon ¹
¹ - University of Texas at San Antonio;
² - Universidad de Sonora

We report the synthesis and characterization of SiO2:TMSPM films doped with rare-earth
ions (Eu3+/Tb3+/Dy3+/Sm3+). These photo-luminescent, down-shifting films absorb in
the UV range of the solar spectrum and emit photons in the visible range, wavelengths that
are better suited for silicon absorption and electron-hole pair generation. We also report
the performance of silicon solar cells with and without the SiO2-TMSPM:Eu3+/Tb3+/
Dy3+/Sm3+ films. The incorporation of these films on solar cells triggered improvements
in their efficiencies from 15.6 to 16.1%; from 14.98 to 15.45%; from 14.94 to 15.36% and
from 15.54 to 15.99% for the Eu3+/Tb3+/Dy3/Sm3+ ions respectively. These efforts are
considered a good fit to the generalized trend to improve the efficiency of solar cells with
mass-compatible techniques that could serve to promote their widespread utilization.
PO287
ZnO/Au hybrid layered structure on silk textile prepared by supercritical carbon dioxide
promoted electrodeposition for applications in flexible multifunction electronic devices

¹ - Tokyo Institute of Technology;
² - Nara Women's University

This study integrated the electrodeposition with supercritical carbon dioxide (sc-CO2)
to fabricate the ZnO/Au hybrid layered structure on silk for the applications in flexible
multifunction electronic devices. Electroless plating was used to metallize silk substrate.
Sc-CO2 was introduced into the electroless plating system to enhance the plating
characteristics and solve the critical problems in conventional electroless plating. Smooth,
strong adherence and uniform coverage of Au layer was successfully plated on the silk. On
the other hand, cathodic deposition allows a simple and effective process for the synthesis
of metal oxide. ZnO, which has attracted widespread interest due to its multifunction, was
cathodic deposited as the last layer for preforming the diverse functions. The ZnO deposited
specimen performed 8.5 times enhancement in the photocurrent density.
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Wan-Ting Chiu ¹; Yuma Tahara ²; Chun-Yi Chen ¹; Tso-Fu Mark Chang ¹; Tomoko Hashimoto²;
Hiromichi Kurosu ²; Masato Sone ¹
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PO288
Theoretical study of H2 adsorbed on monolayer MoS2 doped with N, Si, P
Jiamu Cao ¹; Shuo Fang ¹; Jing Zhou ¹; Yufeng Zhang ¹; Xiaowei Liu ¹
¹ - Harbin Institute of Technology

Using first principle calculation, the adsorption of H2 on monolayer MoS2 is investigated. To
improve the performance of H2 adsorption, a single atom N, Si, P is substituted at S site of
monolayer MoS2 to explore the effects of doped MoS2 on H2 adsorption. The most stable
position of H2 adsorption is obtained after structure optimization. Comprehensive analysis
of adsorption energy, state density and Mulliken charge show that dopant atom enhances the
orbital hybridization between H2 and monolayer MoS2, increases the ad-sorption energy
of H2 and advances the charge transfer. Besides, multiple H2 gas molecules adsorption is
also considered, H2 adsorption concentration is confirmed, this paves the way for further
research on the applica-tion of hydrogen storage in MoS2.
PO289
Thermoelectric characteristics of mixed ionic-electronic conductor Ag2Se thin films
Seunggen Yang ¹; Kyoungah Cho ¹; Sangsig Kim ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Korea University

Mixed ionic-electronic conductors (MIECs) have been widely used in devices for energy
conversion owing to the unique properties such as low thermal conductivity and high
electrical conductivity. Hence, in this study, we investigate the thermoelectric characteristics
of Ag2Se as one of (MIECs). The synthesized Ag2Se NPs film annealed at 180ºc show mixed
phase of cubic α-Ag2Se, orthorhombic ß-Ag2Se and Ag ion. The Seebeck voltage of −474 μV
is generated at a temperature difference of 7.4 K. The Seebeck coefficient of Ag2Se NPs thin
film is −59 μV/K, indicating n-type material. The output power per unit area is calculated to
be 36 μW/cm2 at a temperature difference of 7.4 K. Our results demonstrate that Ag2Se as
one of MIECs is available in thermoelectric energy harvesting.
PO290
Fabrication of thin film artificial transverse thermoelectric module with inclined x-ray
lithography
Jung Yup Kim ¹; Sunghwan Chang ¹; Chang-Su Woo ¹; Seungwoo Han ¹
¹ - Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials

The artificial transverse type thermoelectric device is characterized in that the thinner the
thickness, the better the performance. In this study, we tried to fabricate a thin film type
transverse thermoelectric device by using inclined X-ray lithography. The appropriate
exposure of X-ray energy(mirror angle 0.5°, 8kJ/µ) at the inclination angle 45° and
development conditions(40 min) were selected to complete the electroplating mold. Nickel
for n-type and copper for p-type were electroplated respectively and CMP process was
included for planarization and thickness control (10 μm). The customized thermoelectric
performance tester was used at ΔT=20ºc. The test results show the feasibility of the
proposed thin film artificial transverse thermoelectric module.
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PO291
Localized growth of germanium nanowires for low power gas sensing
Guillem Domènech-Gil ²; Jordi Samà ²; Michael Seifner ¹; Isabel Gràcia ³; Paolo Pellegrino²;
Mauricio Moreno ²; Sven Barth ¹; Albert Romano-Rodríguez ²; Carles Cané ³; Carlos Calaza³
¹ - Institute of Materials Chemistry, Vienna University of Technology;
² - MIND-Departament d’Enginyeries and Institut de Nanociència i Nanotecnologia, Universitat de Barcelona;
³-Centre Nacional de Microelectrònica-Institut de Microelectrònica de Barcelona, Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Científicas

Germanium nanowires, localized grown and, simultaneously, integrated on top of
microhotplates with embedded heater and top microelectrodes, have been tested for the
first time as resistive gas sensors towards different gases of interest for environmental
monitoring. The fabricated sensors show enhanced response towards relative humidity
and NO2 when operated at 100ºC, which assures that the native germanium oxide does
not evolve. From the measured resistance variations, sensing mechanisms for these new
nanosensors are proposed.
PO292
Development of a solid-state pH sensor: case studies of applications for industrial and
civilian fields
Lan Zhang ¹; Hirofumi Nogami ²; Jian Lu ¹; Ryutaro Maeda ¹

With the development of the economy, more and more social problems are exposed to
us. There is a clear need for rational methods of monitoring the pH value of targets over
time. Recently, we developed a new solid-type pH sensor for real-time pH measurement.
The pH sensor combines a metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor with a
separate sensing electrode made of indium tin oxide (ITO) film, which is a separate sensing
component and connected to the gate terminal of the FET. The developed pH sensor offers
the advantages of FET and ITO sensing techniques, such as compact size and low-power
consumption, and so on. We expect the pH sensor can provide many contributions for social
development.
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¹ - Research Center for Ubiquitous MEMS and Micro Engineering (UMEMSME), National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology (AIST);
² - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Kyushu University
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PO293
Doubly clamped beam as the mass sensor
Magdalena Moczała ¹; Andrzej Sikora ²; Piotr Grabiec ²; Teodor Gotszalk ¹
¹ - Wrocław University of Science and Technology;
² - Institute of Electron Technology

In this paper we present a silicon nitride microbridge system with integrated metal paths
enabling magnetomotive control of the device driving. Application of gold paths allows
functionalization with self-assembling monolayers (SAMs). We present the microbridges’
architecture, manufacturing process and wide characteristics including dynamic response
for mass change and calibration of mass change sensitivity. The SAM experiments were
performed inside vacuum chamber with integrated precise control electronics and gas dosing
valve. In order to enable magnetomotive control and measurement of the device vibration
the microbridge was placed in the magnetic field. We developed a reversible process of the
SAM deposition and its removal using UV radiation conducted in oxygen atmosphere. The
calibration process of mass change sensitivity was performed with focused electron beam
induced deposition (FEBID) technology.
PO294
Centred gap split ring resonator for high sensitive detection of biomarkers during
haemodialysis
Martin Brandi ¹; Lisa Marie Wagner ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Danube University Krems

To allow rapid and label-free biosensing, a cost-efficient and miniaturized biosensor with
a simple and direct transducer scheme is employed. An effective concept that has been
attempted only very recently, exploits evanescent waves in the microwave regime, which
offers the advantage of low-cost sender and receiver components. In particular, microwaveresonator based designs are considered as highly promising transducers for the detection
of biomolecules because of their simpler handling and multiplexing capability. An advantage
of resonant microwave structures for biosensor is the small wavelength range in which the
resonant interaction occurs. Therefore it is possible to align several resonant microwave
structures with different resonance frequencies along one waveguide. If the distinct resonant
sections are coated with different biolayers, with one sensor different biomolecules can be
recognized.
PO295
Fabrication process for a large volume silicon nitride micro-combustor
Henk-Willem Veltkamp ¹; Yiyuan Zhao ¹; Yaxiang Zeng ¹; Jarno Groenesteijn ²; Joost
Lötters¹,²; Remco Wiegerink ¹; Meint De Boer ¹
¹ - MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology, University of Twente, The Netherlands;
² - Bronkhorst High-Tech BV, The Netherlands

Microchannels with large internal volumes are desired in highly exothermal micro-reactors,
such as an integrated Wobbe index meter, due to the well-known flame extinction phenomena
in the microchannels. In this abstract, we report a fabrication method for making these large
internal volume microchannels and reaction chambers with chemically inert silicon rich
silicon nitride walls and embedded silicon heaters. Here we will present the results from
the key fabrication steps, including the trench etch and refill, slits and channel formation and
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cavity release etch of the structure. Test results show that millimeter sized SiRN membranes
can be realized by supporting the membranes with an array of pillars using a pillar distance
in the order of 200 µm.
PO296
Effect of oxygen plasma on nanomechanical silicon nitride resonators
Niklas Luhmann ¹; Pedram Sadgehi ¹; Arthur Jachimowicz ¹; Johannes Schalko ¹; Silvan Schmid¹
¹ - Institute of Sensor and Actuator System, Austria

Due to its excellent optical and mechanical properties silicon nitride (SiN) has become an
important material for the fabrication of nanomechanical resonators. In particular, its large
intrinsic tensile stress dilutes the intrinsic damping and enables exceptionally high quality
factors. Hence, a precise control of the tensile stress in SiN is important to adjust both, the
resonance frequency and quality factor. Here, we present the effect of oxygen plasma on
the tensile stress and intrinsic damping of nanomechanical SiN membrane resonators. We
found a significant decrease of the initial stress and a reduction of intrinsic damping, which
seems to be caused by the creation of a compressive silicon oxynitride layer.
PO297
Mass and stiffness spectrometry of nanoparticle and whole intact bacteria by multimode
nanomechanical resontors
Oscar Malvar ¹; Jose Ruz ¹; Priscila Monteiro Kosaka ¹; Carmen Martinez Domingues ¹;
Eduardo Gil-Santos ¹; Montserrat Calleja ¹; Javier Tamayo ¹
¹ - Microelectronic Institute of Madrid - CSIC

NOTES:
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We recently developed a theory on the mechanical coupling between biological particles and
resonant beams that predicts the analyte stiffness may significantly influence the resonance
frequency shifts on particle adsorption. This effect is particularly relevant when the particle
thickness is comparable to the beam thickness and it depends on the elastic modulus and
geometry of the particle, as well as on the interfacial adhesion between the particle and the
resonator. Here we demonstrate that by using nanomechanical resonators, heavier analytes
can be identified by their mass and stiffness. The method is demonstrated with spherical
gold nanoparticles and whole intact E. coli bacteria delivered by electrospray ionization to
microcantilever resonators placed in low vacuum at 0.1 torr
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PO298
Fabrication and characterization of thin film nanocrystalline graphite for resistive sensing
applications
Ting Yang Ling ¹,²; Muhammad Salleh Shamsudin ¹; Suhana Mohamed Sultan ³; John Mcbride¹;
Harold M.H. Chong ²; Suan Hui Pu ¹,²
¹ - Mechatronics Research Group, University of Southampton Malaysia Campus, Iskandar Puteri, Johor, Malaysia;
² - Nanoelectronics and Nanotechnology Research Group, Faculty of Physical Sciences and Engineering, University
of Southampton, Southampton, UK;
³ - Department of Electronic and Computer Engineering, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia

Current thin film resistive sensors are based on semiconducting metal oxides, conducting
polymers (CPs) and carbon materials. Metal oxide sensors are used for sensing oxidizing or
reducing gasses through redox reactions. These sensors often require higher temperature
(>300ºC) to work. Both CPs and carbon-based films are capable of sensing at room
temperature. However, long-term exposure to the environment can destabilize the CPs.
We propose using PECVD to deposit nanocrystalline graphite (NCG) directly onto SiO2
substrates for resistive sensing. As a proof of concept, a resistive strip capable of sensing
ion concentration and humidity was fabricated to study the sensing mechanism. We aim to
fabricate and characterize an NCG based gas sensor at a later stage.
PO299
Sensitive force sensor using contact resistance in oil environment
Tatsuya Higashisaka ¹; Keisuke Nagato ¹; Masato Murakami ¹; Haruhiko Watanabe ²; Eitaro
Tanaka ²; Masayuki Nakao ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate school of Engineering, The University of Tokyo;
² - Research & Development Department, DENSO CORPORATION

A force sensor utilizing contact electric resistance is attracting due to the high sensitivity.
However, its mechanism has not been clarified and it is known that contact resistance is
unstable. Possible causes of the instability are oxide film and contamination. When loaded
smaller forces, it is predicted that the influence of them on measuring contact resistance
increases. We proposed measuring contact resistance in oil to stabilize the fluctuation. We
conducted force loading experiments in atmospheric and oil environment. The result shows
that the contact resistance stabilizes drastically in oil. This suggests that the amount of
fluctuation of the contact resistance stabilizes in oil where no oxide film generated and the
feasibility of the force sensor utilizing contact electrical resistance for small forces.
PO300
Design and optimization of a force amplification mechanism for resonant accelerometers
Eurico Esteves Moreira ¹,²; João Gaspar ²; Luis Alexandre Rocha ¹,²
¹ - CMEMS, University of Minho, Portugal;
² - INL - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

The design and optimization of a resonant MEMS accelerometer using an amplification
mechanism based on a lever is introduced in this document. Frequency modulated sensors
are a suitable alternative to amplitude modulated devices. However, the low sensitivity
(few Hz/g) prevents them to be widely used in the industry. The introduction of force
amplification mechanisms to increase the stress applied to the resonator beams and
additionally, the optimization of the total lever gain is demonstrated here through the use of
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FEM simulations. The expected sensitivity of the sensor is successfully increased here from
3.5Hz/g to approximately 326Hz/g, representing an amplification factor of about 93.
15:15 – 17:00

Poster Session 2 | Topic 3 - Sub-topic 3.4
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Topic 3 - Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.4 - Optics and Photonics
PO301
Photoactivated colloidal ZnSe quantum dots: highly efficient blue emitting materials
Jéssica Queiroz ¹; Igor Moura ¹; Paulo Cabral Filho ¹; Goreti Pereira ¹; Adriana Fontes ¹;
Giovannia Pereira ¹; Beate Santos ¹
¹ - Universidade Federal de Pernambuco

Quantum dots (QDs) are fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals that have unique optical
properties, such as broad absorption spectra, size tuned fluorescence and a high resistance
to photobleaching. These advantages make them very attractive materials in applications
such as in opto-electronic devices, as sensors and as fluorescent probes. Colloidally prepared
QDs have been increasingly investigated since the first well succeeded synthesis in the
90s. Aiming at less toxic compositions, we report here the synthesis of aqueous colloidal
luminescent ZnSe QDs. We performed a systematic study on the UV photoactivation
processes applied to improve the luminescence properties of ZnSe QDs and tevaluated the
efficiency of the process by using two different stabilizers: the cationic cysteamine and the
anionic mercaptosuccinic acid.
PO302
Terahertz characterization of CdTe quantum dots under UV excitation

¹ - The University of Texas at San Antonio;
² - US Army Research Laboratory

We report the synthesis and characterization of cadmium-telluride (CdTe) quantumdots (QDs) and their performance at Terahertz (THz) frequencies under UV excitation.
Experiments were performed using the THz time-domain spectroscopy (THZ-TDS)
technique, and the data was analyzed utilizing a combination of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
and effective medium theory to obtain the optical characteristics of the aforementioned
CdTe QDs. The wavelengths of the UV excitations employed in this experiment were 302nm
and 364nm. Our results indicate a noticeable variation in both the real and imaginary
components of the index of refraction and an inverse relationship between the wavelength
of exposure and the index of refraction with and without UV exposure that could prove
crucial in the demonstration of reconfigurable devices operating in the THz regime.

NOTES:
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Clarissa Vazquez-Colon ¹; Juan Adrian Zepeda-Galvez ¹; Daniel Shreiber ²; Arturo Ayon ¹
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PO303
GE-based metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors for plasmonic sensing application
Mario Lodari ¹,²; Paolo Biagioni ²,³; Giovanni Isella ¹,²; Monica Bollani ²
¹ - L-NESS, Physics Department, Politecnico di Milano, Italy;
² - Istituto di Fotonica e Nanotecnologie, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, taly;
³ - Physics Department, Politecnico di Milano, Italy

Localized and/or propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) can be used to enhance
photodetectors performances. In this regards, Metal-Semiconductor-Metal (MSM)
photodetectors are very interesting devices since their contacts can be easily designed to
integrate plasmonics effects. They offer high responsivity and high speed response, in addition
to a straight forward fabrication. Schottky-contacts are used to lower the background dark
current and improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In this work, germanium is used to extend the
silicon absorption limits. We investigate different contacts and surface preparation cleanings.
Sub-wavelength slits and plasmonic gratings are designed with the support of numerical
simulations. Thanks to this approach, it is possible to tune the absorption gain at specific resonant
wavelengths. Experimental electrical and optical characterizations of the devices are reported.
PO304
UV-tunable terahertz characterization of carbon quantum dots
Juan Adrian Zepeda-Galvez ¹; Clarissa D. Vazquez-Colon ¹; Arturo A. Ayon ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - University of Texas at San Antonio

We report the tunability of the index of refraction of Carbon Quantum dots with a radius
of approximately 3nm in the Terahertz regime under the influence of UV excitation. We
employed quartz microgravimetry to obtain the quantum dot solution concentration, and
Terahertz Time-domain spectroscopy to extract the optical properties of the colloidal
samples. Once the dielectric functions of the solvent used as a reference and of the colloidal
solutions were extracted, we employed the Landau-Lifshitz-Looyenga dielectric mixture
analytical expression to determine the dielectric function of the solute. A theoretical
framework is discussed to explain the behavior of carbon quantum dots under UV excitation.
PO305
Photovoltaic characteristics of graphene-gallium nitride based schottky junction diodes
Golap Kalita ¹; Muhammad Dzulsyahmi Shaarin ¹; Balaram Paudel ¹; Riteshkumar
Vishwakarma ¹; Rakesh Mahyavanshi ¹; Masaki Tanemura ¹
¹ - Nagoya Institute of Technology

Heterojunction of graphene and conventional bulk semiconductor is of great interest
for fabrication of photodetector, solar cell and other optoelectronic devices. Here, we
demonstrate fabrication of the graphene-gallium nitride (GaN) based schottky junction
diode and their current-voltage characteristics. The graphene/n-GaN heterojunction
showed rectifying diode characteristics and photovoltaic action with photoresponsivity
in the ultra-violet (UV) wavelength. We also observed that the schottky junction and
photovoltaic characteristics are temperature dependent. The observed photocurrent at
zero-biased voltage for graphene-GaN heterojunction can be significant for self-powered
UV photodiode operational at higher temperature.
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PO306
Large scale electrochromic optical shutter with low bistability degradation for display
applications
Hojun Ryu ¹; Chil-Seong Ah ¹; Juhee Song ¹; Seong-Mok Cho ¹; Tae-Youb Kim ¹
¹ - Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute

We fabricated the electrochromic optical shutter using purple viologen and triphenylamine
for cathode and anode, respectively. In order to reduce the response time of the fabricated
electrochromic devices we adopted the TiO2 nanoparticles which have been anchored
viologen by phosphate at the cathode. The other electrode also applied the ITO nanoparticles
for TPA anchoring. The fabricated electrochromic optical shutters have been driven 0.8,
1.0 V for bleaching state and -1.5, -1.8 V for darkening state. The minimum transmittance
is 5% and shows more than 70% transmittance after applying 1.0 V. We also investigated
the bistability with the fabricated devices measuring the transmittance change after getting
rid of the applied voltage. The transmittance almost unchanged after 600 seconds and the
relative transmittance change is below 5%.
PO307
Manufacturing of highly-dispersive, high-efficiency transmission gratings by laser
interference lithography and dry etching
Felix Koch ¹; Dennis Lehr ¹; Oliver Schönbrodt ¹; Tilman Glaser ¹; Renate Fechner ²; Frank Frost ²
¹ - Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Microstructured Optics;
² - Leibniz Institute of Surface Modification

NOTES:
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Diffraction efficiency for transmission gratings with period-to-wavelength ratios smaller
than 0.6 e. g. for laser pulse compression is mainly limited due to reflection losses from
imperfect effective refractive index matching. In our contribution, different approaches
for achieving high efficiencies by reducing these losses are discussed based on 1d and 2d
rigorous coupled wave analysis. These include multilayers underneath the corrugation,
sub-wavelength gratings and optimized non-binary profiles. Experimental results from
the manufacturing of 1700 l/mm gratings for 1035 nm center wavelength using laser
interference lithography, reactive ion beam etching and different trimming processes
are presented. Diffraction efficiencies of 96 % were achieved, significantly exceeding the
theoretical limit for idealized binary profiles in this application.
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PO308
Reconfigurable magnetic domain-wall device: fabrication and simulations
Aurelio Hierro-Rodriguez ¹; Luis Manuel Alaverz-Prado ²,³; María Vélez ²,³; José Ignacio
Martín ²,³; José María Alameda ²,³; José Miguel Teixeira ²; J. P. Araujo ¹
¹ - IFIMUP-IN, Faculdade de Ciências, Universidade do Porto, Portugal;
² - Universidad de Oviedo;
³ - CINN

A reconfigurable hybrid device based on the racetrack idea has been fabricated to control the
propagation of domain walls through a Magnetic Nanowire (MNW) by multilevel electron beam
lithography procedures. 3 mm diameter discs are defined around the MNW made of NdCo5, a
weak Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy material. These Nd-Co discs present a non-volatile
memory which can be pre-configured by changing the magnetic history. Depending on the
magnetic state recorded in the discs, different local magnetostatic fields are present in the
vicinity of the MNW leading to controllable pinning effects acting on a DW propagating along
the MNW. Micromagnetic simulations with Mumax3 code show that the proposed device is
sensitive to the chirality of the Néel transverse DWs leading to filtering/rectifying capabilities.
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PO309
Strain engineering in silicon-elastomer hybrid microelectromechanical system
Shih-Chun Lo ¹; Yu-Tang Hu ¹; Chih-Liang Pan ¹; Cheng-Yao Lo ¹
¹ - National Tsing Hua University

A numerical design of microelectromechanical system (MEMS)-driven silicon and
elastomer hybrid structure is proposed and analyzed in this work for strain engineering and
maximization. Modulation of MEMS parameters proved 43% strain on the patterning pitch
of the nanostructures located on elastomer attached to proof mass realizable.
Soft-lithographic lift-off and grafting processed nanostructures on the elastomer with
this large strain consequently exhibits enhanced and widened tunable functions for
electromagnetic operations.
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PO310
Design and fabrication of lipoplexes with multiple DNS plasmids for gene delivery
Aline Marie Fernandes ¹,²; Adelaide Miranda ²; Bruno F. B. Silva ²; Rafael Hospodar Felippe
Valverde ¹; Marcelo Einicker-Lamas ¹; Pieter A. A. De Beule ²
¹ - Biomembranes Laboratory, Carlos Chagas Filho Biophysics Institute, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
² - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

Liposomes composed of cationic lipids have been extensively investigated as drug
delivery systems, carrier for gene therapy and regenerative medicine as an alternative
to viral approaches. One exemplary regenerative medicine concept is the use of induced
pluripotent stem cells reprogrammed through the introduction of pluripotency genes
such as OCT4, Sox2, KLF4 and c-Myc. We present a fabrication pathway for liposome
formulations with these four genes. Validation of the presence of multiple genes is examined
through Fluorescence Cross-Correlation Spectroscopy (FCCS). Liposomes stained with
the carbocyanine dye DiD and fluorescently labelled plasmids carrying the four genes are
characterized via single photon FCCS studies with a confocal microscope. We hereby create
the possibility to monitor liposome loading with more than one gene.
PO311
EBL Patterns for localization and observation of embryonal cells
Miloš Hrabovský ¹; Jakub Pospíšil ²,³; Rostislav Vána ¹; Jozef Jaroš ²,³

Natural clusters of cells are composed of extracellular matrix and cell-cell interactions.
These components play crucial roles in biological processes including proliferation, adhesion
and differentiation. For a better understanding of cell-cell contact at the level of single
receptor-ligand interactions it is necessary to use a sophisticated system with nanometrescale distributions of bioactive molecules.
The goal of this study is to demonstrate the preparation of biological samples for localization
of specific cell-types and to show that embryonal cells only stick to the predefined pattern,
so they can be later observed and studied for a variety of biological applications. We also
show that there is a difference between applying PEG polymer to help the passivation of the
surface so that the linker-protein sticks only to the Pt pads.

NOTES:
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¹ - TESCAN Brno, s. r. o., Czech Republic;
² - Department of Histology and Embryology, Faculty of Medicine, Masaryk University, Czech Republic;
³ - International Clinical Research Centre (ICRC), St. Anne’s Hospital, Czech Republic
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PO312
Three dimensional curvature micropattern induces structural organization and
functional changes of airway smooth muscle cells mimicking that during embryonic lung
development
Mingzhi Luo ¹; Yang Jin ¹; Peili Yu ¹; Zhili Qian ¹; Lei Liu ¹; Yan Pan ¹; Jingjing Li ¹; Linhong Deng¹
¹ - Institute of Biomedical Engineering and Health Sciences

In order to investigate whether the ring structure and orientation of airway smooth muscle
cells (ASMCs) formed during lung development are determined by the three dimensional
(3D) curvature of the airway, we cultured ASMCs in vitro on fabricated 3D curvature
micropatterns. Then the arrangment, orientation, distrbution of microfilaments and a-SMA,
mechanical properties of the cells were evaluated by live cell imaging system, laser confocal
microscopy, magnetic twisting cytometry and atomic force microscopy (AFM), respectively.
The results indicate that the 3D curvature largely determined the arrangement and
orientation as well as the contractile functions of the ASMCs. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the morphogenesis and functionalization of the bronchial airways during embryonic
development is dependent on the formation of 3D curvature of the matrix.
PO313
Broad spectrumbactericidal biocompatible moth-eye mimetic polyer surfaces
Isabel Rodriguez ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - IMDEA Nanoscience

We report the bactericidal moth-eye mimetic surfaces made in polymer and anancomposites
by nanoimprint lithography. The antibacterial performance of these moth-eye mimetic
topographies is investigated against Gram–positive Staphylococcus aureus and Gramnegative Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa as model bacteria. The antibacterial
performance of the topographies reached up efficiencies up to 90% of bacteria inhibition
compared to the control. Concurrently, the moth-eye nanocomposite topographies
demonstrated a non-cytotoxic behavior, allowing for the normal attachment and proliferation
of human keratinocytes HaCaT cells.
PO314
Melt electrospinning writing of poly(�-caprolactone) (PCL)
orientation study

aligned fibers for cell

Feng Liang ¹; Han Wang ¹; Yaju Lin ¹; Feiyu Fang ¹; Jun Zeng ¹; Fanwen Yang ³; Yadong Tang ²;
Xun Chen 4
¹ - Guangdong Provincial Key Laboratory of Micro-nano Manufacturing Technology and Equipment, School of
Electromechanical Engineering, Guangdong University of Technology;
² - School of Chemical Engineering and Light Industry, Guangdong University of Technology;
³ - Foundation College Department of Bioengineering, Guangzhou Medical University;
4
- Key Laboratory of Mechanical Equipment Manufacturing & Control Technology of Ministry of Education, School
of Electromechanical Engineering, Guangdong University of Technology
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In tissue engineering, the function of organized tissue is significantly influenced by cell
morphology and distribution. Thus, cell orientation is one of the most interesting topics in cell
culture studies since the extracellular matrixes (ECM) secreted from aligned cells has been
proved to regulate the behaviors of cells and regenerated tissues. To achieve cell alignment,
conventional methods were mostly based on either lithography such as photolithography
and micro-contact printing (μCP), or electrospinning. However, lithography based methods
have not enough flexibility, while the organic solvents involved in electrospinning are not
conducive to cell culture. As an emerging technology, melt electrospinning writing (MEW)
could flexibly produce precisely deposited micro-scale fibers without solvent involvement.
Here, we propose to prepare poly(�-caprolactone) (PCL) aligned microfibers for cell
orientation studies.
PO315
Nanoconfinement generated by a super-hydrophobic microstructured surface induces
fast ß-strand orientation in intrinsically disordered protein Tau
Manola Moretti ¹; Marco Allione ¹; Monica Marini ¹; Bruno Torre ¹; Andrea Giugni ¹; Gobind
Das ¹; Enzo Di Fabrizio ¹
¹ - KAUST

NOTES:
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Tauopathies are neurodegenerative diseases that are caused by a loss of function of the
neurons, possibly due to toxic effect of intrinsically disordered protein tau aggregated in
amyloid form. The onset of these diseases is poorly understood, but a crowding effect due to
the accumulation of phosphorylated tau is reasonably involved.
By using a superhydrophic micropatterned surface, we were able to pull a thread of tau
protein solution in less than 100 ms. The Raman spectroscopy measurements performed
on the thread then showed the characteristic fingerprint of a ß-sheet secondary structure
component, typical of amyloid deposits, which is instead lacking in the starting solution
and in areas without thread. We assume that early aggregation of tau amyloids could be
triggered by some similar, fast, mechanism.
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PO316
Discrimination of structural features in breast cancer biomarkers by using
superhydrophobic micro-pillared surfaces
Angelo Accardo ¹; Emmanuelle Trevisiol ¹; Jean-Francois Arnal ²; Coralie Fontaine ²; Christophe
Vieu ¹
¹ - LAAS-CNRS;
² - INSERM U1048-I2MC

The present work reports on the use of superhydrophobic micro-fabricated pillars for the
investigation of the structural properties of two estrogen receptors (ERα66/ERα46). ER(α)
expression is undoubtedly the most important biomarker in breast cancer, as it provides the
index for sensitivity to endocrine treatment. Beside the well-characterized ERα66 isoform,
a shorter one (ERα46) is also expressed in ERα positive breast cancers and breast cancer
cell lines. Upon drying on the micropillars, the biological samples resulted in stretched
fibers of different diameters that were then characterized by synchrotron X-ray diffraction
(XRD), Raman and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. The evidence of both different
spectroscopic vibrational responses and XRD signatures in the two estrogen receptors
suggests the presence of conformational changes between the two cancer biomarkers.
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PO317
High aspect ratio submicron channels using wet etching. Application to the dynamics of
red blood cell transiting through biomimetic splenic slits
Cécile Iss ¹; Priya Gambhire ¹; Scott Atwell ¹; Frederic Bedu ¹; Igor Ozerov ¹; Catherine
Badens ²,³; Emmanuèle Helfer ¹; Anne Charrier ¹; Annie Vialla ¹
¹ - Aix Marseille Univ., CNRS, CINAM, France;
² - Département de Génétique Médicale, Centre de référence Thalassemie, La Timone, Assistance Publique des
Hôpitaux de Marseille, France;
³ - Aix Marseille Univ., INSERM, GMGF, France

During splenic filtration, disseminating cancer cells and red blood cells (RBCs) must deform
through submicron wide interstices, between blood vessels’ endothelial cells. The dynamics
of this process remain poorly understood because the in vitro reproduction of slits with
physiological dimensions in transparent devices had not been achieved.
Here, novel microfluidic PDMS devices containing high aspect ratio slits with physiologically
relevant dimensions (especially submicron width) were fabricated using an inexpensive and
highly flexible fabrication method combining standard UV-lithography and anisotropic wet
etching of (110) silicon.
Novel modes of RBCs deformations were revealed using our devices: the membrane of
spherocytic RBCs seemed transitory dissociated, while healthy and sickle cell disease
RBCs exhibited peculiar tips at their front, the dynamics of which was linked to cytoplasmic
viscosity.
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PO318
Fabrication of multichannel microfluidic AFM cantilevers
Eleonoor J. Verlinden ¹; Edin Sarajlic ²; Andreas Engel ³; Urs Staufer ¹; Murali K. Ghatkesar ¹
¹ - Dept. of Precision and Microsystems Engineering, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands;
² - SmartTip B.V., The Netherlands;
³ - Dept. of Bionanoscience, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

The ever-increasing interest in single cell research demands tools that can transport small
volumes of liquids at micro and nanometer scale. Hollow atomic force microscope (AFM)
cantilevers combine the nanomechanical sensing functionality of an AFM cantilever with
the ability to manipulate pico to attoliter volumes of fluid. While handling one type of
liquid per probe, hollow AFM cantilevers have been applied to a variety of single cell-based
experiments. However, in order to advance towards complex liquid manipulation sequences,
additional on-chip microfluidics is needed. In this work, we present hollow AFM cantilevers
that are integrated with a microfluidic network consisting of multiple channels. Since the
applied pressure on every channel can be controlled separately, different liquids can be
handled at variable sequences on one cantilever chip.
PO319
Nanofluidic brownian motors fabricated using thermal scanning probe lithography
Michael Skaug¹; Christian Schwemmer ¹; Stefan Fringes ¹; Colin Rawlings ¹; Armin W. Knoll ¹
¹ - IBM Research - Zurich

NOTES:
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Inspired by how intracellular transport is achieved in nature, artificial Brownian motors have
been proposed to allow for energy efficient particle transport in fluids. Here we demonstrate
an implementation of a so called ‘rocked’ Brownian motor for nanoparticles, based on an
asymmetric static energy landscape which is ‘rocked’ by applying a zero mean electrostatic
force. The energy landscape is established by a nanofluidic slit in which one of the confining
surfaces was precisely patterned using thermal scanning probe lithography. For the 60
nm gold particles, drift speeds of up to 50 µm/s were measured. Moreover, all parameters
relevant for the motor operation can be observed in-situ, allowing for a fit-parameter free
comparison to theory.
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PO320
Optimisation of a GLASS/PDMS/PDMS/GLASS microfluidic chip assembly using air plasma
Anette Wolff ¹; Emma Thomée ¹; Lars Wallman ¹; Maria Tenje ¹,²,³
¹ - Lund University;
² - Uppsala University;
³ - Science for Life

Constant channel dimensions is imperative when working with microfluidic chips intended
for BBB research, as shear stresses, which are greatly affected by channel height, is an
important factor. For this reason, we have we have optimised the process of bonding layers
of poly(dimethylsiloxane) to glass to create a leakage-free microfluidic cell culture chip, using
only air plasma surface activation. The resulting bonding is evaluated using liquids, manual
force and impedance measurements to characterise the stability and reproducibility of the
protocol. Results indicate a stable process where human error factors are reduced due to
automated processes.
PO321
Reducing air trapping with patterned covers in microfluidic chips
Sunghwan Chang ¹; Jung Yup Kim ¹; Yeong-Eun Yoo ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials

We present a method for reducing the air trapped in microfluidic chips. Despite
breakthroughs in microfluidics, many platforms have suffered from air trapping. Trapped
air in microchannels causes inaccuracy of sample volume by increasing the dead volume
of the devices, blocking flows, leading to malfunction in microfluidic devices. Especially,
removing trapped air is vitally required for accurate analysis during quantitative assay
research with microfluidic devices. In this study, we have tried to simplify the debubbling
section by incorporating the debubbling function into the cover plate of the microfluidic
device. Patterned covers made from PDMS can dramatically reduce air trapping time. Air
trapping will not interfere with the performance of the microfluidic device. However, further
development requires reliable bonding or assembly methods.
PO322
Injection molding of a single-use, bioanalytical cartridge for articulated centrifugal
microfluidics
Keith Morton ¹; Liviu Clime ¹; Xuyen Dai Hoa ¹; Lucas Poncelet ¹; Matthias Geissler ¹; Teodor
Veres ¹
¹ - National Research Council Canada

We have developed a new centrifugal microfluidic platform with an additional, secondary
axis of rotation to enable “on-the-fly” changes to the angle of a microfluidic cartridge with
respect to the centrifugal force field. This articulated platform can bring liquids back to the
centre of rotation making them newly accessible for downstream transfer and can dispense
liquids independently from different reservoirs using angle-addressable siphon valves
- without relying on capillary forces which can be reagent dependent. Here we trace the
development and fabrication of the microfluidic cartridge from concept prototype through
to an injection molded version and demonstrate its use for the colorimetric detection of
pathogenic E. coli DNA.
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PO323
Blood typing with foam-based microfluidics
Giacomo Di Gropplero ²,³; Laurent Davoust ³; Yves Fouillet ¹; Frédéric Revol-Cavalier ¹
¹ - CEA-LETI, CEA, Department of Technology for Life Sciences and Health Care, France;
² - CEA-LETI, CEA, Department of Technology for Life Sciences and Health Care, France;
³ - Grenoble-INP/Univ. Grenoble-Alpes, SIMaP, Electromagnetic Processing of Materials (EPM) Laboratory, France

The need for low-cost microfluidic devices in point-of-care applications keeps growing. Well
known systems can be found relying on paper- or fiber-based approaches. By combining an
open-cell polyurethane foam (Bulpren PPI 90) with a hyperelastic polymer (Dragon Skin),
we are able to produce elastic fluidic channels. A foam-based device displaying a blood
typing test has been prototyped which demonstrates the capabilities of foam technology to
handle blood, to store liquids and dried reagents with no compromise on data accessibility.
A whole blood drop is collected using a hydrophilic foam element integrated in the latter
device covered with a layer of Dragon Skin. The operator is free to monitor blood streams
with no risk for direct exposition or contamination. Agglutination results are made evident.
PO324
Nanoparticle trapping in functionalized nanochannels
Deepika Sharma ¹,²; Michael Gerspach ¹,³; Thomas Pfohl 4; Roderick Lim ²; Yasin Ekinci ¹
¹ - Laboratory for Micro and Nanotechnology, Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland;
² - Biozentrum, University of Basel, Switzerland;
³ - Chemistry Department, University of Basel, Switzerland;
4
- Biomaterials Science Center, University of Basel, Switzerland

NOTES:
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Contact‑free passive trapping has shown immense potential in diverse fields ranging from
material science to bioanalytical studies. Geometry‑induced‑electrostatic (GIE) trapping
is one of the passive techniques that allows for contact‑free single particles trapping at
high throughput. In our previous work, we presented glass and silicon based GIE‑trapping
devices, which were used for charged nano‑objects. However, extensive and cumbersome
fabrication work needed for glass/silicon based devices hamper device production efficiency.
Thus, we have developed polydimethysiloxane (PDMS) elastomer-based GIE‑trapping
devices that enable rapid device production, required for high‑throughput bioanalytical
and biomedical studies. Here, we also demonstrate production and usage of functionalized
PDMS devices with homogeneous surface charge density for both positively and negatively
charged nano‑objects trapping, and compared obtained experimental results with COMSOL
simulations.
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PO325
An environmental friendly approach to produce an organosilane monolayer for biosensor
applications
Adelaide Miranda ¹; Dmitri Petrovykh ¹; Pieter De Beule ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

Organosilanes have been widely used in coating applications, in biological applications for
biosensors and diagnostics, in biosensing textiles, for the preparation and functionalization
of nanoparticles, and as fingerprinting of explosives in nanosensor arrays. (3-aminopropyl)
triethoxysilane (APTES) is one of the most commonly applied organosilanes. Typically, APTES
forms multilayers but several protocols for the preparation of APTES monolayers on silicon
surfaces using toluene have been reported. Therefore, an environmentally friendly protocol
for the preparation of APTES monolayers is highly desirable. Here we demonstrate that a
monolayer of APTES can be reliably formed on top of a silicon substrate. The effects of APTES
concentration, duration of the deposition, and of different post-deposition treatments were
tested in order to evaluate the quality and thickness of the prepared silane layers.
PO326
Microfluidics and micro-structure processing on larger-format glass substrates for high
volume manufacturing
Tomoaki Kojima ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Ulvac Coating Corporation

As expanding the market of microfluidics and microstructures devices in the biotechnology or
life science fields, the demand for development of high volume manufacturing technique has
been increasing. As a solution, we have developed a new process to fabricate these devices on
larger-format glass substrates. For demonstration, we fabricated microcfuidics devices aiming
for biotechnology application on 13 × 14 inch glass substrates, (chip size 20 x 20 mm, 16 x 14
= 224 chips). Microcapillary plates were processed by wet etching with HF acid. Through-hole
plates were processed by microblast. Then these plates were aligned and bonded together.
High accurate and good uniform patterning were achieved on the glass substrate. This result
indicates great possibility for high volume manufacturing of our new process.
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PO327
Microfluidic devices for controlled assembly of lipid nanocarriers for drug/gene delivery
applications
Bruno Silva ¹
¹ - INL - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

Formulations based in lipid systems hold the promise of becoming safe and efficient delivery
systems for drugs and genes. Yet, their efficiency is still low and progress in the technology
is needed to achieve the required performance for therapeutic applications. One particular
problem is the limited control that conventional methods provide when preparing lipid-
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based formulations. For instance, in lipoplexes, the size and number of layers are difficult
to control, resulting in polydisperse populations. To overcome this limitation, microfluidic
devices can be used for directing self-assembly of lipids and drugs in a controlled manner.
Here we will show some examples of the work being carried out at INL in the development
of lipid formulations using custom-designed microfluidic devices.
PO328
3D flow-focusing for precipitation of poorly water-soluble drug nanoparticles and
evaluation of suitable substance compositions
Thomas Lorenz ¹,²; Stanislav Bojko ¹; Heike Bunjes ²,³; Andreas Dietzel ¹,²
¹ - Institute of Microtechnology, Technische Universität Braunschweig;
² - Center of Pharmaceutical Engineering, Technische Universität Braunschweig;
³ - Department of Pharmaceutics, Technische Universität Braunschweig

One of the main issues in drug development is the poor water-solubility of many newly
discovered active pharmaceutical ingredients (API). Nanosizing is a promising preparation
strategy for those APIs as it increases the specific surface. This leads to faster dissolution
inside the organism and improves the bioavailability. We developed a 3D flow-focusing device
in which highly monodisperse API nanoparticles were prepared using liquid antisolvent
precipitation. A two-stage glass etching process was established enabling the fabrication of
a 3D flow-focusing device with these small dimensions in glass. Nanoparticles of sizes down
to 128nm and a coefficient of variance of 6% were generated. Furthermore, we tested our
device with a second poorly water-soluble API and different solvents to evaluate different
options for the use in pharmaceutical production.
PO329
Low-cost, mass-manufacturable, DNA amplification microdevices for diagnostics

¹ - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR ''Demokritos'';
² - Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, NCSR “Demokritos”

DNA amplification is an indispensable process in nucleic acid testing, thus miniaturized DNA
amplification devices play a significant role in portable molecular diagnostics addressing
needs in food safety, environment and health monitoring. We present a holistic approach
comprising the design including calculations performed by solving heat transfer equation
(solids, fluids) coupled with continuity and momentum conservation equation for the fluid
flow-, fabrication -exploiting the established PCB technology allowing for the seamless
integration (fluidic, electronic components), and evaluation of the microdevices. PCB/
FPC substrates are used as structural materials for fluidics and resistive microheaters.
Last, the evaluation of the developed DNA amplification microdevices demonstrates rapid
and efficient microdevices which are easily integrable with other modules towards the
development of an integrated LoC platform for DNA diagnostics.

NOTES:
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Georgia Kaprou ¹; George Kokkoris ²; Vassilis Papadopoulos ²; Ioanna Kefala ²; ChristosMoritz Loukas ²; Stavros Chatzandroulis ²; Angeliki Tserepi ²
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PO330
Control of neural probe flexibility by fluidic pressure in embedded microchannel using PI/
PDMS hybrid structure
Seyedmahdi Rezaei ¹; Stella W. Pang ¹
¹ - City University of Hong Kong

A hybrid neural probe (NP) structure with embedded microfluidic channel for dynamic
control of NP stiffness was fabricated. The NP consisted of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
and polyimide (PI) layers that provided the required stiffness for insertion and also the
required flexibility for the minimization of tissue damages. Moreover, the flexibility could
be adjusted by varying the fluidic pressure. The minimum buckling force for a 200 μm wide
and channel width of 100 μm PI NP determined to be 3.0 mN. In contrast, this value reduced
to 1.1 mN for our developed PDMS/PI hybrid structure NP with the same dimensions. We
found that our newly developed probe is rigid enough to penetrate the brain soft tissue and
reduces the tissue damage.
PO331
On-chip analysis of the heterogeniety of circulating tumour cells by means of surface
enhanced raman scattering
Sara Abalde-Cela ¹; Lorena Diéguez ¹; Silvina Samy ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL), Portugal

Metastasis, the spread of cancer from a primary tumor to different parts of the body, is
the underlying cause of morbidity in cancer. Metastasis occurs when circulating tumor
cells (CTCs) escape from such primary tumor and disseminate through the blood stream,
invading other organs. The study of CTCs might provide valuable information for the clinical
management of cancer patients, as they represent a real-time snapshot of the current tumor
burden. In this work we have used Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy
for the analysis of the heterogeneity of isolated CTCs in a microfluidic device, combining
isolation strategies based on device engineering and design with a powerful detection
method such as SERS that allow for multiplexing studies of cell surface and differentiation.
PO332
Microfluidic skin-on-a-chip for in vitro skin model construction
Boxin Huang ¹,²; Yadong Tang ¹,²; Jun Zeng ³; Zhiyun Du ¹,²
¹-Institute of Natural Medicine and Green Chemistry,Guangdong University of Technology, China.;
² - School of Chemical Engineering and Light Industry, Guangdong University of Technology, China.;
³- Guangdong Provincial Key Laboratory of Micro-nano Manufacturing Technology and Equipment, School of
Electromechanical Engineering, Guangdong University of Technology, China

Over the last decades, great efforts have been made to reconstruct skin equivalents (SEs)
for in vitro skin modelling. However, most of the previous skin models were designed to
be under static culture, which lack the emulation of essential in vivo dynamic physiological
properties. Here, we propose to develop a microfluidic device to provide dynamic airliquid interface culture environment for the integrated collagen based skin equivalent, by
continuously renewing the air and medium in the two layers of micro-channels, respectively.
In conclusion, a microfluidic skin on chip was developed for modeling the in vivo physiological
conditions of skin. Such an in vitro skin model would be a promising tool for the evaluation of
drug and cosmetic products.
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PO333
Functionalized poly Di Methyl Siloxane (PDMS) for micro-fluidic based capacitive type
uric acid sensor
Suganthi S.¹; Sujatha Lakshminarayanan ¹
¹ - Rajalakshmi Engineering College, Chennai, India

Miniaturized biosensors have been the predominant application of microfluidic technology
in this decade. These sensors have emerged from enzymatic sensors involving surface
modified biocompatible materials on silicon or glass substrates. Poly dimethyl siloxane
(PDMS) is a biocompatible polymer with excellent chemical inertness, thermal stability,
flexibility and optical transparency. The miniaturized biosensor presented in this work
utilizes the dielectric properties of PDMS to sense the concentration of uric acid by capacitive
measurement. The biosensor consists of a very thin layer of PDMS spin coated over Si-SiO2
substrate. A PDMS top layer consisting of microfluidic channel is formed by soft lithography
with the channel facing the bottom substrate layer with inlet and outlet ports and contact
terminals. It is bonded with the substrate PDMS using plasma treatment.
PO334
Paper based analytic platforms for diagnosis of bone diseases
Manjoosha. R Yerrapragada ¹; Harikrishnan. N Unni ¹
¹ - IIT Hyderabad

NOTES:
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Microfluidic paper-based analytic devices (muPADs) offer low-cost, user-friendly, point-ofcare solutions for disease diagnosis. The most commonly recommended biochemical tests
for patients being assessed for osteoporosis include serum Calcium and serum Alkaline
Phosphatase. It is reported in literature that patients suffering from osteoporosis show
signs of hyperphosphatasemia (increased level of circulating alkaline phosphatase) and
hypocalcemia. Our muPAD platform contains a sample zone for the loading blood samples,
and test zones immobilised with the respective reagents for diagnosis. Blood plasma reacts
with these reagents and produces colour reaction which can be scanned for intensity values
and compared with the calibrated standard curves to quantify the calcium and Alkaline
phosphatase levels in the blood.
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PO335
Miniaturized devices for highly efficient DNA extraction combining μSPE and microfluidics
Joana Carvalho ¹; Sarah Azinheiro ¹; Lorena Diéguez ¹; Joao Gaspar ¹; Marta Prado ¹
¹ - INL - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

Microscale solid phase extraction (µSPE) is used for on-chip DNA extraction and purification,
two prototypes have been developed, both devices are designed to allow DNA extraction
based on µSPE. One of them is washable and reusable, while the other one is a disposable
device.
The DNA extraction and purification protocol, has being optimized in both systems, in order
to obtain the best DNA extraction efficiency on the devices. Several parameters were tested
and optimized, such as: buffers composition, flow rate, temperature and incubation time.
15:15 – 17:00
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PO336
Microfabrication - First step toward biodegradable microneedle patches for drug delivery
Liliana Pires ¹; Hélder Fonseca ¹; Paulo Freitas ¹; João Gaspar ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - INL – International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

Microneedle arrays have been actively investigated for the painless administration of drugs,
with particular advances in the field of vaccination.
Here, the preparation of biodegradable microneedle arrays to deliver biologically active
molecules is proposed. Microfabrication techniques were applied to obtain high density
microneedle arrays. Microneedles with 200 and 125µm diameter and about 600µm
height were obtained. These were used as masters for the preparation of molds that
were, subsequently, stepwise filled with a combination of polymers: chitosan, poly(vinyl
acetate), poly(vinyl pyrrolidone). Fluorescent model molecules were also incorporated. It
is demonstrated the preparation of polymeric needles resembling the silicon structures
morphology. These structures are able to perforate a skin model and the process, applying
mild conditions, is compatible with the incorporation of biologically active molecules.
PO337
Direct submicron patterning of titanium for bone implants
C.P.W. Hammann ¹; C.Th.H. Heerkens ¹; C.W. Hagen ¹; A.A. Zadpoor ¹; L.E. Fratila-Apachitei ¹
¹ - Delft University of Technology

Integration of titanium bone implants in the tissue is largely determined by the early
interactions taking place at the interface between biomaterials surface and relevant host
cells. Controlled submicron/nanoscale topographies can stimulate the desired osteogenic
differentiation of stem cells. To harness these physical surface cues for clinical applications,
fabrication of submicron/nano-patterns with highly controlled features on clinically relevant
biomaterials is greatly needed. In this study, a direct e-beam lithography method (i.e., no use
of masters and imprinting steps) for submicron patterning of titanium surfaces has been
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developed. The process required an etch mask and three different steps for pattern transfer.
Following optimization of process conditions, highly ordered arrays of titanium pits with
controlled submicron diameters and depths have been generated with great reproducibility.
PO338
Electrochemical-based sensing device for the detection of inflammatory cytokines
Andrea Cruz ¹; Raquel Queirós ¹; Catarina Barata ¹; Paulo P. Freitas ¹; Inês M. Pinto ¹
¹ - INL – International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

Neuroinflammatory disorders are associated with chronic cytokine production and the
coexistence of various microglia activation states. Cytokine patterns are used to characterize
neuroinflammatory diseases. The development of a biosensing device that allow the
quantification of microglia activation and cytokine production will open new opportunities
to neuroinflammation research.
An electrochemical-based sensing device is being developed in order to obtain highly
sensitive sensors for the detection of inflammatory cytokines. A portable read-out platform
will allow the real-time monitoring of cytokines in minimal invasive body fluids such as
lacrimal fluid (tears), and in microglia cells cultured in vitro.
PO339
Fabrication of galfenol microparticles for biomems applications
Carolina Vargas-Estevez ¹; Andreu Blanquer ²; Marta Duch ¹; Prabesh Dulal ³; Gonzalo
Murillo ¹; Rafael. P. Del Real 4; Carme Nogués ²; Bethanie J.H. Stadler ³; José A. Plaza ¹; Jaume
Esteve ¹

Galfenol, an iron-gallium alloy, constitutes the most promising material with high
magnetostriction (> 200 ppm) using low magnetic fields. Thanks to the good mechanical
properties combined with the possibility of being sputtered makes this material suitable
for being used in standard microfabrication process. It is precisely the versatility of this
material which has opened the path to multiple applications that are starting to reach cell
biology applications. It has been developed a clean method to fabricate, release and suspend
Galfenol-based microparticles of 3 µm, without affecting the integrity of the material. This
was confirmed by analyzing the morphology, composition and magnetic properties of the
material itself. Furthermore, the direct cytotoxicity of these microparticles was evaluated
using macrophages and osteosarcoma human cells, showing good results.

NOTES:
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¹ - Instituto de Microelectrónica de Barcelona, IMB-CNM (CISC), Spain;
² - Departament Biologia Cel·lular, Fisiologia i Immunologia, Facultat Biociències. Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona, Spain;
³ - Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, University of Minnesota Twin Cities, USA.;
4
- Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid (ICMM-CSIC), Spain.
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PO340
High-K stack protected nanowire fet chips for biosensing application
Mikhail Ilnitskii ³; Andrew Miakonkikh ²; Kristina Malsagova ¹; Vladimir Popov ³; Yurii Ivanov¹;
Tatyana Pleshakova ¹; Alexander Archakov ¹; Konstantin Rudenko ²; Alexander Glukhov 4;
Alexander Rogozhin ²
¹ - Institute of Biomedical Chemistry, Russia;
² - Institute of Physics and Technology of RAS, Russia;
³ - Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Russia;
4
- JSC "Novosibirsk plant of semiconductor devices & DC", Russia

The purpose of this work was to find the way to increase the stability and regenerability in
liquids of nanowire (NW) Schottky Barrier FETs. It was shown that NW FETs coated with
PEALD HfO2/Al2O3 bilayer stack are much more stable in fluid environment than NW
FETs with native oxide. It was found that drain current of NW FETs covered with passivating
high-k layers placed into 1mM K-phosphate buffer with pH of 7.4 for about 8 hours changed
only by 10%.
PO341
Novel low-cost fabrication route for membrane-based organ-on-a-chip systems to
replace soft lithographic approaches
Eugen Koch ¹; Verena Ledwig ²; Jonathan Kottmeier ¹; Stephan Reichl ²; Andreas Dietzel ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Institute of Microtechnology, TU Braunschweig;
² - Department of Pharmaceutics, TU Braunschweig

Membrane-based Organ-on-a-Chip systems have the potential to improve in vitro studies
for new pharmaceutical drug candidates. Mostly, these microfluidic systems are fabricated
by soft lithography using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). However, the absorption of active
substances and dyes by PDMS restricts the application of these devices for pharmaceuticaltechnical analysis. Here, we present a novel low-cost fabrication route for membranebased Organ-on-a-Chip systems, by replacing soft lithography and discarding PDMS. The
fabrication technique is based upon ultrasonic hot-embossing and ultrasonic welding of
polymeric foils. Besides embossing microfluidic channels, this fabrication method allows
further the bonding of layers, remodeling a thin porous membranes and the integration of
electrodes. For comparative reasons, the applied polymers in this microfluidic system are
also used in commercially available Transwell® inserts.
PO342
Characterization of skeletal muscle passive mechanical properties by novel micro force
sensor and micro dissection by femtosecond laser ablation
Mayra Garcés-Schröder ¹; David Metz ¹; Monika Leester-Schädel ¹; Markus Böl ²; Andreas
Dietzel ¹
¹ - Technische Universität Braunschweig - Institut für Mikrotechnik;
² - Technische Universität Braunschweig - Institut für Festkörpermechanik

While the properties of isolated muscle fibers have been thoroughly investigated, important
aspects of force transmission relating to the passive muscle components remain subject
to current research. Samples are probed with a novel force sensor consisting of a silicon
parallelogram with integrated membranes and pieroresistive elements. The design yields a
low stiffness over a large deflection range. The characterization of tissue on a microscopic scale
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will lead to an enhanced understanding of mechanical properties. The precise preparation of
samples with dimensions in the sub-millimeter range cannot be carried out manually and will
therefore be effectuated by femtosecond-laser dissection. The combination of novel force
sensors allowing a broad measurement range and the ultra-short pulse laser structuring of
tissue affords a whole new approach for experimental biomechanical studies.
PO343
Digital microfluidics for isothermal DNA amplification: redefining the paradigm of
molecular diagnostics
Beatriz Coelho ¹; Bruno Veigas ²; Hugo Águas ¹; Elvira Fortunato ¹; Rodrigo Martins ¹; Pedro
Baptista ²; Rui Igreja ¹
¹ - CENIMAT | i3N;
² - UCIBIO

Molecular diagnostics have met an increasing interest from the scientific community and
industry, and one of the biggest challenges in the 21st century is redefining the diagnostics
paradigm, towards point-of-care. Digital Microfluidics (DMF) is a promising candidate for
translating biological/chemical reactions down to the nano-scale, empowering portable,
robust and accurate genetic testing.
We present a DMF platform able to perform isothermal nucleic acid amplification, for the
detection of common proto-oncogenes. This platform features zig-zag electrodes which
facilitate droplet transportation (under 5 mm/s for 40 Vrms), and samples/products may be
easily inserted/withdrawn from the chip by using a mere pipette. Detection of the target
DNA was possible for less than 1 hour, with µL reaction volumes and higher amplification
efficiency than the bench-top counterpart.

Zi-Yi Yang ¹; Tak-Wang Chong ¹; Wen-Huei Chang ²; Chun-Hung Lin ¹
¹ - Department of Photonics, National Cheng Kung University;
² - Department of Applied Chemistry, National Pingtung University

Cell culture plays an important role in biotechnology, but a determination of timing for
subculture is mostly through experience and lack of quantified method. In this work, we used
nanoimprint lithography to fabricate gold nanodot arrays (GNDAs) on a glass substrate as
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensors for monitoring cell growth. We found
that when the cells were grown on GNDAs, the amount of the LSPR red-shift corresponds
to the amount of the cell proliferation, as demonstrated by cell counting, MTT cell activity
assay and cell cycle progression through flow cytometry. This optical sensing approach,
which is non-destructive, rapid, label-free, and real-time, can be a powerful method for insitu monitoring the cell condition and provide a quantified method for subculture.

NOTES:
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PO344
The suggestion of optimal subculture time for cell culture using plasmonic nanodot arrays
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PO345
Direct process of micropillar arrays with hierarchical nanostructures for cell capture in
microfluidic device
Shih-Chi Chan ²; Chi-Huang Huang ¹; Tien-Li Chang ¹; Chun-Ting Hsiao ¹; Ching-Hao Li ³;
Kai-Che Liu ²; Shih-Wei Huang ²
¹ - Department of Mechatronic Engineering, National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan, R.O.C.;
² - Show Chwan Memorial Hospital, Taiwan, R.O.C.;
³ - Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, College of Medicine, Taipei Medical University, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Different from the conventional processes to form the microfluidic devices, we propose
this concern by introducing a direct approach to form the microfluidic device based on the
ultrafast laser ablated micropillar arrays with hierarchical nanostructures for potential
application toward CTC capture. In this study, we report the fabrication of the micro-scale
and nano-scale structures by ultrafast laser ablation with the electrospun process. Therefore,
the study might provide a direct cancer screening tool, which can be extensively employed in
developing countries, where rapid and low-cost cancer diagnosis tests are strongly required.
PO346
O-Phenylenediamine-based
neurotransmitter sensing

molecularly

imprinted

layer

for

multi-analyte

Bo Si¹ ; Edward Song ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - University of New Hampshire

In this work, a novel strategy of detecting multiple neurotransmitters using molecularly
imprinted polymer (MIP) have been developed and evaluated. O-phenylenediamine (o-PD)
was introduced as a functional monomer to detect three types of neurotransmitters using
an electrochemical method. We demonstrate that this approach can detect three types of
neurotransmitters, dopamine (DA), norepinephrine (NE), and epinephrine (EP) selectively
by using MIP layers electro-polymerized on a screen-printed carbon electrode.
PO347
Split ring resonators for detection of circulating tumor cells
Angelo Leo ¹,²; Anna Grazia Monteduro ³; Maria Serena Chiriacò ¹; Elisabetta Primiceri ¹;
Gianluigi Giannelli ³; Giuseppe Maruccio ¹,²
¹ - CNR NANOTEC – Institute of Nanotechnology;
² - Mathematics & Physics Department ‘E. De Giorgi’;
³ - IRCCS ‘de Bellis’

Recently, circulating tumor cells attracted large attention as suitable biomarkers for
clinical diagnostics and personalized therapy. However, despite a wide variety of proposed
technologies, there is still a significant improvement margin concerning CTC cytometry.
Here we report an inexpensive tool, based on the use of split ring resonators (SRR), which
was designed to detect individual HeLa cells based on variations of inductive and capacitive
parameters and a measurable change in the circuit resonance.
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PO348
Plasmonic nanoprobes for surface enhanced raman spectroscopy of biological molecules
Vitas Lendraitis ¹; Lina Ramanauskaite ²; Huizhong Xu ³; Valentinas Snitka ²
¹ - Aleksandras Stulginskis University, , Lithuania;
² - Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania;
³ - Physics Department, St. John's University, USA

Our intent in this presentation is to discuss the basics of SERS and summarize its applications
in biomedical sciences. Specifically, we will introduce the physical and chemical concepts
relevant to the approaches to achieve single molecule SERS. The specific case of SERS, a tipenhanced Raman and application for proteins interaction with nanoparticles research will
be discussed. In this work we demonstrate the preparation of ordered silver nano-wedges
array based SERS substrates, fabricated by chemical reduction of silver ions on hydrofluoric
acid etched silicon wafers. The theoretical model of electromagnetic field distribution on
the substrate surface was performed using COMSOL software. The enhancement effect of
Raman scattering for single molecule was tested by evaporating monolayer of pentacene (2
nm) on bare silicon wafer and SERS substrate.
PO349
Study of the heat treatments in a Ti-15Zr-xMo alloy
Caio Castanho Xavier ¹
¹ - Univ Estadual Paulista, Faculdade de Ciências de Bauru, SP, Brazil

NOTES:
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Titanium and its alloys are widely used as biomaterials. This study provides a detailed
study of the heat treatment conditions of alloys belonging to the TiZrMo system. The aim
is to optimize its mechanical properties for use in orthopedic implants systems. The alloys
were melted in an arc voltaic furnace, with four different alloys compositions in order to
obtain samples with α, α+ßand ß phase microstructures. The heat treatments conditions
were 600ºC/6h, 12h and 24h. The studied conditions where characterized through
microstructure and microhardness analysis. The study provides a detailed study of the heat
treatment conditions of alloys belonging to the Ti-15Zr-xMo system. The aim is to optimize
the mechanical properties of the alloys for use in orthopedic implants systems.
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PO350
Covalent organic frameworks for the capture of hazardous compounds: a new monitoring
tool to explore
Soraia P. S. Fernandes ¹; Begoña Espiña ¹
¹ - INL

Hazardous compounds in water are a major challenge worldwide and development of new
methodologies for monitoring and purification of water is urgently needed. Adsorption
appears as a simple and efficient technique for wastewater treatment. Covalent organic
frameworks (COFs) are crystalline, nanoporous materials formed by the self-assembly
of organic building blocks. It possess high thermal stability and tunability, as well high
crystallinity and water-stability. Versatility of the structure of COFs make them good
adsorbents for hazardous compounds capture. Development of new monitoring tools for
purification of water using COF materials have been explored. Improving the adsorption
efficiency is the main aim of this study taking into account as a method of comparison the
existing SPATT devices.
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PO351
Facilitation Of Neuronal Differentiation And Directional Cell Growth In A Human In Vitro
Neuronal Cell Culture Model Using Micropatterned Graphene

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

Jorge Ramiro ¹; Wandert Schaafsma ²; Iker Azcoitia ²; Diana Martínez-Redondo ²; Begoña
Castro ²; Alba Centeno ³; Beatriz Alonso ³; Amaia Zurutuza ³; Santos Merino ¹
¹ - IK4-TEKNIKER;
² - HISTOCELL;
³ - GRAPHENEA

Graphene was micropatterned to study its effect on the cell behaviour of SH-SY5Y, a human
cell line commonly used in neuroscience research.
Cytotoxicity/biocompatibility tests showed high cell adhesion over the culture and high
viability of the substrates. Proliferation tests showed that patterned and non-patterned
graphene are adequate for future use in cell culture, since they allow a correct attachment
and constitute a good support for SH-SY5Y cells, even without the presence of laminin.
Differentiation tests indicated that graphene inducted neuronal differentiation (neurite
formation) irrespective of the presence of laminin. Moreover, patterned graphene, led
to a larger number of long, aligned neurites. This alignment is a remarkable result, as the
extension and directionality of neurite outgrowth are key to achieve successful target
connections during regenerative processes.
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PO352
SERS Study of cellular membrane dynamics on 3D plasmonic nanoelectrodes during
electroporation
Valeria Caprettini ¹,²; Jian-An Huang ¹; Carlo Andrea Gonano ¹; Fabio Moia ¹; Michele Dipalo¹;
Francesco De Angelis ¹
¹ - Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia;
² - Università degli studi di Genova

Cell electroporation by three-dimensional (3D) nanostructures is an emerging field.
However the interaction and the dynamics of the cellular membrane on these substrates
are still under investigation. Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) is a label-free
technique that could offer insights on this issue, even though achieving reliable SERS signals
on living cells is still challenging. In fact, the adhesion points between the membrane and the
plasmonic structures are not predictable and not always correspond to the plasmonic hot
spots. Here we present a cellular membrane dynamics study performed by SERS analysis
during electroporation by means of 3D plasmonic nanoelectrodes. These nanostructures
showed a tight seal with cells in correspondence of the plasmonic hot spots, allowing the
collection of enhanced Raman signals.
PO353
Fabrication of graphene microelectrodes for biomedical applications
Pranoti Kshirsagar ¹,²; Peter Jones ¹; Gerhard Heusel ¹; Thomas Chassé ²,³; Monika
Fleischer³,4; Claus J. Burkhardt ¹
¹ - NMI Natural and Medical Sciences Institute at the University of Tübingen, Germany;
² - Center for Light-Matter-Interaction, Sensors and Analytics (LISA+), Eberhard Karls University Tübingen,
Germany;
³ - Institute for Applied Physics, Eberhard Karls University Tübingen, Germany;
4
- Institute of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, Eberhard Karls University Tübingen, Germany

NOTES:
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Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) are used for in-vitro recording of cellular activity. MEA
devices consists of a base substrate such as float-glass, with micro-patterned conduction
tracks and electrodes. The assembly is covered with an insulator where the electrodes (for
contact with cell culture) and contact pads (electrical contact for recording) are opened.
Electrogenic cells such as neurons or cardiomyocytes are cultured on the electrode array
and their electrical activity is recorded. Conventional electrodes are made of opaque
materials such as TiN, Au and PEDOT-CNT [1]. Transparent electrodes support fields such
as optogenetics, calcium imaging and better understanding of neuronal networks. Here we
present fabrication of 30 µm diameter transparent graphene electrodes and their successful
application with neurons, cardiac cells and retina slices.
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PO354
Electro-Patternable Hydrogels With Chromatic Biological Response
Ferran Pujol-Vila ¹; Jiri Dietvorst ²; María Díaz ²; Nuria Vigues ¹; Jordi Mas ¹; Xavier MuñozBerbel ²
¹ - Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona;
² - IMB-CNM (CSIC)

Materials enabling electrodeposition are of interest from a technological perspective for
enabling electrical control of the pattering process, which may be at micro or nanoscale
and repeatability. Here we present an electro-patternable bio-responsive polymer with
chromatic response to living bacterial cells. It is based on iron (III)/alginate hydrogels,
suitable for size and shape-controlled potentiostatic electrodeposition.The chromatic
response of the material is based on the Prussian Blue (PB) formation reaction thorugh
addition of ferricyanide. Living bacteria are able to reduce ferricyanide to ferrocyanide
through their metabolic activity, therefore, the presence of living bacterial cells entrapped
or in contact with the iron (III)/alginate matrix produce PB molecules. In conclusion, iron (III)/
alginate hydrogels present ideal properties as a bio-responsive material allowing for tightly
controlled surface patterning.
17:00 – 18:30

Session 1D

ROOM A

Session chair: James Owen (Zyvex Labs, Richardson)
Session Co-Chair: Rosana Dias (INL, Braga)

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.6 – Resists and Materials
17:00

OC054
Cr203 - A new and flexible material for nanofabrication
J. Alexander Liddle ¹; B. Robert Ilic ¹; Christopher Ray ¹; Kerry Seibein ¹
¹ - Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology, National Institute of Standards and Technology

We have developed a novel sacrificial-layer material, Cr2O3. It can be deposited by
sputtering, with controlled stress. It is stable at high temperatures, resists most wet chemical
etches, but can be easily patterned at the nanoscale with Cl2/O2 dry etches, and removed
cleanly with ceric ammonium nitrate wet etching. This wet etch is highly specific for Cr2O3,
and leaves most common device materials untouched.
17:15

OC055
Atlas 46 – novel negative tone photoresist which combines the good properties of the
established SU-8 and CAR 44
Tobias Mai ¹; Matthias Schirmer ¹; Georg Schmidt ²; Maik Gerngroß ¹; Frank Syrowatka ³;
Katrin Lehmann ²
¹ - Allresist GmbH;
²- Institut für Physik, Martin-Luther Universität Halle-Wittenberg;
³ - Interdisziplinäres Zentrum für Materialwissenschaften, Martin-Luther Universität Halle-Wittenberg

The outstanding properties of SU-8 are well known to users of microsystem technologies.
However, there is no version of SU-8 known which has nearly the same good properties and
secondary is easy removable.
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We have designed a solvent-developable negative resist Atlas 46 S (“S” for “solid”) following
the SU-8 which is based on the reproducible raw material of a cresol novolac epoxy resin.
We furthermore developed a second derivative; resist Atlas 46 R (“R” for “Removing”) which
can be patterned in a similar way with a slightly higher dose. Atlas 46 R-layers can however
be removed using commercial organic removers.
By variating the photoacid generator (PAG) and its concentration it is possible to control the
degree of cross-linking, removability and sensitivity to different wavelengths.
17:30

OC056
Organic ice resists: condensed small molecules as spin-free volatile E-beam resists
William Tiddi ¹; Hoa Thanh Le ¹; Anna Elsukova ¹; Marco Beleggia ¹; Anpan Han ¹
¹ - DTU Danchip-CEN, Technical University of Denmark

We developed a novel technique using frozen alcohols and other simple organic molecules
for lithography applications. The desired chemical (e.g. anisole, nonane) is condensed from
vapor phase at cryogenic temperature to form a frozen thin film demonstrating resist-like
capabilities.
Arbitrary patterns are defined into this organic ice resist (OIR) as in conventional e-beam
lithography; exposed areas are stable in air at ambient condition while unexposed ice
vanishes, sublimating away once the sample returns to room temperature. No spin coating
or development steps are needed: everything happens in a single tool, while remaining
compatible with other processing and characterization techniques. As an example, we
demonstrate silicon nanowires fabrication using OIR as a protective mask for plasma etch,
transferring the line features into the underlying silicon substrate.
17:45

OC057
Integration of the sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS) on polyphtaladehyde (PPA) resist
for thermal scanning probe lithography (T-SPL) patterning

¹ - IMEC;
² - SwissLitho AG;
³ - IBM Research Zurich;
4
- ASM International

In this paper, we discuss the integration of alumina metal oxide into the PPA resist to increase
the etch resistance during the subsequence pattern transfer. Sequential Infiltration Synthesis
(SIS) process which is common used in lithography resist. The amount of Al2O3 infiltration
increased with the number of SIS cycles. For further pattern transfer, we used patterning
stack to have t-SPL patterned on 9-11nm PPA layer and 6nm cross-linkable Polystyrene
(x-PS), on top of 13nm Si3N4 as hardmask. A TEM Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS)
indicated the Al2O3 infiltrated into the PPA film, not on the x-PS. A step-by-step pattern
transfer of t-SPL pattern from PPA into Si3N4 was demonstrated and measured with the
atomic force microscopy (AFM).

NOTES:
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Boon Teik Chan ¹; Jean-François De Marneffe ¹; Martin Spieser ²; Armin Knoll ³; Werner
Knaepen 4
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18:00

Invited Lecture
INV10
Epoxy-based polymer networks as a tool for the design of new functional materials
F. Altuna ¹, J. Antonacci ², G. F. Arenas ², I. dell’Erba ¹, C. E. Hoppe ¹, V. Pettarin ¹, J. Puig ¹,
W. F. Schroeder ¹, R. J. J. Williams ¹
¹ - Institute of Materials Science and Technology (INTEMA), University of Mar del Plata (UNMdP) and National
Research Council (CONICET), Argentina
² - Laser Laboratory, Physics Department, Engineering Faculty, University of Mar del Plata, Argentina

Cross-linked polymer networks offer a versatile answer for the synthesis of smart materials
with applications in priority areas like energy, food, environment, medicine, among others.
In this talk, selected examples of functional materials based on epoxy crosslinked networks
will be discussed. The synthesis of self-healable vitrimers based on the epoxy acid chemistry
will be first discribed. Especial attention will be paid to the use of the photothermal effect
for remote activation of the transesterification processes. The design and synthesis of shape
memory epoxy networks will also be analyzed with the focus put in the possibility on local
control of the activation. Finally, thermoreversible organogels and other supramolecular
networks will also be analyzed in the context of new applications in thermal storage.
17:00 – 18:30

Communicating Science in Society

ROOM D

Chair: Elisabeth Nilsson ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹- Lund University

The workshop is aiming at improving communicative skills and raise awareness of the
importance of listening as part of communication.
Communication within a research society is a well-defined process where forms are given
and everyone knows what to expect. But how do we take on the more delicate task of
communicating science to the general public?
In this workshop we will discuss popular science as a tool for communicating research and
point to its possibilities, limitations and dangers. We will also discuss whose privilege it is to
re-phrase and interpret research topics to non-scientists, and look into the journalists’ role
as mediators of science. The existence of pseudo science and fake science cannot be ignored
and it will be discussed in the context of “bad popular science”.
The workshop format allows for us to use some time to work with reality-based cases –
where the participants’ varying experiences form the input to group discussions.
When scientists realize that science communication is more about listening than lecturing
there will be no public receiving answers to questions they neither could nor would ask!
Outline
1. Popular science as a communicative tool
2. Pitfalls of popular science
3. The mediating media
4. The public’s relation to pseudoscience
5. The scientists’ relation to fake science
6. Case discussions in groups
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17:00 – 18:30

Session 4D

ROOM C

Session chair: Laurent Malaquin (LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse)
Session Co-Chair: Santos Merino (ik4-tekniker, Eibar)
Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topics 4.5 – Design and Fabrication of Micro/Nano Devices for Life Sciences:
Biosensors, Prothesis
17:00

OC058
Effect of water-DNA interactions on elastic properties of DNA self-assembled monolayers
Daniel Ramos ¹; Carmen M. Dominguez ¹; Javier Tamayo ¹; Montserrat Calleja ¹
¹ - CSIC

DNA-water interactions have revealed as the primary actor in DNA mechanics, from the
molecular to the macroscopic scale. Given the particularly useful properties of DNA
molecules to engineer novel materials through self-assembly and by bridging organic and
inorganic materials, the interest in understanding DNA elasticity has crossed the boundaries
of life science. Here we show that thin films of DNA constructed through the self-assembly
of sulfur tethered ssDNA strands demonstrate a Young’s modulus tuning range of about
10 GPa by simply varying the environment relative humidity. Upon hybridization with the
complementary strand, the DNA self-assembled monolayers significantly soften by one
order of magnitude and their Young’s modulus dependency on the hydration state drastically
decreases. The experimental observations are in agreement with molecular dynamics
simulations.
17:15

Andreas Horrer ¹; Jonas Haas ¹; Dieter P. Kern ¹; Monika Fleischer ¹
¹ - Institute for Applied Physics, Eberhard Karls University Tübingen, Germany

Miniaturized optical sensors are fabricated by integrating nanostructured gradient index
(GRIN) lenses into microfluidic cells. For this purpose arrays of gold nanodiscs are prepared
on the planar face of a GRIN lens using electron beam lithography followed by a transfer
process. The nanostructured lens is implemented in a PDMS cell containing a microfluidic
channel. The wavelength of the localized surface plasmon resonance exhibited by the gold
nanodiscs upon illumination is shifted when the refractive index in their vicinity changes,
making them highly efficient optical sensors. The functionality is demonstrated by sensing
changes in the refractive index of the liquid in the channel, and by testosterone antibody
sensing using a specific recognition structure.

NOTES:
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OC059
Miniaturized localized surface plasmon resonance shift sensor integrated on a gradient
index lens in a microfluidic channel
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17:30

OC060
Microcontainers for oral vaccine delivery
Line Hagner Nielsen ¹; Christoffer Von Halling Laier ¹; Zarmeena Abid ¹; Stephan Sylvest
Keller ¹; Anja Boisen ¹
¹ - The Danish National Research Foundation and Villum Foundation’s Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and
Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics (IDUN), Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical
University of Denmark, Denmark

We have fabricated devices in micrometer size (microcontainers) in SU-8 by two-steps
of photolithography. Subsequently, these microcontainers were loaded with a powder of
vaccine using an embossing method, and this system was investigated as an oral delivery
system for vaccines.
The fabricated microcontainers had an inner diameter of 220 µm and a cavity depth of 270
µm. The microcontainers were loaded with a vaccine powder containing particles of cubic
structure, an antigen and an adjuvant. SEM images and x-ray microtomography showed
that the microcontainers were uniformly filled with the powder. The microcontainers are
currently being tested in mice to evaluate the in vivo effect of this oral vaccine delivery system.
17:45

OC061
Rapid micro fluorescence in situ hybridization for chromosomal interrogation of tissues
Deborah Huber ¹; Nadya Ostromohov ²; Govind V. Kaigala ¹

WEDNESDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - IBM Research Zurich;
² - Technion – Israel Institute of Technology

We present a versatile implementation of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) that is
rapid and allows cytogenetic analysis of selected subfractions of tissue sections.
To cope with the limitations of conventional FISH, expensive probes and long assay time,
we have developed μFISH using a microfluidic probe, a microfabricated scanning probe
technology. The probe head contains microfluidic channels that form injection and aspiration
apertures at the tip for hydrodynamic localization of liquids. By localizing FISH probes at this
tip, we earlier demonstrated probe incubation -the rate-limiting step in conventional FISHon selected cell monolayers. Currently we are adapting μFISH for rapid HER2 classification
of clinical tumor samples using customized FISH probes and have readily assessed
chromosome 17 counts in breast cancer tissue sections after <10 min incubation.
18:00

OC062
Split ring resonators for detection of circulating tumor cells through variation of capacitive
properties
Angelo Leo ¹,²; Anna Grazia Monteduro ³; Maria Serena Chiriacò ²; Elisabetta Primiceri ²;
Giuseppe Maruccio ¹,²
¹ - Dipartimento di Matematica e Fisica, Università del Salento;
² - CNR Nanotec - Istituto di Nanoscienze;
³ - IRCCS de Bellis

Since the second half of 1990s, circulating tumor cells attracted large attention as suitable
biomarkers for clinical diagnostics and personalized therapy. Despite a wide variety of
proposed technologies for CTC enumeration, there is a significant improvement margin
concerning cytometric evaluation sensitivity. Here we report an inexpensive tool based on
the use of split ring resonators (SRR), which were designed to detect individual HeLa cells.
Our work consists in design and characterization of ring resonators in order to improve
selective cells investigation based on variation of inductive and capacitive parameters.
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18:30

OC063
Stretched polycarbonate nanopillars for high efficient capture of bladder epithelial
cancer cells
Yi-Jui Chen ¹; Yi-Chun Chiu ²; Shang-Hui Yu ¹; Chih-Chia Huang ¹; Chun-Hung Lin ¹; WenHuei Chang ³
¹ - Department of Photonics, National Cheng Kung University;
² - Division of Urology, Department of Surgery, Zhong Xiao Branch, Taipei City Hospital;
³ - Department of Applied Chemistry, National Pingtung University

Urinary bladder cancer is the top ten cancer worldwide. Although urinary cytology can
be used to identify the types of cancer cells in urine, the sensitivity and selectivity are still
insufficient. A non-invasive, rapid and high sensitivity method for cancer cell capture from
urine is needed. We utilized stretching nanoimprint technique to fabricate high-aspect ratio
nanopillars on polycarbonate (PC) sheets. The height of PC nanopillars could be stretched
to nearly twice of their original size during nanoimprint process. This stretched nanopillars
enhanced the cancer cell attachment. The higher the nanopillars were, the more cancer
cells attached. The substrates with UV-ozone surface treatment can further promote the
attachment of cancer cells. The stretched PC nanopillars have excellent sensitivity and
selectivity in enriching or capturing cancer cells.
18:45
20:00 – 22:30

Transfer to Conference Dinner
Conference Dinner

REAL COMPANHIA VELHA, PORTO

Sposored by
22:45

Transfer to INL
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THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017
09:00 – 09:45

Plenary Lecture

ROOM A

Session chair: James Liddle (NIST, Rockville)
Session Co-Chair: Hubert Brückl (Danube University Krems, Wiener Neustadt)
PL05
“Lab on Chip” – Biomimetic Channel Networks
Xiangping Li ¹, ², Andreas Manz ¹, ²
¹ - Saarland University, Germany
² - KIST Europe, Germany

Microfluidic chips are usually defined by photolithography masks which are generated from
straight lines and CAD programs. The manufacturing process needs clean room technology
and usually gets more complex if multiple depths, i.e. multiple masks have to be used, and
variations in depth profile are difficult to achieve. I will present a simple way of obtaining
channel structures which feature gradually increasing or decreasing channel depths, and
which also can feature irregularities in its surface. At first sight, this may seem inappropriate,
may look “ugly” and not engineering-like. However, in biological surroundings, we can see
such structures, and they are fully functional.
09:45 – 10:30

Session 1E

ROOM A

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

Session chair: Vitaliy Guzenko (PSI ,Villigen)
Session Co-Chair: Robert Kirchner (TU Dresden)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.6 – Resists and Materials
09:45

OC064
Direct patterning of functional zinc sulfide on a sub-10 nm scale via electron beam
lithography
Mohammad S. M. Saifullah ¹; Mohamed Asbahi ¹; Maryam Binti-Kamran Kiyani ¹; Sudhiranjan
Tripathy ¹; Esther A. H. Ong ²; Asadullah Ibn Saifullah ³; Hui Ru Tan ¹; Tanmay Dutta 4;
Ramakrishnan Ganesan 5; Suresh Valiyaveettil ²; Karen S. L. Chong ¹
¹ - Institute of Materials Research and Engineering, A*STAR (Agency for Science, Technology, and Research),
Republic of Singapore;
² - Department of Chemistry, National University of Singapore, Republic of Singapore;
³ - Hills Road Sixth Form College, United Kingdom;
4
- Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, National University of Singapore, Republic of Singapore;
5
- Department of Chemistry, Birla Institute of Technology & Science, India

Traditionally, nanostructures of ZnS are prepared using synthetic chemistry techniques and
they lack arrangement and order. Our work addresses these fundamental problems by using
zinc butylxanthate, a single source molecular resist, that is not only sensitive to electrons
but also produces ZnS when exposed to an electron beam without the need of lift off or
etching step. Exposure to electrons lead to quick disappearance of xanthate moieties, and
further increase of dose results in the appearance of ZnS, thereby making the exposed resist
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insoluble in organic solvents. This property was exploited for the fabrication of ZnS lines as
small as 6 nm and also enabled patterning of ~10 nm dots with pitches as close as 22 nm. ZnS
patterns thus fabricated showed defect-induced photoluminescence.
10:00

OC065
Healing effect of controlled anti-electromigration on conventional and high-TC
superconducting nanowires
Xavier D. A. Baumans ¹; Joseph Lombardo ¹; Jérémy Brisbois ¹; Shaw Gorky ¹; Vyacheslav S.
Zharinov ²; Ge He ³; Heshan Yu ³; Jie Yuan ³; Beiyi Zhu ³; Kui Jin ³; Roman B. G. Kramer 4,5;
Joris Van De Vondel ²; Alejandro V. Silhanek ¹
¹ - Experimental Physics of Nanostructured Materials, Q-MAT, CESAM, Université de Liège, Belgium;
² - INPAC – Institute for Nanoscale Physics and Chemistry, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Belgium;
³ - National Laboratory for Condensed Matter Physics, Institute of Physics Chinese Academy of Sciences, China;
4
- Université Grenoble Alpes, Institut NEEL,France;
5
- CNRS, Institut NEEL, France

We discuss the strong potential offered by the phenomenon of electromigration as an
alternative method for nanofabrication below the sub-10 nm scale. In this work, we used
successive feedback controlled electromigration and anti-electromigration to adjust
precisely the superconducting properties of three different superconductors: Al, Nb and
LCCO nanowires. This process shows strong reversibility in the case of Al. Healing of the
nanowire after an electromigration failure is also observed for this material. In Nb, the
process appears to be more irreversible while in LCCO, selective migration of oxygen atoms
seems to be responsible for a reversible insulating-superconductor transition. Furthemore,
we also demonstrate that a technique of electropulsing, easier to implement than a complex
feedback control of electromigration, can be used to achieve the same purpose.
10:15

OC066
Investigation of the protective coating Electra 92 for electron-beam lithography on
dielectrics
Katharina Goth ¹; Aina Quintilla ¹; Silvia Diewald ¹; Gernot Goll ¹

We report on considerable improvement of exposure results of electron-beam lithography
on glass using a conductive layer of Electra 92 on top of a conventional e-beam resist double
layer of PMMA for lift-off processing. For comparison of the results we also processed an
identical double layer on a Si substrate which is conductive enough that charging effects
fail to turn up. In addition, we investigated the influence of the conductive layer on contrast
and minimal feature size and also found a dependence on the conductive layer thickness on
those properties.

NOTES:
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¹ - Center for Functional Nanostructures – Nanostructure Service Laboratory (CFN-NSL), Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT), Germany
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09:45 – 10:30

Session 2D

ROOM B

Session chair: Pedro Alpuim (INL, Braga)
Session Co-Chair: James Owen (Zyvex Labs, Richardson)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
Sub-topic 2.1 – Fabrication & Integration of Micro/Nano Electrocnic Devices
09:45

OC067
Practical steps towards wafer-scaled III-V vertical fets fabrication by means of plasma
etching
Alexey Milenin ¹; Anabela Veloso ¹; Nadine Collaert ¹; Daniele Piumi ¹
¹ - IMEC

Wafer-scaled subtractive III-V vertical FETs’ fabrication has been demonstrated for
the case of n+/i/n+ InGaAs stack grown inside of wide-field trenches. Two concepts of
nanowire patterning has been evaluated, namely: “III-V etch first” and “III-V etch last”. It has
been shown that the latter approach has some advantages providing both a superior III-V
nanowires’ profile control and a simplified integration flow. A cyclic methane/hydrogenbased dry etch recipe has been developed to perform a 160-170nm tall InGaAs nanowires
patterning with CD of about 30-35 nm. The effect of oxygen-based passivation has been
studied when it is utilized during dry plasma etching or/and during wet cleaning steps. In
order to help improving structural bottom flatness observed after III-V etching, optimization
of oxide recess chemistry has been suggested.
10:00

OC068
Exploring strategies to contact 3D nano-pillars below 100 nm

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

Esteve Amat ¹; Marta Fernandez-Regulez ¹; Laura Evangelio ¹; Ahmed Gharbi ²; Cyrille
Laviron ²; Joan Bausells ¹; Francesc Perez-Murano ¹
¹ - IMB-CNM;
² - CEA-Leti

The vertical pillars are a promising electronic device topology to increase the device density
per xip. But their use involves a relevant increase of their manufacturing complexity, mainly
due to the difficulty to contact the top region of the device. In this sense, this contribution
explores two different approaches to facilitate their top contact fabrication. Reactive ion
etching planarization appears as a more suitable process as this proposal appears more
easily to be introduced the process flow of a VLSI sample.
10:15

OC069
Self-aligned gate-last process for quantum-well INAS transistor on insulator
Qi Cheng ¹; Zilun Wang ¹; Kazy Shariar ¹; Sufi Md Abu ¹; Sourabh Khandelwal ²; Yuping Zeng ¹
¹ - University of Delaware;
² - Macquarie University

In this work, we present a novel self-aligned gate-last fabrication process for quantumwell metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors. This fabrication method allows for
pre-defined gate sizes using T-shape source/drain. It features the capability to anneal the
gate oxide prior to gate metal deposition which improves the oxide quality, reducing the
surface scattering and therefore carrier mobility. This process also enables the source/drain
annealing process which reduces the metal/semiconductor contact resistances.
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09:45 – 10:30

Session 4E

ROOM C

Session chair: Xavier Munoz (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
Session Co-Chair: João Gaspar (INL, Braga)

09:45

Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topics 4.6 – Interfacing Biomaterials and Bio-Entities with Devices and Systems
Invited Lecture
INV11
Biosimulation and biocomputation with motile biological agents exploring
microfabricated structures
Dan V. Nicolau ¹
¹ - McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Many mathematical problems, e.g., cryptography, network routing, require the exploration a
large number of candidate solutions. Because the time required for solving these problems
grows exponentially with their size, electronic computers, which operate sequentially,
cannot solve them in a reasonable time. However, biological organisms routinely process
information in parallel, thus opening three possible biocomputing avenues: Biomimetic
algorithms are translations of “analog” procedures used by biological agents for various tasks,
e.g., space searching, chemotaxis, etc., into mathematical algorithms. Biosimulation uses the
procedures of large numbers of motile biological agents, directly, without any translation
to formal mathematical algorithms, thus by-passing computation-proper. Computing with
biological agents in networks consists in the use of very large number of agents exploring
microfluidics networks, designed to purposefully encode hard mathematical problems.
10:15

OC070
Nanofabrication of bacterial biocomputation networks

¹ - Nanovalk, Valkenswaard, the Netherlands;
² - Kavli Nanolab, Delft, the Netherlands;
³ - McGill University, Canada

Parallel computation using motile biological agents has been proposed to tackle combinatorial
mathematical problems, which limit the problem sizes that can be solved in single CPU
machines. Previous work showed that molecular motor driven actin filaments or microtubules
were able to solve a small instance of the so-called ‘sub-set sum’ problem. Autonomously
moving bacteria are good alternatives to explore such devices. Before constructing such
bacterial computation networks, the efficiency and error rates of the junctions in such a
device have to be optimized for bacteria, resulting in specific bacterial network design rules.
The purpose of the work presented here was to develop the steps needed for the successful
fabrication of such bacterial test structures and biocomputation devices.

NOTES:
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Falco Van Delft ¹; Anja Van Langen-Suurling ²; Charles De Boer ²; Frank Dirne ²; Ayyappasamy
Sudalaiyadum Perumal ³; Sara Kheireddine ³; Saba Roozbahani ³; Viola Tokárová ³; Ondřej
Kašpar ³; Dan Nicolau ³
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10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 – 12:30

Session 2E

EXHIBITION AREA

ROOM A

Session chair: Jaejong Lee (KIMM, DaeJeon)
Session Co-Chair: Doron Naveh (Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
Sub-topic 2.3 – Inspection, Process Control & Manufacturing Testing
11:00

OC071
Laterally resolved in-SITU 4D topography of electrochemical etching by digital
holographic microscope
Shenqi Xie¹; P.-F. Chauvy ²; Jerome Parent ¹; Yves Emery ¹
¹ - Lyncée Tec SA, Switzerland;
² - Micropat SA, Switzerland

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

We report a novel application of 4D topographical optical inspection: laterally resolved insitu and real-time monitoring of electrochemical etching by Digital Holographic Microscopy
(DHM®). DHM® records time lapse of instantaneous 3D topography at camera acquisition
framerate, providing unique 4D capability (3D versus time) [1]. Measurements and
numerical simulation are in very good accordance. This demonstrates for the first time
new possibilities for studying in real time topographical evolution of samples during wet
etching process. Resolutions are millisecond temporally, sub-nanometer vertically, and
sub-micrometer laterally. This method can be extended from wet to dry etching process.
These results open new doors for innovative research to monitor, improve, and explore new
etching processes and materials.
11:15

OC072
Advanced defect classification by optical metrology
Paul Alkemade ¹; Esther Kramer ¹; Silvania Pereira ¹; Peter Van Der Walle ²; Wouter
Mulckhuyse ²; Jacqueline Van Veldhoven ²; Loek Nijsten ²; Anton De Jong ²; Christiaan
Hollemans ²; Elfi Van Zeijl ²; Helma Spruit ²; Emile Van Veldhoven ²; Jacques Van Der Donck²;
Felipe Bernal Arango ²; Diederik Maas ²
¹ - Delft University of Technology;
² - TNO

Particle defects cause considerable yield loss in semi-conductor manufacturing and,
therefore, they must be counted and characterized. For this purpose, TNO has developed
the RapidNano particle scanner. In general, advanced defect classification distinguishes
three phases: detection, review, and classification. Using sensitive dark-field microscopy,
the RapidNano scans large flat areas at high throughput, detecting particles as small as
42 nm by illumination from nine angles. In detection-mode, the signals from all angles are
added, whereas in review-mode the signals are analyzed separately to derive the shape,
orientation, material, and size of the defects. Experiments with designed defects proved the
RapidNano’s ability for detection, review, and classification. If needed, the fast classification
can be supplemented with slower high-resolution metrology tools, such as SEM and AFM.
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11:30

OC073
3D measurement of 3D nand memory hole with CD-SEM and tilted FIB
Takeyoshi Ohashi ¹; Atsuko Yamaguchi ¹; Kazuhisa Hasumi ²; Masami Ikota ²; Chi Lim Tan ³;
Tom Raymaekers ³; Geert Van Den Bosch ³; Arnaud Furnémont ³; Gian Lorusso ³
¹ - Hitachi, Ltd.;
² - Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation;
³ - Imec

3D profiling of 3D-NAND memory hole was demonstrated by the combination of CD-SEM
and FIB. Hole array was processed by tilted FIB to have cut planes at various heights, followed
by the contour extraction with CD-SEM. The obtained contours were merged into single
3D profile by placing them at corresponding heights. The obtained 3D hole profile showed
the narrowing near the hole bottom and the periodic diameter modulation corresponding
to the SiO2-Si3N4 stacking structure. These reasonable features suggest the validity of
the measurement. The proposed method provides a reliable 3D profile which is difficult to
obtain by other techniques. This method should be useful to control the hole etching of the
3D-NAND devices and other processes in the fabrication of 3D devices.
11:45

OC074
Extracting height information from top-down SEM images through Monte-Carlo
simulation
Kerim T. Arat ¹; Cornelis W. Hagen ¹; Jens Bolten ²; Nezih Ünal ³
¹ - Delft University of Technology;
² - AMO GmbH;
³ - GenISys GmbH

NOTES:
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The possibility is explored to extract step heights from top-down SEM images. The idea is to
vary the energy of the primary electrons to change the size of the electron-matter interaction
volume. The secondary electron emission from the sidewall differs for different step heights
at different primary electron energies. By controlling the emission, height information of
non-dense steps can be obtained from the intensity map of conventional top-down SEM
images. In addition, the method is not very sensitive to fabrication related issues such as
non-ideal feature edges or sidewall angles. We demonstrate the method on simulated SEM
images by using 1st principle Monte-Carlo simulations.
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12:00

OC075
Establishing nanoimprint lithography on an industrial level
Hubert Teyssedre ¹; Martin Eibelhuber ²; Stefan Landis ¹; Sandra Bos ¹; Laurent Pain ¹; Marie
Laure ²; Jonas Khan ²; Christine Thanner ²; Gerald Mittendorfer ²; Markus Wimplinger ²
¹ - CEA-LETI, Minatec Campus, Francenstitute;
² - EV Group E.Thallner GmbH, Austria

Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) is moving rapidly towards high volume manufacturing. Early
adopters of this pattering technology are typically working the fields of nanotechnology,
biotechnology, plasmonics and photonics and provide according products. Unique capabilities
like pattering a wide range of structure sizes and shapes, including 3D, nanopatterning of
high-topography (rough) surfaces and large areas enable new device design or give access
to cost efficient volume production.
However wafer scale imprinting is used in an semiconductor manufacturing environment
and for more wide spread implementation more detailed quantitative data regarding
technology assessment for high volume manufacturing is required. Full understanding of
critical process parameters as well as development in equipment and resists are key topics
for industrial usage.
12:15

EIPBN02
The 2017 EIPBN Best Invited Poster
Aberration-Corrected Quantum Electron Microscopy
M. Turchetti ¹, C-S. Kim ¹, R. G. Hobbs ¹, N. Abedzadeh ¹, Pieter Kruit ¹, K. K. Berggren ¹

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹-Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States

Quantum electron microscopy (QEM) exploits the concept of interaction-free measurement
in a resonant electron optical cavity to overcome the resolution limit imposed by the radiation
damage when imaging radiation-sensitive samples such as biological specimens. In this work,
we propose and validate through simulation a possible design for a linear resonant electron
cavity. We also propose and simulate two possible modifications to the initial scheme in
order to address the issue of spherical aberration inside the cavity. One involves substitution
of one of the cavity elements, the electron gate, with a hyperbolic triode mirror while the
second one involves the insertion of a quadrupole-octupole corrector inside the cavity.
11:00 – 12:30

Session 3D

ROOM B

Session chair: Stefano Cabrini (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Albany)
Session Co-Chair: Martin Brandl (Danube University Krems)
Topic 3 - Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.3 – Physical and Chemical Sensors
11:00

OC076
Collective nano-optomechanics for sensing applications
Eduardo Gil-Santos ¹; William Hease ²; Aristide Lemaitre ³; M. Labousse ²; Cristiano Ciuti ²;
Ivan Favero ²
¹ - Instituto de Microelectronica de Madrid;
² - Universite Paris Diderot;
³ - Centre de Nanosciences et Nanotechnologies

Our recent investigations on the capabilities of optomechanical semiconductor disk
resonators to operate as sensors in liquids have revealed an astonishing potential. After
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landmark experiments realized on single resonators, the use of collective configurations
is essential to further improve their capabilities. Here we present our work towards the
development of collective configurations of nano-optomechanical semiconductor disks for
sensing application. We introduce a new post-fabrication method that allows us to optically
align ensembles of nanophotonic resonators in a permanent manner with sub-picometer
precision. The technique is scalable, site specific and compliant with on-chip structures.
Building on the method, we develop medium-scale nano-optomechanical architectures
where first collective phenomena do emerge. As first example, we report the light-mediated
frequency locking of multiple and distant nanomechanical oscillators.
11:15

OC077
Effect of varying gate distance on the threshold voltage shift in carbon nanotube field
effect transistor gas sensors
Sebastian Eberle ¹; Cosmin Roman ¹; Christofer Hierold ¹
¹ - ETH Zürich, D-MAVT, Micro- Nanosystems

We report on a novel device architecture for suspended carbon nanotube field effect
transistors as gas sensors, with a process flow that allows high flexibility for the sensor
architecture with a wide range of adjustable gate distances. An increase in threshold
voltage shift from (approx.) 150mV to 270mV upon gas exposure to 1ppm NO is observed
when comparing devices with short gate distance (dg=0.24µm) to devices with large gate
distances (dg=1.84µm). This variable gate distance, can be exploited to tailor the transfer
characteristics of CNTFET to determine the optimum between the sensitivity, measured as
a shift of the threshold voltage and still allow to perform a complete gate sweep within a
voltage range of ±1V, enabling integration of these devices into current CMOS technology
11:30

OC078
Hysteresis characteristics of nanofet sensor with a floating gate by the sweep of backgate
voltage
Kook-Nyung Lee ¹; Sumi Yoon ¹; Dong-Ki Hong ¹; In-Bok Jung ¹; Yung-Jae Won ¹; Wookyeong
Seong ¹

In this study, we firstly demonstrated that the nanoFET sensor could be reset and reinitialized by just sweeping and biasing the backgate voltage of the nanoFET device utilizing
the hysteresis properties of the nanoFET device. For the repeatability of the sensor, the
sensor should be reset and be ready to measure for next measurement after the adsorption
of negative ions on the sensor by the previous measurement. Here, we demonstrated that
the reset of the sensor can be obtained by the backgate bias voltage sweep of the nanoFET
device. We characterized the hysteresis of a nanoFET sensor with a floating metal gate to
detect air ions by the backgate voltage sweep of the nanoFET device.

NOTES:
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¹ - Korea Electronics Technology Institute (KETI)
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11:45

OC079
Highly sensitive gan based hydrogen sensors using nanostructure sensing materials
Sunwoo Jung ¹; Kwang Hyeon Baik ²; Fan Ren ³; Stephen Pearton ³; Soohwan Jang ¹
¹ - Dankook University;
² - Hongik University;
³ - University of Florida

As an effective approach to improve the conventional GaN based hydrogen sensors, Pt
nanonetworks were applied to active gate area of AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility
trasitor. The active gate region of an AlGaN/GaN sensor was functionalized with Pt
nanostructures that contain a larger surface area offering more active sites for hydrogen
molecules to be adsorbed, and the drain current response was dramatically improved. Also,
surface roughening of active area in semipolar and nonpoalar a-plane GaN diode by using
photo-chemical etching was employed. The extended rough surface of the diodes showed
improved hydrogen detection sensitivity due to the presence of more available adsorption
sites, resulting in effective variations of the Schottky barrier height.
12:00

OC080
Lithography-free gold capped fused silica nanostructures as dual functionality sensor for
electrochemical and SERS based detection
Kuldeep Sanger¹
¹ - The Danish National Research Foundation and Villum Foundation’s Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and
Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics (IDUN), Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical
University of Denmark, Denmark

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

In this work we present the fabrication and application of a dual functionality sensor which
enables both electrochemical (EC) and Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)
based sensing. The sensor was fabricated by lithography-free reactive ion etching (RIE) of
fused silica followed by gold deposition in restricted areas through a shadow mask.Finally,
the sensor was used for identification of a model analyte, paracetamol, based on its Raman
fingerprint and its subsequent quantification with electrochemistry.
12:15

OC081
FM accelerometer design based on thermal-piezoresistive amplification
Cláudia Coelho ¹,²; Eurico Moreira ¹; Rosana Dias ²; João Gaspar ²; Luís Rocha ¹,²;
¹ - CMEMS-UM, University of Minho, Portugal;
² - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

Navigation grade applications require low-power and small form-factor accelerometers
with sub-microgravity resolution and long-term bias stability. Current state-of-the-art of
MEMS accelerometers based on capacitive and frequency modulated (FM) mechanisms
present several drawbacks (large size, readout electronics, temperature dependency, and
low quality factors).
Here we propose a novel FM accelerometer based on thermal-piezoresistive amplification.
This mechanism makes it possible to achieve high quality-factors that are critical for FM
MEMS accelerometers operation. Also, thermal-piezoresistive amplification requires
completely new design approaches for the oscillator, making it possible to reduce the size
of current FM accelerometers. In this work, thermal-piezoresistive double-mass resonators
were fabricated and characterized in terms of resonance frequency and quality-factor. The
set of experimental results were used to design an FM accelerometer based on thermalpiezoresistive amplification.
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11:00 – 12:30

Session 4F

ROOM C

Session chair: Anja Boisen (DTU Nanotech, Lyngby)
Session Co-Chair: Leandro Lorenzelli (FONDAZIONE BRUNO KESSLER, Trento)
Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topics 4.5 – Micro/Nano Devices for Life Sciences: Biosensors, Prothesis; 4.6 –
Interfacing Biomaterials and Bio-Entities with Devices and Systems
11:00

Invited Lecture
INV12
How to interface the brain with MEMS-based implants?
Patrick Ruther¹
¹ - Department of Microsystems Engineering (IMTEK), University of Freiburg, Germany

Targeting the treatment of neurological disorders representing a severe burden for public
health systems requests an in-depth understanding of brain function and the respective
investigation of dysfunctions. This neuroscientific endeavor relies among others on modern
non-invasive imaging techniques visualizing brain activity and interaction among brain areas
at the level of larger populations of neurons. An improved resolution down to the cellular
level in the observation of as well as interference with neural activity requests however
miniaturized multifunctional implantable tools. The paper addresses recent developments of
neural implants realized using MEMS technologies combined with CMOS-based integrated
circuitry as well as photonic components enabling an interaction with brain tissue in the
electrical and optical domains. In addition, clinical applications of these innovative devices
are discussed.
11:30

OC082
High density, multifunctional neural probes for massively parallel read out and control

¹ - A Beam Technologies;
² - UC Berkeley, Life Sciences;
³ - ALS, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory;
4
- Molecular Foundry, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Neuroscience in vivo experiments aim at understanding how neural networks interact at
the single cell level to drive behavior. Brain experiments rely either on electrophysiological
measurements, optogenetic intervention (neuron stimulation with light) or pharmacological
manipulation. A simultaneous use of these techniques would advance the knowledge on brain
mechanisms. For this purpose, we present a revolutionary silicon device for neural applications.
This device, which can be implanted in rat’s cortex, contains a high density (high number of
cells can be interfaced) of electrical sensors and of optical and chemical stimulation sites, while
still having small dimensions (< 50 um) to minimize tissue damage during insertion. Design,
fabrication and in vivo measurement results for these brain interfaces are presented.

NOTES:
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Vittorino Lanzio 4; Stefano Cabrini 4; Simone Sassolini 4; Melanie West 4; Scott Dhuey 4; Alexander
Koshelev ¹; Paolo Micheletti 4; Raquel Lambert 4; Hillel Adesnik ²; Gregory Telian²; Peter Denes ³
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11:45

OC083
Direct laser writing of tapered optical fibers for spatial selective control of neural activity
Alessandro Rizzo ¹; Enrico Domenico Lemma ¹; Leonardo Sileo ¹; Marco Pisanello ¹; Filippo
Pisano ¹; Massimo De Vittorio ¹; Ferruccio Pisanello ¹
¹ - Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT), Center for Biomolecular Nanotechnologies

Tapered and nanostructured optical fibers (TF) recently emerged as a versatile tool to
obtain dynamically addressable light delivery in the mammalian brain for optogenetic
control of neural activity. Small apertures along a metal-coated and low angle taper allow for
controlling light delivery site in the neural tissue by acting on the coupling angle of the light
launched into the fiber. However, their realization is based on the use of focused ion beam
milling that allows to obtain high resolution also on the low values of curvature radius of
the taper. In this work, a laser beam is focused by an objective lens to realize micrometerssized windows on the tapered optical fibers that allow dynamic and selective stimulation of
multiple brain regions.
12:00

OC084
Brain-inspired nano-optoelectronic circuits for neuromorphic computing
Bruno Romeira ¹; Julien Javaloyes ²; José Figueiredo ¹

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Center for Electronics Optoelectronics and Telecomunications (CEOT), Department of Physics, Universidade
do Algarve, Portugal;
² - Departament de Física, Universitat de les Illes Baleares, Spain;

In this work, we present a nano-optoelectronic platform to emulate the biophysics of
real spiking neurons and dynamic synapses using advanced solid-state brain-inspired
(neuromorphic) nanoscale oscillators. The optoelectronic neuromorphic microchip is
formed by low-dimensional structures consisting of a nanoscale double barrier quantum well
resonant tunneling diode photodetector and a laser diode. These neuromorphic microchips
can be externally activated using either light or electrical signals featuring a wide range of
neuron-like signal outputs. Such configurations under study will enable ultralow current
operation, fast pulse-based modulation and large scale integration in neural networks
and neuromorphic computing systems. In the future, disruptive brain-inspired nanoscale
technologies as the one proposed here are crucial to develop cognitive processors and
sensing systems as well as to understand how the brain works.
12:15

OC085
Tapered optical fibers for optogenetics
Filippo Pisano ¹; Gil Mandelbaum ²; Marco Pisanello ¹; Ian Oldenburgb ²; Leonardo Sileo ¹;
Jeffrey Markowitz ²; Ralph Peterson ³; Rui Peixoto ²; Trevor Haynes ²; Emanuela Maglie¹;
Mohamed Emara ¹; Elisa Bellistri ¹; Barbara Spagnolo ¹; Sandeep R Datta ²; Bernardo L
Sabatini ²; Massimo De Vittorio ¹; Ferruccio Pisanello ¹
¹ - Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Center for Biomolecular Nanotechnologies;
² - Department of Neurobiology, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Harvard Medical School;
³ - Department of Neurobiology, Harvard Medical School

The use of optogenetic to interface with the mammalian brain in vivo has recently
represented a revolution for experimental neuroscience, allowing to identify the role of
specific population of neurons within specific neural circuits. This boosted the development
of new devices for optically interface with the neural tissue, with the final goal to better
match with the incredibly complex topology of brain networks. In this work we review our
minimally invasive technology based on tapered and nanostructured optical fibers that
allows to obtain wide volume or focused light delivery in the living brain, with the possibility
of integrating also arrays of electrodes for extracellular readout of neural activity.
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12:30 – 13:30

Lunch

13:30 – 15:00

Session 1F

EXHIBITION AREA

ROOM A

Session chair: Pasqualantonio Pingue (Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa)
Session Co-Chair: ZhengMing Wu (SwissLitho AG, Zurich)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.4 – Scanning Probe Lithography
13:30

OC086
Fabrication of high resolution nano-devices by thermal scanning probe lithography
Yu Kyoung Ryu ¹; Colin Rawlings ²; Martin Spieser ²; Heiko Wolf ¹; Urs Duerig ²; Zahid
Durrani³; Mervyn Jones ³; Sajedeh Manzeli 4; Andras Kis 4; Armin Knoll ¹
¹ - IBM Zurich Research Laboratory;
² - SwissLitho;
³ - Imperial College London;
4
- EPFL Lausanne

The further optimization in the thermal scanning probe lithography (t-SPL) writing, design
of the transfer stack and dry etching conditions enables to fabricate arrays of SiNWs with
half-pitches of 14 nm and STEM cross sections of sub-10 nm. Integrating the set-up of a 375
nm laser in the same tool, we implement a mix and match process of t-SPL + laser writing
that make possible to write at the same time sub-20 nm features by t-SPL and larger contact
pad areas by laser. The above mentioned capabilities were used in the fabrication of a MoS2
monolayer field-effect transistor with an array of 384 nanoribbons with 18 nm half pitch and
a single electron transistor memory on ultrathin SOI with 20 nm wide constrictions.
13:45

Arancha I. Dago ¹; Yu Kyoung Ryu ¹; Ricardo Garcia ¹
¹ - Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid (CSIC)

Oxidation scanning probe lithography (o-SPL) has been applied to pattern Transition Metal
Dichalcogenides (TMDs). Here we report the nanopatterning of tungsten diselenide
(WSe2) thin layers with sub-20 nm resolution by o-SPL and its application to the fabrication
of nanoscale devices. We have generated arrays of dots with an average width of 13 nm
and periodicity of 40 nm. We have also patterned a point-contact of 35 nm in width and
a nanoscale field-effect transistor (FET). The electronic properties of the nanoscale FET
were not degraded during the patterning procedure. The fabrication of nanoscale devices
by o-SPL opens a straightforward and reliable method for processing TMDs materials.

NOTES:
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OC087
SUB-20 NM patterning of thin layer WSE2 by scanning probe lithography
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14:00

OC088
Atomic force microscopy as a tool for nanoscience, top-down fabrication and
nanomechanicanical characterization
Matteo Lorenzoni ¹; Francesc Perez-Murano ¹; Laura Evangelio ¹; Steven Gottlieb ¹; Jordi
Llobet ²
¹ - IMB-CNM;
² - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory

Nanofabrication by mean of scanning probe techniques is a solid route towards the sub-10
nm limit. Here scanning probe lithography (SPL) is used to achieve block-copolymer selfassembly. AFM is also the perfect tool for mechanical characterization at the nanoscale; this
is the case of polymer thin films analyzed by peak force tapping and bending experiments on
suspended nanostructures
14:15

OC089
High-resolution thermal scanning probe lithography on silk fibroin as a fully water-based
resist
Samuel Tobias Zimmermann ¹; Ya Wang ¹; Xiaosheng Zhang ¹; Juergen Brugger ¹
¹ - Microsystems Laboratory, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

We present for the first time nano-scale patterning of silk fibroin with a thermal scanning
probe to locally convert water-insoluble crystalline silk into the water-soluble amorphous
phase. In our experiments, we investigate the contrast mechanism of silk as a fully waterbased resist for thermal scanning probe lithography and demonstrate a half-pitch resolution
of 50.5±3 nm for 30 nm deep structures. In addition we demonstrate the fabrication of a 2D
photonic crystal structure as a first example. We believe that our findings trigger interst in
the fields of micro/nanofabrication, photonics and biology.

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

14:30

Invited Lecture
INV13
Probing emergent phenomena through large-scale atom manipulation
Sander Otte ¹
¹ - Department of Quantum Nanoscience, Kavli Institute of Nanoscience, Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands

It is difficult to predict how material properties arise, even when you know the exact quantum
mechanical behaviour of all the atoms comprising the material. In order to gain insight in
what constitutes a material, we build artifical materials ourselves atom-by-atom and probe
their characteristics as they emerge.
13:30 – 15:00

Session 3E

ROOM B

Session chair: Cristina Hoppe(INTEMA, Playa del Plata)
Session Co-Chair: Jana Nieder (INL, Braga)
Topic 3 – Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.4 – Optics and Photonics
13:30

OC090
Accurate and automated fabrication of coupled gaussian microcavities using closed loop
thermal scanning probe lithography
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Colin Rawlings ¹; Martin Spieser ²; Darius Urbonas ¹; Thilo Stoeferle ¹; Rainer Mahrt ¹; Armin
Knoll ¹
¹ - IBM Research - Zurich; SwissLitho AG

In photonics a great deal of applications exist for 3D structures, which require so called
grayscale lithography. These applications include wave guides, plasmonics [1] and
microcavities. In each case switching from a 2D to a 3D structure significantly enhances
performance. Here we focus on Gaussian microcavities which have a range of applications
including light-matter coupling, sensing and quantum simulations of crystal lattices. The
latter application requires the placement of cavities within a wavelength of each other so
that the individual cavity modes overlap [4] to form a coupled resonator. We will present our
work fabricating pairs of Gaussian microcavities (see Fig. 1) with different spacing between
the cavities. The measured coupling strength was found to agree with the splitting predicted
by ab initio simulations.
13:45

OC091
Micro-moirés combining metallic patterns and micro-lenses
Thomas Walger ¹; Juergen Brugger ¹; Roger Hersch ²
¹ - Microsystems Laboratory, Switzerland;
² - School of Computer and Communication Sciences, Switzerland

Moiré effects appear when two sets of periodic structures are superimposed. By combining
advanced micro-fabrication technologies and the moiré theory, we are able to obtain
visually appealing moirés. Specific metallic patterns are created on one side of a substrate by
lithography and etching of an aluminium film. On the other side of the substrate, an array of
micro-lenses is fabricated in order to sample these metallic patterns. These new moirés can
be recognized by the bare eye. They display text or symbols that move when observed under
different viewing angles.
14:00

Benattou Sadani ¹; Benjamin Boisnard ¹; Thierry Camps ¹; Jean-Baptiste Doucet ¹; Véronique
Bardinal ¹; Christophe Levallois ²; Cyril Paranthoen ²; Sophie Bouchoule ³; Laurent Dupont 4
¹ - CNRS, LAAS, Univ de Toulouse, France;
² - UMR FOTON, CNRS, INSA de Rennes, France;
³ - Centre de Nanosciences et de Nanotechnologies, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Sud, Université Paris-Saclay, France;
4
- IMT Atlantique Technopôle Brest-Iroise, France

Associating the voltage-dependent birefringence of liquid crystals to III-V materials
constitutes a promising way for the fabrication of widely tunable optical devices needed
for future compact communications systems and optical sensors. In this work, liquid crystal
microcells are efficiently integrated on 1.55µm photodiode arrays owing to the use of a
nanoimprint setup for surface relief alignment grating fabrication and for liquid-crystal
microcell sealing. Fabricated devices present a tuning range of 106nm for only 14V applied
and without any current consumption.

NOTES:
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OC092
Integration of tunable liquid crystal microcells on 1.55µM photodetector arrays using
nanoimprint technology
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14:15

OC093
Light-driven reconfigurable grin optical element
Angelo Angelini ¹; Federica Pirani ¹,²; Francesca Frascella ¹; Emiliano Descrovi ¹
¹ - Department of Applied Science and Technology (DISAT), Politecnico di Torino, , Italy;
² - Center for Space Human Robotics@Polito, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT), Italy

In this work, we present an easy to fabricate reconfigurable optical element whose optical
transfer function (OTF) can be optically manipulated. We exploit the light responsivity of
azopolymers loaded into an elastomeric matrix to induce a graded index (GRIN) distribution
within the compound. The refractive index distribution retraces the intensity profile of a short
wavelength beam, enabling a fine control of the wavefront shape of a long wavelength beam.
The elasticity of the passive matrix ensures a full recovery of the homogeneous refractive
index distribution when the short wavelength beam is switched off, thus allowing a dynamic
reconfigurability of the graded index distribution. Experimental results are supported by an
empirical numerical model able at predicting the optical behavior of the device.
14:30

OC094
Sub-micron high aspect ratio X-ray gratings by atomic layer deposition of iridium
Joan Vila Comamala ¹; Lucia Romano ²; Vitaliy Guzenko ²; Mathias Kagias ²; Konstantins
Jefimovs ²; Stampanoni Marco ²
¹ - ETH Zurich;
² - Paul Scherrer Institut

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

X-ray grating interferometry is an excellent method for X-ray wavefront metrology and
X-ray phase contrast imaging with applications in materials science, biology and medical
diagnosis. Among other requirements, the technique relies on the availability of metal high
aspect absorbing gratings. Here, we report on the fabrication of iridium high aspect ration
gratings with a period of one micrometer and a depth of 30 µm combining deep reactive ion
etching of silicon and atomic layer deposition of iridium. Thus, an aspect ratio of almost 60
was achieved for the iridium lines. Due to the use of atomic layer deposition, this fabrication
method is especially suited for the fabrication of gratings with even smaller periods.
14:45

OC095
Use of EBL, dot-matrix and DLW for fabrication of true color rainbow hologram, OVD,
micro-nanooptics... designed by S/W "rainbow"
Maxim Knyazev ¹; Alexander Svintsov ¹; Sergey Zaitsev ¹; Nazim Gusseinov ²; Maratbek
Gabdullin ²
¹ - Institute of microelectronics technology RAS;
² - Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Almaty, Kazakhstan

Digital rainbow and real holograms now are widely used for defense of documents and
goods against counterfeiting. We present a design and simulation system RainBow. High
quality examples of all mentioned in the title optical elements (DOVIDs) including real
hologram were fabricated to demonstrate RainBow successful operation with Electron
Beam Lithography (EBL), Dot-Matrix (dynamic photolithography) and Direct Laser Writing
(DLW). Special budgetary EBL technology allows throughput of several centimeters squared
per hour. Much like to a color TV with three luminescent spots per single screen pixel, each
color pixel of initial image is transferred by RainBow into three (R,G,B) diffractive gratings in
a hologram. To provide proper R,G,B intensities structures (gratings) with critical dimensions
as small as 100nm should be created.
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13:30 – 15:00

Session 4G

ROOM C

Session chair: Linhong DENG (Changzhou University)
Session Co-Chair: Isabel Rodriguez (IMDEA Nanoscience, Madrid)
Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topics 4.5 – Design and Fabrication of Micro/Nano Devices for Life Sciences:
Biosensors, Prothesis
13:30

Invited Lecture
INV14
Multi-functional systems for cell and organ-on-a-chip developments
A-I. Bunea ¹, A. Heiskanen ¹, J. Kajtez ¹, S. Mohanty ¹, A. Wolff ¹, A. M. Dufva ¹, A. Kristensen ¹,
A. Martinez-Serrano ², T. Ramos Moreno ³, N. B. Larsen ¹, S. S. Keller¹; J. Emnéus ¹
¹ - Department of Micro and Nanotechnology, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
² - Departmento de Biología Molecular and Centro de Biología Molecular, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain
³ - Wallenberg Neurocenter, Lund University, Sweden

2D to 3D bioanalytical cell and organ-on-a-chip systems will be presented that can be
applied in different biomedical and environmental settings. 2D and 3D biosensing cell and
organ-on-a-chips are equipped with different scaffolds for support and culturing of cells that
inherently have : (i) structured perfusable channel network, enabling delivery of necessary
nutrients and oxygen to the interior of the scaffolds, (ii) secondary more arbitrary random
porous network that can enclose a hydrogel phase with a “nearby” source of important cell
factors, supporting the growth and differentiation of cells, and (iii) ability to conduct or sense
electrical currents.
14:00

OC096
3D Microdevice for the in vivo trapping of cancer-associated circulating cells

¹ - LAAS-CNRS, Université de Toulouse, CNRS, INSA, UPS;
² - Innopsys;
³ - Department of Urology, Hôpital de Rangueil

Here we propose a unique intravascular micro-engineered device for the selective capture
of cancer-associated circulating cells in vivo. This system relies for the first time on a 3D
microdevice to be placed directly into the human bloodstream, enabling direct isolation
of cancer cells from other blood components by exploiting their physical traits: size and
deformability. The microdevice is fabricated in 3D onto a tailored metallic guidewire using a
Direct-Laser-Writing technique (Nanoscribe®). We succeeded in capturing human prostate
cancer cells in just a few minutes from whole blood, using an in vitro test bench mimicking
in vivo conditions. This minimally invasive technology could offer representative and highquality cellular information for downstream functional analysis and personalized therapeutic
follow-up in clinical routine.

NOTES:
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Alejandro Kayum Jiménez Zenteno ¹; Aurore Esteve ¹; Hélène Cayron ¹,²; Sylvain Sanson ³;
Charline Blatché ¹; Christophe Vieu ¹; Bernard Malavaud ³; Aline Cerf ¹
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14:15

OC097
Fabrication of three dimensional microelectrode arrays with carbon nanotube electrodes
for in-vitro investigation of tissue slices and 3D cell cultures
Lisa Kollmannthaler ¹; Pranoti Kshirsagar ¹; Stefan Klaus ¹; Gerhard Heusel ¹; Claus J.
Burkhardt ¹
¹ - NMI Natural and Medical Sciences Institute at the University of Tübingen, Germany

Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) are widely used to study the cellular activity non-invasively
within tissue slices and cell cultures. The tissue slicing procedure leads to formation of
dead cell layers which hinders the contact between electrode and active cells. Using three
dimensional (3D) electrodes offers direct contact with active cells by penetrating through
the dead cell layer. The signal to noise ratio of the cellular recordings can be improved
by superior electrical properties of the electrodes. Owing to their exceptional electrical
properties and robust chemical stability, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are the nanomaterial of
choice to achieve good electrical contact between cell and electrode. Here we present batch
fabrication of 3D CNT MEAs to perform cellular recording from tissue slices schematically
shown in Figure 1.
14:30

OC098
Two-photon lithography fabrication of 3D stiffness-gradient microscaffolds for cancer
cell invasiveness studies
Enrico Domenico Lemma ¹; Barbara Spagnolo ¹; Francesco Rizzi ¹; Sara Sergio ¹; Marco
Pisanello ¹; Massimo De Vittorio ¹; Ferruccio Pisanello ¹

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Center for Biomolecular Nanotechnologies

Mechanical interactions between cancer cells and three-dimensional (3D) environments play
a key role in tumour progression and metastases formation. We propose 3D polymeric cagelike microstructures and cylindric stent-like scaffolds with controlled porosity and stiffness,
obtained through two-photon lithography (2PL), as functional tools for assessing the invasive
potential of different cancer cell lines. It was found that structure stiffness strongly affects
invasiveness: indeed, for a given porosity, stiffer scaffolds reduce the resulting invasion rate
for all investigated cell lines. We suggest that environmental mechanical properties can
greatly influence cell invasiveness. Together with the possibility to finely control geometry
and stiffness through the 2PL fabrication system, this work let us envision the wide
applicability of 2PL for future 3D approaches in cancer cell screening and sorting.
14:45

OC099
Blister-actuated laser induced forward transfer as a novel immobilisation approach for
biosensor activation
Lars Hecht ¹; Korbinian Rager ¹; Patricia Weber ²; Andreas Dietzel ¹
¹ - Technische Universität Braunschweig - Institute of Microtechnology;
² - University of Tübingen – Institute for Physical and Theoretical Chemistry

We present a novel laser direct write approach for the immobilization of detection chemicals
on biosensor surfaces by means of the so called Blister-Actuated Laser Induced Forward
Transfer (BA-LIFT). It uses a laser pulse to create bubbles in a polyimide layer coated with
the transfer material. The rapid emergence of these bubbles generates the transfer impulse
to eject a droplet of the subjacent liquid transfer material towards a receiver substrate. BALIFT presents a viable alternative to the established methods for the functionalization of
biosensor surfaces since it combines a high positioning accuracy with very reliable volume
control. Furthermore the transferred droplet volumes range from 50 fl to 6-7 pl, which is far
less than comparable fabrication methods can achieve.
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15:00 – 15:30

Coffee Break

15:30 – 16:30

Session 1G

EXHIBITION AREA

ROOM A

Session chair: Anpan Han (DTU Danchip, Lyngby)
Session Co-Chair: Sandra Wolff (TU Kaiserslautern)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.5 – Patern Transfer
15:30

OC100
Easy alignment strategy for multi-level patterning
Aurore Estève ¹; Xavier Dollat ¹; Charline Blatché ¹; Aline Cerf ¹
¹ - LAAS-CNRS, Université de Toulouse, CNRS, INSA, UPS, France

To extend patterning possibilities and allow complex architecturing, an easy alignment
strategy for multi-level micropatterning has been developed. Indeed there is a strong
demand in the biological community for multiplexed protein patterns for the control
and study of cellular growth at subcellular and cellular length scales. Here we present a
method consisting of a set of custom-made machined holders for standardized fabrication
of polymeric stamps and for controlled alignment of successive printing steps. With this
approach, three interdigitated protein patterns of 5µm width were successfully obtained
with an alignment precision of 25µm in a repeatable and homogeneous manner over large
areas. Localized cell adhesion along the patterns was observed after incubation of N2A cells
on these multiplexed substrates.
15:45

OC101
3D free forms in C-SI via gray-scale lithography and RIE
¹ - Institute for Microsystem Technology, Furtwangen University

The paper report about the gray-scale technology for the generation of real 3D free form
surfaces. Gray-scale technology refers to the combination of gray-scale lithography and
anisotropic dry etching. In gray-scale lithography a variable-dose is used to control the
development depth in photoresist and thereby creating a 3D structure following directly
the 3D-CAD data. The 3D structure can be transferred to the silicon wafer by reactive
ion etching (RIE and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). To attain an exact pattern transfer,
a selectivity close to 1 (same etch rate of silicon and resist) and high anisotropy factor (Af
=1) is required. The processing steps, results and challenges with fabrication of 3D silicon
microstructures via direct writing gray-scale lithography and RIE are discussed in this paper.

NOTES:
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Isman Khazi ¹; Ulrich Mescheder ¹; Uma Maragatham Muthiah ¹
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16:00

OC102
Barium fluoride etch masks for dry etching applications
Valentin Mueller ¹; Jonas Strunz ¹; Tatjana Borzenko ¹; Johannes Kleinlein ¹; Laurens W.
Molenkamp ¹
¹ - Physikalisches Institut der Universitaet Wuerzburg, Germany

Barium fluoride (BaF2) is used as a hard mask on different surfaces including CdHgTe
and silicon. We focus on patterning Hall bars from MBE grown CdHgTe/HgTe/CdHgTe
quantum well structures. Masks are patterned either by lift-off or subsequent patterning of
unstructured films. For pattern transfer dry etching is used. After etching, BaF2 is removed
by soaking the samples in deionized water. This simple and sensitive stripping process is one
of the main advantages of BaF2. We confirmed the complete removal of the etch mask by
XPS. In case more aggressive etching recipes need to be used, BaF2 films can be reinforced
by depositing a protective metal layer, for example titanium, on top. To demonstrate
successful patterning of CdHgTe/HgTe/CdHgTe quantum well structures we present
magneto transport measurements.
16:15

OC103
Wide area plasmonic colours by nanoimprinted lithography in plastic substrates
Keith Morton ¹; Teodor Veres ¹
¹ - National Research Council Canada

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

We present a nanofabrication technique for creating vivid structural colours by sputtering
nanoimprinted subwavelength gratings with thin-film gold coatings. The mold mastering
process combines nanostructures together with microstructures, artwork and lettering
enabling single-step imprints of multi-length scale features directly into optically clear
plastic substrates. A conformal coating of sputtered gold film on the nanostructures results
in a uniform and striking plasmonic response over 5 cm x 5cm and larger areas; applications
range from brand packaging and document security devices to surface plasmon resonance
bio-sensing.
15:30 – 16:30

Session 2F

ROOM B

Session chair: Leandro Lorenzelli (Fondazione Bruno Kessler, Piza)
Session Co-Chair: Massimo De Vittorio (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia - Center for
Biomolecular Nanotechnologies, Arnesano)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
Sub-topic 2.4 – Smart System Design & Integration
15:30

OC104
Microfabrication strategies for magnetic nanoparticle manipulation on continuous bioflows
Vania Silverio ¹; Maria J. López-Martínez ¹; João Gaspar ²; Susana Cardoso De Freitas ¹;
Paulo P. Freitas ¹,²
¹ - Institute for Systems Engineering and Computers—Microsystems and Nanotechnologies (INESC-MN);
² - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL)

Research, development and optimization of manipulation strategies in microscale biological
flows are important drivers to empower miniaturized commercial tools for diagnostics.
Particularly, the work focuses on the manipulation of superparamagneticNP flowing
inside microfluidic channels by spiral MicroElectroMagnetTraps (MEMT). Simulation of
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the magnetohydrodynamic behaviour of the system defined the design specifications.
Microfabrication followed, combining thin film deposition, high-resolution laser lithography,
etch and electroplating. Particular attention was given to the optimization of multiple laser
exposures, critical for correct definition of the MEMT. Magnetic manipulation achieved
applying current through the MEMT wires created strong magnetic fields in the z-direction.
These distributed radially and increased towards the innermost turn. The magnetic field
gradient in this approach enables precise manipulation of different MNP relating to size and
magnetic moment.
15:45

OC105
SAW and EIS biosensors for environmental particulate monitoring
Maria Serena Chiriacò ¹; Silvia Rizzato ¹,²; Sandro Spagnolo ²; Angelo Leo ¹,²; Giuseppe
Maruccio ¹,²
¹ - CNR NANOTEC - Institute of Nanotechnology, Italy;
² - University of Salento, Dpt of Mathematics and Physics, Lecce

We report a comparison between two sensing methods based on Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and Surface Acoustic waves (SAW) based transductions. The
realized devices were both used for the detection of environmental particulate (aerosol).
As a model system, we chose polystyrene nanoparticles of three dimensions (≤ 1 µm),
mimicking the different composition of PM1 aerosol particulate, which is very challenging
to be detected with standard methods. The two technologies have been compared together
with the performance of the two biosensors realized and we found that SAW method is
more efficient in the detection of 40 nm particles, providing a linear response if related to
the percentage of device covered area. Both developed techniques, anyway, are suitable for
miniaturization and integration into portable and low-cost devices.
16:00

OC106
Highly linear three-axial microprobing system built from orthogonally mounted silicon
parallelogram linkages
David Metz ¹; Justin Chaillot1; Andreas Dietzel ¹

This work reports on a novel fully assembled 3D-microprobe including complete
characterization of the system. The microprobe is composed out of three orthogonally
mounted silicon parallelogram linkages. The parallelogram structure is made of thin silicon
membranes, which are used as elastic hinges and which enable the deflection in only one
direction. In the membrane piezo-resistors are placed in order to measure displacements.
This microprobe exhibits a mechanically isotropic behavior combined with low stiffnesses
and wide deflection range. In comparison with previous concepts our new approach offers
advantages for the integration in commercials CMMs. In this work the complete wafer level
fabrication, assembly and electrical connection of three parallelogram linkages are presented.

NOTES:
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¹ - TU Braunschweig, Institute of Microtechnology, Germany
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16:15

OC107
Thermal treatment for enhanced performance of NPDS (nano particle deposition system)
to fabricate large scale (1m x 1m) electrochromic windows
Jisoo Kim ¹; In-Gyu Choi ¹; Samuel Park ¹; Sung-Ik Park ¹; Doo-Man Chun ²; Caroline S. Lee ³;
Sung-Hoon Ahn ¹; Won-Shik Chu 4
¹ - Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Seoul National University;
² - School of Mechanical Engineering, University of Ulsan;
³ - Department of Materials Engineering, Hanyang University;
4
- Institute of Advanced Machinery and Design, Seoul National University

Electrochromic window (ECW) is a device that can change color and transparency by
using electrochemical reaction in electrochromic materials. Via changing color and light
transmittance. In this research, Nano Particle Deposition System (NPDS) was used as
the manufacturing process which was improved to large scale NPDS for large scale
manufacturing. The NPDS is a physical process where nano particles are physically deposited
under low-vacuum condition with no chemical solutions involved. In the fabrication of a large
scale(1 m x 1 m) ECW, thermal treatment, deposition path (overlap and faster feed rate) are
investigated to solve the problems in the large scale ECW fabrication such as uniformity
caused by slit type nozzle (50 mm x 0.2 mm) and deposition time.
15:30 – 16:30

Industrial Session 1

ROOM C

Session chair: Andreu Llobera (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
Session Co-Chair: Joao Gaspar (INL, Braga)
15:30

IND01
Advanced FIB nanofabrication with new ion species and large area capabilities
Sven Bauerdick¹

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Raith GmbH, Germany

Besides sample preparation and analytical tasks, more applications use FIB (focused ion
beam) for nanofabrication and rapid prototyping. FIB provides direct, resistless, and threedimensional patterning enabling a simplified process. In particular for novel materials and
frequently modified designs, this helps to achieve scientific results faster. We present a FIB
system meeting the demanding nanofabrication requirements for resolution, stability, and
accuracy. With its improved source technology for Ga and non-Ga ions and the lithography
platform including laser interferometer stage and advanced pattern generator, it allows for
multiple ion species nanofabrication with write field stitching, truly continuous patterning
and automated long-term processes. Here we report on FIB and patterning instrumentation,
techniques and application examples for different ion species (Ga, Si, Au) and beyond single
write fields.
15:45

IND02
Production method and system for Wire Grid Polarizers on G5 substrates
Kristian Thulin ¹, Babak Heidari ¹
¹ - Obducat AB, Sweden

For many years Wire-grid polarizers have been known in theory, as well as used in some
applications like infrared, and radio. However, because of the manufacturing challenge
involved in producing the nanostructures required, wire-grid polarizers have not found
its way into applications in visible optics until now. Large-area patterning with Wire-grid
polarizers are also highly desirable in many other application, such as flat-panel displays,
for which relevant substrate sizes are indicated in table 1. Application of nano-Wire-Grid
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Polarizers (nWGP) in displays enables contrast improvement, increases viewing angles,
and increases light efficiency, apparent brightness and power consumption. This talk will
discuss manufacturing method for production of nWGP and similar nano structures such as
Motheye structure on large area substrates. It will highlight the advantages and challenges
in volume manufacturing technology. We also discuss the lithography technology for
production based on nanoimprint lithography.
16:00

IND03
Driving MEMS Innovation with Specialized Release Processes
David Springer¹
¹ - SPTS Technologies, UK

SPTS Technologies is the premier supplier of equipment for etch, CVD and PVD for MEMS
manufacturing and R&D. The Release Etch Division provides three processes essential to
MEMS innovation. VHF for etching sacrificial SiO2, Xenon Difluoride for etching sacrificial
Si, and MVD® (Molecular Vapor Deposition) for anti-stiction, bio functionalization and
other thin highly conformal films. This talk will give an overview on how these three process
technologies are driving MEMS technical innovation, and then dive more deeply into a
unique style of process, pulsed flow, common to the XeF2 etch and MVD® deposition
processes. Pulsed flow is novel, since the valve on the fore line is closed during the etch or
deposition phase, creating a diffusion rather than flow driven process. This diffusion driven
process enables higher aspect ratios, thinner more responsive devices, and greater flexibility
to enable the next generation of MEMS devices.
16:15

IND04
Evaluation of Novel Spray Coating Resists for High Topography Patterning and Optical
Passivation with Black Resists
Martin Eibelhuber ¹, J. Rimböck ¹, R. Holly ¹, T. Zenger ¹, M. Gerngroß ², M. Schirmer ²
¹ - EV Group E.Thallner GmbH, Austria
² - Allresist GmbH, Germany

16:30

IND05
Plasma FIB applications for large volume 3D analysis and Ga-free sample preparation
Aleksei Savenko ¹
¹ -Thermo Fisher (FEI)

New technology of Xe plasma focused ion beam (PFIB) achieves a new level of precise and
productive micro-machining of any type of solid material. Large volumes up to (100 micron)3
become accessible for 3D analysis with extreme high resolution SEM, as well as EDS and EBSD.
Unique Ga-free preparation of samples for TEM, APT and for micro mechanical testing provides
reliable unbiased results and avoids some artifacts typical for conventional Ga ion beam.
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Photoresist coating and pattering are the most repeated process steps in semiconductor
manufacturing and an essential process step for micro- and nanoengineering. Spin coating
is still the prevalent method of coating planar surfaces and the pattering of thin films.
However, spray coating [1] is nowadays well established and commonly used for pattering
requirements in particular for non-planar surfaces as it enables to efficiently protect or
pattern severe topography. Thus it developed to a key process for advanced packaging and
MEMS manufacturing. Besides common requirements of pattering surfaces for etching and
metallization processes functional resists gain importance. Due to emerging optical devices
colored and in particular black resists for optical passivation of cavities are required by the
industry. This work we will review a novel pre-mixed positive and negative photo resists as
well as black resist for spray coating and according process results for topography coating
and lithographic patterning.
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16:30 – 17:00

Coffee Break

17:00 – 18:30

Session 1H

EXHIBITION AREA

ROOM A

Session chair: Jean-Francois Marneffe (IMEC, Leuven)
Session Co-Chair: Gemma Rius (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.7 – Bottom-up Methods
17:00

Invited Lecture
INV15
Applications of smart monomolecular films in ic microelectronics for organicinorganic interface engineering
Silvia Armini ¹, Sebastiaan Herregods ¹, Laurent Lecordier ², Claudia Verheyen ¹, Alicja
Lesniewska ¹, Tinne Delande ¹, Caroline Demeurisse ¹, Valentina Spampinato ¹ , Gayle
Murdoch ¹, Zsolt Tokei ¹, Herbert Struyf ¹
¹ - IMEC, Belgium
² - Ultratech/CNT, . USA

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

In the first part of our contribution, special attention is paid to selective ALD/CVD growth
on functionalized surfaces having modulated surface energies. Selective growth is obtained
by passivation of the surface using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) in the regions
where deposition is not desired. Both vapor and liquid-scale deposition techniques are
explored in the attempt of improving the quality and density of the SAM films obtained from
octadecane thiol and octadecyl phosphonic acid precursors both on coupon and full 300mm
wafer substrates.In the second part of this contribution, we report about the achievement
of a complete pore sealing by combining a surface treatment of the porous low-k material
together with SAM deposition and a low temperature ALD and CVD processes.
17:30

OC108
DNA-Protein self-assemblies for bigger, better nanostructures
J. Alexander Liddle ¹; Veronika Szalai ¹; Daniel Schiffels ²
¹ - Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology, National Institute of Standards and Technology;
² - Maryland NanoCenter, University of Maryland

We have developed a method to build larger, more rigid, more perfect nanostructures by
using DNA to guide the self-assembly of a protein (RecA). The sequence specific binding
of DNA can be used to encode structural and functional information but, by using the nonspecific, cooperative nature of the RecA binding process, we can minimize the total number
of discrete components, and thus the probability of errors occurring in the assembly.
17:45

OC109
Diblock on diblock copolymers for in SITU-directed self-assembly and multilayer masking
Sozaraj Rasappa¹
¹ - Tampere University of Technology

Directed self-assembly of block copolymers has been of great interest in nanocircuitry due
to its long range ordering. Integrating sub-10 nm features from high Х block copolymers
via directed self-assembly is still facing critical issues. The graphoepitaxy and chemoepitaxy
templates on planar substrate below a feature size of 20 nm, for directed self-assembly, using
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conventional lithographic techniques like photolithography and UV lithography are limited
by resolution. Here we propose a low cost technique, in-situ directed self-assembly (iDSA),
for guiding block copolymers using block copolymer templates. Here we also demonstrated
the strategy of multilayer masking using block copolymer for density multiplication of device
structures. Overall the realization of Diblock on Diblock copolymer technique demonstrates
a simple technique for aligning block copolymers and multilayer masking.
18:00

OC110
Lithographically templated organization of nanodumbbells
Avichai Marcovici ¹; Guillaume Le Saux ²; Pazit Rukenstein ²; Taleb Mokari ²; Mark
Schvartzman ²
¹ - Ben_Gurion University of the Negev;
² - Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

1D semiconductor nanostructures are attractive building block for the future nanodevices
and functional nanosystems. Whereas they can be chemically synthesized from the bottom
up with sub-100 nm dimensions and nanoscale precision, their integration into functional
nanodevices and systems requires their controlled and massively parallel positioning.
Here, we report controlled position of Au tipped CdS nanorods (a.k.a. nanodumbbells)
directed by lithographically patterned and chemically functionalized nanodots arrays.
Au tips of nanodumbbells served as natural anchors, whose attachment to the patterned
nanodots was demonstrated by three approaches: covalent bonding, molecular recognition,
and electrostatic interaction. We believe that our approach opens a pathway to the
future nanostructured materials and functional systems with the nano-dimensions and
functionalities unachievable by current technologies.
18:15

OC111
Nanoparticle assembly: controlling topography and capillary forces at the nanoscale to
build functional devices
Valentin Flauraud ¹; Massimo Mastrangeli ²; Gabriel D. Bernasconi ³; Jeremy Butet ³; Duncan
T.L. Alexander 4; Elmira Shahrabi ¹; Olivier J.F. Martin ³; Juergen Brugger ¹

While colloidal nanoparticles are highly promising building blocks for nanotechnology as a whole,
and in fields such as plasmonics more specifically, exploiting their exquisite single crystallinity
or shape perfection requires efficient assembly methods. This is crucial both to integrate these
unique components into existing platforms while also central in enabling controlled particleto-particle interactions. Here we discuss how capillary assembly can allow for the efficient and
precise positioning of nanoparticles form a colloidal solution to a precise location onto a solid
template. We specifically discuss the underlying steps of this process and how these can be
exploited with tailored 3D nanotraps. The high degree of control demonstrated here ultimately
enables the fabrication of complex assembly geometries. Numerous plasmonic applications
from fabrication to state-of-the-art measuremnts are shown.

NOTES:
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¹ - Microsystems Laboratory, (EPFL) Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne - Switzerland;
² - Department of Bio, Electro and Mechanical Systems, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium;
³ - Nanophotonics and Metrology Laboratory, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland;
4
- Interdisciplinary Center for Electron Microscopy, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland
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17:00 – 18:30

Session 2G

ROOM B

Session chair: Massimo De Vittorio (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia - Center for Biomolecular
Nanotechnologies, Arnesano) | Session Co-Chair: Joao Gaspar (INL, Braga)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
Sub-topic 2.5 – Packaging Technology & Reliability
17:00

OC112
Surface-modified scalable silicon heat sink technology for electronics cooling
Yichi Zhang ¹; Nicolas Green ¹; Shinichi Saito ¹; Yoshishige Tsuchiya ¹
¹ - University of Southampton, Nano Group

Thermal issues become more important in electronic devices and integrated circuits (ICs)
with increasing the number of transistors per single chip. Our idea is to apply advanced
silicon micro- and nanofabrication technologies for developing a novel heat sink. In order to
evaluate effects of surface modification on the cooling performance of the heatsink, firstly
we have used some analytical formulas for fin-type heat sinks, and then we move to surface
modified heat sinks. To confirm this aspect, Finite Element Analysis has been conducted by
using COMSOL Multiphysics where fluid dynamics and heat transfer are taken into account.
The results had been taken and demonstrated.
17:15

OC113
Mechanical production of thin electro-optical membranes
Nadege Courjal ¹; Florent Behague ¹; Alexis Caspar ¹; Ludovic Gauthier-Manuel ¹; Anthony
Pérignon ¹; Venancio Calero ¹; Gwenn Ulliac ¹; Miguel Suarez ¹; Maria-Pilar Bernal ¹

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - FEMTO-ST Institute, Univ. Bourgogne Franche-Comté, CNRS, France

We report on the fabrication of electro-optical LiNbO3 membranes made by chemicalmechanical -polishing or by precise dicing. We present zero-order-integrated polarization
waveplates as well as optical waveguides in membranes as thin as 450 nm. Additionnally
to the promise of reduced production costs, the proposed techniques can allow confined
optical waveguides with low insertion losses and easy pigtailing with fibers. These techniques
open the way to a large range of compact components such as a 5.2 µm-thick zero-order
quaterwaveplates for polarization handling or a free-standing 200 µm-thick electro-optical
modulator with a figure of merite of 0.19 V.cm.
17:30

Invited Lecture
INV16
Packaging R&D at nanium: stretching fan-out wafer level packaging to new limits and
markets
André Cardoso ¹, Elisabete Fernandes ¹, Eoin O’Toole ¹
¹ -Nanium, SA, Portugal

Along the evolution of IC design and front-end node shrinkage, Electronic Packaging has
evolved from a passive role in IC functioning, to a crucial role on performance and function
on modern systems. Wafer-Level-Fan-Out (WLFO) is a fast-growing packaging technology,
especially fit for high density integration solutions as System-in-Package and 3D-Packaging,
which address the market demands of thinner, smaller, denser, high-performance and lowcost packaging. Despite its wide success, WLFO still faces technology challenges on MEMS
and sensors integration. Low temperature process, low stress embedding, the merging
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of RDL with microfluidics, are some examples of R&D developments and ideas to stretch
WLFO Packaging to new limits and to meet the expanding markets of IoT, Wearables and
bio-medical applications.
18:00

OC114
A method to alleviate hot spot problem in 3D IC
Ligang Hou ¹; Tongyang Ye ¹; Qiming Luo ¹; Jingyan Fu ²; Jinhui Wang ²
¹ - VLSI and System Lab, Beijing University of Technology, China;
² - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, North Dakota State University, USA

In three-dimensional integrated circuit, the heat distribution of circuit is irregular and unfixed.
Superposition of power consumption in each layer is easy to form hot spots. In this paper,
a method to relieve the dynamic hot spots in 3D IC by switching signal in TSV clusters is
proposed. When signal is switched, the variation of the thermal distribution is analyzed in
detail. And we designed a temperature sensor and comparison circuit to select each signal's
TSV cluster transmission path in real time according to the thermal distribution. The result
shows that when the circuit produces a hot spot which temperature is above 54.3 degrees
Celsius, the signal in the TSV cluster is switched to enable the hot spot gets effectively alleviate.
18:15

OC115
A prediction methodology of reliability test result using wafer test pattern classification
in dram
Beomjun Kwon ¹,²; Jee-Hyong Lee ¹; Hyungsin Kwon ²; Heeil Hong ²; Hongsun Hwang ²;
Kangyong Cho ²; Sungjin Jang ²
¹ - Sungkyunkwan Univ.;
² - Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.

NOTES:
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The process of semiconductor products usually takes several months from wafer fabrication
to the reliability test. However, if many defects chips are detected in the reliability test, we
need to find the production conditions which can reduce defects. This may take additionally
several months, and the production can also be delayed. Thus, we need to precisely predict
the reliability test result in advance. Recently, the gate induced drain leakage current (IGIDL)
defect of DRAM cells most frequently occur in the reliability test. Therefore, we propose
a method to predict reliability defects with high accuracy by extracting new variables
associated with IGIDL defects at the wafer test stage.
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17:00 – 18:30

Session 4H

ROOM C

Session chair: Rodolphe Marie (Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby)
Session Co-Chair: Linhong DENG (Changzhou University)
Topic 4 - Micro/Nano Engineering for the Life Sciences
Sub-topics 4.5 – Design and Fabrication of Micro/Nano Devices for Life Sciences:
Biosensors, Prothesis
17:00

Invited Lecture
INV17
Quantum dots for nanobioimaging and diagnostics
Beate Saegesser Santos ¹
¹-Dept. Pharmaceutical Sciences, Biomedical Nanotechnology Research Group, Universidade Federal de
Pernambunco, Brazil

Fluorescence provides a unique method for understanding how biomolecules interact with
each other in many levels, from single cell to whole organisms. II-VI semiconductor quantum
dots have arisen as versatile fluorescent nanotools for imaging the biologic world. These
nanocrystals first introduced in 1998, possess very interesting optical properties, such as
high brightness, high photobleaching resistance, and a size tunable optical profile due to
their quantum confinement regime. Their active surface specially the water-soluble QDs allow
their conjugation to different biocompatible molecules rendering innovative methodologies
which can be applied for the comprehension of biological process as well as for diagnostics and
therapeutic purposes, such as the detection of cancer cells, the differentiation of blood sub-types,
cell carbohydrate profiling and development of immunodiagnostic methods for neglected diseases.
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17:30

OC116
Drug loaded polymer microneedles fabricated by hot embossing
Thor Emil Andersen ¹; Alina Joukainen Andersen ¹; Ritika Singh Petersen ¹; Line Hagner
Nielsen ¹; Stephan Sylvest Keller ¹
¹ - The Danish National Research Foundation and Villum Foundation’s Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and
Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics (IDUN), Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical
University of Denmark, Denmark

We present a fast and temperature benign method for the fabrication of tapered pillar
polymer microneedles for (trans)dermal drug delivery. This was achieved by hot embossing
with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp in a drug loaded film of the biodegradable
polymer polycaprolactone (PCL). The microneedles had a length of 270 µm and a diameter
of 84 µm. The microneedles were characterized by mechanical testing and the in vitro drug
release of furosemide was analysed using microdissolution.
17:45

OC117
Biosensing with graphene field-effect transistors
Jerome Borme ¹; Rui Campos ¹; Elisabete Fernandes ¹; George Machado Jr. ¹,²; Patricia D.
Cabral ¹,²; Maria F. Cerqueira ²; Pedro Alpuim ¹,²
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL), Portugal;
² - Department of physics, University of Minho, Portugal

A biomarker of the hemorrhagic transformation of ischemic stroke (MMP-9) was detected
by immobilisation of the specific antibody on a patterned graphene surface that acts as the
channel of a liquid-gate field-effect transistor, in a concentration range from 0.01 ng/mL up
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to 10 ng/mL. Our immuno-FET has similar or higher sensitivity than the existing MMP-9
immunoassays and it has a much simpler label-free protocol than conventional methods.
A 25 nucleotide target DNA was detected using a similar graphene DNA-FET by
immobilization of the complementary DNA probe on the transistor channel, allowing for the
target DNA detection in a linear range between 1 aM and 100 fM, with single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) sensitivity down to 10 aM.
18:00

Invited Lecture
INV18
Nanomechanics for the life sciences
M. Calleja¹, O. Malvar ¹, J. J. Ruz ¹, D. Ramos ¹, C. M. Domínguez ¹, E. Gil-Santos ¹, A. Martín¹,
Z. Felcyn ¹, P.M. Kosaka ¹, J. Escobar ¹, S. García ¹, M. López ¹, G. Beena ¹, A. San Paulo ¹, J.
Tamayo ¹
¹ - IMM-Instituto de Microelectrónica de Madrid (CNM-CSIC), Spain

Physical and, among them, mechanical properties of biological entities as cells, bacteria,
viruses and biomolecules are valuable cues to pursue a better understanding of human
diseases. Still, this has remained an underexplored route for the development of
novel biosensing and diagnostic strategies. Nanomechanical devices, and particularly,
nanoresonators, are excellent suited tools to address this challenge, as vibrations of these
sensors upon interaction with biological entities, when carefully interpreted, serve to catch
several physical parameters. Mass, volume, density and stiffness of biological adsorbates
can be measured in a very direct manner with these devices. I will discuss in this talk what
nanomechanics can offer to answer basic questions in the field of biology and biomedicine.
18:30 – 20:00

Lab tours to INL
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18:30 – 20:00

Industrial Session 2

ROOM B

Session chair: Joao Gaspar (INL, Braga)
Session Co-Chair: Andreu Llobera (CNM Barcelona)

18:30

IND06
Photoresists and photopolymers for next generation micro- and nanolithography Innovations for lab to fab applications
Arne Schleunitz ¹, Christine Schuster ¹, Anja Voigt ¹, Jan J. Klein ¹, Manuel W. Thesen ¹, Marko
Vogler ¹, Loic Jacot-Descombes ¹, Mirko Lohse ¹, Martin Messerschmidt ¹, Gabi Grützner ¹
¹ - Micro Resist Technology GmbH, Germany

A crucial aspect in advancing modern lithography processes is the availability of suitable
materials. Compared to generic resist formulations, next generation lithography materials
provide tailored solutions to diverse requirements. Furthermore, they need to anticipate
additional technical constraints stemming from the remaining steps in the subsequent
process chain. Micro resist technology GmbH has been developing and providing
innovative photoresists, special polymers and ancillary materials for almost 25 years. Highly
specialized materials were transferred from academia to industry and are now applied in
key technologies. These materials enable the lithographic generation of micro- and nanopatterns with improved pattern quality and functionality and can also be used for new
lithography technologies. The presentation will demonstrate advancements in micro- and
nano-engineering from the perspective of a researching material supplier.
18:45

IND07
NanoFrazor Lithography Technology
Felix Holzner ¹, ZhengMing Wu ¹

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - SwissLitho AG, Switzerland

Thermal scanning probe lithography (t-SPL) has entered the lithography market as first
true alternative or extension to EBL. The first dedicated t-SPL systems, called NanoFrazor,
have been installed at research facilities worldwide by the company SwissLitho, a spinoff
company of ETH Zurich.
Core of the technology - originates at IBM Research - is a heatable ultra-sharp probe tip.
The heated tip creates arbitrary depth, high-resolution (<10 nm half-pitch) nanostructures
by local evaporation of resist materials. The extremely accurate 3D nanostructures (@1nm
depth accuracy) is patterned in a single step without wet development.
Applications enabled by the nm-precise 3D patterning include 3D phase plates, finely tuned
coupled optical microcavities and 3D shaped nanofluidic. Superior nanoelectronic devices
benefit from the unique markerless overlay capability of the NanoFrazor, but also from no
charged particle beam.
19:00

IND08
Applications for the Virtual world using MEMS Scanners
Adi Baram¹
¹ - Maradin Ltd, Israel

Looking at the AR and VR application word, it can be clearly seen that MEMS scanners
becoming a major technology, penetrating more and more into all applications. In this
presentation, we will learn about Maradin MEMS based scanning platform, seeing it can
be integrated as a 3D sensing platform or as a display platform, using same building blocks.
Maradin Display system can be transform very easily into a LiDAR system or a consumer VR
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platform, giving our customers the flexibility in designing their systems, while maintaining all
MEMS advantages (low cost, low volume, low power).
19:15

IND09
Perfecting the art of micro 3D printing that makes small things matter
Rameez Ahmad¹
¹ - Nanoscribe GmbH, Germany

The achievements of the two-photon polymerization based world’s highest resolution 3D
micro-printer will be presented. The device offers a defined control on the feature sizes and
resolutions ranging from nanometer to micrometer scale and accessible print area of ~ cm2.
This versatility has opened new frontiers in the field of photonics, optics, microfluidics, life
sciences and micro robotics. All this is made possible by the advancements in the software
and hardware design of the printer that enables the realization of ideas only with few
clicks. The decade of trusted use of this technology has found its way to several industrial
applications as well. This presentation will therefore, cover the latest advances utilizing this
art of 3D microprinting that has made small things matter across the globe.
19:30

IND10
Integration and Fabrication of Advanced Nano devices In Foundry Process Technology
Environment
Menachem (Nachi) Vofsi¹
¹ - Tower Semiconductor Ltd, Migdal Haemek, Israel

19:45

IND11
Laser Doppler Vibrometer for non-contact, high-resolution dynamic MEMS and NEMS
characterisation
Marco Fritzsche ¹
¹ - Polytec GmbH, Germany

Significant numbers of next generation micro- and nanotechnology devices such as micro-acoustic
filters, (RF-) MEMS and ultrasonic transducers now involve high frequency mechanical vibration
and transient switching operations approaching GHz frequencies. For microscopic devices
only sophisticated optical techniques can provide the spatial resolution, zero mass loading and
vibration sensitivity required for proper dynamic characterization. Polytec's expertise in LaserDoppler-Vibrometry reveals and visualizes the details of these complex mechanical systems at
the nano- and picoscale. Highly developed measurement solutions for out-of-plane, in-plane and
3D motions, from static up to 2.4 GHz and for topography measurement will be presented.
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Integration of Nano device into a CMOS foundry technology environment introduces many
challenges both from technological and business sides.
Main technological challenges in such integration are compatibility of nano-materials
with CMOS processing (contamination issues), CMOS Back End temperature limitations
mechanical robustness of integrated systems (especially with MEMS elements), smart
packaging, testing and reliability assessment.
The business challenges include development of novel technologies in aggressive timelines,
setting up expert teams and budget.
The talk will cover main technology and business challenges and include guidelines to meet
these challenges Case study examples will be provided including nanowire and magnetic
sensors.
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18:30 – 20:00

Quality, Innovation, Legal and IP Session

ROOM C

Session chair: Pedro Carneiro (INL, Braga)
Session Co-Chair: Margaret Costa (INL, Braga)

18:30

QIP01
Increasing reliability and resilience of scientific equipment using computer virtualization
Adelino Correia ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

There is a strong dependence between the laboratory equipment and the computers
controlling it. The life expectancy of this equipment is far larger than the computers and
data processing is limited by local computer’s resources; whose scalability is usually low. The
backups of these computers can be complex and recovery times, in case of failure, are usually
high. This can be solved with computer virtualization: It creates an abstraction layer between
hardware and software leading to increased reliability and resilience by having a virtual
machine that can be operated on almost any computer. This allows for the standardization
of the physical computers connected to laboratory equipment, allowing faster repair times
and, in some cases, disaster recovery in a matter of minutes while providing easy scalability of
computing resources. The communication interfaces between the laboratory equipment and
the computers are, in some cases, non-standard and this multiplicity of system architectures
means that every case is different.
18:40

QIP02
Challenges of maintaining research infrastructure
Hugo Cortez ¹

THURSDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

High-tech infrastructure is the full portfolio of resources and assets that include technology,
facilities, data, people and cyberinfrastructure to enable conditions for discoveries in science
and technology. Such infrastructure requires a long-term commitment of experienced
technical support with an ambitious maintenance program. This is particularly important,
all infrastructure requires preventive maintenance, replacement, upgrading, or some
combination of the three, however methodologies have been applied to extend the economic
life cycle and reduce costs.
18:50

QIP03
Implementing an ISO 9001-based QMS to a research cleanroom infrastructure: The main
challenges
Margaret Costa ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Braga, Portugal

Increased globalization has changed the way we do business and organizations often
operate more complex supply chains than they did in the past. In addition, there are
increased expectations from customers and other interested parties and, with more access
to information, today’s wider society has a stronger voice than ever before and has made
R&D one of the sources of competition. Studies on Quality Management Systems (QMS)
suggest that all the quality elements within an integrated system are intrinsically associated
with the basic framework set by the formal ISO 9001 standards. However, the paradox of
reducing variability through standardisation and, at the same time, constantly looking for
improvements seems paradoxical and is often misunderstood in R&D.
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We will present our experience, the benefits we foresee and the main challenges we
are facing in implementing a Quality Management System to a research cleanroom
infrastructure. Besides the immediate improvements in the operations management and
customer satisfaction level, the risk-based thinking approach of the 2015 revision has been
a crucial tool to assess and predict the viability of our R&D services.
19:00

QIP04
Through the looking glass: doing R&D in nanotechnology under international law
Jose Lobo ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

INL is the first and only intergovernmental organisation (IGO) in the world dedicated to
research in nanoscience and nanotechnology. The aim of this presentation is to offer a brief
overview of the institutional status of INL and its central role in making INL an international
centre of excellence in fundamental and industrial research open to international cooperation
at the highest level. This international status has also the merits of attracting researchers at
a global level and fostering a wide spirit of innovation, thus paving the way for new types
of collaborations and relations between academic, industrial and economic sectors, helping
INL to attain its mission of becoming an international hub in the field of nanoscience and
nanotechnology.
19:10

QIP05
Introduction to Intellectual Property (IP) - creating value from your inventive concepts
Andreas Lindgren ¹; Erik Ehrenborg ¹; Ulf Hakanson ¹;
¹ - AWA Patent, Linköping, Sweden

NOTES:
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A basic understanding of intellectual property (IP) gives scientists and engineers improved
possibilities to take advantage of their innovative ideas and solutions to challenge technical
problems. This tutorial gives an overview of various forms of IP and how they stimulate
innovation. Special emphasis will be on identifying what an innovation is and how patent
applications and the patent prosecution process can increase value.
Awapatent is one of Europe's leading IP firms. We have a strong track record in providing full
service prosecution, litigation, legal advice and strategic services in all IP disciplines.
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19:50

QIP06
Ways of helping start-ups to succeed
Pedro Carneiro ¹; Paula Galvao ¹
¹ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

At INL we are dedicated to support not only science development but also the
entrepreneurship ideias based in the field of nanotechnology.
The INL Incubation program was designed to achieve this objective by offering
nanotechnology based startups the unique opportunity to develop their ideias at INL
premises, with direct access both to the world class scientific infrastructure as well as to the
researcher’s knowledge and experience. INL is also developing activities targeted at creating
and making available to this incubated startups access to a venture capital fund, to support
them in their journey to the market. We are convinced that this initiative will eventually lead
to new products and services adopted by the industry, capable of enhancing human health
while conserving resources and protecting the environment.

Exhibitors / Sponsors Barbecue

20:00 – 24:00

Young People Meeting

INL GARDEN

'LUSTRE' CLUB
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20:00 – 22:00

www.mne2017.org

Your Worldwide Partner for Science and Innovation

www.inl.int - office@inl.int
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FRIDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2017
09:00 – 09:45

Plenary Lecture

ROOM A

Session chair: Jean-Francois Marneffe (IMEC, Leuven)
Session Co-Chair: Nach Vofsi (Tower Jazz, Migdal Haemek)
PL06
MEMS technology for medical applications
Göran Stemme ¹
¹ - Micro and Nanosystems, KTH – Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden

The rapid advance of Microelectromechanical Systems or MEMS technologies has led to
numerous new applications in many fields. The possibility to make small and complex systems
is particularly beneficial for making medical technology devices for health care. In particular,
the opportunities are formidable for making minimal invasive components and microfluidic
handling systems for diagnostics applications.
In the talk the last decade of development of medical technology based on MEMS will
be discussed. Several examples of the latest research on minimal invasive devices will be
presented including; transdermal drug delivery, breath gas sensing, sensors for continuous
glucose measurement and on-chip volume metering based on dissolvable valves for dried
blood spot (DBS) blood analysis.
09:45 – 10:30

Session 1I

ROOM A

FRIDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2017

Session chair: Cornelis Hagen (TU Delft)
Session Co-Chair: Isabel Rodriguez (IMDEA Nanoscience, Madrid)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano / Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.8 – Other (Printing I)
09:45

Invited Lecture
INV19
Scalable printing of nano and microscale electronics and wearable sensors
Ahmed Busnaina ¹, William Lincoln Smith ²
¹ - Nano OPS, Inc. Needham, USA
² - The NSF Nanoscale Science and Engineering Center for High-rate Nanomanufacturing, Northeastern University,
USA

A new printing technology for printing of nano and microlectronics and Sensors on Flexible
or Rigid Substrates has been developed. The new technology is capable of printing feature
a 1000 times smaller (about 20 nanometers) than inkjet. This printing technology can print
inorganic or organic conductors, semiconductors (including III-V and II-VI), and dielectrics.
The technology uses minimum energy and water compared to conventional electronics
nanofabrication. The technology is capable of printing 1000 times faster than inkjet, 1000
times smaller patterns and costs 10-100 times less than conventional fabrication. This
presentation will show the applications of this technology in printing electronics and sensor
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applications. The technology is used to print a biosensor platform for real-time pathogen
monitoring and for wearable sensors to monitor physiologic state. These printed flexible
sensors were printed for wearable sensors that could be used as an electronic skin or
for physiological monitoring as well as environmental monitoring. The presentation will
also show the second-generation fully automated robotic printer that will include built in
inspection and annealing modules in addition to a registration and alignment module.
10:15

OC118
Multimaterial multilayer inkjet printing
Anita Fuchsbauer ¹; Florian Durst ¹; Helene Außerhuber ¹; Vanessa Tober ¹; Michael
Mühlberger ¹
¹ - PROFACTOR GmbH, Functional Surfaces and Nanostructures, Austria

Inkjet printing allows the contact free deposition of different material types at a well
defined position on various types of substrates and can thus be used to create micro- and
macrostructures. Inkjet printing is not limited anymore to graphical paper printing, but can
be used for printing of functional devices consisting of different materials in several layers.
This requires careful adjustment of different parameters such as curing and post production
strategies. In our work we have investigated the wetting behavior, the curing strategies and
post production methods for printing of multimaterial multilayer devices. The resulting
demonstrator consists of several layers of electrically conducting tracks separated by an UV
curable insulating material. In addition, thermocouples were inkjet printed using conductive
and semiconductive inks on flexible substrates.
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09:45 – 10:30

Session 2H

ROOM B

Session chair: Nach Vofsi (Tower Jazz, Migdal Haemek)
Session Co-Chair: João Pedro Alpuim (INL, Braga)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
Sub-topic 2.1 – Fabrication & Integration of Micro/Nano Electronic Devices
09:45

OC119
Tip-enhanced raman characterization of HE-ion-irradiated CVD graphene channels
Taharh Zelai ¹; Takuya Iwasaki ²; Stuart Boden ³; Harold Chong ³; Hiroshi Mizuta ²; Yoshishinge
Tsuchiya ³
¹ - Nanoelectroincs and Nanotechnology Group, Department of Electronics and Computer Science, University of
Southampton, United Kingdom;
² - School of Materials Science, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Japan;
³ - Nanoelectroincs and Nanotechnology Group, Department of Electronics and Computer Science, University of
Southampton, United Kingdom

Graphene has been attracting significant attention for various types of device applications
due to its unique properties. In particular for micro- and nanoscale devise applications, how
to control defects in graphene and how to observe the effects of defects are one of the
most important issues to understand mechanism behind device operation and to gain more
flexibility in designing device structures.In this work we have applied Tip-Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy (TERS) for He-ion-irradiated graphene for the first time to study effects of
irradiation in details, in particular focusing on the boundary of the irradiated regions. We
have succeeded in taking TERS spectra and confirmed that higher spatial resolution is
achievable with TERS.
10:00

OC120
Observation of single carrier transport behavior in graphene nano constrictions
Zhongwang Wang ¹; Takuya Iwasaki ¹; Manoharan Muruganathan ¹; Hiroshi Mizuta ¹

FRIDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - School of Material Science, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST)

In etched graphene single carrier transistors (SCTs), unavoidable edge roughness could
induce carrier localization which behave as unintentional charging islands on SCTs that
heavily influence the device performance. Previously, single carrier transport through a
few charging islands were reported in a etched single constriction in graphene nanoribbon
(SCGNR). By well designing the dimensions of the SCGNRs, single charging island SCTs
behavior could be expected. But the suitable dimensions are not clear. Here, we investigated
the suitable dimensions to observe single charging island behavior in SCGNRs devices with
different width and length. At 5 K, pronounced single charging island characteristic was
observed in a device with a 30 nm wide and 75 nm long constriction. These dimensions are
likely to be optimum constriction in our case.
10:15

OC121
Wafer-scale measurements of the specific contact resistance between different metals
and mono- and multi-layer graphene
Sten Vollebregt ¹; Manvika Singh ¹; Dominique Wehenkel ²; Richard Van Rijn ²; Pasqualina
Sarro ¹
¹ - Delft University of Technology;
² - Applied Nanolayers
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For the use of graphene in electrical devices it is crucial that a low contact resistance is
obtained. SO far, data in literature has been obtained from manually fabricated devices.
Here, we present for the first time wafer-scale measurements on the specific contact
resistance between mono and multi-layer graphene and different contact metals. We found
a large variation of 4 orders in magnitude between the different metals, with the best results
being similar to the lowest reported values in the literature. The data suggests that graphene
quality has influence on the contact resistance, while the work function of the metal does
not. Due to the wafer-scale processes employed, these measurements provide the first
statistics on the specific contact resistance between graphene and different metals.
09:45 – 10:30

Session 3F

ROOM C

Session chair: Sandra Wolff (TU Kaiserslautern)
Session Co-Chair: Hubert Brückl (Danube University Krems, Wiener Neustadt)
Topic 3 - Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.5 - Nanomagnetism
09:45

OC122
Magnetic vortex states in concentric asymmetric nanorings
Jhonny Avila ¹; Iuri Stefani Brandt ²; Jérôme Borme ³; Milton Andre Tumelero ²; Alexandre
Viegas ²; Paulo Freitas ³; André Avelino Pasa ²
¹ - Departement de Physique, Universite de Liege, Belgium;
² - Laboratório de Filmes Finos e Superfícies, Departamento de Física, Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Brazil;
³ - International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

10:00

OC123
Functional oxides for nano-eletronics and spintronics
Anna Grazia Monteduro ¹,²; Silvia Rizzato ¹,²; Zoobia Ameer ¹,²; Angelo Leo ¹,²; Chiara Leo¹;
Shilpi Karmakar ²; Vittorianna Tasco ²; Anna Paola Caricato ¹; Maurizio Martino ¹; D.D.
Sarma³; Giuseppe Maruccio ¹,²
¹ - Department of Mathematics and Physics, University of Salento, Italy;
² - CNR-Nanotec, Italy;
³ - SSSC Indian Institute of Science, India

NOTES:
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Magnetic nanorings have received considerable interest due to the existence of vortex states,
which are interesting for applications such as memory devices and spintronics. We have
performed numerical micromagnetic calculations and showed that it is possible to obtain
in concentric asymmetric nanorings vortex states with equal or opposed rotation directions
[1]. The antiparallel and parallel remanent chiralities occur by arranging the asymmetry
between the rings at 90o and by applying and removing saturating magnetic fields. In this
work, we are testing these calculations using an array of concentric asymmetric permalloy
nanorings patterned by e-beam lithography and performing vibrating sample magnetometry
measurements.
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Complex transition metal oxides represent a vast class of materials with fascinating and
interesting physical phenomena, such as high dielectric permittivities, ferroelectricity and
multiferroicity. Here we report on the preparation, structural and magnetic characterization
of BFO in bulk form and on the effect of deposition parameters on the dielectric properties
of BFO and YCTO thin films deposited by PLD technique.
10:15

OC124
Precise determination of microwave modes in arrays of py micro stripes
R. Dutra ¹; D. E. Gonzalez-Chavez ¹; L. Guerra ¹; G. C. F Navarro ¹; R. L. Sommer ¹
¹ - Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Físicas, Brazil

We investigate ferromagnetic resonance modes of arrays of permalloy stripes by means of
broadband ferromagnetic resonance and micromagnetic simulations. Arrays of 99μm x 1μm
stripes and 50nm thickness were produced by magnetron sputtering followed by lift-off over
an overall area of 2x2mm2 using e-beam lithography. The small width of the stripes allows
the excitation of spin waves, while the large length ensures a large shape anisotropy which
enables us to study the process of coherent rotation of the magnetization and it effects
in spin wave spectra. When magnetizing the stripes transversally, we observe absorption
spectra rich in resonant modes. With the aid of micromagnetic simulations we reproduce
main features of the experimental broadband FRM spectra, and provide a detailed analysis
of the resonant modes.
10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 – 11:30

Session 1J

EXHIBITION AREA

ROOM A

FRIDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2017

Session chair: Isabel Rodriguez (IMDEA Nanoscience, Madrid)
Session Co-Chair: Cornelis Hagen (TU Delft)
Topic 1 - Novel Developments in Nano/Micro Fabrication Methods and Processes
Sub-topic 1.8 – Other (Printing I)
11:00

Invited Lecture
INV20
Industrial scale high precision 3D printing
R. Houbertz ¹, B. Stender ¹, W. Mante ¹, F. Hilbert ¹, V. Ratz ¹
¹ - Multiphoton Optics GmbH, Germany

The demand of sophisticated components is continuously increasing, driven by big data, IoT,
and Industry 4.0. Reducing cost and time to market impacts all levels in a vast majority of
products. 3D printing is typically restricted to additive fabrication within one material class,
structures are limited in size, shape, surface finish, requiring supporting structures. This
prevents high quality photonic components. High precision 3D printing is a powerful tool for
rapid prototyping of miniaturized designs in automated, scalable processes. The fabrication
of optical elements and lens arrays of cm2 in size with high optical quality can be boosted
significantly by their fabrication strategy, saving more than 90 % of the fabrication time - a
big step towards high throughput and industrial scalability.
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11:00 – 11:30

Session 2I

ROOM B

Session chair: João Pedro Alpuim (INL, Braga)
Session Co-hair: Nach Vofsi (Tower Jazz, Migdal Haemek)
Topic 2 - Fabrication and Integration of Micro/Nano Structures, Devices and Systems
Sub-topic 2.1 – Fabrication & Integration of Micro/Nano Electronic Devices
11:00

OC125
Strain coupling optimization in magnetoelectric cells
Davide Tierno ¹; Rutger Duflou ²; Florin Ciubotaru ³; Iuliana Radu ³; Christoph Adelmann ³
¹ - IMEC, KU Leuven;
² - KU Leuven;
³ - IMEC

Magnetoelectric cells (MECs) are the most promising solution for scalable and energy
efficient transducers to generate magnetic excitations using voltage signals. They are key
elements of logic devices based on spin-wave interference. Strain transfer optimization
within piezoelectric-magnetostrictive bilayer of MECs offers several design and fabrication
challenges. Two often neglected aspects are the device geometry and the mechanical
properties of the non-active layers of the device whose impact on the effective coupling is as
relevant as a high magnetoelectric coupling coefficients. We studied the mechanical behavior
of MECs using experimentally measured Young’s Modulus and we propose solutions based
on material selection and design strategies to control strain magnitude and orientation.
Moreover, micro-magnetic simulations suggest that shear strain is recommended for spinwave generation using the magnetoelectric effect.
11:15

OC126
MnO and CeO2 based resistive switching memory for a high resistance ratio crossbar
application
Quanli Hu ¹; Tae Su Kang ¹; Haider Abbas ¹; Tae Sung Lee ¹; Nam Joo Lee ¹; Mi Ra Park ¹; TaeSik Yoon ²; Chi Jung Kang ¹

MnO based resistive switching memories exhibit excellent performance. CeO2 became a
potential element for resistive switching memory due to its high dielectric constant, high
bandgap, and variable valence states. Ag/MnO/Pt, Ag/CeO2/Pt, and Ag/MnO/CeO2/Pt
devices with cap structure were fabricated. The devices showed bipolar resistive switching
properties with positive SET and negative RESET. The bipolar resistive switching phenomena
were ascribed to the formation and rupture of conductive filaments in switching layer. The
I–V properties of Ag/MnO/CeO2/Pt devices with 5 × 5 and 10 × 10 crossbar array were
investigated with a half-voltage scheme.

NOTES:
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¹ - Department of Physics, Myongji University;
² - Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Myongji University
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11:00 – 11:30

Session 3G

ROOM C

Session chair: Rubem Sommer (CBPF, Rio de Janeiro)
Session Co-Chair: Sandra Wolff (TU Kaiserslautern)
Topic 3 - Micro/Nano Engineering for Physical and Chemical Applications
Sub-topic 3.5 – Nanomagnetism
11:00

OC127
Magnetic vortices in lithographed nanostructures
Luiz Carlos Sampaio Lima ¹; Jeovani Brandão ²; Paulo Roberto Soledade ¹; Danilo Froes ¹;
Pablo Ramon Batista ¹; André Luiz Pinto ¹; Alexandre Martins De Souza ¹; Flavio Garcia ¹;
Alberto Passos Guimarães ¹; Joao Paulo Sinnecker ¹
¹ - Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Físicas, Brazil;
² - LNLS - CNPEM - Brazil

The manipulation of magnetization in small scales under presence of magnetic field, spinpolarized current, have been a subject of growing interest, with important consequences
to technological applications. We have studied dynamical properties of vortex domain walls
in nanowires and disks made of Ni80Fe20. We will show results of vortex domain wall
propagation in asymmetric nanowires with notch defects and Y bifurcations by means of
Magneto-optical Kerr effect and micromagnetic simulations. For disks, we show images of
vortices moving under action of an applied magnetic field obtained by Lorentz microscopy.
Besides, ferromagnetic resonance experiments, for determination of spin-wave excitations
eigenmodes has been carried out via waveguides and lithographed planar microresonators.
The structures were fabricated at LABNANO/CBPF.
OC128
Microstructure-control of porous material in solid oxide fuel cells by magnetic field
alignment method
Seigo Yoshino ¹; Keisuke Nagato ¹; Takumu Yamaguchi ¹; Arata Sakai ¹; Masayuki Nakao ¹

FRIDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2017

¹ - Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate School of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Tokyo

A solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is one of electrochemical conversion devices. The cathode of
SOFC consists of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) particles, lanthanum strontium manganite
(LSM) particles, and pores. Each of them transports oxygen ions, electrons, and oxygen gas,
respectively. A tortuosity factor is defined as a degree of bend and constriction of path
shape, i.e., the ideal factor is 1. In this study, we control the microstructure by applying
magnetic field to align the particles in the specie transport direction. We fabricated cathode
symmetrical cells and determined the tortuosity factor of each paths by focused ion beamscanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM). As a result, the tortuosity factor of YSZ, LSM, and
pores are decreased by 4%, 37%, and 4% by applying magnetic field, respectively.
11:30 – 12:00

MEE Young Investigator Award

ROOM A

Sponsored by
Session chair: Lars Montelius (INL, Braga)
& Francesc Pérez-Murano (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
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MEE01
Evolution of dielectrics: from SIO2 to high-K to layered 2D insulators
Mario Lanza¹
¹ - Institute of Functional Nano & Soft Materials of Soochow University, China

In this talk I will review our work, findings and achievements during the last 10 years in the
field of ultra thin dielectrics for electronic devices. I will describe the different properties,
performances, reliability and failure mechanisms of SiO2, high-k and 2D layered dielectrics
when used in memory devices. I will also present how to use metal-oxide-semiconductor
nanocomposites for clean fuels and energy production in water splitting solar cells (a
prototype published in Science), as well as the graphene-coated AFM tips developed by my
students Fei Hui and Yuanyuan Shi (a patented invention that has received 1 million USD
investment). Finally, I will briefly present the different job and funding opportunities in China
for young scientists aiming to establish and lead their own research group.
12:00 – 12:45

Plenary Lecture

ROOM A

Session chair: Lars Montelius (INL, Braga)
& Francesc Pérez-Murano (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)
PL07
Tactile mechanics — A new avenue for nano-engineering?
Vincent Hayward ¹
¹ - Institute of Philosophy, School of Advanced Study, University of London & Actronika SAS, France

12:45 – 13:15

Closing Remarks
Session chair: Lars Montelius (INL, Braga)
& Francesc Pérez-Murano (IMB-CNM, CSIC Barcelona)

www.mne2017.org
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The mechanics of contact and friction is to touch what sound waves are to audition, and what
light waves are to vision. The complex physics of contact, however, differ in fundamental ways
from the physics of acoustics and optics. The astonishing variety of phenomena resulting
from the contact between fingers and objects is likely to have fashioned our somatosensory
system at all its levels of it organisation, from early processing to cognition. The talk will
illustrate this idea through a variety of specific examples that show how surface physics
shape the messages that are sent to the brain, providing completely new opportunities for
the application of nano-engineering techniques.
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Braga General Information
Braga is a lively city, one of the oldest in the country, and is teeming with young people who study at
its universities.
Built more than 2,000 years ago, “Bracara Augusta” was, as the name indicates, founded by Augustus; it
was located on one of the main Roman roads in the Iberian Peninsula, since it was the administrative seat
of the Empire, and later given the status of capital of the Roman province of Gallaecia, present-day Galicia,
by Emperor Caracalla. The Braga Diocese is the oldest in Portugal and, in the Middle Ages, the city even
competed with Santiago de Compostela in power and importance. One of the Camiños de Santiago passed
through here, when this pilgrimage cult grew with the Christian reconquest and the foundation of Portugal.
Braga’s Cathedral is also the oldest in the country and was built in the 12th century by the parents of
Portugal’s first King, D. Henrique and D. Teresa, who are buried there. Braga is to this day one of the country’s
main religious centres, having the Holy Week Celebrations and the São João Festival as the highlights in its
liturgical and tourist calendar.
Besides the Tesouro-Museu da Sé (Cathedral Treasure Museum), it is worth visiting the Biscainhos
Museum, housed in a Baroque palace, a landmark period in the history of Braga, and the D. Diogo de Sousa
Archaeological Museum, since the city also abounds in remains from the Roman era. We suggest a leisurely
stroll around the historic centre to visit some of the many churches, admire the houses and historical
buildings, such as the Palácio do Raio, the Theatro Circo, the Arco da Porta Nova, and to have a coffee at the
emblematic Brasileira with a view of the busy Avenida Central. But Braga is considered the youngest city in
Portugal and, from its contemporary landmarks, the Braga Municipal Stadium stands out, designed by Souto
Moura, one of the most prestigious Portuguese architects and winner of the Pritzker Prize.
Every visitor to Braga must see the Bom Jesus Sanctuary, a city icon, with its monumental staircase. Amid an
expanse of greenery, it offers an excellent panoramic view of the city, as do two other churches nearby: Nossa
Senhora do Sameiro Sanctuary, an important place of Marian worship, and Santa Maria da Falperra Church.
Outside the historic centre, São Martinho de Tibães Monastery and S. Frutuoso de Montélios Chapel also
warrant a visit for their beauty and historical significance.
In terms of gastronomy, codfish prepared in the Braga, Narcisa or Minho styles has to be inevitably
mentioned, as well as roast kid and Pudim Abade de Priscos (crème caramel with bacon). Night-life, in this city
of students, is not to be missed, as there’s some form of entertainment for everyone.
Over the last few years, the University and the quality of contemporary architecture have instilled an
atmosphere of youthful vibrancy which has brought this ancient city an unexpected modernity.

POINTS OF INTEREST

> Sé de Braga
> Museu do Tesouro da Sé
> Estádio Municipal de Braga
> Santuário do Bom Jesus do Monte
> Santuário de Nossa Senhora do Sameiro
> Igreja de Santa Maria Madalena de Falperra
> Mosteiro de São Martinho de Tibães
> Capela de São Frutuoso – Braga
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JBX-8100 SERIES
Electron Beam Lithography System

NEW!
■

Self contained and compact unit.

■

Extreme accuracy whilst maintaining high throughput.

■

Built with JEOL’s renowned Electron Optics for ultimate stability.

■

Low energy requirements.

■

Easy operation. Even beginners can obtain excellent results.

■

Upgradeable platform to enable you to improve the performance
as your research progresses.

